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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
By Peter Herzig

Cruise SO-166 of RV Sonne conducted seafloor drilling, sampling, and mapping
south of Lihir Island in the New Ireland fore-arc and at the Manus back-arc spreading
center west of New Ireland, Papua New Guinea, between September 15 and October
3, 2002. The objectives of the cruise were to establish the sub-surface nature and
extent of alteration and gold mineralization at Conical Seamount, a submarine
volcano 10 km south of Lihir Island, and to investigate active and inactive
hydrothermal sites of the Pacmanus hydrothermal field in the Bismarck Sea.

Seafloor drilling was carried out with the Rockdrill of the British Geological Survey
(BGS) which is capable of drilling to a maximum depth of 5 m below the seafloor.
This was the first time that a portable drilling system has been used from R/V Sonne.
The drilling operations with 39 holes drilled at the summit plateau of Conical
Seamount with a total penetration of 91.1 m and an average recovery of 31% and 10
holes drilled in only two days at Pacmanus (Table 1), revealing almost 9 m of
spectacular massive sulfides, were both a technical and scientific success and will
undoubtly lead the way to further projects of the German marine scientific community
in which shallow-drilling is an important means to investigate the sub-seafloor.

The main focus of work was on Conical Seamount, one of several young volcanic
cones discovered during cruise SO-94 in 1994. Indications of gold-rich epithermal-
style vein mineralization at the summit plateau of Conical Seamount were confirmed
during cruise SO-133 in 1998. Samples collected from the summit area include
locally intense clay-silica alteration with a zonal distribution from a central clay-silica-
pyrite stockwork to polymetallic vein mineralization at the margin. More than 1200 kg
of mineralized rock was recovered in 1998, consisting of stockwork and disseminated
sulfides similar to material currently being mined on the island of Lihir, showing gold
concentrations of up to 230 g/t in surface samples. This discovery represents a new
type of seafloor mineralization and has important implications for understanding the
metallogenic history of the Lihir area.

Drilling at Conical Seamount has now confirmed the existence of alteration and
gold mineralization to a depth of at least 4.5 m below the seafloor and further proven
analogies to the giant Ladolam epithermal gold deposit on Lihir Island. Drill core
samples of clay-silica alteration contain average gold grades up to 14.2 g/t over a
core section of about 30 cm and appear to be part of a more extensive gold zone
located below a carapace of relatively fresh ancaramitic and trachybasalt. These
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samples contain a complex mineralogy including realgar, orpiment, galena,
sphalerite, some chalcopyrite and pyrite, together with amorphous silica, and possibly
cinnabar. In addition to high concentrations of gold, shipboard analyses indicate that
the gold-rich samples contain high values of Pb, As, and Sb, which is a characteristic
feature of a magmatic-hydrothermal style of mineralization and alteration. The drilling
results significantly extends the previsouly known depth of gold mineralization and
alteration. Deep drilling is now required to fully assess the gold potential of Conical
Seamount.

Through drilling and TV-grab sampling, new observations were made of the
eruptive history of two other volcanic cones south of Lihir Island. TUBAF Seamount is
the most recent volcano in the area and appears to have erupted through the debris
apron on the flank of Lihir. A suite of TV-grab samples from TUBAF provided a
number of well preserved mantle nodules. Additional drilling at Edison Seamount
revealed that this older volcano also contains abundant xenoliths. Both volcanoes are
small pyroclastic cones, formed by highly explosive eruptions of volatile-rich,
phlogopite-bearing, pyroxene-phyric basalts.

Biological sampling with the TV-grab at Edison Seamount during cruise SO-166
has established an important time series on the development of chemosynthetic
biological communities in the region. Large beds of giant clams (Calypotgena or
Vesicomyid) discovered in 1994 and sampled in 1998 were resampled along with
other fauna typically associated with sulfide-rich hydrothermal vents. The density of
organisms in the clam beds on Edison Seamount is still among the highest yet
recorded in any seafloor environment and confirms that fluid venting from this cone is
a major source of reduced gases for sulfur- and methane-oxidizing bacteria.

Drilling at the Roman Ruins hydrothermal field at Pacmanus has revealed
extensive sub-surface sulfide mineralization consisting of sphalerite, chalcopyrite,
galena, tennantite, barite, anhydrite, and amorphous silica. Spectacular chalcopyrite-
anhydrite breccias recovered in drill core are similar in nature to pyrite-anhydrite
breccias of the TAG hydrothermal field at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. First chemical
analyses of the drill core have shown high average concentrations of gold including
0.5 m @ 29 g/t Au (66RD30-80cm), 0.35 m @ 30 g/t Au (69RD85-120cm), and 0.2 m
@ 58 g/t Au (65RD10-30cm).

Seafloor mapping during cruise SO-166 has significantly extended the existing
bathymetric map of the area surrounding Lihir Island and reveals a number of
previously unknown structural elements. As for swath mapping data of cruises SO-94
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and SO-133, this information will be published as an Open File Report of the
Geological Survey of Canada.

Table 1: Drilling statistics for sites Conical Seamount (New Ireland Fore-Arc)
and Pacmanus/Roman Ruins (Manus Basin) drilled during cruise SO-166 of
R/V Sonne with the Rockdrill of the British Geological Survey
___________________________________________________________
Parameter Conical Seamount Pacmanus Site

                                                                                                                                                 

Number of holes 41 10

Technical failures   2 0

Holes without recovery 2 0

Total penetration 91.07 m 35.55 m

Individual penetration 0.95-5.00 m 2.06-5.00 m

Average penetration 2.22 m 3.56 m

Total core length 20.76 m 11.07 m*

Individual core length 0-1.50 m 0.35-2.20 m

Average core length 0.51 m 1.12 m

Average recovery 31 % 31 %

Individual recovery 0-100 % 9-65 %

                                                                                                                                                 

*8.87 m of massive sulfide
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1 Introduction

By Peter M. Herzig

1.1 Previous Work

Gold mineralization at Conical Seamount was discovered in 1994 (SO-94: Herzig
et al., 1994) during an extensive survey of the Tabar-Feni island chain in the New
Ireland fore-arc of Papua New Guinea and systematically sampled by TV-grab and
dredging in 1998 (SO-133: Herzig et al., 1999). Detailed studies of the sample
material indicated that the mineralization and alteration at Conical Seamount has
many similarties with the Ladolam gold deposit on nearby Lihir Island in particular
and epithermal gold deposits on land in general (Petersen et al., 2002).

1.2 Cruise Objectives

The objectives of cruise SO-166 were to examine the sub-surface nature of gold
mineralization and alteration by shallow drilling (5 m) at the summit plateau of Conical
Seamount (New Ireland fore-arc, Papua New Guinea) using R/V Sonne and the
Rockdrill of the British Geological Survey at Edinburgh. Furthermore drilling and TV-
grab sampling at TUBAF and Edison Seamounts was aimed at extending the
previously existing surface information as part of a pre-site survey for the IODP
drilling proposal 591-FULL “Tectonic, Magmatic, and Hydrothermal Evolution of an
Ancient Forearc and Implications for Magmatic-Hydrothermal Ore Deposits in the
New Ireland Basin, Papua New Guinea“ (Herzig et al., 2002). Drilling at the
Pacmanus hydrothermal field was directed towards sampling of sub-surface massive
sulfides which have not been recovered during ODP Leg 193 in 2000 thus providing
the missing link between surface samples and deep ODP drilling.
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1.3 Participating Institutions / Cruise Participants

TUBAF Freiberg University Dept. of Economic Geology and Petrology
& Leibniz Laboratory for Applied Marine Research
Brennhausgasse 14; D-09596 Freiberg; Germany
Phone: +49-(3731)-39-2626 / 2662; Fax: +49-(3731)-39-2610
email: herzig@mineral.tu-freiberg.de  (Prof. Dr. P. Herzig)

BGS British Geological Survey
Marine Operations & Engineering
2A Nivensknowe Road Loanhead Midlothian
EH20 9AU United Kingdom
Phone: +44/(0)131 448 2700 Fax:  +44/(0)131 448 2545
e-mail: acsk@bgs.ac.uk (Alister Skinner)

GSC Geological Survey of Canada
601 Booth Street; Ottawa, ON K1A 0E8; Canada
Phone: +1-(613)-996-4865; Fax: +1-(613)-996-9820;
email: mhanning@gsc.NRCan.ca  (Dr. M.D. Hannington)

CODES Centre for Ore Deposit Research, University of Tasmania
GPO Box 252-79 Hobart; Tasmania, Australia
Phone: +61-(3)-6226-2893; Fax: +61-(3)-6226-7662
email: Bruce.Gemmell@utas.edu.au  (Dr. J. B. Gemmell)

KORDI Marine Microbiology Team
Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute
Ansan P.O.Box 29 425-600, Korea
Phone: +82 31 400 6243 Fax: +82 31 406 2495
e-mail: jlee@kordi.re.kr (Jung-Hyun Lee)

LIHIR Lihir Management Company
Champion Parade & Musgrave Street
Port Moresby PO Box 789, PNG
Phone: +675 9865 125 Fax: +675 9864 018
e-mail: rpk@lihir.com.pg (Roy Kidd)

NAUTILUS Nautilus Minerals Corporation Limited
397 Liverpool St. Darlinghurst NSW Australia
Phone: +61 (0)2 9360 2941 Fax: +61 (0)2 9380 5593
e-mail: astro_surv@bigpond.com (John Cavill-Jones)

POLYEIDES Polyeides Medienkontor
Reichenbergerstr. 124, D-10999 Berlin Germany
Phone: +49 (0)30 25798075 Fax: +49 (0)30 26553622
e-mail: diehn@polyeides.de (Martin Fensch)
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Shipboard Scientific Party

Herzig, Peter M. Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731-392662, Fax:
+49-(0)3731-392610, e-mail: herzig@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Kuhn, Thomas Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731-393398, Fax:
+49-(0)3731-392610, e-mail: kuhnto@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Petersen, Sven Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731-392315, Fax:
+49-(0)3731-392610, e-mail: petersen@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Becker, Klaus Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731-393273, Fax:
+49-(0)3731-392610, e-mail: beckerkp@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Monecke, Thomas Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731 39-3472 Fax:
+49/(0)3731 39-2610, email: tmonecke@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Leander, Franz Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Department of Economic Geology and Leibniz
Laboratory for Applied Marine Research, Brennhausgasse 14,
D-09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49-(0)3731-392668, Fax:
+49-(0)3731-392610, e-mail: lfranz@mineral.tu-freiberg.de

Ksienzyk, Frank Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Institute of Mining Machinery, Leipziger Str. 23, D-
09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49/(0)3731 39-2366 / -2480
Fax.: +49/(0)3731 39-2487, email: ksienzyk@imb.tu-freiberg.de

Henkel, Egon Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Institute of
Mineralogy, Institute of Mining Machinery, Leipziger Str. 23, D-
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09596 Freiberg Germany, Phone: +49/(0)3731 39-2485 / -2480
Fax.: +49/(0)3731 39-2487, email: henkel@imb.tu-freiberg.de

Skinner, Alister C. British Geological Survey 2a Nivensknowe Road Loanhead
Midlothian EH20 9AU Phone: +44 131 448 2700 Fax: +44 131
448 2545, e-mail: acsk@bgs.ac.uk

Campbell, Neil C. British Geological Survey 2a Nivensknowe Road Loanhead
Edinburgh EH20 9AU Phone: +44 131 448 2700 Fax: +44 131
448 2545, e-mail: ncc@bgs.ac.uk

Gillespie, Eileen J. British Geological Survey Murchison House West Mains Road
Edinburgh EH9 3LA Phone: +44 131 667 1000 Fax: +44 131
668 4140, e-mail: ejg@bgs.ac.uk

Smith, David J. British Geological Survey 2a Nivensknowe Road Loanhead
Edinburgh EH20 9AU Phone: +44 131 448 2700 Fax: +44 131
448 2545, e-mail: djs@bgs.ac.uk

Hannington, Mark Geological Survey of Canada 601 Booth Street; Ottawa, ON
K1A 0E8; Canada Phone: +1-(613)-996-4865; Fax: +1-(613)-
996-9820, e-mail: mhanning@gcs.NRCan.ca

Lancaster, Richard P.O. Box 41, Burritt's Rapids, Ont., Canada, K0G 1B0, Phone:
613-269-3648, e-mail: rblancaster@sympatico.ca

Kidd, Roy P.O. Box 789, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea; Phone: +675
986 4014, Fax: +675 986 5534, e-mail: rpk@lihir.com.pg

Cavill-Jones, John Consultant Surveyor,(Engineering & Mining) 12, Feathertop
Close, Smithfield, 4878, CAIRNS: Far North Queensland.
AUSTRALIA: Phone: Business, 617 40 321800. Fax: 617 40
321855. Mobile/cell 0417750176. Private, 617 40 382390.
e-mail : astro_surv@bigpond.com astrosurveys@hotmail.com

Gemmell, Bruce C. Centre for Ore Deposit Research, University of Tasmania
GPO Box 252-79 Hobart; Tasmania, Australia
Phone: +61-(3)-6226-2893; Fax: +61-(3)-6226-7662
e-mail: Bruce.Gemmell@utas.edu.au

Fensch, Martin Reichenbergerstr. 124 10999 Berlin, Phone: 0049 (0)30
26553621 Fax: +49-(0)30 26553622 e-mail:
fensch@polyeides.de

Müller, Markus Kopenhagener Str. 67 10437 Berlin, Phone: +49-(0)172/
3863049; +49-(0)30/44059456 e-mail: markusmueller@web.de

Strothmann, Frank Urbanstr.47,10967 Berlin Phone: +49-(0)30/6914525,0172-
9911721, e-mail: strothmannfrank@aol.com

Kim, Dongsung Marine Environment and climate change laboratory Korea
Ocean Research and Development Institute Ansan P.O.Box 29,
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Seoul 425-600, Korea. Phone: +82-31-400-6212 Fax: +82-31-
408-5934, e-mail: dskim@kordi.re.kr

Lee, Jung-Hyun Microbiology Lab. Korea Ocean Research & Development
Institute Ansan P.O. Box 29, Seoul 425-600 KOREA, Phone:
+82-31-400-6243 Fax: +82-31-406-2495, e-mail:
jlee@kordi.re.kr
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Ship’s Crew

Name Function
Kull, Martin Master
Korte, Detlev 1st Mate.
Löffler, Jörn 1st Mate
Kowitz, Torsten 2nd Mate
Beiersdorf, Hans Physician
Guzmann, Werner Chief Engineer
Lindhorst, Norman 2nd Engineer
Klinder, Klaus 2nd Engineer
Rieper, Uwe Electrician
Hoffmann, Hilmar Chief Electronic Eng.
Rottkemper, Oliver Electronic Eng.
Stammer, Kurt System Operator
Angermann, Rudolf System Operator
Riedler, Heinrich Fitter
Zeitz, Holger Motorman
Dehne, Dirk Motorman
Rademacher, Hermann Motorman
Wieden, Willi Chief Cook
Wege, Andreas Chief Steward
Steep, Maik 2nd. Steward
Hoppe, Jan 2nd. Steward
Lohmüller, Karl-Heinz Boatswain
Kraft, Jürgen A.B.
vom Berg, Götz A.B.
Stängl, Günter A.B.
Gieske, Ralf A.B.
Schachel, Dirk A.B.
Milhahn, Christian A.B. Trainee
Walderstein, Manfred A.B. Trainee
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2 Geology of the Study Area

By Peter M. Herzig, Mark D. Hannington, and Thomas Kuhn

2.1 New Ireland Forearc Region

The New Ireland Basin is part of a complex microplate mosaic at the edge of the
Indo-Australian Plate.  The basin occupies a forearc position with respect to the
former Manus-Kilinailau trench and New Ireland volcanic arc (Fig. 2-1).  During the
Early Miocene, the forearc region was a major sedimentary basin (Exon and Marlow,
1988; Exon and Tiffin, 1994).  Between 24 and 11 Ma ago, westward subduction of
the Pacific Plate along the Manus-Kilinailau trench was blocked by the collision of the
Ontong Java Plateau (Coleman and Kroenke, 1981).  The resulting stress relocation
caused a subduction reversal and the formation of the presently active, north-facing
New Britain Trench (Fig. 2-1).  Calc-alkaline arc volcanism shifted to New Britain,
above the subducting Solomon microplate (Taylor, 1979; Kroenke, 1984; Kennedy et
al., 1990).

Between 6 and 3.5 Ma ago, the Manus backarc spreading center opened north of
New Britain.  At about this time, alkaline volcanism was also initiated in the old
forearc of New Ireland, apparently in response to extension along major structures
that cut across the New Ireland Basin (Stewart and Sandy, 1988; McInnes and
Cameron, 1994).  A series of Pliocene to Recent alkaline volcanoes was built on the
rifted Miocene sedimentary basement of the New Ireland forearc to form the present
volcanic islands of the Tabar-Lihir-Tanga-Feni (TLTF) island chain.  The few
radiometric dates available for the volcanoes give ages of 3.7 to 1.1 Ma (Johnson,
1979; Wallace et al., 1983; Rytuba et al., 1993).  More recent submarine volcanism
(ca. 0.2-0.3 Ma) was discovered off the central island group of Lihir in 1994 (Herzig et
al., 1994a,b).  Records of seismic activity indicate a number of recent, shallow
earthquakes (<125 km) with epicenters oriented in a broadly NE-SW corridor
between Lihir and New Ireland.  This corridor represents a deeply-rooted crustal
weakness which has localized the recent offshore volcanic activity south of Lihir.  The
offshore structure in the vicinity of Conical Seamount is dominated by reactivated
portions of the ancient Tabar Fault system, which was originally a growth fault in the
old Miocene forearc sedimentary basin.  Its position, roughly 10 km south of Lihir, is
indicated by seismic surveys performed by Gulf Research and Development during
oil and gas exploration in the basin in the 1970s.  The fault is defined by abrupt
changes in sediment thickness adjacent to the pedestal of Lihir and between Tabar
and Tanga (Fig. 2-2).  Plate rotation and reorganization since the Miocene has
reactivated the Tabar Fault system as a series of major transcurrent faults at a low
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angle to the Weitin master fault.  These faults control the regional tectonics in the
vicinity of Lihir.

Fig. 2-1:Location of Conical Seamount in the New Ireland Basin and PACMANUS in
the Eastern Manus Basin.

The present volcanism on the TLTF chain is situated far from the Benioff zone of
the New Britain subduction zone, suggesting that partial melting in the mantle below
the New Ireland Basin is not directly related to the northward subducting Solomon
Plate.  Instead, New Ireland appears to have been translated northward relative to
New Britain by a series of large transform offsets (e.g., Weitin Fault Zone, Johnson
and Molnar, 1972; Curtis, 1973; Johnson, 1979).  The alkaline magmas of the TLTF
chain are considered to be sourced in the sub-arc mantle wedge above a remnant of
the Pacific Plate.  Adiabatic decompression and local melting in the mantle wedge
are thought to be related to the deeply penetrating extensional faults that formed
during the post-collision history of New Ireland.
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Fig. 2-2: Locations of the Weitin and main Tabar master faults. The location of the
Tabar Fault is indicated by sediment thickness data from Gulf Research and
Development (1973) and corresponds closely to the mapped structure south of Lihir.
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2.2 Submarine Volcanism, Hydrothermal Activity and Gold Mineralization
south of Lihir Island

In 1994 and 1998, the German RV Sonne conducted detailed mapping in the
seismically active zone in the central part of the New Ireland Basin (Herzig et al.,
1994a; Herzig and Hannington, 1995; Herzig et al., 1999).  During these cruises, an
anomalous area of high heat flow, active faulting, recent submarine volcanism and
distinctive epithermal-style gold mineralization was found immediately south of Lihir
Island.

The seafloor topography within about 20-40 km of Lihir is dominated by slump
features, debris slides, and sediment outflow aprons originating from local block
faults and from the collapse of the seaward flank of the island.  Dredges from these
slump features contained a hetrogeneous assemblage of lavas, volcaniclastics, and
recrystallized reef limestones shed from the island.  Pliocene-age sedimentary rocks
dredged from the flanks of the island confirm that the volcanic edifice was built on top
of older sedimentary basement.  Single-channel seismic reflection profiles also
delineate a number of horst and sediment-filled graben structures which are
considered to be manifestations of the local forearc extension that has controlled
recent volcanism in the area.

About 10 km south of Lihir, a field of volcanic cones, ranging in size from several
hundred meters up to several kilometers wide at their base, were discovered at water
depths ranging from 1100 to 1500 m.  These volcanoes appear to have been erupted
through the clastic sedimentary apron on the submerged flank of Lihir island.  Heat
flow measurements reveal above-average residual heat in this area (96-137 mW/m²
compared to background values of 40-50 mW/m²: Gennerich, 2002) suggesting that
the volcanic field has been recently active.

The largest of the seamounts, Conical Seamount, has a basal diameter of 2.5 km
and rises 600 m above the surrounding seafloor to a distinctive conical peak at a
depth of 1050 m (Fig. 2-3).  The volcano is built of massive basaltic flows, similar to
the early effusive eruptions associated with the larger stratovolcanoes on Lihir.  The
top of the volcano is variably sedimented, with discontinuous outcrops of basaltic
lava, and the summit area is punctuated by an 100 m-long volcanic feature
interpreted to be an eruptive fissure.  Two smaller cones, Edison and TUBAF
volcanoes, are products of explosive eruptions and resemble cinder cones with
distinctive summit craters measuring several hundred meters across (Fig. 2-3).
These pyroclastic material appears to have been erupted from a deep source in the
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Fig. 2-3: Shaded relief map of Lihir Island and the submarine volcanic cones south of
it which were targets of the SO-166 cruise.

forearc lithosphere, as indicated by the presence of abundant xenoliths from the sub-
arc mantle wedge.  TUBAF Volcano is about 1 km in diameter at its base and rises to
a minimum depth of about 1280 m.  It is virtually free of sediment, indicating that a
relatively recent eruption has taken place.  The cone is littered with rounded coarse
ash and lapilli  to block-sized volcanic ejecta.  The larger bombs consist of highly
porphyritic, phlogopite-bearing basalt, often containing xenoliths (up to 10 cm) of
mafic, ultramafic, and sedimentary rocks.  The xenoliths display enormous variety
and include dunite, harzburgite, gabbro, anorthosite, diabase, serpentitite,
amphibolite, and silicified mudstones and siltstones.  These are interpreted to
represent a cross-section of the forearc lithosphere, from as deep as 40-70 km,
which was sampled by the basalt during its ascent from the mantle to the seafloor
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(McInnes et al., 2001).  A third, small volcanic cone, Edison Seamount, is exceptional
in that it hosts an active hydrothermal field.

Submarine Epithermal Gold Mineralization at Conical Seamount
Volcanic rocks at the summit plateau of Conical Seamount are intensely

hydrothermally altered.  The alteration consists of abundant illite+smectite+chlorite,
minor kaolinite, adularia±sericite and abundant amorphous silica (clay-silica zone;
Fig. 2-4). This alteration grades outward into weakly altered basalt breccias
containing abundant fine-grained disseminated pyrite. Camera surveys across
several hundred meters of the top of Conical Seamount revealed widespread but
discontinuous patches of staining caused by low-temperature, diffuse hydrothermal
vents that were formerly active near the summit of the volcano.  Visible alteration is
exposed over a strike length of at least 250 m, and dredging of the flanks of the
volcano also recovered intensely altered lavas with weak mineralization, indicating
that the volcano was once host to a large hydrothermal field (Herzig et al., 1999a).
However, no active hydrothermal venting was observed at the summit of the volcano.

Comprehensive TV-grab sampling at the summit of Conical Seamount indicates
that the intense alteration is associated with distinctive gold-bearing, polymetallic
sulfide veins.  The sulfide veins contain up to 230 ppm Au (avg. 26 ppm, n=40) and
high concentrations of Ag, As, Sb, and Hg (Herzig et al., 1999b; Petersen et al.,
2002). These are by far the highest gold concentrations yet reported from the modern
seafloor (cf., Glasby, 2000).  The mineralization is fine-grained and consists of native
gold and electrum together with sphalerite, galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite, marcasite,
and various sulfosalts in a matrix of chalcedonic silica.  Late-stage As-Sb
mineralization, including stibnite, realgar, orpiment and a variety of non-stochiometric
Fe±Pb±As±Sb-sulfosalts not previously documented in seafloor hydrothermal
systems, are also present. The distinctive epithermal style mineralization overprints
an earlier pyritic stockwork that is associated with intense silification and acid-sulfate
type alteration.  The latter includes an assemblage of alunite±kaolinite, typical of
high-sulfidation magmatic-hydrothermal systems on land (Hedenquist et al. 1996).
Sulfur isotope ratios in the sulfides range from –8.6 to +2 ‰, confirming a
contribution of magmatic volatiles to the hydrothermal system (Petersen et al., 2002).

The vein-style gold mineralization at Conical Seamount is the first of its kind found
on the modern seafloor and is considered to be a submarine analog of land-based
epithermal systems, such as the giant Ladolam gold deposit in the Luise Volcano on
nearby Lihir (Moyle et al., 1990; Müller et al., 2001, 2002).  The proximity of Conical
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Fig. 2-4: Bathymetry of the summit plateau of Conical Seamount with mineralized
zones as interpreted from TV-grab samples taken during SO-133.

Seamount to Lihir suggests that the submarine and subaerial gold mineralization may
be linked to the same district-scale magmatic event.  Land-based epithermal gold
deposits typically have large vertical dimensions, with vein systems tapping deep
geothermal reservoirs.  The previous mapping at Conical Seamount suggests that
the entire upper part of the volcano may be mineralized, however, drilling of the
summit area is required to determine the extent and character of mineralization at
depth.

Active Low-Temperature Venting at Edison Seamount
The Edison Seamount pyroclastic cone rises 150 m above the surrounding

seafloor at 1600 m depth.  It is constructed partly of volcanic ejecta blown from a
small pit crater.  Samples from the volcano display distinctive peperitic textures,
indicating extrusion of basalt into wet pelagic sediment.  Volcanic bombs collected
from the surface of the volcano also commonly contain mafic and ultramafic
xenoliths, similar to those found at the nearby TUBAF volcano.  Several meters of
sediment on the crater floor suggest that the volcano has been extinct for several
thousands of years.
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The most striking feature of the volcano is the presence of extensive clam beds
associated with diffuse, low-temperature venting at the crater rim (Fig. 2-5).  Two
distinct hydrothermal fields covering areas of approximately 100-200 m in diameter
were mapped at the top of the cone.  Clear, shimmering water was observed during
towed camera-TV surveys within the crater, and diffuse venting of apparently warm
hydrothermal fluid occurs over areas of several 10's of meters at the center of each
clam bed.  Sulfidic sediment, which is notably darker than the local pelagic ooze,
locally surrounds the clam beds.  Samples of the sediment consist of foraminiferal
carbonate ooze, minor smectite, and disseminated Fe-monosulfide (up to 5%, Herzig
et al., 1998a).

Fig. 2-5: Bathymetry of the summit crater of Edison Seamount with two clam fields
where diffuse hydrothermal fluids are emanating (from Herzig et al., 1994a).

The clam beds are extremely dense, with populations at the center of the
fields exceeding 50 individuals per square meter and covering 100% of the seafloor.
The large bivalves (Calyptogena species) occur together with Neolepas ohtai
(Cirrepedia), Phymorhynchus wareni (Gastropoda) and Alvinocaris (Peracaridea:
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Stecher and Türkay, 2000).  Polycheates resembling, the sulfide worms, were found
attached to clam shells and rock fragments in the areas of diffuse flow.  Scale worms,
limpets, and abandoned worm tubes were also found among the clam beds.  In the
immediate area of diffuse hydrothermal flow, clusters of white, long-necked barnacles
up to 20 cm long are also attached to live clams and rock fragments.  Two species of
crabs (one resembling the galatheid crab), shrimps, anenomes, and pink-grey vent
fish were also photographed and sampled.  Patches of dark sulfidic mud surrounding
the vents appear to be covered by white bacterial floc.

2.3 Eastern Manus Basin1

The Manus Basin is a rapidly opening (~10 cm/yr) backarc basin set between
opposed fossil and active subduction zones (Manus-Kilinailau Trench and New
Britain Trench, respectively) within a complex zone of oblique convergence between
the major Indo-Australian and Pacific plates (Fig. 2-1).  The present-day configuration
of spreading segments, extensional faults, and obliquely oriented, left-lateral
transform faults in the Manus Basin is well established by bathymetric, side-scan
sonar, seismic reflection, gravity, and magnetic surveys, and by microseismicity
(Taylor, 1979). In contrast to the wedge-shaped Manus spreading center, where new
backarc oceanic crust has been forming since the 0.78-Ma Brunhes/Matuyama
boundary (Martinez and Taylor, 1996), the rift zone of the Eastern Manus Basin lying
between the islands of New Ireland and New Britain, and between two major
transform faults (Djaul and Weitin Faults), is a pull-apart zone of distributed extension
on mostly low-angle faults approximately normal to the transforms. Bathymetry,
gravity modeling, and reverse magnetization indicate that the basement of the
Eastern Manus Basin (called the Southeastern Rifts by Martinez and Taylor, 1996) is
arc crust equivalent to the Eocene–Oligocene exposures on New Britain and New
Ireland. Reflection seismic traverses across the Eastern Manus Basin show
essentially undeformed graben and half-graben fills up to 0.3 s, equivalent to ~1 m.y.
at current sedimentation rates, consisting of fossiliferous calcareous mudstones and
volcaniclastic sandstones ranging in age from early Miocene to the
Pliocene/Pleistocene boundary. Undated, mildly metamorphosed basalts dredged
from inner nodal scarps near the active ends of the Djaul and Weitin transform faults
may represent the presumed arc volcanic basement. Built up on this nascent
continental crust, and probably controlled by subtle, relatively recent changes in the
extensional stress field, a series of high-standing neovolcanic edifices (eastern

                                           
1 The following chapter is a shortened version of the chapters Regional Settings and PACMANUS

Hydrothermal Field in Binns et al. (2002): Leg 193 summary.
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Manus volcanic zone, Binns and Scott, 1993) extends en echelon across the trend of
the rift faults (Fig. 2-6).

The neovolcanic edifices range from central eruptions of more mafic lavas (basalt
and basaltic andesite) to linear ridges formed by fissure eruptions of andesite, dacite,

Fig. 2-6: Seafloor geology of the Eastern Manus Basin. Edifices of the eastern Manus
volcanic zone, which extends between the active ends of the Djaul and Weitin
transform faults, range from picritic basalt to thyodacite in composition. Dots = known
hydrothermal sites including PACMANUS, DESMOS, and SuSu Knolls. Thin lines =
extensional fault scarpes (from Binns et al., 2002)

and rhyodacite. The westernmost volcanic feature of Figure 2-6 is a low axial ridge of
basalts with compositions resembling mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB). The other
edifices, however, are variably but distinctly potassic. They have trace element and
isotopic affinities comparable with the subaerial arc volcanoes of New Britain (Binns
et al., 1996; Woodhead and Johnson, 1993) rather than with the MORBs at the
Manus spreading center (Woodhead et al., 1998), the Willaumez extensional
transform fault (Taylor et al., 1994), and in the adjacent East Sherburne volcanic
zone (R. Binns, unpubl. data).

The PACMANUS hydrothermal field is located near the crest of Pual Ridge, a 500-
to 700-m-high felsic neovolcanic ridge that trends northeast. This ridge appears
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constructed of stacked subhorizontal lava flows 5–30 m thick, with negligible to minor
sediment cover along the crest. Dacite and some rhyodacite block lavas with rough
surface topography predominate, but there are also some smoother sheet flows and
lobate flows of dacite (Waters et al., 1996). Isolated hydrothermal deposits are
scattered for at least 13 km along the main crestal zone of Pual Ridge (Binns and
Scott, 1993; Binns et al., 2002). The more significant, active deposits are in the
center of this zone between two low knolls on the ridge crest. Lavas in this central
area are exclusively dacitic to rhyodacitic (65–71 wt% SiO2). Four principal fields of
hydrothermal activity, including sulfide chimneys, and several smaller sites have
been delineated and named (Fig. 2-7).

Roman Ruins (1693–1710 meters below sea level [mbsl] and 150 m across)
contains many close-packed simple columnar chimneys that stand as high as 20 m,
and some complex multispired chimneys with numerous conduits. Commonly, these
coalesce into wall-like constructions oriented north-south. Numerous small
occurrences of Fe oxyhydroxides and of Mn oxides are common throughout the
PACMANUS hydrothermal field.

Satanic Mills (1708–1720 mbsl and 200 m across) is an equivalent sized site of
rather more scattered chimneys and spires marked by clouds of dark particulate-rich
hydrothermal fluid (“black smoke”). Both black to gray smokers and structures that
are vigorously venting clear fluid are in close proximity. East of this field are north-
south oriented fissures in dacite, encrusted with fauna, that are emitting clear fluid
and are interpreted as juvenile vents soon to become smoker fields. Both fields are
probably located on northnorthwest-trending fracture zones.

The Tsukushi site (1680–1686 mbsl) at the southwestern end of PACMANUS
discovered during a 1996 Shinkai-2000 submersible dive contains numerous actively
venting chimneys as high as 30 m, many very slender but some as much as 10 m in
diameter.

Snowcap (1654–1670 mbsl), the other major active hydrothermal site at
PACMANUS, is very different in character. It occupies the crest and the flanks of a
10- to 15-m-high knoll, 100 m × 200 m in size, bounded on its eastern side by a
north-northeast-striking fault scarp 60–80 m high. Outcrops of altered dacite-
rhyodacite lava and hyaloclastite predominate, locally covered with patches of both
sandy sediment and metalliferous hemipelagic ooze (only millimeters thick). Gravity
corer and grab operations revealed the sand to be altered lava disaggregated by
bioturbation or hydrothermal fragmentation. Typical alteration assemblages at
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Snowcap are dominated by cristobalite, with lesser natroalunite, diaspore, and illite-
montmorillonite with traces of pyrite, marcasite, chalcopyrite, enargite, and formerly
molten globules of native sulfur. These reflect interaction at relatively low temperature
between dacites and a highly acid, relatively oxidized hydrothermal fluid (“advanced
argillic alteration”), indicating that SO2-bearing magmatic components were present
in the fluid. Diffuse low-temperature venting (6°C, compared with 3°C in ambient
seawater) is extensive across the gently undulating to flat crest of Snowcap. The
diffuse vent sites are marked by white surficial patches that probably include both
microbial mat and methane hydrate deposits.

Fig. 2-7: Distribution of hydrothermal deposits within PACMANUS field along the
crest of Pual Ridge (from Binns et al., 2002).

Fluid temperatures measured at the orifices of black or gray smokers and sulfide
chimneys venting clear fluid are comparable for the Satanic Mills, Roman Ruins, and
Tsukushi fields, ranging between 220° and 276°C. End-member vent fluids are acidic
(pH = 2.5–3.5 at 25°C), show high K/Ca ratios reflecting equilibration with dacite
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wallrocks, are high in Mn and Fe relative to fluids recovered from mid-ocean-ridge
hydrothermal sites, and have variable salinities (Gamo et al., 1997; Auzende et al.,
1996; Charlou et al., 1996). The variable salinities may imply subsurface phase
separation, meaning hydrothermal temperatures exceed 350°C at indeterminate
depths below the chimney fields. This is supported by mineralogical evidence of
multiple fluid compositions in chimney assemblages (Parr et al., 1996). End-member
gas compositions of 20–40 mM CO2, 20–40 µM CH4, and R/RA(He) = 7.4 denote
significant contribution to the hydrothermal fluids from arc-type magmatic sources
(Ishibashi et al., 1996). Douville et al. (1999) ascribe unusually high fluorine contents
in the fluids to magmatic sources.

Chimneys collected from Roman Ruins and Satanic Mills are comparatively rich in
precious metals (average Au = 15 ppm; average Ag = 320 ppm) and are composed
predominantly of chalcopyrite and sphalerite, with subsidiary pyrite, bornite,
tennantite, galena, and dufreynosite (Scott and Binns, 1995; Parr et al., 1996). Barite
is the principal gangue, but anhydrite substitutes in some samples. Chimneys at
Roman Ruins typically contain less Cu than those at Satanic Mills. Fewer samples
have been recovered from Tsukushi and the southwestern side of Snowcap, but
these are virtually devoid of Cu and Au and contain more Pb and Ag. Their gangue
includes appreciable amorphous SiO2 as well as barite. PACMANUS chimneys have
elevated contents of “magmatophile” trace elements (e.g., As, Sb, In, Tl, and Te).
Sulfur isotope ratios near 0‰ δ34S (Gemmell, 1995; Gemmell et al., 1996) indicate a
larger magmatic-sourced component than found at mid-ocean-ridge hydrothermal
sites and mature backarc spreading axes. Direct evidence for the importance of
magmatic fluids is found in the Cu + Zn–rich fluid-filled cavities within glass melt
inclusions in the phenocrysts of Pual Ridge andesites (Yang and Scott, 1996), as well
as in the gas compositions and high fluorine concentrations of collected vent fluids.
The PACMANUS hydrothermal field supports an exceptionally abundant vent
macrofauna broadly similar to those of other southwest Pacific sites (Hashimoto et
al., 1999), dependent on chemosynthetic microbes.
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3 Daily Narrative

By Peter M. Herzig

August 22-24, 2002 (Thursday-Sunday)
The CONDRILL Cruise SO-166 of Freiberg University of Mining and Technology

started on August 22, 2002 in San Francisco, where the Rockdrill of the British
Geological Survey (BGS) in Edinburgh was installed on R/V Sonne by two members
of the British drill crew (A. Skinner, N. Campbell) and one representative of Freiberg
University (T. Kuhn). Due to professional handling by the BGS personnel, the set-up
of drilling system, winch (2.500m) and control unit (one flat bed and one 40‘
container) was completed on August 24. In addition, a container of Freiberg
University was taken on board and unloaded. At 12:00 LT on August 24, R/V Sonne
set sail for Rabaul, Papua New Guinea, and started her 3 weeks Pacific transit.
Personnel of BGS and Freiberg University returned to their home institutions.

September 13, 2002 (Friday)
R/V Sonne reached the port of Rabaul on the NE tip of New Britain on September

13 at 07:06 LT. The day was used for port call activities and loading in preparation for
the forthcoming drilling operations at Conical Seamount.

September 14, 2002 (Saturday)
At 10:00 LT a shipboard scientific party of 15, the BGS drill crew (4), and a

German TV team (3) joined the ship which was at anchor at the pier of Rabaul. The
scientific party consists of geologists and engineers of Freiberg University, geologists
of the Geological Survey of Canada in Ottawa, two biologists from KORDI, Seoul,
South Korea, and one representative each of CODES, University of Hobart,
Tasmania, Lihir Gold Ltd., and Nautilus Minerals Corporation, Sydney, Australia.
Despite a telephone conversation with the director of the Geological Survey of Papua
New Guinea, the survey representative who was supposed to join the cruise did not
appear. However, it was agreed on that he may be joining the ship via Lihir Island at
a later stage. During the day the computer system and the laboratories were set up
for the cruise. The BGS drill crew mobilized the Rockdrill and did some preliminary
tests on the system. A strong landward wind was prevailing but ceased at the end of
the day.

September 15, 2002 (Sunday)
With the pilot on board, R/V Sonne left the port of Rabaul at 07:06LT to perform a

handling and function test of the Rockdrill which has a maximum drilling capability of
5.0 m. After successful completion of this test, Sonne set course for Conical
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Seamount  south of Lihir Island. During transit, the SIMRAD system was used to map
the Weitin and Tabar-Feni faults. During a first meeting of the shipboard scientific
party, the Chief Scientist introduced all cruise participants and explained the scientific
objectives of the cruise. A safety training was held the same afternoon. The mapping
program continued through the night and the ship was on station at Conical
Seamount early morning of September 16.

September 16, 2002 (Monday)
After a short SIMRAD survey over the top of Conical Seamount, the OFOS was

deployed (01 OFOS) at best weather and sea conditions in order to select suitable
drill sites at the summit plateau measuring 150x200 m. It was decided to deploy the
Rockdrill first at the NW side of the plateau for test drilling. The first landing was
unsuccessful, as the system was not standing upright at the seafloor and had to be
lifted and repositioned. Two further landings were also unsuccessful and the system
was than recovered because the control unit showed faulty readings. This was due to
the fact that the core barrel had slipped down after the first attempt to land and was
bent during the next two landings. After replacement of the core barrel, the system
was deployed again at the same site. During this deployment a problem with the
hydraulic motor was noted. A close inspection indicated that the motor had failed and
needed to be replaced by a spare unit. In order to calibrate the SIMRAD system, a
sound profile was obtained for the water column in the working area. In the
afternoon, the Captain met with the shipboard scientific party to discuss ship´s
procedures and routines. A mapping program SE of Lihir Island was then carried out
until the morning of September 17.

September 17, 2002 (Tuesday)
After the repair of the Rockdrill was completed, the system was successfully

deployed in several areas of the summit plateau of Conical Seamount without any
technical problems. A total of 5 diamond bore holes varying in length from 1.0 to 5.0
m were drilled with a core recovery of 6-100 %. It turned out that massive rock is not
present in most areas which were visited so far. Instead, large areas of the summit
plateau appear to consist of sediments which are intermixed with volcanic gravel of
various size. However, valuable depth information down to 5.0 m was gained by
drilling and it became obvious that mineralization and alteration occur at depth in
certain  areas. The longest intact single core sample drilled that day measured 15
cm. From midnight to early morning, bathymetric mapping of the area S of Conical
Seamount continued. Several phases of the work program were documented by the
TV crew on board. In the evening of that day, the Chief Scientist introduced the
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ship´s crew to the objectives of the research program to be carried out during the
CONDRILL cruise.

September 18, 2002 (Wednesday)
The drilling program continued with station 08 RD at the eastern summit plateau. A

total of 6 sites was drilled down to a maximum depth of 2.33 m. The samples vary
from fresh, clinopyroxen-phyric trachybasalt to strongly altered, bleached and weakly
mineralized material. In many areas, however, penetration did not exceed 1.5 to 2.0
m due to difficult drilling conditions caused by basalt rubble in a sedimentary
succession. In the early morning of the next day, Sonne started to complete the
SIMRAD mapping S and E of Lihir Island. During the day, the TV crew and other
interested parties used the zodiac to film and photograph the ship at work.

September 19, 2002 (Thursday)
In the morning, drilling at Conical Seamount commenced with station 14 RD north

of the eruptive fissure on top of Conical Seamount. A total of 6 holes varying in
penetration from 1.49-3.48 m were drilled N and E of the eruptive fissure at the
summit plateau. Core recovery varied from 19-80 % with an average of 43 %. The
drill core samples consist of fresh to moderately altered ancaramitic basalt with local
pyrite mineralization and amorphous silica flooding of the groundmass. After
description and cutting, one quarter of each core was pulverized and separated for
gold analyses. Lihir Gold Ltd. has kindly offered to perform fire assay gold analyses
on these samples during the cruise.

September 20, 2002 (Friday)
In the early morning, the Rockdrill had to be recovered during station 20 RD due to

technical problems with the hydraulic motor. It was than decided to deploy the TV-
grab at nearby Edison Seamount in order to sample the extensive clam beds at the
northern and southern crater rim for the South Korean biologists. After deployment it
was noted that the cameras of the TV-grab failed. A close examination after recovery
indicated a short circuit due to a problem with the hydraulic motor. The program was
then changed to an OFOS survey in the inner crater of Edison Seamount which
revealed extensive and extremely dense biological communities consisting of
abundant Calyptogena, Neolepas, Munidopsis, and Galatheia. Since the repair of
both, the TV grab and the Rockdrill continued through the day, the ship moved to
TUBAF Seamount where another OFOS survey (22 OFOS) was carried out. Through
the night, the mapping program around Lihir Island continued.
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September 21, 2002 (Saturday)
After a successful test of the Rockdrill, drilling operations commenced in the clam

beds of EDISON Seamount to determine the nature of the subsurface at this site.
According to the bottom photograph transmitted by the drill after landing, the first site
(23 RD) just missed the main clam field and was drilled in the southern periphery.
The drill worked fine after repair and recovered several pebbles of trachybasalt.
Further attempts to drill the center of the clam field failed as it was difficult to locate
the target. Bottom photographs showed sedimented seafloor with only some dead
clams in various places. It was then decided to carry out a short mapping survey to
better position the ship. Meanwhile a test of the repaired grab had to be suspended
as the cable was damaged in the winch block and had to be cut and reterminated. In
the early evening, the Rockdrill was successfully positioned within an active clam
field (24 RD) and penetrated 2.63 m. The recovered core consisted of several
pebbles of slightly altered trachybasalt without any sulfide mineralization.

September 22, 2002 (Sunday)
Drilling at Conical Seamount continued with 6 sites drilled in the NE quadrant of

the summit plateau. Penetration varied from 0.95 m to 3.14 m with an average
recovery of 25 %. The core consisted of fresh to slightly altered trachybasalt without
any significant sulfide mineralization. It became obvious that the summit plateau is
covered by volcanic bombs and lapilli-sized ejecta which are difficult to penetrate
because individual clasts tend to get caught in the core bit and thus prevent further
drilling. In cases where larger boulders occur within the sediments, the Rockdrill
produces excellent core. However, due to the difficult conditions at the summit
plateau, it seems unreasonable to expect to reach outcropping rock („basement“)
beneath the volcanic-sedimentary succession which may be much thicker than
assumed. It was suggested that Conical Seamount may well have a crater developed
which than has been completely filled with sediments, bombs and lapilli. The gold-
rich material recovered from Conical Seamount during previous cruises may have
either originated from mass wasting at the crater walls or represent large bombs.
After transit to EDISON Seamount, a TV-grab which was carefully positioned in the
southern clam field recovered abundant live clams (Calyptogena), barnacles, and
sediment together with some rock samples. Two other grabs were positioned in a
dead clam field nearby to take samples for comparison. During the night, the
mapping program around Lihir Island continued.

September 23, 2002 (Monday)
In the morning, the jet boat was used to transfer the TV-team together with two

scientists to the Lihir gold mine where a total of 32 samples were handed over to the
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assay labs. Shipboard XRF analyses of 10 samples have revealed a sulfur content of
1.6 to 6.0 wt.% (avg. 4.1 wt.%), indicating the presence of sulfides. The fire assay
results of the Lihir labs are expected to come in later this week. The mine had
arranged for a tour through the processing plant and a gold pour to be filmed by the
TV-team. The current daily production is 75 kg gold (3 bars at 25 kg each) with a
current market value of 750.000$US. Meanwhile the ship continued to work at
TUBAF Seamount and successfully recovered two TV-grabs with spectacular mantle
xenoliths in trachybasalt. In the evening and through the night, Sonne continued
mapping the submarine sourroundings of Lihir Island. The mapping so far has
revealed a complex structural pattern of normal faults, reactivated transform faults,
rotating blocks and fore-arc extension.

September 24, 2003 (Tuesday)
Mapping continued through the first half of the day in order to further reveal the

complex structural setting of Lihir and Conical Seamount. At noon, the ship docked at
the wharf of Lihir where a team of Lihir Gold geologists was waiting with their vehicles
for the scientists on board. After a tour of the Lienetz and Minifie open pits during
which samples were taken for comparison with Conical Seamount, the scientific party
returned to the ship, where a guided tour for Lihir Gold geologists was arranged. An
OFOS survey was then carried out in Luise Bay in order to detect remnants of the
sector collapse of Luise Volcano. After leaving Luise Bay, bathymetric mapping was
resumed and continued through the night.

September 25, 2002 (Wednesday)
Drilling at Conical Seamount commenced with station 37 RD. The drill needed to

be repositioned several times due to rough topography which prevented upright
landing of the Rockdrill. During the day and the following night, a total of 5 diamond
holes were drilled in various areas of the summit plateau of Conical Seamount.

September 26, 2002 (Thursday)
In the previous night, the longest intact core recovered so far (1.5 m) was drilled in

an area northwest of the erruptive fissure mapped as iron-stained in 1998. This core
(42 RD) contains amorphous silica associated with native sulfur and likely some As-
sulfides. The most successful core of the entire drilling program so far, however, was
core 43 RD which is characterized by abundant As-sulfides, such as realgar and
orpiment, sphalerite, galena, some chalcopyrite and pyrite together with amorphous
silica, and possibly cinnabar. The core material is almost identical to the high-grade
gold samples collected in the Minifie open pit on Lihir Island. Shipboard analyses
have revealed up to 4.38 g/t Au. Core 43 RD originates from an area immediately
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west of the location at which gold-rich samples were recovered during cruise SO-133
in 1998. Due to this discovery it was decided to extend the drilling program for 24
hours. Further cores (44 RD to 49 RD) recovered this day include slightly altered
ancaramite and trachybasalt as well as clay-silica altered and pyrite-mineralized
material (46 RD) at the bottom of some holes. The drilling characteristics seem to
indicate that, at least in some cases, the Rockdrill penetrated a hard cover (basalt
carapace) before advancing into clay-silica altered material which may be underlain
by or associated with gold mineralization. Clay-silica altered samples were recovered
from the bit of station 47 RD at a depth of at least 4.5 m, siginificantly extending the
previously known depth of mineralization.

September 27, 2002 (Friday)
During the night and early morning, 3 more cores were recovered, varying from

fresh to slightly altered (50 RD) to strongly altered and bleached, with the matrix
flooded by silica and abundant pyrite (51 RD). At mid-day the last core (52 RD) was
brought on deck completing the drilling program at Conical Seamount. In summary,
41 holes were drilled in various areas of the summit plateau. Only 2 holes had to be
abandoned due to technical problems and only 2 core barrels returned empty. The
total penetration during about 8 days of drilling was 91.07 m for 39 holes with an
individual penetration of 0.95-5.00 m. The average penetration for 39 holes was 2.22
m. Total core length on deck amounted to 20.76 m with individual  core lengths of 0-
1.50 m (avg. 0.51 m). The recovery varied between 0-100 % and averaged 31 %.
The Rockdrill has demonstrated good realibility and performance in difficult
geological formations. The performance was enhanced by the BGS drilling crew who
are extremely experienced and highly professional. It was demonstratated for the first
time, that a portable seafloor drilling rig can be launched and operated from R/V
Sonne, and the drilling operations at Conical Seamount have proven innovative new
technology. The scientific success of the drilling program includes the recovery of
variously altered and mineralized samples from below the seafloor at the summit
plateau, indicating that alteration and mineralization extend to depth. After
completation of drilling at Conical Seamount, the ship moved to Lihir Island were
another 20 samples were submitted for gold analyses at the analytical facilities of
Lihir Gold Ltd. The results of all 52 samples are expected to come in early next week.
After leaving the Lihir area, R/V Sonne set course for the Manus Basin west of New
Ireland (22 hours transit time). In the afternoon of that day, a science meeting was
held in the conference room to review and summarize the program completed and to
prepare for the second study area including PACAMANUS, Susu Knolls, and
Desmos Caldera.
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September 28, 2002 (Saturday)
R/V Sonne arrived on site in the afternoon of that day and station work started with

an OFOS traverse over Rogers Ruins, Roman Ruins, Satanic Mills, and Snowcap. As
expected, abundant inactive chimneys were found at Rogers and Roman Ruins and
high-temperature black smoker chimneys were located at Satanic Mills. In the
Snowcap Field, large areas of the seafloor are covered with a white, crust-like
material possibly consisting of kaolinite or barite. Preliminary surveys suggested that
drilling would not be easy, execpt at Snowcap, as the other areas proved to have a
very rugged topography. At late night, a SIMRAD survey was started to produce a
base map for the forthcoming drilling operations.

September 29, 2002 (Sunday)
The TV-grab (55 GTVA) was depolyed right on top of Satanic Mills and an inactive

chimney suitable for sampling located shortly thereafter. However, the grab did not
close due to technical failure and only a small chimney sample was recovered with
the frame of the grab. Several checks of the grab indicated a pressure problem, as
the system opened and closed on deck and in shallow water but not at depth. It was
then decided to deploy the Rockdrill in relatively safe grounds of the Snowcap Field,
but without much success. After the technical problems with the TV-grab were
resolved, it was deployed again in the active Satanic Mills area and recovered
abundant dacite together with several pieces of massive sulfide including a small
chimney with a chalcopyrite-lined fluid channel. The next grab was placed exactly on
top of an active black smoker and recovered a 300 kg piece of massive sulfide.
Drilling commenced shortly after midnight.

September 30, 2002 (Monday)
In the previous night, an exceptional core was drilled at the Roman Ruins site,

consisting of 0.9 m of massive sulfide including massive sphalerite, chalcopyrite,
pyrite together with anhydrite. The sphalerite-pyrite assemblage comprises a typical
white smoker mineralogy. Parts of the core consist of a chalcopyrite-anyhdrite
breccia. This core was followed by another spectacular core consisting of 1.4 m of
massive sphalerite-barite together with pyrite, again resembling white smoker
mineralogy. During the afternoon and the following night, drilling continued at Roman
Ruins.

October 01, 2002 (Tuesday)
The extremely successful drilling and coring program at Roman Ruins continued

through the night and all day. In the afternoon, a total of 9 cores (60 RD-68 RD) had
been recovered from a depth of 1.700 m. All cores but one (fresh dacite) consist of
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spectacular massive and, in one case, stockwork sulfide consisting of varying
proportions of sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, tennantite, anhyrite, barite, and
amorphous silica. Penetration in some cases was down to 5 m, and the longest core
recovered was 2.2 m. In total, almost 9.0 m of massive sulfide core had been drilled
at Roman Ruins representing an overall recovery of up to 50 %. Drilling continued
through the night. The impressive technical success of drilling and coring in the
Pacmanus hydrothermal field demonstrates that shallow seafloor drilling of massive
sulfides with a lander-type system such as the BGS Rockdrill is feasible from a non-
drilling research vessel. Sampling of the upper portion of the sub-seafloor by drilling
significantly extends our understanding of seafloor hydrothermal systems and
undoubtly will become a standard practice in the future evaluation of the 3rd

dimension of submarine massive sulfide deposits. Furthermore, shallow seafloor
drilling provides the missing link between deep ODP/IODP drilling, in which the upper
part of the hole is usually lost due to the need to set casing, and surface sampling by
dredges, grabs, manned submersibles or ROVs. In the near future, mobile seafloor
drills such as the Rockdrill may advance to mission specific plattform-status within
the new phase of (I)ODP. At night of this day, another 2.2 m core of massive sulfides
came on deck followed by a successful TV-grab at Roman Ruins. Within two days,
10 successful holes have been drilled at the Roman Ruins site with a total
penetration of 35.55 m (avg. 3.56 m). The total length of core is 11.07 m of which
8.87 m is spectacular massive sulfide. The average recovery amounts to 31 %, much
better than achieved during ODP drilling.

October 02, 2002 (Wednesday)
Bathymetric mapping of the Desmos and SueSue Knolls areas was carried out

during the night, as the Rockdrill had to undergo a repair. Drilling continued with
daybreak at Desmos Caldera. Three cores (71-RD to 73-RD) recovered fresh basalt.
In the afternoon, the final science meeting was held followed by a farewell barbeque
on deck. The mapping program continued through the night.

October 03, 2002 (Thursday)
After completation of the swath mapping survey, the Rockdrill was deployed at

Susu knolls (74-RD) and penetrated to a depth of 3.19 m below seafloor before the
bit was blocked. This hole recovered 0.25 m of black vesicular dacite. At 12:00, R/V
Sonne set sails for Rabaul arriving at 16:00 where most of the scientific and technical
personal disembarked the ship. R/V Sonne departed Rabaul for Suva, Fiji, with the
BGS drill crew and two scientists from Freiberg University at 20:00.
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October 04-10, 2002 (Friday-Thursday)
On passage to Suva in bad weather with wind at force 6-8 at most of the time.

October 11, 2002 (Friday)
R/V Sonne arrives in Suva were the BGS and Freiberg containers were off-loaded

and the remaining scientists left ship. End of cruise SO-166.
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4 Seafloor Mapping and Structural Geology

By Mark Hannington, Thomas Kuhn and Sven Petersen

4.1 Seafloor Mapping
During cruise SO-166 approximately 325 nm of swath bathymetry have been

collected in the area surrounding Lihir Island and in the Eastern Manus Basin. Near
Lihir Island 10 mapping programs and in Eastern Manus Basin three mapping
programs were carried out in most cases during the night (see Station List in
Appendix).

The multibeam system used on board SONNE is a Kongsberg Simrad EM120.
Data processing was handled by 2 SunUltra workstations running on UNIX. The raw
data was statistically handled by the subprogram Neptune©. Gridding is performed
using the Poseidon© and Triton© software packages, which are also capable of
extracting the sidescan data. The program Cfloor© (Fa. Roxar) or GMT© was than
used to calculate the digital terrain model.

The nominal sonar frequency of the swath echosounder is 12 kHz with an angular
cover sector of up to 150° and 191 beams per ping as narrow as 1°. During this
cruise mapping has been performed with a cover sector of 120° allowing for a swath
width of approx. 3.5 x times the water depth.

The objective of mapping around Lihir Island was to close gaps left by the
mapping programs during SO-94 and SO-133 and to extand the available detailed
seafloor topography especially to the east and southeast of Lihir Island. After this
cruise an area covering 70 km by 85 km has been mapped in detail (Fig. 4-1). Maps
calculated with 90 m grids were produced allowing for the analysis of large-scale
seafloor structures. This way, models of regional tectonics of the New Ireland Basin
could be improved (cf. Gennerich, 2001).  An example of the regional tectonics
interpreted from seafloor topography south of Lihir Island is given in Fig. 4-2.

The objective of mapping in the Eastern Manus Basin was to produce a map
which should be the operational basis of further sampling stations (like TV-grab,
Rockdrill, OFOS) since no detailed map was available. Therefore, in the PACMANUS
area two SW-NE oriented profiles were run and processed to a map covering the
main part of the Pual Ridge (cf. Binns et al., 2002).
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Fig. 4-1: Seafloor topography in the vicinity of Lihir Island. The map was processed
during SO-166 CONDRILL cruise from data collected during SO-166, SO-133, and
SO-94.
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4.2 Structural Geology of the New Ireland Basin
The map area surrounding Lihir previously covered during SO-94 and SO-133 has

been extended by about 50% to the south and east.  Hydrosweep data from SO-94,
and limited mapping during SO-133, have been supplemented by more than 600 line-
km of new SIMRAD bathymetric mapping.  The new map highlights the seafloor
expression of the Tabar Fault system, as well as numerous high-angle, cross-cutting
faults that appear to have been important structures for localizing volcanic and
hydrothermal activity along the Tabar Fault system (Fig. 4-2).

Two main directions of faulting are evident: NW-trending shears, referred to here
as the North Tabar segment and South Tabar segment, and broadly NNE-trending
extensional faults.  Preliminary interpretation of these structures during SO-94
suggested that the major NW-trending faults were reactivated portions of the Tabar
Fault system and that NNE-trending high-angle faults were likely extensional features
related to rifting of the New Ireland forearc crust.  However, clear kinematic indicators
and temporal relationships between the faults could not be determined from the
earlier mapping.  The enlarged map created with the new SIMRAD system has
revealed at least 3 generations of faulting in the area, including the long-lived, early
Miocene basement faults, regional left-lateral shears on reactivated portions of the
Tabar Fault system, and the more recent extensional faulting.  The mapped faults are
major controlling structures for the recent offshore volcanism and epithermal-style
gold mineralization and appear to be linked to similar controlling structures for gold
mineralization on Lihir.

The seafloor topography within about 20 km of Lihir is dominated by slump
features, debris slides, and sediment outflow aprons originating from local block
faulting, uplift and collapse of the seaward flanks of the island, including sector
collapse of the large, exposed Luise and Kinami volcanoes.  Slump blocks measuring
up to 1 km in size and deep submarine canyons carved into the sides of the island
platform are clearly visible in profiles across the basement pedestal of Lihir (Fig. 4-1).
Similar outflow and debris fans are evident on the slopes of New Ireland, and these
sediments are infilling the depression between New Ireland and Lihir.  Although
sediment from the islands has partly obscured the offshore structure, the most recent
tectonic elements are clearly visible by displacement along faults that cut through the
older sediment aprons.

North Tabar Segment
The dominant structure in the map area is a continuous, NW-trending transcurrent

fault located about 10 km south of Lihir island, close to TUBAF Seamount, and
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extending across the map area for more than 70 km.  This fault is considered to be
the manifestation of the main Tabar Fault, owing to its strike extent and position with
respect to known variations in basement sediment thickness (Fig. 2-2).  The fault is
partly obscured by the extensive sediment fans shed from the southeast of Lihir, but
its trace is clearly identifiable.  At its western extent in the map area, older sediment
fans shed from Lihir can be seen to be cut by the fault, whereas more recent outflows
have partially buried the structure (Figs. 4-1 and 4-2).  Displacements in the debris
fans shed from Lihir indicate that the most recent movements on the fault post-date
the uplift and erosion of the island.  The buried portion of the fault is indicated by the
location of the small TUBAF volcano, which occurs at the intersection of the Tabar
Fault with one of the more prominent NNE-trending, high-angle faults.  At least one
other small volcanic feature occurs along the fault, east of TUBAF, and Edison and
Conical seamounts occur within about 1-2 km of the fault.  The latter may be
localized by smaller structures adjacent to the Tabar Fault.  The absence of any
pelagic sediment covering the volcanic ejecta at TUBAF suggests that volcanic
eruptions along the trace of the Tabar Fault have occurred recently (see below).
Small left-lateral offsets are evident where the fault cuts several sediment fans
coming off Lihir and at dilational jogs on fault blocks within and adjacent to the fault
zone, indicating a sinistral sense of shear.  This is consistent with the motion on the
Weitin master fault and the left-lateral segmentation of the adjacent Manus Basin. At
its eastern end, the fault disappears into the sediment that is infilling the inter-island
basin between Lihir and Tanga, although it can be seen to be cutting debris fans
shed from New Ireland.  The trace of the fault also widens toward the east, reaching
2.5 km in width before disappearing beneath the sediment in the inter-island basin.
This may be a response to rotation and opening (see below).

South Tabar Segment
The most prominent bathymetric feature south of Lihir is a large (30 km x 10 km)

structural block or wedge between the main Tabar Fault in the north and another
segment of the Tabar Fault system in the south.  The southern boundary of this fault
block is a wider, but much shorter (ca. 30 km) segment of the Tabar Fault system.
This feature is terminated at its western end by a prominent NNE-trending, high-
angle fault (the same structure that intersects the main Tabar Fault at the location of
TUBAF Seamount).  At its eastern end, the fault segment curves to the north and is
cut off by the main Tabar fault.  This structure is considered to be a secondary fault of
the main Tabar Fault system and is typical of splays associated with transcurrent
faulting, particularly in areas of plate rotation (wrenching).  Dilational jogs on fault
blocks within and adjacent to the fault zone are evident, indicating the same sinistral
sense of shear as on the main Tabar fault to the north.  Although apparently wider
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Fig. 4-2: Set of different fault systems interpreted from regional bathymetry and
regional tectonic setting of the New Ireland Basin (cf. Gennerich, 2002).

than the main Tabar Fault, the southern segment has not localized recent volcanism.
Widening of the fault zone (up to 3 km wide at its eastern end) is interpreted to be a
result of gradual counter-clockwise rotation of the structure into a higher angle with
respect to the Weitin and main Tabar master faults and may be an indication of the
transition from dominantly sinistral shear to extension in this area.  The rotation has
presumably caused different displacement rates on different parts of the Tabar Fault
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system and likely accounts for the complex structural fabric.  Undulations in the
southern segment also appear to be related to intersections with younger NNE-
trending faults that extend to New Ireland.

The fault-bounded wedge between the southern and northern segments of the
Tabar Fault system is presently under shear stress and is also rotating counter-
clockwise, with localized deformation taking place within the rotating block.  This may
have given rise to the horst structures mapped in this area during SO-94 and SO-
133.  Very large, near-bottom anomalies of dissolved CH4 were identified along
these faults during SO-94, reaching 300 nl/l at several stations (e.g., "mussel cliff",
Herzig et al., 1994).  These faults may be conduits for leakage of natural gas from the
Miocene sedimentary basement but, because there are no volcanoes associated with
the faults, they probably do not penetrate to the volcanic basement.

NNE-trending, basin extension faults
Two sets of broadly NNE-trending, high-angle faults can be seen in the map area

south of Lihir.  A dominantly N-trending set of faults that cut across the Tabar Fault
system are colinear with the Rataman and Matakan faults on New Ireland.  These
faults are interpreted to be part of a conjugate set of shears between the Weitin and
Tabar master faults.  Smaller N-trending faults also cut the fault-bounded wedge
between the northern and southern segments of the Tabar Fault.  These faults are at
a high angle to the left-lateral shearing on the Tabar fault and therefore are likely
extensional features.  This interpretation is consistent with the location of the TUBAF
volcano at the intersection of a 1 to 2 km-wide, N-trending fault zone and the main
Tabar Fault.  This fault also terminates the western end of the southern Tabar Fault
segment.

A second set of dominantly NE-trending faults cuts through New Ireland between
the Rataman and Matakan faults and is colinear with major extensional faults in the
Manus backarc spreading center.  The largest of these faults South of Lihir intersects
the southern segment of the Tabar Fault and causes a notable deflection in the shear
zone.  Extensional faults with a similar orientation occur in the deep part of the basin
between Lihir and Tanga, immediately east of Lihir.  These faults define a series of 1
to 2 km-wide, tilted blocks at the base of the pedestal of Lihir and appear to be
related to bounding faults for the broad, inter-island basin.  The tilted blocks appear
to be shallow features (e.g., slumping on listric faults) and are not controlling
structures for volcanic activity.  However, they are apparently manifestations of the
regional forearc extension and crustal thinning and may extend as far north as the
outer-arc structural high and Manus-Kilinailau trench.  Their orientation is close to
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that of the major structural lineaments on the island of Lihir, which are thought to be
related to the same stresses.

Possible Kinematic Relationships
The system of NW-trending strike-slip faults and N- to NE-trending extensional

faults in the mapped area south of Lihir follows a Riedel model for post-collision
deformation of the New Ireland Basin between the Manus-Kilinailau trench and the
Weitin Fault zone.  This pattern has been strongly influenced by the Miocene
structural fabric of the New Ireland forearc basin, which was dominated by the Tabar
Fault system.  The present-day faulting is dominated by transcurrent, sinistral shear
along several NW-trending segments of the reactivated Tabar Fault system.

The prominent fault-bounded wedge south of Conical Seamount is a rotating
structural block caught between Riedel shears represented by the two widening
segments of the Tabar Fault system.  Several fault directions that have been rotated
into a high angle with respect to the Tabar Fault have become extensional features,
and these faults are colinear with the more regional conjugate structures mapped on
Lihir and cutting across New Ireland.  These broadly NNE-trending, high-angle faults
intersect the reactivated Tabar Fault system and are associated with a number of
dilational jogs (left steps) in the two main strike-slip segments.  Rotation of the fault-
bounded wedge between these segments is likely responsible for the horst structures
that are presently leaking methane gas from the sedimentary basement.  The
volcanic eruptions at Conical, Edison and TUBAF Seamounts have been localized by
the more deeply-penetrating transcurrent fault bounding the north side of this wedge.
This structure is interpreted to be the main Tabar Fault.  Displacements at the
intersection of high-angle NNE-trending faults with the NW-trending transcurrent
faults indicate that both faults systems have been active in recent times.  The sharp
curvature of the South Tabar segment at its eastern termination may be analogous to
the releasing bend that commonly occurs at the intersection of strike-slip fault zones
with extensional normal faults, as seen in the inter-island basin between Lihir and
Tanga.  The presence of  these basin extension faults close to the termination of the
curved segment of the Tabar Fault system is consistent with this area being a major
accommodation zone for the more regional plate rotation.

Relationship of structure to volcanism, hydrothermal activity and mineralization
The three most prominent volcanic cones south of Lihir (Conical, Edison, and

TUBAF) are approximately aligned along a 20-km segment of the main Tabar fault.
TUBAF seamount, the youngest of the volcanoes, lies directly on the trace of the fault
where the fault is partially obscured by sediment from Lihir.  Edison and Conical
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Seamounts are located on opposite sides of the fault, a short distance (<2 km) from
the structure.  Bathymetric displacement of up to 50 m on opposite sides of several of
the volcanoes suggest normal fault control on the emplacement of the magmas.

The most recent volcanic eruption occurred at TUBAF volcano, where a N-
trending extensional fault intersects the main Tabar Fault.  TUBAF is the product of
an explosive eruption that breached the sediment fan being shed off Lihir, and
abundant tephra and pyroclastic material is observed on the crater rim.  As this is a
region of very high sedimentation rates (ca. 50 mm/yr), the absence of any pelagic
sediment covering the tephra deposits suggests that this latest eruption was very
recent and that the Tabar Fault, which localized the intrusion, has been recently
active beneath the cover of sediment shed from Lihir.  The composition of the
volcano is strong evidence that the reactivated Tabar Fault is now a deeply-
penetrating crustal-scale feature.  In particular, the alkali- and volatile-rich nature of
the magmas are consistent with derivation from the deep subduction-modified mantle
wedge underlying the New Ireland Basin. Volcanic bombs that were blown out of the
TUBAF crater also contain abundant mafic-ultramafic xenoliths (see chapter 2.2).
The xenoliths, which include dunite, harzburgite, gabbro, anorthosite, diabase,
serpentinite, and amphibolite, as well as carbonated mudstones and siltstones,
represent a cross-section of the forearc crust sampled by the basalt during its ascent
from the mantle to the seafloor.  The presence of similar nodules in peperitic lavas
recovered from Edison Seamount suggest that these magmas also tapped deep
mantle-sourced material within the nearby crustal-scale fault.  No mantle nodules
have been found in the lavas from Conical Seamount, however, the similarity in the
composition of the basalts strongly suggests that they were sourced along the same
deeply-penetrating crustal structure.

A hidden basement structure may also be indicated by the apparent north-south
alignment of volcanoes from New World Seamount in the north, through the 2 Ma
Luise and Kinami volcanoes on Lihir, to the younger Conical and Edison Seamounts
south of Lihir.  An apparent southward younging of volcanic activity may also reflect
propagation of deep basement faults towards New Ireland.

Mineralization associated with the Luise volcano on Lihir island is controlled by two
sets of faults: major NNE-trending lineaments that control the location of the Luise
structure, and a set of lesser NW-trending faults that control the location of high-
grade mineralization in the Ladolam open pit.  The orientations of these faults are the
same as those mapped offshore, and the NNE-trending lineaments that cut across
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the island, in particular, are broadly colinear with the extensional faults southeast of
Lihir and similar faults on New Ireland.

Conclusions
The enlarged map area created with the new SIMRAD system has revealed at

least 3 generations of faulting in the area, from the Early Miocene to the present,
which are closely linked to oblique compression along the Manus-Kilinailau and
Weitin faults.  Extension in the former forearc region of New Ireland is a response to
far-field stresses induced by transform motion along the Weitin fault, as well as
extension parallel to present-day backarc spreading in the Manus Basin.  Alkaline
volcanism in the New Ireland Basin is related to partial melting of the subduction-
modified mantle wedge during the rifting of the thickened forearc crust.  The most
recent volcanism has taken advantage of crustal weaknesses associated with the
rising pedestal of Lihir and the reactivated Tabar Fault system and is localized along
the largest segment of the fault where it is intersected by more recent NNE-trending,
high-angle extensional faults.  Exotic ultramafic, mafic, and sedimentary nodules
ejected during recent submarine eruptions along these structures (e.g., TUBAF and
Edison seamounts) indicate that the controlling faults are crustal-scale features
extending to great depth (>40 km).  The combination of a thickened forearc crust, a
regional subduction reversal, extension associated with the back-arc spreading in the
Manus Basin, and reactivation of major transcurrent crustal-scale faults in the New
Ireland basin are likely key factors in the generation of the giant gold deposits at Lihir
and similar gold mineralization at Conical Seamount offshore.

4.3 Eastern Manus Basin
The Eastern Manus Basin is a pull-apart basin between two sinistral transform

faults: the Weitin Fault to NE and the Djaul Fault to the SW (see chapter 2.3). Such
pull-apart basins are characterized by extensional stress leading to the formation of
normal faults and an en-echelon pattern of ridges and grabens. In the middle of the
pull-apart basin, structural elements strike more or less normal with respect to the
master transform faults but rotate into the direction of the latter at their endings. This
structural situation can clearly be detected from the seafloor topography in the
Eastern Manus Basin (Fig. 4-3). There is an en-echolon succession of ridges from
the NW to the SE. These ridges are made up of a number of lava flows some tens of
meters thick which give the ridges terrased appearance. The lava flows extruded as
fissure eruptions following the extensional faults. Clearly, PACMANUS is sitting on
top of such a ridge which is called Pual Ridge (see chapter 2.3). Its location along the
Pual Ridge may mainly be controlled by volcanic activity.
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The ridges thin out towards there endings and rotate into the strike of the master
transform faults. Most intense current extensional movement seems to occur along a
small graben that strikes from DESMOS to the NE. Furthermore, there could be a
structure running from DESMOS to the NW, which would be parallel to the master
transform faults. Therefore, the location of the DESMOS volcano may be structurally
controlled. The bifurcation of the ridge in the center of the Eastern Manus Volcanic
Zone may also be related to active extension.
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Fig. 4-3: Seafloor topography of the Eastern Manus Volcanic Zone. The map was
produced from data collected during SO-166 with the Simrad echosounding system
of R/V Sonne. The three main hydrothermal sites of this area are also shown.
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5 Rockdrill Operations

By Alister Skinner, Neil Cambpell, Eileen Gillespie, and David Smith

5.1 Daily Report on Rockdrill Operations

All times are local to area of operation.

July 8th 2002 – N. Campbell co-ordinates despatch of all prepared equipment from
Edinburgh UK to San Francisco USA.

July 10th 2002 A. Skinner meets with Agent in San Francisco (following an ODP
TEDCOM Meeting) and agrees a plan of accepting shipment and mobilising to
vessel.   Have to modify pre-plan as union dock labour does not allow non-
longshoremen to work at port.  Agree that work will be done outside in SF Enterprises
yard.  Advise TU-Freiberg and Ship Managers of this.

Wednesday 21st  August
N. Campbell and A. Skinner travel to San Francisco to Mobilise RV Sonne with

equipment despatched from Edinburgh.  Meet with T. Kuhn, Technical University of
Freiberg, in San Francisco.

Thursday 22nd August
Picked up by agent and taken to vessel.  Meet with Captain and external yard

personnel at San Francisco Enterprises (SFE).  Commence external yard work.  No
shipboard work on BGS equipment until next day.  Agree layout and cable runs with
ship personnel and modify winch subframe with welding company hired in by vessel.
Winch subframe ‘Z’ beams supplied are not suitable on their own and tie-bars and
additional tie-downs requested for it to be strong enough to take winch and its mode
of operation.

Open 40’ container in SFE yard, remove some equipment to allow unloading of
rockdrill components and build rockdrill with local help and craneage.  Re-arrange 40’
container equipment into layout for working on vessel.  Load rockdrill and control
container on separate flatbed for taking directly to Sonne in morning.

Agree load plan for all onboard equipment.  Welding on winch bed modifications
continues.
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Friday 23rd August
Welding on winch bed continues while awaiting refrigerated container for

offloading remaining scientific cargo from last cruise.  Equipment from SFE yard into
dock after initial problems with who drives which trailer.  Manage to load control
container and Rockdrill before midday.  Load winch and power pack after lunch and
position electrical control panel in compressor room for electrician to make ship’s
connection.  Load 40’ container, commence welding of winch to winch bed and
preparation of umbilical sheave for accepting cable and attaching to ‘A’ frame.  All
BGS equipment on board by 1500hrs and awaiting one more 20’ container with
laboratory equipment from Germany.  Secure rockdrill in sailing position with feet
inboard (just) and secured with chains.  Complete winch to subframe welding and
make all electrical and hydraulic connections to winch and power pack.  Secure all
equipment remaining in 40’ container for sea journey.  Power up winch and run out
cable, reeve through sheave and hoist sheave to ‘A’ frame and secure.  Freiberg
container arrives at 1705hrs, emptied and placed in the lower hold.  The hatch was
then closed and the BGS flatbed container repositioned on top.

Complete connection of winch cable to rockdrill, secure all hydraulic hoses, make
electrical connection to control container, generally tidy up and rust-protect spooling
gear on winch for sea-voyage.

Saturday 24th August
Check over all installations, ensure all sea fastening done, close containers and

check with ship that all is in order for vessel leaving port.  Campbell, Kuhn and
Skinner disembark vessel. Vessel departs for Rabaul at 1200hrs.

Monday 9th September
BGS personnel Campbell, Gillespie, Skinner and Smith depart Edinburgh at

1600hrs to arrive Rabaul on 13th September.

Friday 13th September
Arrive Rabaul with other ships complement met in Cairns/Port Moresby, stay in

hotel overnight.

Saturday 14th September
Arrive at vessel 0945hrs.  Check in, obtain cabin allocation then commence

remainder of BGS mobilisation. Prepare winch for operations, remove rust protection
from spooling gear, grease bearings, fit remote control cables and control panel.  Put
electrical harnessing and water flush systems on rig, prepare core barrel, prepare
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computer links, set up operations control for winch and drilling.  Move core bench
from container to working position on deck and sort out 40’ container for
spares/consumables accessibility. Complete on deck function test of drill
sensors/signals and general communication.

Sunday 15th September
Depart Quay at 0720hrs, sail out of Rabaul then heave to in sheltered water for

testing of rig deployment/recovery.  Work with crew to obtain suitable operations
system.  Pad eyes welded at stern and forward of rig resting position for operations
securing.  Final hydraulic filling and wet test checks then made and all drill systems
operational by mid afternoon. Scientific and safety briefing in late afternoon and ship
facilities and organisational briefing in evening as ship continued on passage to
survey area.

Monday 16th September
OFOS camera system being run in morning so complete drill set-up. Camera and

light fittings installed and system tested – all OK.  Deploy drill in afternoon after
checking station keeping on bridge with DGPS all in order.  Use surface set stepped
profile diamond bit for first trials.

Deploy Drill on site 02RD at 1314hrs, water depth 1058m.  Unable to hold stable
position on seabed – rig continually falling over.  Lift 1m above seabed and take
seabed photo (02RD01.jpg).  Seabed difficult to see due to sediment being stirred
up.  Attempt to land a further three times but rig falls over each time.  Core barrel
slips down frame and it is not possible to retract it back into the frame so commence
recovery of rig to stern of vessel at 1410hrs.

With rig at surface observe that core barrel is bent in three places so secure barrel
with safety lines before recovering rig to deck.  Then recover core barrel by cutting
and removing with crew assistance and a personnel basket rigged outboard.
Complete checks for other damage and replace the core barrel assembly.

Redeploy rig on same site at 1625hrs, water depth 1060m.   At seabed at 1650hrs
and attempt to land twice with no success – each time rig falls over as seabed slope
is too steep.  At 1702hrs when checking core barrel is fully retracted the main electric
motor to the hydraulic system produces an overload current and does not function.
Commence recovery of rig to deck at 1704hrs.
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Upon recovery initial electrical measurements indicate a faulty motor so advise
Chief Scientist of need for some time-consuming repairs.  Vessel diverts to other
scientific objectives while drill is repaired. With ship’s crew assistance stand rig
upright at stern of vessel and bring inboard.  This allows easier access to hydraulic
power pack system using tugger winches on ‘A’ frame.  Remove existing power pack
assembly and replace with spare.  Fill and vent new system and complete all checks
by 2115hrs.  Secure rig in upright position overnight, ready for wet testing in morning.

Tuesday 17th September
At 0830hrs remove drill from upright position on deck and into water.  Test all drill

functions in water at stern of vessel and all operating properly.

Deploy drill on site 03RD at 0844hrs in water depth of 1068m.  Rig on seabed at
inclination of approximately 10 degrees.  Take seabed photo (03RD1.jpg) then
commence coring.  Make penetration of 1.0m in 40 minutes then no further
penetration so retract and recover rig at 0955hrs.  Download seabed photo
(03RD1.tif) to file on way to surface.  Upon recovery to deck remove core barrel,
empty and clean.  0.25m of pebbles in core barrel.  Replace core bit with a G9
impregnated diamond bit on evidence of type of  pebbles collected in core barrel.

Deploy rig at site 04RD at 1100hrs in 1062m water depth.  Land with inclination of
approximately 9 degrees.  Take seabed photo (04RD1.jpg) and commence drilling at
1129hrs.  Stop drilling at 1301hrs with a penetration of 3.64m and no further
progress.  Recover to deck, download seabed photo (04RD1.tif) on way to surface,
secure rig, remove and empty core barrel.  0.50m of rubbly/pebbly material collected.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy rig at site 05RD in 1063m water depth at 1418hrs.  Land on seabed with
inclination of approximately 9 degrees at 1441hrs.  Take seabed photo (05RD1.jpg)
and commence coring at 1450hrs.  Generally fast penetration rate with full 5.0m
penetration achieved.  Commence recovery of rig at 1620hrs. Recover to deck,
download seabed photo (05RD1.tif) on way to surface, secure rig, remove and empty
core barrel.  0.30m of rubbly/pebbly material collected.   Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy at site 06RD in 1083m water depth at 1724hrs. Land with inclination of
approximately 14 degrees.  Take seabed photo (06RD1.jpg) and commence drilling
at 1750hrs.  Stop drilling at 1820hrs with a penetration of 1.1m and no further
progress.  Recover to deck, download seabed photo (06RD1.tif) on way to surface,
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secure rig, remove and empty core barrel.  1.1m of rubbly/pebbly core material
collected.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy at site 07RD in 1095m water depth at 1915hrs.  Rig at seabed but unable
to land after three attempts as seafloor slope is too great.   Move vessel four times up
until 2038hrs, each time attempting to land rig with no success.  Land at 2056hrs on
25 degree slope and take a seabed photo (07RD1.jpg).  Seabed appears smooth
and therefore not a safe slope to drill on.  Move vessel two more times and at
2144hrs in 1061m water depth land rig on seabed with an inclination of  6 degrees.
Take seabed photo (07RD2.jpg) and commence coring at 2200hrs.  Achieve 2.12m
penetration before stalling out at 2246hrs.  Retract core barrel and commence
recovery of rig to surface at 2252hrs.  Recover to deck, download seabed photo
(07RD2.tif) on way to surface, secure rig, remove and empty core barrel.  0.75m of
pebbly core material collected.  Replace core barrel in rig, secure deck for other
overnight operations and close down drilling operations at 2345hrs.

Wednesday 18th September
Deploy drill at site 08RD in 1099m water depth at 0826hrs.  Land at 0855hrs on 21

degree slope and take seabed photo (08RD1.jpg).  Commence coring on site at
0900hrs and achieve 1.37m final penetration before bit is blocked and no further
penetration is possible.  Stop drilling at 0948hrs and commence recovery to deck.
Recover to deck, download seabed photo (08RD1.tif) on way to surface, secure rig at
1017hrs and empty core barrel.  1.0m of cored material recovered.  Replace core
barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 09RD in 1108m water depth at 1040hrs.  Land on seabed at
1106hrs on a slope of approximately 17 degrees and take seabed photo
(09RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1112hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.06m before bit is blocked and no further penetration possible.  Commence
recovery of rig at 1152hrs, download seabed photo (09RD1.tif) on way to surface and
recover to deck at 1224hrs.  0.85m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel
in rig.

Deploy drill at site 10RD in 1082m water depth at 1246hrs.  Land on seabed at
1310hrs on a slope greater than 30 degrees so lift off again.  Try to land a further
three times with no success before lifting off seabed and moving vessel.  Land again
at 1318hrs and try four times but steep angle encountered each time.  Move vessel.
Land again at 1330hrs and attempt two landings with negative results before pulling
off and moving vessel again.  Try to land once more at 1336 hrs, make four further
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unsuccessful attempts so pull off seabed 50m and move to new location.  Land rig at
1354hrs with approximately 8 degrees inclination and take seabed photo
(10RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1358hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 2.06m with much torquing, stalling and jamming at and after 1.93m before bit is
blocked and no further penetration possible.  Commence recovery of rig at 1550hrs,
download seabed photo (10RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at
1620hrs.  0.81m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 11RD in 1062m water depth at 1649hrs.  Land on seabed at
1711hrs on a slope of approximately 10 degrees and take seabed photo
(11RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1712hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 2.09m with one stall at 1.72m and a stall and unable to restart at final penetration.
Commence recovery of rig at 1843hrs, download seabed photo (11RD1.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 1911hrs.  0.50m of cored material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 12RD in 1078m water depth at 1930hrs while ship manoeuvres
to position.  Land on seabed at 2004hrs on a slope of greater than 30 degrees so lift
up and re-land.  Achieve position with 21 degree inclination at 2006hrs and take
seabed photo (12RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 2012hrs and commence coring.  Achieve
final penetration of 1.05m before bit is blocked and no further penetration possible.
Commence recovery of rig at 2045hrs, download seabed photo (12RD1.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at  2115hrs.  0.23m of cored material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 13RD in 1095m water depth at 2143hrs.  Land on seabed at
2211hrs on a slope of greater than 30 degrees so lift up.  Attempt to land a further
five times without success before moving vessel.  Attempt to land in water depth of
1075m at 2222hrs a further five times but slope angle too great.  Move vessel once
more.  Land at 2233hrs in 1085m water depth and with drill sitting at approximately
17 degrees.  Take seabed photo (13RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 2240hrs and commence
coring.  Coring continues through midnight.

Thursday 19th September
Continue coring at site 13RD. Achieve final penetration of 2.33m before motor

stalls and unable to restart.  Commence recovery of rig at 0004hrs, download seabed
photo (13RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0030hrs.  1.45m of cored
blocky and weathered material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig, end drilling
operations for a period while ship carries out other scientific work.
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Deploy drill at site 14RD in 1066m water depth at 0908hrs.  Land on seabed at
0932hrs on a slope of approximately 17 degrees and take seabed photo
(14RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0938hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.73m where no further progress due to bit blocking.  Commence recovery of rig at
1048hrs, download seabed photo (14RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1118hrs.  0.50m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 15RD in 1073m water depth at 1143hrs.  Land on seabed at
1205hrs on a slope of approximately 21 degrees and take seabed photo
(15RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1209hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.5m with stalling and retraction required at 1.27m and a stall and unable to restart
at final penetration.  Commence recovery of rig at 1328hrs, download seabed photo
(15RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1350hrs.  1.25m of cored
material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 16RD in 1057m water depth at 1419hrs.  Land on seabed at
1443hrs on a slope of approximately 10 degrees and take seabed photo
(16RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1447hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.29m with variable progress and final bit blocking.  Commence recovery of rig at
1547hrs, download seabed photo (16RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1615hrs.  0.65m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 17RD in 1083m water depth at 1637hrs.  Land on seabed at
1702hrs on a slope of approximately 15 degrees and take seabed photo
(17RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1708hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 3.48m with no stalls but some erratic progress and no further progress at finish.
Commence recovery of rig at 1859hrs, download seabed photo (17RD1.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 1930hrs.  0.65m of cored material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 18RD in 1075m water depth at 1949hrs.  Land on seabed at
2013hrs on a slope of approximately 2 degrees and take seabed photo (18RD1.jpg).
Start drill at 2017hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration of 1.51m with
one stall at 0.96m which was able to be overcome.  Commence recovery of rig at
2127hrs, download seabed photo (18RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 2150hrs.  0.85m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.
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Deploy drill at site 19RD in 1067m water depth at 2220hrs.  Land on seabed at
2245hrs on a slope of approximately 12 degrees and take seabed photo
(19RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 2250hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.49m where drill stalled out.  Managed to restart after retraction but no further
progress and at 2342hrs motor stalled and electrics tripped and no restart was
possible.  Commence recovery of rig at 2343hrs, download seabed photo (19RD1.tif)
on way to surface and continue to recover to deck at midnight.

Friday 20th September
Continue to recover rig from site 19RD.  Recover to deck at 0005hrs.  0.35m of

cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 20RD in 1083m water depth at 0033hrs.  Land on seabed at
0055hrs on a slope of greater than 30 degrees so lift off and re-attempt to land a
further three times before moving position.  Attempt to land at 0102hrs a further four
times but no success so move position again.  Land at 0109hrs at an angle of
approximately 13 degrees and take seabed photo (20RD1.jpg).  Start drill but unable
to obtain any functions or continuity of operation so recover to surface to investigate.
At 0126hrs start to recover drill and lift off seabed then stop approx 45 metres above
seabed to check further.  Intermittent control from processor but no rotation possible
so recover rig to deck.  Download seabed photo (20RD1.tif) on way to surface.

Rig on deck at 0200hrs – all connectors checked but no obvious faults.  The core
barrel outer was replaced with a new one and core extension tube as the
reamer/barrel connection had been wearing thin and broke upon recovery to deck.
Launch into water for further testing – all faults still present.  Back on deck and
remove/replace cables and connectors.  Re-launch and re-test but still erratic and
unreliable performance so recover and change subsea processor.  On re-test some
functions now working but still no reliable rotation or retract and one flush pump
erratic still.  Recover to deck in a vertical position for further investigation.  As further
fault finding/repairs is likely to take some time vessel reverts to other work on Edison
Seamount while this is done.

Replaced Kelly gearbox motor and re-tested before work on /Edison Seamount
commenced – no status change.  Recover and make preparations to replace
complete Kelly drive and one of the flush pumps.  At 1500hrs complete this work and
launch and recover to deck in upright position to vent and fill hydraulics.  Also carry
out repairs to bent leg with pin missing.  At 1830hrs re-launch rig from vertical, bring
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back inboard, check core barrel and then deploy for wet test.  All systems functioning,
rig ready for re-use at 1900hrs.

Vessel continues with OFOS survey of TUBAF seamount as camera grab not
functioning for work on Edison Seamount.

Carry out maintenance on equipment which was replaced.  Subsea computer
module repaired, main electric motor tested and is suspect taking a high current to
operate even under no load.  Kelly drive has tight spot and will require re-alignment
but nothing obvious broken in it.

Saturday 21st September
Deploy drill at site 23RD in 1448m water depth at 0840hrs.  Land on seabed at

0912hrs on a slope of approximately 20 degrees and take seabed photo
(23RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0917hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.63m where drill stalled out.  Could not manage to restart even after retraction
and no further progress.  Commence recovery of rig at 1021hrs, download seabed
photo (23RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1100hrs.  0.35m of cored
material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 24RD in 1463m water depth at 1138hrs.  Over the next three
hours attempt landings on clam beds but not successful in finding the correct
location.  Take photos each time rig landed as the slope was favourable for landing
and photos 24RD1.jpg to 24RD9.jpg plus 24RD3.tif, 24RD7.tif and 24RD9.tif were
collected.  Commence recovery of rig to deck at 1441hrs and complete at 1520hrs.
Not an official station as no drilling attempted.  Vessel now prepares to take TV grab
sample but cable jams in sheave and has to be re-terminated so return to drilling on
Edison Seamount.

Deploy drill at site 24RD in 1451m water depth at 1710hrs.  Land on seabed at
1743hrs on a slope of approximately 11 degrees and take seabed photo
(24RD10.jpg) which shows lots of clams.  Start drill at 1747hrs and commence
coring.  Very high current required and reasonable penetration so probably just
pushing through the clams. Achieve final penetration of 2.63m where drill stalled out.
Managed to restart after retraction but no further progress beyond this point.
Commence recovery of rig at 1903hrs, download seabed photo (24RD10.tif) on way
to surface and recover to deck at 1950hrs.  0.30m of cored material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.
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Deploy drill at site 25RD in 1091m water depth at 2054hrs.  Land on seabed at
2120hrs on a slope of  greater than 35 degrees so lift and try again.  Continued this
process for a further seven attempts with small ship position movements in between
each.  Finally move a greater distance at 2148hrs.  Land on seabed at 2152hrs on a
slope of approximately 16 degrees and take seabed photo (25RD1.jpg).  Start drill at
2158hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration of 0.95m as no further
progress at that point – no penetration and no torque so bit blocked. Commence
recovery of rig at 2239hrs, download seabed photo (25RD1.tif) on way to surface and
recover to deck 2301hrs.  0.30m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in
rig.

Deploy drill at site 26RD in 1073m water depth at 2324hrs.  Land on seabed at
2348hrs on a slope of approximately 7 degrees and take seabed photo (26RD1.jpg).
Start drill at 2352hrs and commence coring.  Continue coring through midnight.

Sunday 22nd September
Continue coring on site 26RD.  Achieve final penetration of 1.50m with stalling and

difficult restarts from 1.21m down.  Finally stop when no further penetration progress
was being made.  Commence recovery of rig at 0130hrs, download seabed photo
(26RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0203hrs.  0.30m of cored
material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 27RD in 1071m water depth at 0225hrs.  Land on seabed at
0253hrs on a slope of approximately 7 degrees and take seabed photo (27RD1.jpg).
Start drill at 0258hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration of 1.11m with
no further progress.  Commence recovery of rig at 0400hrs, download seabed photo
(23RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0430hrs.  0.40m of cored
material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 28RD in 1081m water depth at 0500hrs.  Land on seabed at
0529hrs on a slope of greater than 25 degrees so pull off again.  Attempt a further
three landings with same result before moving ship.  Attempt to land again at 0553hrs
and this time slope is 21 degrees but not stable.  Lift, retry and achieve approximately
11 degree inclination and stable rig.  Take seabed photo (28RD1.jpg).  Start drill at
0558hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration of 2.41m where
penetration ceased and no further progress possible.  Commence recovery of rig at
0655hrs, download seabed photo (28RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 0727hrs.  0.70m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.
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Deploy drill at site 29RD in 1073m water depth at 0833hrs.  Land on seabed at
0857hrs on a slope of approximately 10 degrees and take seabed photo
(29RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0901hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.02m.  Commence recovery of rig at 0948hrs, download seabed photo (29RD1.tif)
on way to surface and recover to deck at 1020hrs.  0.15m of cored material
recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig with a G8 matrix impregnated diamond bit
fitted.

Deploy drill at site 30RD in 1112m water depth at 1106hrs.  Land on seabed at
1129hrs on a slope of approximately 15 degrees and take seabed photo (30RD1.jpg
then 30RD2.jpg as first was before sediment settled).  Start drill at 1136hrs and
commence coring.  Achieve final penetration of 3.14m after erratic progress and
some stalling plus one electrical trip out.  No further progress and no variation in
torque or rpm with varying bit weight indicated that bit is blocked so stop coring.
Commence recovery of rig at 1417hrs, download seabed photos (30RD1.tif and
30RD2.tif) on way to surface.  Stop before sea surface and try retract and rotation –
erratic readings on oil flow and slow response to controls.  Recover to deck at
1500hrs.  0.15m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

At 1525hrs as ship is heading to Edison Seamount for TV Grab sampling take rig
inboard to effect repairs.  Remove hydraulic system tank & motor assembly
complete.  Remove motor from tank and fit to spare tank which had faulty motor.
Reassemble, fill and vent and re-connect electrics.  Ready for wet testing at 2130hrs.
This will be done following completion of grab sampling at transit back to Conical
Seamount.  Still undertaking grab sampling at midnight.

Monday 23rd September
Transited from Edison Seamount to Conical Seamount at slow speed while

working on grab material.

Approach site 34RD at 0125hrs and prepare for drilling.  Launch rig for tests at
0200hrs – rig responding to commands but still sluggish.  Lower to seabed at
0233hrs.  On way down the barrel descended in the frame and it was very slow in
reacting to the retract command so recover to deck at 0312hrs in vertical position for
more diagnostic tests.  Checked oil levels and outputs from electronics bottle then
compared outputs with other electronics bottle and on wet test more control was
apparent with the new processor.  However still no oil pressure to correct psi.
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At 0500hrs survey work re-commences while the hydraulics tank is drained and
stripped out for further testing.  Test pressures with hand pump and this indicates that
instrumentation is reading correctly and that there is a likely pump failure, or possibly
a valve failure which is less likely.  Drain oil from second hydraulic system and
change all the filters.  Take good electric motor from faulty system and fit it to this
tank to make a complete assembly.  Refill oil, fit system and top up and vent.  Check
all systems on deck then deploy for wet test.  All rotation and retract systems
functioning correctly but inclination is not.  Upon recovery inclination resets and
appears to be working properly so leave and monitor.  At 2100hrs secure system for
survey work and continue with this through midnight.  Tidy up deck and workshop,
put all waste oils to engine room disposal and secure all spares etc.

Tuesday 24th September
Continue with survey work until mid morning then make passage for Lihir.

Inclinometers on rig are still erratic so remove electronics for inspection and replace
inclinometer board with one from spare electronics bottle.

1230-1700hrs. Alongside at Lihir for Mine visit and for mine personnel to see
around the ship.  1800-2100hrs OFOS survey was carried out over the area in front
of the spoil dumping ground.  Mine personnel onboard for OFOS survey disembarked
and vessel returns to survey work south of Lihir.

Wednesday 25th September
Continue survey work until 0800hrs then move to Conical Seamount for drilling.

Deploy drill at site 37RD in 1093m water depth at 0950hrs.  Land on seabed at
1019hrs on a slope of greater than 30degrees so lift off then attempt a further two
landings with no better success.  Move vessel five times attempting to land two or
three times each move with no success.  Lift off seabed to 50m and move position.
Land at 1106hrs on an inclination of approximately 5 degrees, take seabed photo
(37RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1114hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.22m where no further penetration and no further progress.  Commence recovery
of rig at 1151hrs, download seabed photo (37RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover
to deck at 1220hrs.  0.30m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig, fit
a surface set, stepped profile diamond bit.

Deploy drill at site 38RD in 1081m water depth at 1306hrs.  Land on seabed at
1331hrs on a slope of approximately 28 degrees (but stable) and take seabed photo
(38RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1337hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 4.52m where drilling ceased as rig became unstable.  Commence recovery of rig
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at 1514hrs, download seabed photo (38RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to
deck at 1515hrs.  Only scrapings of clayey material from core bit recovered.  Replace
core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 39RD in 1058m water depth at 1625hrs.  Land on seabed at
1659hrs on a slope of approximately 22 degrees and take seabed photo
(39RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1705hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
to 1.60m then rotation stalls and have to retract to restart.  Restart and achieve
penetration of 1.70m before having to stop as vessel is moving off position in strong
current from changed direction. Commence recovery of rig at 1820hrs, download
seabed photo (39RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1855hrs.  0.40m
of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 40RD in 1097m water depth at 1919hrs.  Land on seabed at
1946hrs on a slope of approximately 25 degrees and take seabed photo
(40RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1950hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 3.63m steadily reducing the water flush and stopping it for the last 15cm which
blocked the bit.  This was done to see if the material seen on the bit at RD38 could
be recovered.  It is not good drilling practice and as we use the flush for motor
cooling also it was a one-off. Commence recovery of rig at 2045hrs, download
seabed photo (40RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 2125hrs.  0.40m
of cored material recovered including cuttings and material from base of hole.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 41RD in 1083m water depth at 2157hrs.  Land on seabed at
2227hrs on a slope of approximately 32 degrees so lift and land twice more before
achieving a stable angle of approximately 23 degrees and take seabed photo
(41RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 2235hrs and commence coring.  Achieve final penetration
of 1.03m where the rig began to be unstable and rocking on the seabed and drilling
was stopped.  Commence recovery of rig at 2341hrs, download seabed photo
(41RD1.tif) on way to surface and recovering to deck at midnight

Thursday 26th September
Continue recovering rig from site RD41 to surface and land on deck at 0017hrs.

0.30m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 42RD in 1082m water depth at 0038hrs.  Land on seabed at
0103hrs on a slope of approximately 17 degrees and take seabed photo
(42RD2.jpg).  Start drill at 0112hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
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to 1.98m then rotation stalls and have to retract to restart.  Restart and stall once
more at 2.01m but again restart.  Achieve penetration of 3.00m before stalling which
stopped coring operations. Commence recovery of rig at 0254hrs, download seabed
photo (42RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0340hrs.  1.5m of
fractured but mainly intact core material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 43RD in 1094m water depth at 0458hrs.  Land on seabed at
0520hrs on a slope of greater than 35 degrees so lift off and attempt two further
drops before moving position and trying again.  Land a further two times with the
same result.  On the third attempt land on an angle of approximately 20 degrees and
take seabed photo (43RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0546hrs and commence coring.
Achieve good penetration to 4.47m then no further penetration achieved so stop.
Commence recovery of rig at 0714hrs, download seabed photo (43RD1.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 0743hrs.  0.25m of cored material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 44RD in 1088m water depth at 0822hrs.  Land on seabed at
0843hrs on a slope of approximately 25 degrees and take seabed photo
(44RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0849hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
to 2.36m then stalls and retract to restart.  Restart and achieve penetration of 2.67m
before having to stop as ship starts to drift off position.  Commence recovery of rig at
0950hrs, download seabed photo (44RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1020hrs.  0.55m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 45RD in 1055m water depth at 1044hrs.  Land on seabed at
1108hrs on a slope of approximately 18 degrees and take seabed photo
(45RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1112hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
to full core barrel length but too fast for core collection.  Commence recovery of rig at
1230hrs, download seabed photo (45RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1300hrs.  0.30m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 46RD in 1063m water depth at 1312hrs.  Land on seabed at
1338hrs on a slope of approximately 19 degrees and take seabed photo
(46RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1342hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
to 4.07m then no further progress so stop and recover. Commence recovery of rig at
1430hrs, download seabed photo (46RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1510hrs.  0.55m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 47RD in 1056m water depth at 1606hrs.  Land on seabed at
1631hrs on a slope of greater than 30 degrees so lift and land again.  This time land
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on a slope of approximately 24 degrees and take seabed photo (47RD1.jpg).  Start
drill at 1630hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration to 5.01m which is
maximum possible but mostly too fast for rock coring.  Commence recovery of rig at
1821hrs, download seabed photo (47RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck
at 1856hrs.  0.27m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 48RD in 1056m water depth at 1914hrs.  Land on seabed at
1937hrs on a slope of approximately 11 degrees and take seabed photo
(48RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1943hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration
to 1.20m then no further progress so stop and recover rig. Commence recovery of rig
at 2044hrs, download seabed photo (48RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to
deck at 2116hrs.  0.65m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 49RD in 1058m water depth at 2135hrs.  Wait 40m above
seabed until 2255hrs while vessel re-positions due to changing weather and satellite
stability. Land on seabed at 2257hrs on a slope of approximately 26 degrees and
take seabed photo (49RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 2300hrs and commence coring.
Achieve good penetration to 1.30m then very slow to 1.33m and no further
penetration possible. Commence recovery of rig at 2358hrs, download seabed photo
(49RD1.tif) on way to surface and continue to recover to deck at midnight.

Friday 27th September
Continue to recover rig from site 49RD to deck.  Recover to deck at 0030hrs.

0.55m of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 50RD in 1109m water depth at 0055hrs.  Land on seabed at
0119hrs on a slope of greater than 30 degrees so lift off and retry twice more with the
same result so lift off again and move vessel.  Retry at new location three times with
same result so move once more and this time land on a slope of approximately 25
degrees at the second attempt and take seabed photo (50RD1.jpg).  Start drill at
0147hrs and commence coring.  Achieve good penetration to 1.52m then continually
stalling while trying to make progress and finally stop at 1.64m penetration and
recover. Commence recovery of rig at 0231hrs, download seabed photo (50RD1.tif)
on way to surface and recover to deck with a bent barrel at 0300hrs.  0.25m of cored
material recovered.  Renew core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 51RD in 1078m water depth at 0345hrs.  Land on seabed at
0409hrs on a slope of greater than 35 degrees so lift off and retry twice more but
without success so move vessel and retry three more times with similar result so
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move vessel once more.  This time land on a slope of approximately 20 degrees and
take seabed photo (51RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0453hrs and commence coring.
Achieve good penetration to 1.41m then no further progress and bit appears to be
blocked so stop and recover. Commence recovery of rig at 0543hrs, download
seabed photo (51RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0612hrs.  0.30m
of cored material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 52RD in 1069m water depth at 0645hrs.  Land on seabed at
0712hrs on a slope of approximately 12 degrees and take seabed photo
(52RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0720hrs and commence coring.  Achieve full penetration to
5.0m with reduced water flush in last 25cm to try to recover what is not hard rock.
Commence recovery of rig at 0850hrs, download seabed photo (52RD1.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 0922hrs.  0.0m of cored material recovered, only grey
cuttings on bit.  Replace core barrel in rig with grade 10 impregnated bit as new
location will be different material.  1000hrs secure rig to deck, coring at Conical
Seamount completed.  Vessel sails for Lihir, drops off samples for analyses then
returns to south of Lihir to complete survey.

Scientific meeting in afternoon highlighting work done to date, division of cruise
report duties and foretaste of things to come in the PACMANUS area. Complete
survey and on passage to PACMANUS at midnight.

Saturday 28th September
On passage around south of New Ireland to PACMANUS area.  Stop for a visit to

Big Pigeon Island after passing north of Rabaul, New Britain.  Continue to
PACMANUS and commence survey work with an OFOS traverse.

Sunday 29th September
Continue survey work until 0800hrs then prepare to work with TV grab.  Sample

collected but grab not operating properly so carry out some tests then decide to drill
on Snowcap while grab undergoes repairs.  Remove core barrel from rig, replace
impregnated diamond bit with surface set stepped profile diamond bit and replace
core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 57RD in 1670m water depth at 1400hrs.  Stop 1-2m above
seabed to take picture  at 1438hrs.  Land on seabed at 1442hrs but slope greater
than 30 degrees so lift up wait and re land at 1445hrs on a slope of approximately 25
degrees and take seabed photo (57RD2.jpg).  Start drill at 1449hrs and commence
coring.  Achieve penetration of 1.68m with reduced water flush, as material appears
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to be soft.  Eventually friction on the barrel (low RPM, high torque, no bit weight)
stops drilling before stalling out.  Commence recovery of rig at 1329hrs, download
seabed photos (57RD1.tif, 57RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at
1615hrs.  0.1m of cored dacite pebbles recovered.  Leave core barrel on bench with
new extension tube installed and surface set stepped profile diamond bit on.  The bit
may have to be changed depending on where the next drill site is.

As the TV Grab is now repaired work resumes with it for the remainder of the day.

Monday 30th September
Finish with grab in early hours of morning and re-commence drilling at Roman

Ruins.

Deploy drill at site 60RD in 1692m water depth at 0225hrs.  Stop 1m above
seabed at 0247hrs to take picture which showed that a landing would be reasonable.
Land on seabed at 0252hrs but slope greater than 30 degrees so lift up and re land a
further two times before moving ship a little. At 0300hrs attempt to land three more
times but with no success due to steep slope so move vessel a little more.  At
0312hrs 1m off seabed take another photo (60RD1.jpg) and then land rig.  The slope
angle is 25 degrees but steady so take a further photo (60RD2.jpg) and commence
drilling at 0320hrs.  Achieve a penetration of 4.42m with reduced water flush as
progress is made.  Penetration eventually stops, probably with bit blocking.
Commence recovery of rig at 0452hrs, download seabed photos (60RD1.tif,
60RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0543hrs.  0.9m of pebbles/core
recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 61RD in 1674m water depth at 0615hrs.  Stop 1m above
seabed to take picture (61RDpreland1.jpg) at 0653hrs.  Photo shows a cliff face so
move vessel to new location in 1693m water depth. Take photo at new location at
0719hrs (61RDpreland2.jpg) before landing.   Attempt to land on seabed three times
after taking photo but each time slope greater than 30 degrees so lift up, move ship
and attempt to land a further two times before moving the ship once again. Lower to
1m off seabed at 0756hrs and take another photo (61RDpreland3.jpg) which shows
landing to be unsuitable, move vessel once more.  Lower to within 1m of seabed at
new location at 0811hrs, take photo (61RD1.jpg) which suggests it will be possible to
land and at 0817hrs land rig.  The slope angle is 17 degrees and steady so take a
further photo (61RD2.jpg) and commence drilling at 0822hrs.  Achieve a penetration
of 2.77m with reduced water flush before penetration ceases, probably with bit
blocking.  Commence recovery of rig at 0930hrs, download seabed photos
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(61RD1.tif, 61RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1021hrs.  1.4m of
mineralised core recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 62RD in 1680m water depth at 1218hrs.  Stop 1-2 m above
seabed and take photo (62RD1.jpg).  Land on seabed at 1304hrs on a slope of
approximately 17 degrees and take seabed photo (62RD2.jpg).  Start drill at 1307hrs
and commence coring.  Achieve penetration to 2.43m where there was no further
progress possible. Commence recovery of rig at 1343hrs, download seabed photo
(62RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1433hrs.  0.35m of rubbly
material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 63RD in 1699m water depth at 1500hrs.  Stop 1m above
seabed and take photo (63RD1.jpg).  Land on seabed at 1540hrs on a slope of
greater than 33 degrees so lift off, stabilise and re-land at 1542hrs.  This time the
landing is on a slope of approximately 24 degrees so take seabed photo
(63RD2.jpg).  Start drill at 1545hrs and commence coring.  Achieve penetration to
2.71m where there was no further progress possible. Commence recovery of rig at
11628hrs, download pre-land and seabed photos (63RD1.tif, 63RD2.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 1718hrs.  0.5m of fractured core material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 64RD in 1690m water depth at 1736hrs.  Stop 2m above
seabed to take picture (63RD1.jpg) at 1819hrs.  Attempt to land on seabed two times
after taking photo but each time slope greater than 30 degrees.  Lift up, move ship,
lower to 1m off seabed at 1829hrs and take another photo (64RD2.jpg).   Attempt to
land on seabed two times after taking photo but each time the slope is greater than
30 degrees.  Lift up and move ship once again.  Lower to within 1m of seabed at new
location at 1850hrs, take photo (64RD3.jpg), lower to seabed at 1854hrs but again
seabed slope is too great to operate on.  Lift off once more and hold above seabed
for some minutes, as ship position is not stable.  Attempt to land once more at
1904hrs, take seabed photo (64RD4.jpg) with one leg touching and rig echo sounder
still reading 2.8m above seafloor which suggests it is likely to be steep.  Touch down
at 1908hrs with inclination of approximately 27 degrees and uncertain stability, lift off
and lower and achieve an approximate inclination of 14 degrees. Take a further
photo (64RD5.jpg) and commence drilling at 1921hrs.  Achieve a penetration of
3.35m before penetration ceases, probably with bit blocking.  Commence recovery of
rig at 2042hrs, download seabed photo (64RD5.tif) on way to surface and recover to
deck at 2131hrs.  2.2m of fractured, mineralised core recovered.  Replace core barrel
in rig.
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Deploy drill at site 65RD in 1688m water depth at 2200hrs.  Stop 1.8m above
seabed to take picture (65RD1.jpg – possibly on a fallen chimney) at 2241hrs.
Attempt to land at 2244hrs but slope angle greater than 30 degrees so lift off, wait
and then re-land.  Slope angle still too great so move vessel.  Take photo at new
location at 2254hrs (65RD2.jpg) before attempting to land 2257hrs.   Attempt to land
on seabed four times but each time slope greater than 30 degrees so lift up and
move ship again. Lower to seabed at 2313hrs and achieve stability at an angle of
approximately 25 degrees.  Take a seabed photo (65RD3.jpg); commence drilling at
2317hrs and at 4.3m depth at midnight.

October 2002
Continue on site 65RD.  Achieve a penetration of 4.41m before penetration

ceases, probably with bit blocking.  Commence recovery of rig at 0016hrs, download
seabed photo (65RD1.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0106hrs.  0.4m of
mineralised core recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 66RD in 1686m water depth at 0145hrs.  Stop 1.5m above
seabed at 0224hrs and take photo (66RD1.jpg).  Land on seabed at 0227hrs on a
slope of approximately 6 degrees and take seabed photo (66RD2.jpg).  Start drill at
0237hrs and commence coring.  Achieve penetration to 3.71m where there was no
further progress possible. Commence recovery of rig at 0350hrs, download seabed
photo (66RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 0439hrs.  0.8m of
fractured mineralised core material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 67RD in 1666m water depth at 0510hrs.  Stop 1.5m above
seabed at 0555hrs and take photo which was not clear.  Land on seabed at 0558hrs
on a slope of approximately 8 degrees and take seabed photo (67RD1.jpg).  Start
drill at 0605hrs and commence coring.  Achieve maximum penetration possible of
5.0m and take a further seabed photo before recovery (67RD2.jpg).  Commence
recovery of rig at 0743hrs, download seabed photos (67RD1.tif, 67RD2.tif) on way to
surface and recover to deck at 0833hrs.  1.9m of fractured core material recovered.
Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 68RD in 1689m water depth at 0903hrs.  Stop to retract core
barrel 40m above seabed at 0950hrs.  Barrel retracted but immediately fell to base of
rig again.  All hydraulics appear to be functioning OK.  Conclusion is that the
retraction wire has broken.  Commence recovery at 1005hrs, rig at stern at 1045hrs
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with broken retract wire and all vibrocorer guide bolts sheared.  Replace retraction
wire, all guide bolts and re-test functions and rig ready for re-deployment at 1225hrs.

Re-deploy drill at site 68RD in 1689m water depth at 1237hrs.  Land on seabed at
1314hrs on a slope of greater than 35 degrees so lift off, allow to stabilise and re-land
two more times with similar results so move vessel.  Attempt to re-land at 1321hrs
and slope is again greater than 35 degrees so lift off and try once more.  This time
the landing is on a slope of approximately 24 degrees so take seabed photo
(68RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 1329hrs and commence coring.  Achieve penetration to
2.27m with some stalling and retraction required to restart.  Stop coring at 1424hrs
after no further progress achieved. Take picture of seabed before recovery
(68RD2.jpg). Commence recovery of rig at 1429hrs, download seabed photo
(68RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to deck at 1520hrs.  0.42m of fractured
and mineralised core material recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 69RD in 1692m water depth at 1537hrs.  Land on seabed at
1615hrs on a slope of greater than 28 degrees so lift off 1.3m, allow to stabilise and
take a photo (69RD1.jpg).  The seabed appears rough and sloping.   Attempt to land
but slope angle is again greater than 30 degrees so lift and move ship.  At 1629hrs
attempt landing again at new position and on the second attempt the landing is on a
slope of approximately 21degrees so take seabed photo (69RD2.jpg).  Start drill at
1635hrs and commence coring.  Achieve penetration to 4.96m where an earth trip at
1742hrs shut down the system and there was no further progress possible. With no
power it was also impossible to retract the core barrel into the frame. Commence
recovery of rig at 1757hrs, download pre-land and seabed photos (69RD1.tif,
69RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to stern of vessel at 1848hrs.  Core barrel
bent and as there is likely to be core inside cannot risk tipping over rig and breaking
the barrel and loosing it.  Secure rig at stern, no obvious damage but unable to
continue with recovery as scientists have already deployed grab from midships and
are doing a traverse with it.  Carry out function tests and various cable checks and
find fault in main motor connection between motor and processor.  Commence
recovery of core barrel into frame at 2100hrs after grabbing completed using ship’s
mooring winch and snatch blocks to pull barrel up frame.  Tie-off at top and recover
rig to deck. 2.2m of mineralised core material recovered.  Core barrel will have to be
renewed.

Fault find on rig and main motor connection is suspect.  Make re-termination to
motor with new plug and lead to processor.  Repair ready for testing prior to moulding
at change of shift at Midnight.  Vessel is meantime doing swath survey work.
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Wednesday 2nd October
Complete test of cable repairs to main motor.  Motor tested on brief deck run and

all OK.  Flush motor 2 has an intermittent fault but it is rarely used so decide to go
with this possible fault and a working flush 1 motor.  Pour mould on new cable
connection and leave to cure.  Renew core barrel and replace in rig. Retraction wire
has to be re-spooled when rig is ready for deployment at the next location, as motor
will have to be in the water for that. Repairs completed at 0300hrs. Continue other
survey work until 1000hrs.  TV camera attached to frame of rig at 1015hrs and rig
launched.  Retraction wire spooled on and drill and camera lowered below surface.
Rotation and retraction tested ok.  Retrieve camera and rig ready for deployment.

Deploy drill at site 71RD in 1920m water depth at 1045hrs.  Tested out main motor
on way by using retract and all in order.  Stop 1.5m above seabed at 1136hrs and
take photo (71RD1.jpg).  Land on seabed at 1139hrs on a slope of approximately 23
degrees and take seabed photo (71RD2.jpg).  Start drill at 1143hrs and commence
coring.  Coring stopped abruptly at 1220hrs when rig suddenly tipped over.  No
warning of impending movement and electrical trip upon attempting to retract.
However it was possible to restart and retract fully when rig had been lifted from
seabed.  Penetration achieved around 1.3m.  Commence recovery of rig at 1225hrs,
download seabed photos (71RD1.tif, 72RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to
deck at 1328hrs.  0.26m of fractured core material recovered.  Core barrel not bent
and replaced in rig.

Deploy drill at site 72RD in 1924m water depth at 1356hrs.  Land on seabed at
1439hrs on a slope of approximately 8 degrees and take seabed photo (72RD1.jpg).
Start drill at 1443hrs and commence coring.  Penetration stops at 1.15m when no
further progress was possible and it appeared that the bit was blocked.  Commence
recovery of rig at 1436hrs, download seabed photo (72RD1.tif) on way to surface and
recover to deck at 1546hrs.  0.17m of fractured core material recovered.  Replace
core barrel in rig.

Deploy drill at site 73RD in 1920m water depth at 1646hrs.  Attempt to land on
seabed at 1720hrs.  Try three times but each time slope greater than 32 degrees.
Lift up, take picture (73RD1.jpg) then move ship.   Attempt another landing at
1744hrs and achieve a landing on a slope of approximately 21 degrees.  Take
seabed photo (73RD2.jpg).  Commence drilling at 1740hrs.  Achieve a penetration of
4.62m before penetration ceases, probably with bit blocking.  Commence recovery of
rig at 1955hrs, download seabed photo (73RD2.tif) on way to surface and recover to
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deck at 2055hrs.  0.8m of fractured core recovered.  Replace core barrel in rig.
Drilling then ceases for remainder of day, vessel carrying out swath survey.

Thursday 3rd October
Complete survey work at 0830hrs and proceed to drill location at SUSU knolls.

Deploy drill at site 74RD in 1522m water depth at 0853hrs.  Land on seabed at
0927hrs on a slope of approximately 12 degrees and take seabed photo
(74RD1.jpg).  Start drill at 0932hrs and commence coring.  Penetration stops at
3.19m when no further progress was possible and it appeared that the bit was
blocked.  Commence recovery of rig at 1045hrs, download seabed photo (74RD1.tif)
on way to surface and recover to deck at 1125hrs.  0.25m of fractured core material
recovered.  Core barrel retained on deck as this is the last drill site of the project.   At
1200hrs vessel sails for Rabaul, crew and BGS prepare for rig dismantling.  At
1330hrs rig lifted to vertical position and legs removed one by one using ‘A’ frame
and BGS cable.  Rig then laid down with base stropped to ‘A frame rails to keep base
off deck.  BGS cable then used to lift rig horizontally, strops removed and rig moved
inboard into position where ship’s heavy lift winch can pick it up.  At 1600hrs, lying off
Rabaul awaiting disembarkation of scientific personnel, Crew rig personnel basket
and equipment and remove BGS sheave and cable from ‘A’ frame, and lower to
deck.  Cable removed and sheave placed in carrier on flat rack. Work stops for day at
1700hrs.   Depart Rabaul for Suva, Fiji at around 2000hrs.

Friday 4th October
Weather has turned against us.  Heading into moderate seas and force 6-8 wind.

Deck awash at times so ensure all equipment is secure and cease outside work for
day.

Saturday 5th October
Weather improved but still not suitable for moving equipment around.  Disconnect

umbilical winch hydraulics and protect spooling gear and hydraulic connections.
Stow hydraulic hoses.  Download remainder of files from computer in control cabin
and close down that computer.  Cease outside work for day.

Sunday 6th October
Weather worsens and little prospect of working outside on demobilisation.

Remove electrical connections from BGS container and disconnect BGS switched
supply box from ship’s electrical system.  Remove and stow all cables and
switchgear.
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Monday 7th October
Weather still poor, ship has to slow down as ploughing into head seas.  ETA in

Suva likely to be 11th rather than 10th if this weather keeps up.

Tuesday 8th October
Transit to Suva

Wednesday 9th October
Transit to Suva

Thursday 10th October
Transit to Suva

Friday 11th October
Commence cranework with containers.  Lift 40’ container fully loaded to dockside

and leave there for rest of equipment after completion of work. Remove flatbed rack
to dockside and load with winch and power pack.  Bolt power pack and winch to
flatbed then chain and tension winch to flatbed.  Put remainder of equipment in 40’
container with protective clothing. All ready for shipping back to UK.  Work complete.

5.2 BGS Summary Report on Rockdrill Operations during SO-166

Executive Summary
The British Geological Survey (BGS) were contracted by the Technical University

of Freiberg to undertake rockdrilling in the area of Conical Seamount offshore Papua
New Guinea as part of a scientific programme with international participation
organised by Professor Peter Herzig.   The work was conducted from the German
Research Vessel RV Sonne which had some modifications made to the stern
superstructure to allow the positioning of the rockdrill on the stern.

The logistics of mobilising the heavy equipment required for rockdrilling were
organised by Alister Skinner of BGS and Thomas Kuhn of the TU – Freiberg. The
finally agreed solution was to ship the BGS equipment to San Francisco, California
and there mobilise it on to RV Sonne.  Thereafter the equipment would transit the
Pacific on RV Sonne and be fitted out for operations in Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
prior to the commencement of the scientific part of the cruise.
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The BGS equipment left Edinburgh Scotland on the 8th July 2002 and arrived in
Oakland around the 15th August 2002.  A Skinner had already made arrangements
with local facilities to accept the BGS consignment from Oakland to San Francisco,
outside of the port jurisdiction, in order to assemble the drill there.  This was due to
Longshoremen regulations which did not allow for non-dock personnel and labour to
operate inside the port area.

A. Skinner and N. Campbell of BGS and T. Kuhn of TU-Freiberg travelled to San
Francisco on the 22nd of August.  Over the next two days the rockdrill, winch and
other equipment was built up and installed on to the vessel with the assistance of
local labour, the longshoremen and the ship’s crew.  The shipping containers,
specially prepared to accept the BGS equipment were also shipped aboard Sonne.
At this stage no launch/recovery tests could be made with the equipment and all was
seafastened for the voyage across the Pacific to Papua New Guinea.

Visas for accompanying BGS personnel were obtained via the PNG High
Commission in London using information supplied by  TU-Freiberg and the BGS
operations crew flew into Rabaul on the 13th September to join RV Sonne on the 14th.
Final parts of the mobilisation were completed on the 14th and 15th September.   The
vessel then sailed for scientific operations at Conical Seamount area, South of Lihir
Island in Papua New Guinea waters and latterly at the PACMANUS area between
New Ireland and New Britain.

The operation was successful although the drill was beset by technical problems
at the start of operations.  All were resolved and the drill performed beyond
expectations given the very rugged topography and unexpected geology, proved by
the cores collected.  Details of the drilling operations are contained in the following
pages and appendices of this report.

Demobilisation was in Suva, Fiji on the 10th and 11th of October. Much of the
equipment was disassembled coming into Rabaul (where the scientific party
disembarked) and on the way from Rabaul to Suva (where there was appropriate
craneage to demobilise the rockdrilling equipment).  The BGS equipment was re-
packed into the original shipping containers which were carried onboard.  These were
offloaded for commercial container shipping back to UK.  The BGS personnel then
disembarked the vessel for transit back to the UK.
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Mobilisation
The BGS equipment departed Edinburgh in one soft top 40’ container and one

flatbed 20’ container.  These were shipped to Oakland then San Francisco,
California, USA.

In San Francisco the rockdrill components were unloaded from the 40’ container
together with the control cabin in a yard outside of the dock gates.  The rockdrill was
then built up and loaded on to a flatbed trailer, together with the control cabin, for
transportation into the docks.  This avoided Longshoremen problems inside the dock.

On board the vessel a short meeting with the Captain established what we would
be able to do in San Francisco regarding loading/working etc. and this had to be
strictly adhered to in order to avoid problems with the longshoremen.  A winch bed for
the BGS winch being prepared by local welders was modified after discussion
between N. Campbell and the Chief Engineer as it did not appear to be strong
enough.  The winch bed was completed on the morning of the 24th and the winch
was then set on it and welded into position on the bed.  Meanwhile the Ship’s
electrician had run power cables to the winch switchgear point in the deck seismic
compressor room and the positions of the 40’ container, control cabin, and flatbed
container were agreed with the Captain prior to loading by the longshoremen.  A
further 20’ container with equipment from Germany was also due to arrive and
needed to be placed in lower hold prior to loading the BGS flatbed on the deck over
the hatch.

On the 24th the rockdrill was also lifted on board the vessel, the control cabin sited
and power lines to the winch connected to allow fixing the cable to the sheave and
the sheave up into the ‘A’ frame.  The winch cable was then secured to the rockdrill
and tensioned up after the sheave was fixed and the welding around the winch was
completed.

On the morning of the 25th a final check was made on equipment positions and
then all equipment was seafastened.  RV Sonne departed San Francisco at 1200hrs
en route for Rabaul, Papua New Guinea.  The BGS Operations crew comprising A.
Skinner, N. Campbell, D. Smith and E. Gillespie departed Edinburgh on the evening
of 9th September and arrived in Rabaul on 13th September together with most of the
shipboard scientific party.  After joining the vessel on the morning of the 14th

September the rockdrill was fully mobilised for operations, power was connected to
the control cabin, the core bench was set out on the deck and various spares and
consumables boxes were readied in the 40’ container.  A launch and recovery of the
rockdrill was not possible until the 15th September and after the ship had sailed from
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Rabaul.  This was carried out in quiet water outside Rabaul Harbour and was
successfully accomplished.  Operational anchoring points were then welded at the
stern and on the deck in front of the drill to allow routine launch/recovery and
security.  The Boatswain had also prepared two wire rigging lines for hooking to the
outboard legs and tensioning on the mooring winches for added security during
passage.  These were also used to move the rig into recovery position when it did not
come up ‘square on’ to the transom. (The original trawl ramp has been filled in but a
‘step’ has been left on the stern at each side of the original ramp position).When all of
this had been completed the drill was positioned over the stern in a vertical position,
the hydraulics filled and vented and a ‘wet test’ of all functions carried out.  All
systems were operating properly and the vessel then proceeded to the first
operations area at Conical Seamount, south of Lihir Island.  Appendix 1 gives details
of the BGS 5m Rockdrilling equipment.

Operations
The BGS 5 metre rockdrill was deployed during routine drilling operations over the

stern of the vessel, using the ships 35 Tonne S.D.L. ‘A’ frame gantry in conjunction
with the BGS Umbilical winch.

The deployment method chosen was the traditional 3 point system as used by
BGS for the past 20 years. This launch and recovery method allows for safe and
controlled transfer of the drill rig from a horizontal deck storage position, into a
vertical outboard position, and allows for total control of the equipment in most
weather conditions and  sea states during the critical period of launch and recovery.
After deployment, the drill progress to the sea floor was monitored both by the winch
control operator using the winch metering system and by the drill operator using the
drill depth display on the drilling console. The drill was routinely lowered at a speed of
50 metres per minute.  This progress to the sea floor was communicated at intervals
to the bridge officer controlling the DP system.

At 40 metres above seabed the descent was halted until clearance to land the rig
on the seabed was given by the bridge officer. On receiving the OK to proceed, the
rig was lowered slowly for the last 40 metres, monitoring the height above seabed
indicated on the drilling console, until contact was made with the seabed.

Drill rig inclination during the landing was constantly monitored by the drill operator
and communicated to the winch controller. As rig inclination angles in excess of 25°
from the vertical are unacceptable for reasonable drilling, on many occasions the rig
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was lifted back up from the seabed, the ships position changed by a few metres, and
the rig re-lowered to the seabed.

On achieving a suitable landing site a seabed photograph was taken, and drilling
commenced.  As the project progressed to the PACMANUS area, where the
topography was even more rugged, pre-land photos were taken at some locations to
try to ascertain the nature of the seabed topography.

On completion of the drilling operation and after retraction of the drill barrel back
into the frame, the drill was recovered from the seabed by the winch operator.
Recovery speed was 40 metres per minute and again progress was communicated at
intervals to the bridge officer. During the period when the drill was being recovered to
the surface the seabed photograph was uploaded via the umbilical, and the drill site,
log information, graphs, etc. were processed by the drill operator.

At the surface the drill frame was recovered to the deck and secured in its storage
position. The drill barrel assembly was removed and taken to the core handling
bench, and the components of the barrel assembly were dismantled to allow for core
removal.

Once the core had been removed, the components were cleaned and
reassembled, and the completed barrel assembly was installed back into the drill
frame ready for deployment at the next drill site.

A variety of core bits were carried to allow for variations in the geology around the
basaltic rock type known to be present.  Surface set round and stepped profile
diamond bits, impregnated diamond bits of matrix grade 7-10 and TC drag bits were
all carried.  The bulk of the work was carried out with the surface set stepped profile
and the grade 9 matrix impregnated diamond bits, both of which proved equally
suitable for the rubbly and pebbly formations which were present in most of the areas
drilled.   In the PACMANUS area both were also equally good at cutting sulphide
mineralised rocks.

Demobilisation
Demobilisation was carried out according to a plan drawn up by N. Campbell and

agreed with the Captain, Chief Officer and Boatswain.  Upon completion of the final
drill site, on the morning of the 3rd October, and on the way in to Rabaul to disembark
the scientific party, demobilisation of the rockdrill commenced.
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The corebarrel was not replaced but cleaned and re-stowed in the 40’ container
together the swivel head, Kelly and core bit.  The cable harnesses, camera, light and
bracket, transponder bracket, flush pumps, motors and echo sounders were all
removed, cleaned and stowed in their relevant boxes.  The vibrocorer head unit was
stropped to the top of the frame and the rig re-launched and recovered in a vertical
position.  With the assistance of the crew, and using the BGS winch and ships ‘A’
frame in conjunction the three rig legs were dismantled and removed one by one and
placed on the deck away from the area of work.  The remaining central section of the
rig was lifted up until the base was level with the top crash bars aft of the ‘A’ frame,
the base was stropped off and the head of the rig lowered to deck.  The BGS
umbilical cable was then removed from the head of the rig and temporarily secured to
the base to allow removal of the strops and lowering of the base to deck in a
controlled fashion.  Finally the BGS umbilical cable was attached to three lifting slings
secured so as to balance the rig and it was lifted inboard to a point up the deck
where the ship’s cargo handling crane could pick it up.  The rig frame was then
secured for passage.

Whilst still in the calm water outside Rabaul Harbour, preparations were made
inside the 40’ container for re-stowage of all equipment and spares.  The ship’s crew,
removed the BGS sheave from its ‘A’ frame fixing, lowered it to the deck and after the
umbilical cable was removed it was stowed in the carrying frame on the 20’ flatrack.
Following the disembarkation of the scientific party in Rabul on the evening of the 3rd

October the vessel commenced passage to Suva in Fiji.

Demobilisation of the rockdrilling equipment continued.  However the weather was
too bad on passage for any cranework or lifting of heavy items to be carried out.  The
umbilical winch, power pack hydraulics and electrical connections were dismantled
and the winch and power pack prepared for shipping.  The electrical supply from the
ship to the BGS control box was shut down, all cabling was disconnected and
stowed.

Re-arranging of 40’ container equipment and loading for shipping had to await
better weather and the calmer conditions of Fiji.  Again, with the help of the ship’s
crew, this was done using ship craneage and the whole made ready for a single lift to
the dockside by shore crane.

The winch welds to the base frame were removed by burning them off and the
power pack was unbolted from the deck.  The BGS flatrack container was positioned
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on the jetty and the winch lifted from the ship on to it, then bolted down and chain
secured.  The power pack was also positioned on the flat rack and secured.
Remaining tools and equipment were then loaded into the rear of the 40’ container
and the doors closed.  Finally the containers were handed over to the agent for
shipping by container freight back to UK.  BGS personnel completed all formalities for
disembarking and took leave of RV Sonne.

Conclusions
Drilling operations in water depths between 1000 and 1200m were conducted in

the area of Conical Seamount, south of Lihir Island, Papua New Guinea between the
16th and 27th September.  The vessel then sailed southwards round New Ireland and
north of Rabaul (New Britain) to the PACMANUS area, to survey in an area of
hydrothermal activity and ‘black smokers’.  Following this survey grab samples and
drill cores were taken in water depths ranging from 1600 to 1920m between 29th

September and 3rd  October.

The operation was successful and good data was obtained from all areas where
drilling was attempted. At PACMANUS good core was obtained from massive
sulphide and sulphide-mineralised rocks.

Initial technical problems coupled with unexpected geology and difficult drilling
conditions throughout made the operation frustrating at times. The technical
problems, mainly relating to hydraulic systems and one electric motor, together with
minor electronic problems were all resolved using the spares carried.  Some may
have been caused by the heat on deck which was in excess of 30 degrees
centigrade at times and caused expansion of oils and heating of all systems
packages which were then plunged into much colder water at 1000-1700m water
depth on a regular basis.  The seawater cooling system fitted to the umbilical winch
power pack worked well and kept the hydraulic oil temperature in the system at
optimum working temperature.  Repairs to equipment were carried out while working
with spare systems or during periods when other work was being undertaken.

The geology at Conical Seamount was not quite as anticipated from previous
observations and grabs in that it was not the hard rock expected. Instead it was a
mixture of fractured rock, rubbly lavas and poorly cemented mineralised areas.  The
drill performed well under those conditions and justified the modifications made to the
drill to allow bit weight control.  It would have been more difficult, if not impossible to
achieve the penetrations which were made, without bit blocking, had this facility not
been available.
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The rugged topography was expected and, as anticipated, caused problems in
landing the rig at the desired drilling positions and with sufficient stability to attempt
drilling. (Less than 25 degrees of inclination of rig to sea bed).  However, the use of
the rig-installed downward-looking echosounder and the integrated pitch/roll
inclinometer allowed for controlled landing and slope monitoring before cable tension
was finally released and the rig allowed to sit on the seabed.  The installed seabed
camera system allowed for a photo of an area close to the drill bit (through one of the
drill frame leg structures).  This allowed the drill operator to make an assessment of
the likely stability of the rig on the seabed prior to commencement of  drilling.

A total of 59 core sites were occupied.  Two sites had to be abandoned for
technical reasons and of the remainder only one did not contain core.  The quality
and length of the cores obtained reflects the nature of the underlying geology, much
of which was unknown.  The coring of massive sulphide deposits in the PACMANUS
area demonstrated an extension of the proven capability of the BGS rockdrilling
system.
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Glossary
BGS  - British Geological Survey
ODP –  Ocean Drilling Programme
OFOS – Ocean Floor Observation System
PACMANUS – Papua New Guinea, Australia, Canada, Manus (Survey Area)
S.D.L. – Safe design Load
TU Freiberg – Freiberg University of Mining and Technology
TV Grab – Hydraulically operated mechanical grab with TV camera inside to observe
target area
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Fig. 5-1: Collection of photographs showing the British Rockdrill crew working on
deck of R/V Sonne.
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6 Descriptions of Cores

By Bruce Gemmell, Sven Petersen, Mark D. Hannington, Leander Franz, Thomas
Monecke, and Richard Lancaster

A total of 57 holes were drilled during SO-166. Of these 41 were drilled at Conical
Seamount, 2 at Edison Seamount and 14 in the Eastern Manus Basin. Only two of
the drills failed due to technical problems (see table 6-1).

6.1 Conical Seamount
A total of 41 holes were spotted into the summit plateau at Conical Seamount in

order to document the areal and depth extent of the gold-rich mineralization and its
related alteration sampled near the summit during the research cruises in 1994 and
1998. Out of these 41 drill holes two were without recovery. The total penetration at
Conical Seamount was 91.07 m and a total of 20.76 m was cored (overall recovery
23 %). The individual penetration ranged between 0.95 m and 5.00 m (average 2.33
m), while the individual core length was 0 - 1.50 m (avg. 0.52 m). The distribution of
drill holes on the summit plateau of Conical Seamount is given in Fig. 6-1 and shows
that the whole plateau has been covered by drilling. Areas that lack drilling were
often too steep for the BGS drill to land.

Most of the cores recovered from Conical Seamount consist of ankaramitic basalt
with various degrees of alteration. Least altered rocks from Conical Seamount are
vesicular ankaramitic pebbles, bombs and blocks that, judging from seafloor
observation, reach up to 1 m in diameter. Fresh ankaramites display dark grey to
black colours and show porphyric to glomerophyric textures. Magmatic minerals are
mm- to cm-sized, black clinopyroxene and grey plagioclase phenocrysts, bluish
magnetite octahedra and very rare olivine xenocrysts. Dark brown hornblende
phenocrysts are also very rare. The vesicles show a great variability in size (<1 mm -
4 cm), number (1 - 10 vol.-% of the whole rock) and shape (spherical, elliptical and
elongated types). Eventually, cm-thick, strongly fragmented, hyaloclastitic layers with
penetrative secondary alteration appear.

Alteration is mainly manifested in a silification of the matrix and a varying content
of disseminated pyrite while pyroxene phenocrysts are mostly unaltered. Magnetite in
most cores is still intact. Moderate to intense clay-silica-pyrite alteration has been
observed in a number of cores (03-RD, 05-RD, 08-RD, 15-RD, 17-RD, 18-RD, 40-
RD, and 43-RD) and is characterized by partial to complete replacement of pyroxene
phenocrysts into a white mixture of clays, amorphous silica and trace pyrite. The
groundmass in these samples is commonly intensly silicified. The pinkish color on
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fracture planes of sample 18-RD possibly indicates the presence of K-spar. The
recovery of intensly altered scrapings in two holes (38-RD and 52-RD), and at the
bottom of 47-RD attests to the difficulty of sampling this intensly altered material,
however, it also shows that alteration is laterally far more widespread than previously
documented.

A detailed description of the individual cores is given in the Appendix C.

Three cores show polymetallic mineralization similar to the mineralization
previously encountered in surface TV-grab samples during cruise SO-133 (1998).
These 3 cores (40-, 42-, 43-RD) are all located on the western side of the plateau,
mainly in an area of increased Fe staining of the basalt which may derive from
weathering of sulfides. Core 43-RD and the uppermost sample of core 40-RD show
intense silicification and abundant disseminated sulfide throughout the samples.
Larger vesicles are filled or lined with realgar and orpiment. The lowermost part of
core 40-RD consists of sandy clay-silica-pyrite material. It is interesting and important
to note that flushing of the core barrel was strongly reduced during the last minutes of
station 40-RD. Most likely as a result of this procedure we recovered 200 ml of light
grey slime at the outside of the core barrel (sample 40-RD OUT) that was not flushed
away. Gold analyses carried out in the laboratories of Lihir Gold Inc. showed high Au
grades for these 3 samples reaching up to 14 g/t (core 40-RD OUT; see chapter 11).
Since core 40-RD had a penetration of 3.63 m, 42-RD of 3.00 m, and 43-RD of 4.47
m it seems likely that the gold-rich mineralization at Conical Seamount is not
restricted to the surface but that there is potential for gold mineralization at depth.
This is also indicated by the presence of intense clay-silica altered sandy material at
the bottom of hole 47-RD implying that for parts of Conical Seamount intensly altered
and mineralized lava flows are covered by younger, unmineralized lavas.

Table 6-1: Summary of Rockdrill operations
Station Area Location Depth Brief description Recovery

Rate
02-RD Conical SMT 3° 18.720' S

152° 39.540' E
1064 m Failure due to technical problems

03-RD Conical SMT 03°18.724'S
152°39.555'E

1063 m Penetration:100 cm
Core recovery:25 cm

25 %

04-RD Conical SMT 03°18.724'S
152°39.555'E

1060 m Penetration: 364 cm
Core recovery:50 cm

13 %

05-RD Conical SMT 03°18.730'S
152°39.565'E

1063 m Penetration:500 cm
Core recovery:30 cm

6 %

06-RD Conical SMT 03°18.740'S
152°39.590'E

1089 m Penetration:110 cm
Core recovery:110cm

100 %

07-RD Conical SMT 03°18.710'S
152°39.540'E

1066 m Penetration: 212 cm
Core recovery:75 cm

35 %

08-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745' S
152° 39.595' E

1101 m Penetration: 137 cm
Core recovery:100 cm

72 %

09-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740' S
152° 39.610' E

1112 m Penetration: 106 cm
Core recovery:85 cm

80 %

10-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.560’ E

1073 m Penetration: 206 cm
Core recovery:81 cm

39 %
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Station Area Location Depth Brief description Recovery
Rate

11-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.543’ E

1078 m Penetration: 209 cm
Core recovery:50 cm

24 %

12-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.555’ E

1096 m Penetration: 105 cm
Core recovery:23 cm

22 %

13-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.748’ S
152° 39.558’ E

1082 m Penetration: 233 cm
Core recovery: 145 cm

62 %

14-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1063 m Penetration: 170 cm
Core recovery: 50 cm

29 %

15-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.715’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1071 m Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 120 cm

80 %

16-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.722’ S
152° 39.552’ E

1072 m Penetration: 129 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm

50 %

17-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.580’ E

1086 m Penetration: 348 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm

19 %

18-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.731’ S
152° 39.572’ E

1076 m Penetration: 151 cm
Core recovery: 85 cm

56 %

19-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.735’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1075 m Penetration: 149 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm

23 %

20-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.738' S
152° 39.575' E

1099 m Failed due to technical problems

23-RD Edison SMT 03° 19.055’ S
152° 34.839’ E

1470 m Penetration: 163 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm

21 %

24-RD Edison SMT 03° 19.093’ S
152° 34.873’ E

1459 m Penetration: 263 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

11 %

25-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.737’ S
152° 39.580’ E

1089 m Penetration: 95 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

32 %

26-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740’ S
152° 39.570

1089 m Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

20 %

27-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.575’ E

1078 m Penetration: 111 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm

36 %

28-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740' S
152° 39.540' E

1082 m Penetration:  240 cm
Core recovery: 70 cm

29 %

29-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740' S
152° 39.550' E

1076 m Penetration: 100 cm
Core recovery: 15 cm

15 %

30-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720' S
152° 39.585' E

1115 m Penetration: 314 cm
Core recovery: 60 cm

19 %

37-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.729' S
152° 39.551' E

1057 m Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

20 %

38-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.515’ E

1110 m Penetration: 450 cm
Core recovery: only scrapings from

around bit
0 %

39-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.525’ E

1064 m Penetration: 170 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm

24 %

40-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.515’ E

1085 m Penetration: 363 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm

11 %

41-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.528’ E

1083 m Penetration: 103 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

29 %

42-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.533’ E

1094 m Penetration: 300 cm
Core recovery: 150 cm

50 %

43-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.535’ E

1084 m Penetration: 447 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm

6 %

44-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.510’ E

1095 m Penetration: 267 cm
Core recovery: 55 cm

21 %

45-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.530’ E

1057 m Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

6 %

46-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.723’ S
152° 39.535’ E

1057 m Penetration: 405 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm

9 %

47-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.715’ S
152° 39.505’ E

1061 m Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 27 cm

5 %

48-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.540’ E

1055 m Penetration: 125 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm

52 %

49-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.718’ S
152° 39.520’ E

1086 m Penetration: 133 cm
Core recovery: 55 cm

41 %

50-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.722’ S
152° 39.511’ E

1095 m Penetration: 164 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm

15 %

51-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.585’ E

1073 m Penetration: 141 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm

21 %

52-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.530’ E

1059 m Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: only some clay

fragments recovered

0 %

57-RD PACMANUS
Snowcap

03°43.722'S
151°40.155'E

Penetration: 168 cm
Core recovery: 10 cm

6 %
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Station Area Location Depth Brief description Recovery
Rate

60-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.240’ S
151° 40.500’ E

1659 m Penetration: 442 cm
Core recovery: 90 cm

20 %

61-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1690 m Penetration: 277 cm
Core recovery: 140 cm

51 %

62-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1687 m Penetration: 220 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm

16 %

63-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.240’ S
151° 40.500’ E

1689 m Penetration: 271 cm
Core recovery: 50 cm

18 %

64-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.2295’ S
151° 40.502’ E

1692 m Penetration: 337 cm
Core recovery: 220 cm

65 %

65-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.2383’ S
151° 40.511’ E

1692 m Penetration: 441 cm
Core recovery: 45 cm

9 %

66-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1689 m Penetration: 371 cm
Core recovery: 80 cm

22 %

67-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.240' S
151° 40.500' E

1689 m Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 190 cm

38 %

68-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.240' S
151° 40.510' E

1692 m Penetration: 206 cm
Core recovery: 42 cm

20 %

69-RD PACMANUS
Roman Ruins

03° 43.232' S
151° 40.503' E

1691 m Penetration: 490 cm
Core recovery: 220 cm

49 %

71-RD DESMOS 03° 41.469' S
151° 52.048' E

1924 m Penetration: 154 cm
Core recovery: 26 cm

17 %

72-RD DESMOS 03° 41.500' S
151° 52.000' E

1925 m Penetration: 115 cm
Core recovery: 17 cm

15 %

73-RD DESMOS 03° 41.510' S
151° 52.001' E

1919 m Penetration: 462 cm
Core recovery: 80 cm

17 %

74-RD SUSU KNOLL 03° 47.354' S
152° 05.631' E

1517 m Penetration: 320 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm

8 %

Fig. 6-1: Conical Seamount summit plateau with drill holes from SO-166 as well as
mineralized zones as interpreted from SO-133 TV-grab stations (modified from
Petersen et al., 2002).
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least altered vesicular basalt;
sample 19-RD-(60-68cm)

brown-grey alteration;
sample 09-RD-(48-55cm)

intense clay-silica alteration of dense
ankaramite; sample 08-RD-(27-33cm)

clay-silica-pyrite alteration with pinkish K-spar
(?) on fracture planes; sample 18-RD

Altered and mineralized basalt with clay-rich
polymetallic ooze; sample 40-RD

Clay-rich material recovered from the outside
of the core barrel; sample 40-RD-OUT

Plate 6.1: Selected least altered,
altered and mineralized core samples
from Conical Seamount.

Silica flooding with base metal veinlets
sample 43-RD-(10-25 cm)
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6.2 Edison Seamount
Two stations were carrried out at Edison Seamount (23-RD and 24-RD) and

recovered pebbles and bombs of very fresh and slightly vesicular ankaramitic basalt.
The basalt shows a porphyric texture with phlogopite and clinopyroxene phenocrysts
and olivine xenocryst. Vesicles are well rounded and have diameters of less than 1
mm. Few pebbles contains xenoliths of tuffitic origin. A detailed descriptions of these
samples is given in chapter 9.

6.3 Eastern Manus Basin
In the Eastern Manus Basin drilling has been carried out at the Snowcap site (57-

RD) and at Roman Ruins (stations 60-RD to 69-RD) both in the Pacmanus
hydrothermal field, at Desmos (stations 71-RD to 73-RD), and at SuSu Knolls (station
74-RD). At Roman Ruins ten holes were drilled in the NE part of the hydrothermal
field (Fig. 6.2). A total penetration of 35.55 m and a total recovery of 11.07 m of
mainly massive sulfides was achieved. The individual penetration ranged between
2.06 m and 5.00 m (average 3.56 m), the individual core length was 0.35 – 2.20 m
(avg. 1.12 m), the recovery rate was 9 – 65 % (avg. 30 %). The three holes drilled at
Desmos ranged between 1.15 m and 4.62 m in penetration and between 0.17 m and
0.80 m in core recovery. The hole drilled at SuSu Knolls achieved 3.20 m penetration
and 0.25 m core recovery.

Station 57-RD at Snowcap recovered 10 cm of dacite pebbles and penetration
proved difficult. Operation at Roman Ruins achieved far better results. Two out of the
ten holes attempted recovered least altered to weakly altered dacite (stations 62RD
and 64RD), while the other eight holes recovered impressive cores of massive
sulfides. The longest sections are station 69RD (2.2 m) and 67RD (1.9 m).

Least altered volcanic rocks from Roman Ruins are dacites displaying typical,
disrupted and stretched extrusive textures. Fresh dacite is mainly aphyric with a
glassy groundmass and numerous vesicles of different shapes and sizes, which often
display an elongation into the direction of the lava flow. Rare plagioclase phenocrysts
reach a length of 0.5 – 2 mm. The rocks are often distinctly fractured with
multicoloured joints and surfaces due to hydrothermal overprint.

Sulfides
The sulfide-bearing cores are usually dominated by sphalerite with abundant

barite, pyrite or chalcopyrite. Galena and bluish sulfosalts are visible, but only occur
as trace components of the core material. Anhydrite, amorphous silica and variously
altered dacite fragments occur together with the sulfides. Please refer to the
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individual core descriptions for details. The textures of the sulfides, in most cases,
resemble textures of sulfides recovered from the surface of the Pacmanus field
([Moss, 2001 #341]. Ribbon banded textures as observed in “beehive” smokers at
various other seafloor hydrothermal sites have also been observed.

Fig. 6-2: Detail of the bathymetry of the PACMANUS hydrothermal site with Rockdrill
stations. The bathymetry was processed from Simrad data collected during SO-166.

Station 60RD recovered a spectacular nodular breccia of chalcopyrite, pyrite and
anhydrite which resembles the cores of the TAG hydrothermal field (26°N, Mid-
Atlanitc Ridge) that were recovered during ODP Leg 158 in 1994 (Herzig et al.,
1998b). This implies that seawater penetration into the seafloor and reworking of
primary sulfide material are similar important processes at Pacmanus than at TAG.

Four of the cores penetrated close to 5 m into the massive sulfide mound. Out of
these, two stations (61RD and 69RD) ended in weakly to intensely al-tered dacite
possibly indicating that sulfide forma-tion here is limited to a thin veneer directly
above and below the seafloor. Core 69RD recovered 1.8 m of massive sulfide
overlying strongly clay-silica al-tered and sulfide veined dacite that mark the begin-
ning of the stockwork zone. Clastic ore is common is several cores as is a prominant
layer of massive chalcopyrite in the upper part of cores 65-RD and 66-RD. This 20
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cm thick occurs in both cases at 10-30 cm depth underlying massive porous
sphalerite. It is interesting to note that the two cores where this chalcopyrite layer
occurrs occur rather far from each other (it should, however, also be noted thta the
positions should be treated carefully since no subpositioning of the drillbit on the
seafloor was possible).

Fig 6.3a: Core material recovered during cruise SO-166 from the Pacmanus
hydrothermal field. Total core length was 11.1 m.

Fig. 6.3b: Nodular pyrite-chalcopyrite-
anhydrite breccia with textures similar to
those recovered from the TAG hydrother-
mal field (MAR). Station 60RD (68-82cm)

Fig. 6.3c Massive porous sphalerite+pyrite+
chalcopyrite with large cavities lined by Fe-
stained barite. Station 61RD (60-70 cm)

Desmos Crater
Three stations (71- to 73-RD) were spotted into Desmos crater and recovered

fresh as well as variably altered andesitic material. Pristine volcanics from the
Desmos crater are dark grey, aphyric andesites with 3-5 % large vesicles showing a
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diameter of 1 - 5 mm. The groundmass of the rock is extremely porous due to huge
amounts of tiny vesicles. The longest core (station 73-RD) recovered weakly to
intensly altered basaltic andesite to andesite with core sections that are characterized
by prominent bleaching and native sulfur filling vesicles. For details please refer to
the core descriptions in the Appendix.

Fig. 6-4: Detail of the
bathymetry of the
Desmos hydrothermal
site together with
Rockdrill stations. The
bathymetry was pro-
cessed from Simrad
data collected during
SO-166.

Fig. 6-5: Part of core 73-
RD showing fresh and
intensely altered
andesite and native
sulfur infilling voids.

Susu Knolls
A single core was taken at Susu Knolls on our way back to Rabaul and sampled 25
cm of black, vesicular dacite with no sulfide mineralization. A single piece contained
veins of greenish clay-chlorite (?).
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7 TV-Grab Sampling

By Sven Petersen and Thomas Monecke

A total of 11 TV-guided grab stations was performed during cruise SO-166 in order
to sample hydrothermal material, faunal assemblages or mantle xenoliths. Three
stations were perfomed at Edison Seamount to sample macro- to microfauna to
compare live areas of the hydrothermal field with dead areas. Two stations were run
at TUBAF Seamount to sample mantle xenoliths with prominant veining as a result of
mantle metasomatism. Six stations were performed in the Eastern Manus Basin at
PACMANUS in order to sample massive sulfides. A summary of the stations is given
in table 7.1. The station logs can be found at the end of this chapter.

Table 7.1: Summary of TV-grab operations performed during SO-166.

Station Date Area Grab Location Depth Brief description

31-GTV 22.09.02 Edison
Seamount

03°19.011’ S
152°34.869’ E

1450 m sampled live clam field with
abundant fauna; sampled for
microbiology

32-GTV 22.09.02 Edison
Seamount

03°19.001’ S
152°34.833’ E

1445 m retrieved thick sediment package
with few dead clams; sampled for
microbiology

33-GTV 22.09.02 Edison
Seamount

03°19.002’ S
152°34.840’ E

1446 m retrieved thick, layered sediment
package with few dead clams;
sampled for microbiology

34-GTV 23.09.02 TUBAF
Seamount

03°15.189’ S
152°32.523’ E

1255 m ~ 60 kg of xenolith bearing basalt
bombs

35-GTV 23.09.02 TUBAF
Seamount

03°15.223’ S
152°32.485’ E

1251 m ~ 200 kg of xenolith bearing basalt
bombs

PACMANUS
54-GTV 28.09.02 Satanic Mills 03° 43.634’ S  151°

40.294’ E
1694 m one piece of chalcopyrite-rich

conduit
55-GTV 29.09.02 Satanic Mills  -  - failure due to technical problems
56-GTV 29.09.02 Satanic Mills  -  - failure due to technical problems
58-GTV 29.09.02 Satanic Mills 3° 43.618' S

151° 40.311' E
1682 m polymetalic massive sulfides;

massive porous sphalerite+ barite,
porous pyrite, chimnney conduit
talus

59-GTV 29.09.02 Satanic Mills 3° 43.618' S
151° 40.303' E

1681 m large chimney piece

70-GTV 01.10.02 Roman
Ruins

03° 43.210’ S 151°
40.470’ E

1678 m porous massive sphalerite
overlying altered dacite-sulfide
breccia

7.1 Edison Seamount
Three stations (31-GTV, 32-GTV, and 33-GTV) were devoted to the sampling of

faunal assemblages in live and dead areas of the southern hydrothermal field in the
Edison Seamount crater. A detailed description of the fauna is given in chapter 10.
Additionally a few pebbles and bombs of volcanic material were recovered. Some of
these contain various xenoliths. These samples are described in chapter 9.
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7.2 TUBAF Seamount
Two stations (34-GTV, 35-GTV) were devoted to to sampling mantle and crustal

xenoliths that occur at this seamount. Both stations combinmed retrieved some 260
kg of basaltic pebbles and bombs that contained abundant mantle and crustal
xenoliths. A detailed desription of the samples is given in chapter 9.

7.3 PACMANUS field
A total of 6 TV-grab deployments was conducted at the PACMANUS field. Two

stations (55-GTV and 56-GTV) failed due to technical problems. One station (54-
GTV) could not close the grab but recovered a sulfide sample in the battery housing.
Stations 54-GTV, 58-GTV and 59-GTV were targeted at the black smoker chimneys
of Satanic Mills, while station 70-GTV sampled massive sulfides at the Roman Ruins
site.

A selection of photographs representing the various types of sulfides samples at
Pacmanus using the TV-guided grab is given in plates 7.1 and 7.2.

Grab 54-GTV collected one piece of a chalcopyrite dominated (>90%) chimney
and contains only minor pyrite. Individual vent orifices reach up to 1 cm across. The
outer part of the sample consists of 5 to 10 mm of barite and small sphalerite crystals
(up to 1 mm in size) as well as few small fahlore (?) crystals. The surface of the
sample is stained by Fe-Mn-oxides. Sample distribution: to Freiberg.

Station 58-GTV collected a highly variable suite of massive sulfides including
chimney conduits composed of chalcopyrite some of which are tarnished by bornite
and coated by atacamite and pyritic massive sulfides reflecting outer porous walls of
a chimney. The station also recovered massive porous sphalerite associated with
unaltered dacite and altered dacite fragments with stockwork chalcopyrite
mineralization.

The samples were grouped as follows (sample numbers 58-GTV-1 to 58-GTV-4
represent fresh to extremely clay-altered dacite):

group 58-GTV-5: dacite-sulfide breccias with chalcopyrite dominated massive sulfide
occurring as matrix to variably altered wallrock representing stockwork zone material. Few
veinlets of dark-brown to black sphalerite. The interior of the highly altered wallrock clasts is
sometimes “fresh” and of a dark grey to black color.
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group 58-GTV-6: Porous massive sulfides consisting of variable proportions of sphalerite
and chalcopyrite. These sample represent parts of the interior of chimneys. Sample
distribution: all to Freiberg.

group 58-GTV-7: Massive cm-thick chalcopyrite conduits walls. Some samples show
multiple growth structures. Minor bornite, covellite and atacamite are present in some pieces.
See group 58-GTV-10. Sample distribution: Freiberg and GSC.

group 58-GTV-8: Extremely porous massive sphalerite±barite cementing least altered black
(most subsamples) to bleached clay altered dacite. Sample distribution: all to Freiberg.

group 58-GTV-9: Chimney walls; usually 1 to 2 cm thick; very porous containing variable
amounts of sphalerite and chalcopyrite. Outer parts show bacterial mould coating and rippled
texture. Sample distribution: all to Freiberg.

group 58-GTV-10: Weathered chalcopyrite-rich chimneys with a distinct greenish-blue-
purple color due to the presence of atacamite, bornite and covellite. Interior consists of
chalcopyrite, while the outer part is replaced by bornite and covellite. Minor sphalerite is
present near the outer rim. These two samples are similar to 58-GTV-7 but have been
separated because of their apperent bornite and covellite enrichment. Sample distribution:
Piece A to Freiberg (A1,A2,A5), GCS (A4), and CODES (A3). Piece B: to Freiberg;

The largest block of this station containing a dm-sized black smoker orifice lined by
chalcopyrite protruding through massive sulfides and altered dacite is kept in
Freiberg.

Station 59-GTV recovered one very large block of an inactive chimney. The outer
part is clearly dominated by sphalerite and barite and shows a thick Mn-coating on
the outside. This sample seem to be rather old and certainly needs dating. The
interior of the chimney is enriched in chalcopyrite and shows various intergrown
conduits. Smaller pieces of this station consists of either weathered sphalerite and
barite (75 % of the samples; group 59GTV-1) or of chalcopyrite-rich samples
representing the inner parts of this chimney.

group 59-GTV-1: Porous sphalerite and barite with minor pyrite. Individual chimneys seem
to have coalesced and form a complicated intergrowth texture. Small individual conduits (1-2
cm) are lined with Fe-stained barite. Sample distribution: Pieces A (1,2,3,4), B, C, D, E to
Freiberg, piece A5 to CODES.
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group 59-GTV-2: This sample is a Mn-coated sulfide chimney with interconnected
chalcopyrite-lined conduits in the inner part. Conduits are infilled with barite and sphalerite.
Sample distribution: Pieces A (1,2,4), B, C, D, E to Freiberg, piece A3 to CODES.

Station 70-GTV (Roman Ruins)
Here we recovered large blocks of sphalerite-barite dominated material overlying

sphalerite-chalcopyrite-hosted dacite breccia. Different groups (endmembers) have
been discriminated based on mineralogy and textures, however, there are transitions
between all types.

group 70-GTV-1: Massive porous sphalerite±barite sometimes showing ribbon texture (70-
1B to 70-1E) as observed in beehive black or white smokers elsewhere. Samples show light-
brown to darker brown color. Sphalerite is intergrown with fine-grained barite. Some vugs are
lined by larger barite crystals (up to 3 mm). Several pieces proved to be intensly silicified
after cutting (70-1F). Sample 70-1A shows minor presence of chalcopyrite and possibly
fahlore. Sample distribution: all to Freiberg.

group 70-GTV-2: Pyrite-sphalerite-dacite breccia. Variable sized, fresh to clay-altered dacite
clasts set in a matrix of porous pyrite plus sphalerite (py > sl). Pyrite is often lining fresh to
partially clay-altered dacite clasts indicating that pyritization clearly occurred after alteration
of the dacite clasts. sphalerite. Three pieces were cut in slabs. 70-2A, 2B, and 2C.
Sample distribution: mainly to Freiberg. one piece of 70-2C to GSC and CODES.

group 70-GTV-3: Mainly intensly altered dacite clasts cemented by chalcopyrite and
sphalerite. Cavities are lined with large barite crystals coated by black sphalerite. Abundant
bluish silvery crystals (fahlore?) throughout the samples, often as small veinlets. Most
samples show a sharp transition from altered dacite clasts set in a matrix of chalcopyrite and
sphalerite to overlying black dacite clasts set in a matrix of porous sphalerite (see plate 7.2).
The transition could be related to vertical fluid flow.
Sample distribution: mainly to Freiberg. one piece of 70-3A to GSC and CODES.

group 70-GTV-4: Black siliceous and sphalerite bearing material with transitions to
porous massive sphalerite(±barite). The siliceous material is much denser than the
sulfides. The porous sphalerite is coated by Mn-oxide that formed at the seafloor.
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chalcopyrite-rich conduit; sample 54-GTVA;
Satanic Mills

least altered black and intensly altered white
dacite; sample 58-GTVA; Satanic Mills

altered dacite-massive sulfide breccia;
sample group 58-GTVA-5; Satanic Mills

massive pyritic sulfides; sample group
58-GTVA-6; Satanic Mills

porous sphalerite cementing dacite; sample
group 58-GTVA-8; Satanic Mills

Conduits rich in bornite+covellite+atacamite;
sample group 58-GTVA-10; Satanic Mills

Plate 7.1: Massive sulfides collected
from the Satanic Mills site using the TV-
guided grab.

large black smoker chimney with altered
dacite; sample 58-GTVA; Satanic Mills
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large inactive black smoker with chalcopyrite-
dominated interior and sphalerite + barite in
the exterior; sample 59-GTVA; Satanic Mills

smaller pieces of sphalerite-rich chimney
material; sample 59-GTVA; Satanic Mills

porous sphalerite showing ribbon texture
similar to beehive chimneys observed at
hydrothermal sites worldwide; sample 70-
GTVA-1D; Roman Ruins

weakly altered dacite fragments mainly
cemented by pyrite and sphalerite.  Pyrite is
lining each individual fragment. sample 70-
GTVA-2A; Roman Ruins

Plate 7.2: Massive sulfides collected
from Satanic Mills and Roman Ruins
using the TV-guided grab.

Slab od variably altered dacite clasts
cemented by chalcopyrite and pyrite in the
lower part of the image and by porous
sphalerite in the upper part. Note the sharp
boundary between the two sections; sample
70-GTVA-6; Roman Ruins
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group 70-GTV-5: specimens showing characteristics of all subgroups. Altered dacite
fragments set in a pyrite matrix. This breccia is overlain by a dense black (silicified?) layer 8
cm thick probably representing a siliceous cap. The silicified material is cut by late sphalerite-
galena and chalcopyrite veinlets.

group 70-GTV-6: Two large specimens showing characteristics of all subgroups and nicely
showing the vertical zonation. Altered hyaloclastite (?) is cemented by pyrite, sphalerite, and
chalcopyrite which is overlain by almost unaltered dacite fragments set in a matrix of porous
sphalerite+barite. This material is topped by proous light brown sphalerite sometimes
showing ribbon textures. Sample distribution: 70-GTV-6A and 70-GTV-6B were sliced and all
samples went to Freiberg.

Station Logs for TV-grab stations

Lat.(S) Long.(E) Lat.(S) Long.(E) depth time Comments
Ship Ship Sub1 Sub1 (m)

Sub1
UTC

31-GTV
22.09.2002 EDISON SEAMOUNT
3°19.0306' 152°34.8197' 3°15.2603' 152°32.2064' 0 06:37:51 begin of station 31 GTVA
3°19.0328' 152°34.8191' 3°15.2603' 152°32.2064' 0 06:38:56 TV-grab in the water
3°19.0339' 152°34.8183' 3°19.0522' 152°34.8475' 19 06:39:52 test to close the grab; closed; open again; opened OK;

test successful
3°19.0339' 152°34.8190' 3°19.0534' 152°34.8468' 54 06:41:16 fieren with 1.0 to 1250 m; than winch driver changing to

geolab
3°19.0338' 152°34.8201' 3°19.0525' 152°34.8435' 76 06:41:58 video turned off after it has been running for the TV guys

to tape the watering of the TV-grab
3°19.0306' 152°34.8243' 3°19.0240' 152°34.8593' 1248 07:01:38 winch stopped; winch driver is changing to geolab
3°19.0311' 152°34.8246' 3°19.0229' 152°34.8725' 1250 07:03:13 fieren with 0.5 to bottom sight
3°19.0309' 152°34.8249' 3°19.0248' 152°34.8639' 1292 07:04:15 video is turned on
3°19.0308' 152°34.8248' 3°19.0206' 152°34.8686' 1425 07:07:12 bottom sight; on spot in dense clam field with few

Neolepas and few shrimp
3°19.0311' 152°34.8244' 3°19.0206' 152°34.8748' 1443 07:11:14 moving a bit to the NW (meters)
3°19.0323' 152°34.8205' 3°19.0172' 152°34.8584' 1443 07:16:29 moving slowly; largely dead clams, few Neolepas and

even fewer shrimp, substrate is dark grey to black
3°19.0286' 152°34.8117' 3°19.0116' 152°34.8581' 1444 07:17:37 moving faster
3°19.0296' 152°34.8111' 3°19.0072' 152°34.8585' 1446 07:18:54 moving out of the field; more sediment in between clam

shells, number of Neolepas strongly increasing and than
dimishing again

3°19.0382' 152°34.8257' 3°19.0211' 152°34.8635' 1443 07:21:56 dense bed of microbial mats
3°19.0389' 152°34.8211' 3°19.0188' 152°34.8596' 1442 07:23:39 abundant Neolepas in largely dead clam shells;

abundant shrimp
3°19.0467' 152°34.8248' 3°19.0257' 152°34.8623' 1443 07:25:28 sampling; failed; grab tipped over
3°19.0471' 152°34.8253' 3°19.0294' 152°34.8666' 1433 07:29:16 hieved 20 m waited and are going to return to the

seabed
3°19.0466' 152°34.8261' 3°19.0268' 152°34.8670' 1446 07:32:44 outside the main clam bed with some Neolepas and few

empty clam shells
3°19.0624' 152°34.8222' 3°19.0387' 152°34.8610' 1454 07:39:24 100% sediment with empty shells; just passed a footprint

of the BGS drill
3°19.0642' 152°34.8230' 3°19.0459' 152°34.8678' 1456 07:40:27 ditto but with few black pebbles
3°19.0678' 152°34.8203' 3°19.0483' 152°34.8657' 1458 07:43:55 95% sediment; rest is faunal debris
3°19.0756' 152°34.8231' 3°19.0536' 152°34.8758' 1462 07:45:59 95% sediment with rest being faunal debris; ship is

turning to the north; offset in the map!?? in the map the
field should be at 3°19.06 and 152°34.84 ??

3°19.0590' 152°34.8336' 3°19.0495' 152°34.8744' 1457 07:53:55 ditto
3°19.0472' 152°34.8297' 3°19.0393' 152°34.8703' 1451 07:56:21 more dead clams in sediments
3°19.0418' 152°34.8275' 3°19.0293' 152°34.8743' 1446 07:58:03 living barnacles and dead clams
3°19.0391' 152°34.8260' 3°19.0269' 152°34.8719' 1444 07:59:23 lots of barnacles sitting in sediments
3°19.0382' 152°34.8264' 3°19.0239' 152°34.8730' 1442 08:00:03 100% coverage with biology
3°19.0363' 152°34.8248' 3°19.0234' 152°34.8752' 1442 08:00:38 try to grab
3°19.0351' 152°34.8250' 3°19.0318' 152°34.8688' 1451 08:01:20 grab tumbles over
3°19.0345' 152°34.8265' 3°19.0231' 152°34.8692' 1442 08:02:54 still in clam and barnacle field, too many dead clams
3°19.0348' 152°34.8252' 3°19.0158' 152°34.8625' 1441 08:05:21 try to go back to the SW to enter the clam field again
3°19.0348' 152°34.8245' 3°19.0108' 152°34.8691' 1444 08:07:42 another try to grab
3°19.0349' 152°34.8245' 3°19.0108' 152°34.8691' 1450 08:08:09 shrimps, Munidopsis, Calyptogena, barnacles, sediment,

most clams dead
3°19.0348' 152°34.8248' 3°19.0339' 152°34.8754' 1454 08:09:33 sampling was probably successful, grab is pulled up
3°19.0346' 152°34.8239' 3°19.0105' 152°34.8532' 1250 08:15:02 winch driver changes to driving station, END
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Lat.(S) Long.(E) Lat.(S) Long.(E) depth time Comments
Ship Ship Sub1 Sub1 (m)

Sub1
UTC

32-GTV
22.09.2002 EDISON SEAMOUNT
3°19.0406' 152°34.8268' 3°19.0378' 152°34.8479' 0 10:21:20 begin station 32-GTV
3°19.0409' 152°34.8267' 3°19.0378' 152°34.8479' 0 10:22:34 OFOS in the water
3°19.0457' 152°34.8257' 3°19.0113' 152°34.8264' 1201 10:43:20 winch operator is changing to geolab
3°19.0438' 152°34.8284' 3°19.0046' 152°34.8395' 1204 10:44:17 fieren 0.5 to bottom sight
3°19.0406' 152°34.8268' 3°18.9860' 152°34.8427' 1337 10:48:05 video on
3°19.0414' 152°34.8264' 3°18.9911' 152°34.8336' 1427 10:50:58 bottom sight
3°19.0420' 152°34.8268' 3°18.9989' 152°34.8321' 1443 10:52:18 dead clams field
3°19.0398' 152°34.8265' 3°18.9864' 152°34.8239' 1443 10:54:27 not moving, stationary
3°19.0405' 152°34.8266' 3°18.9951' 152°34.8323' 1443 10:56:38 805 dead clams, and a few barnacles and a crab
3°19.0419' 152°34.8300' 3°18.9927' 152°34.8346' 1443 10:58:31 beginning to move to SE
3°19.0429' 152°34.8308' 3°18.9971' 152°34.8375' 1443 10:58:54 bacterial mats
3°19.0455' 152°34.8366' 3°19.0044' 152°34.8387' 1441 11:00:29 more sedimented, dead clams, less bacterial mats
3°19.0388' 152°34.8436' 3°18.9960' 152°34.8437' 1441 11:01:19 % of live clams increasing
3°19.0470' 152°34.8446' 3°18.9870' 152°34.8462' 1441 11:02:06 huge biomass
3°19.0530' 152°34.8383' 3°18.9972' 152°34.8465' 1440 11:02:55 many barnacles
3°19.0601' 152°34.8363' 3°19.0052' 152°34.8462' 1444 11:04:29 on edge of clam field
3°19.0589' 152°34.8401' 3°19.0142' 152°34.8498' 1446 11:04:57 moved 5 m down slope
3°19.0540' 152°34.8503' 3°19.0140' 152°34.8480' 1447 11:06:33 dead clam field with very few barnacles
3°19.0546' 152°34.8445' 3°19.0070' 152°34.8589' 1447 11:09:54 still in dead part of field
3°19.0559' 152°34.8372' 3°19.0060' 152°34.8473' 1448 11:12:52 dead clam field with a few barnacles
3°19.0530' 152°34.8361' 3°19.0077' 152°34.8525' 1446 11:14:44 climbing
3°19.0523' 152°34.8299' 3°19.0063' 152°34.8498' 1445 11:17:02 dead clam field with more barnacles
3°19.0533' 152°34.8230' 3°19.0112' 152°34.8359' 1445 11:18:27 crabs
3°19.0536' 152°34.8207' 3°19.0126' 152°34.8409' 1445 11:19:00 heavy sediment cover
3°19.0537' 152°34.8206' 3°19.0064' 152°34.8368' 1445 11:21:47 sediment cover over dead clams with a few barnacles
3°19.0530' 152°34.8213' 3°19.0050' 152°34.8258' 1445 11:23:12 snail
3°19.0528' 152°34.8211' 3°19.0115' 152°34.8372' 1445 11:25:14 not moving
3°19.0533' 152°34.8221' 3°19.0171' 152°34.8314' 1445 11:26:08 same snail!
3°19.0483' 152°34.8225' 3°19.0002' 152°34.8321' 1444 11:26:56 lots of barnacles
3°19.0471' 152°34.8216' 3°19.0002' 152°34.8362' 1444 11:27:43 lots of dead clams, some live ones and mucho barnacles
3°19.0476' 152°34.8204' 3°19.0064' 152°34.8296' 1443 11:28:15 huge live clam field
3°19.0488' 152°34.8199' 3°19.0031' 152°34.8324' 1443 11:28:38 wow
3°19.0497' 152°34.8198' 3°18.9945' 152°34.8316' 1444 11:28:57
3°19.0543' 152°34.8196' 3°18.9996' 152°34.8349' 1444 11:29:55 less live clams, more sediment
3°19.0532' 152°34.8177' 3°19.0014' 152°34.8326' 1445 11:30:14 grabbing
3°19.0600' 152°34.8136' 3°19.0092' 152°34.8274' 1448 11:31:35 jaws closed?
3°19.0600' 152°34.8137' 3°18.9761' 152°34.8266' 1439 11:32:17 pulling up off seafloor to check if jaws closed
3°19.0580' 152°34.8151' 3°19.0149' 152°34.8293' 1430 11:32:57 load looks okay
3°19.0564' 152°34.8158' 3°19.0189' 152°34.8264' 1423 11:33:22 pulling up now
3°19.0521' 152°34.8164' 3°19.0169' 152°34.8236' 1379 11:34:46 video turned off
3°19.0537' 152°34.8169' 3°19.0096' 152°34.8335' 1249 11:39:08 winch operator changing to winch room, END

33-GTV
22.09.2002 EDISON SEAMOUNT
3°19.0544' 152°34.8161' 3°19.0320' 152°34.8253' 0 12:35:29 station is repeated because the grab was closed

prematurely
3°19.0540' 152°34.8159' 3°19.0320' 152°34.8253' 0 12:36:13 begin station 33-GTV at Edison Seamount
3°19.0543' 152°34.8156' 3°19.0346' 152°34.8390' 44 12:37:54 fieren with 1.0 to 1250 m than change of the winch driver

to the geolab
3°19.0538' 152°34.8149' 3°19.0118' 152°34.8274' 1249 12:57:48 winch driver changing to geolab
3°19.0544' 152°34.8150' 3°19.0153' 152°34.8257' 1253 12:59:06 continue with 0.5 until reach bottom
3°19.0536' 152°34.8157' 3°19.0161' 152°34.8283' 1400 13:03:21 video on
3°19.0538' 152°34.8157' 3°19.0102' 152°34.8303' 1430 13:04:21 bottom sighted
3°19.0539' 152°34.8159' 3°19.0083' 152°34.8302' 1444 13:05:23 southern clam field, mixture of dead and live clams
3°19.0542' 152°34.8162' 3°19.0188' 152°34.8307' 1444 13:07:07 not moving
3°19.0515' 152°34.8161' 3°19.0087' 152°34.8330' 1444 13:08:38 mixture of dead and live clams with barnacles and a few

shrimp
3°19.0483' 152°34.8171' 3°19.0128' 152°34.8321' 1444 13:10:33 more sediment, slightly less biomass
3°19.0487' 152°34.8172' 3°19.0026' 152°34.8342' 1444 13:11:31 grabbing
3°19.0505' 152°34.8162' 3°19.0145' 152°34.8265' 1458 13:12:46 pulling off seafloor
3°19.0498' 152°34.8163' 3°19.0158' 152°34.8313' 1425 13:16:21 going back down to bottom
3°19.0496' 152°34.8164' 3°19.0093' 152°34.8362' 1434 13:16:57 bottom sighted
3°19.0485' 152°34.8171' 3°19.0135' 152°34.8351' 1444 13:20:41 dead clam field
3°19.0480' 152°34.8163' 3°19.0150' 152°34.8343' 1444 13:21:59 on top of failed grab attempt
3°19.0476' 152°34.8161' 3°19.0131' 152°34.8280' 1444 13:22:15 bacterial mats
3°19.0463' 152°34.8161' 3°19.0058' 152°34.8309' 1444 13:23:23 on top of second failed grab attempt
3°19.0443' 152°34.8167' 3°19.0060' 152°34.8322' 1445 13:24:31 approaching higher biomass, more live clams and

barnacles
3°19.0428' 152°34.8192' 3°19.0069' 152°34.8293' 1446 13:26:10 more sediment, less biomass, more dead clams
3°19.0434' 152°34.8190' 3°19.0043' 152°34.8351' 1446 13:26:46 grabbing
3°19.0439' 152°34.8186' 3°19.0056' 152°34.8299' 1451 13:26:58 grab fell over
3°19.0447' 152°34.8178' 3°18.9954' 152°34.8306' 1447 13:27:21 pulling up off seafloor
3°19.0462' 152°34.8159' 3°18.9995' 152°34.8298' 1433 13:28:18 going back down
3°19.0464' 152°34.8157' 3°19.0069' 152°34.8296' 1441 13:28:38 bottom sighted
3°19.0465' 152°34.8175' 3°19.0056' 152°34.8282' 1445 13:29:46 into live portion of field
3°19.0446' 152°34.8199' 3°19.0066' 152°34.8322' 1445 13:34:46 live part of field
3°19.0468' 152°34.8163' 3°19.0040' 152°34.8335' 1445 13:36:38 approaching edge of live portion of field
3°19.0427' 152°34.8162' 3°19.0011' 152°34.8390' 1445 13:41:00 approaching edge of field
3°19.0424' 152°34.8162' 3°18.9997' 152°34.8269' 1445 13:41:15 more sediment, less liver clams
3°19.0416' 152°34.8170' 3°18.9973' 152°34.8342' 1446 13:42:01 on top of grab?, big hole
3°19.0372' 152°34.8275' 3°19.0019' 152°34.8402' 1446 13:46:17 grabbing
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3°19.0407' 152°34.8247' 3°18.9962' 152°34.8355' 1444 13:48:47 jaws closed , pulling up
3°19.0399' 152°34.8268' 3°18.9909' 152°34.8415' 1320 13:52:14 END

34-GTV
23.09.2002 TUBAF SEAMOUNT
3°15.2135' 152°32.5294' 3°19.0201' 152°34.8428' 11 01:48:58 TG-grab in the water at
3°15.2433' 152°32.4977' 3°15.2097' 152°32.5107' 1051 02:07:56 winch driver changing to geolab
3°15.2428' 152°32.4980' 3°15.2093' 152°32.5141' 1055 02:10:42 going down with 0.5 m/s until bottom sight
3°15.2438' 152°32.4982' 3°15.2096' 152°32.5136' 1153 02:14:26 video on
3°15.2440' 152°32.4980' 3°15.2078' 152°32.5148' 1168 02:14:51 seafloor reached
3°15.2440' 152°32.4976' 3°15.2128' 152°32.5239' 1246 02:17:18 100% sediment with few pebbles
3°15.2419' 152°32.4960' 3°15.2125' 152°32.5224' 1248 02:22:13 100% sediment with few small pebbles
3°15.2399' 152°32.4943' 3°15.2064' 152°32.5274' 1248 02:23:12 some larger pebbles
3°15.2375' 152°32.4908' 3°15.2083' 152°32.5198' 1247 02:24:26 rock
3°15.2329' 152°32.4885' 3°15.1988' 152°32.5225' 1247 02:26:05 no of pebbles increasing
3°15.2301' 152°32.4886' 3°15.2062' 152°32.5202' 1247 02:27:33 rock formation
3°15.2294' 152°32.4890' 3°15.2042' 152°32.5224' 1249 02:27:54 trying to grab; grab falling to the side
3°15.2254' 152°32.4921' 3°15.1931' 152°32.5269' 1247 02:30:39 mud with few pebbles
3°15.2220' 152°32.4910' 3°15.1967' 152°32.5115' 1255 02:34:02 sand and mud with few pebbles, depth increasing
3°15.2235' 152°32.4963' 3°15.1867' 152°32.5144' 1254 02:35:05 no of pebbles increasing
3°15.2246' 152°32.4904' 3°15.1885' 152°32.5228' 1255 02:38:13 grabbing completed
3°15.2244' 152°32.4894' 3°15.1821' 152°32.5160' 1252 02:38:29 uplift
3°15.2246' 152°32.4869' 3°15.1841' 152°32.5175' 1232 02:39:17 hieving
3°15.2245' 152°32.4868' 3°15.1898' 152°32.5177' 1150 02:41:45 stop at 1150, watching our prey
3°15.2247' 152°32.4874' 3°15.1884' 152°32.5130' 1146 02:45:21 hieving again
3°15.2244' 152°32.4876' 3°15.1977' 152°32.5090' 1000 02:50:57 stop at 1000m
3°15.2241' 152°32.4876' 3°15.1956' 152°32.5075' 993 02:52:05 grab coming up
3°15.2233' 152°32.4885' 3°15.2102' 152°32.5109' 9927 03:12:34 oberfläche
3°15.2234' 152°32.4885' 3°15.2102' 152°32.5109' 9919 03:13:25 END

35-GTV
23.09.2002 TUBAF SEAMOUNT
3°15.2228' 152°32.4882' 3°15.2126' 152°32.5223' 0 03:16:27 grab is in the water again
3°15.2229' 152°32.4884' 3°15.2147' 152°32.5075' 86 03:18:35 fieren with 1.0 m/s to 1050 m and than change of the

winch driver
3°15.2245' 152°32.4875' 3°15.1906' 152°32.5096' 1053 03:36:36 winch driver in geolab
3°15.2241' 152°32.4873' 3°15.1906' 152°32.5078' 1147 03:39:10 video on
3°15.2241' 152°32.4868' 3°15.1920' 152°32.5100' 1245 03:41:36 seafloor reached
3°15.2238' 152°32.4869' 3°15.1928' 152°32.5104' 1250 03:41:57 muddy sediments, few small pebbles
3°15.2274' 152°32.4889' 3°15.1885' 152°32.5199' 1255 03:44:06 rock formation
3°15.2296' 152°32.4915' 3°15.1967' 152°32.5200' 1253 03:45:03 crab an rocks
3°15.2308' 152°32.4930' 3°15.1953' 152°32.5189' 1250 03:45:34 climbing up hill
3°15.2336' 152°32.4959' 3°15.1804' 152°32.5075' 1249 03:47:03 thick volcanic layers, big pillow
3°15.2364' 152°32.4916' 3°15.1958' 152°32.5254' 1249 03:49:09 smaller pebbles
3°15.2573' 152°32.4994' 3°15.2040' 152°32.5244' 1250 03:54:10 rocks
3°15.2615' 152°32.5010' 3°15.2119' 152°32.5211' 1250 03:55:04 smaller rocks
3°15.2647' 152°32.4686' 3°15.2237' 152°32.5002' 1253 03:57:01 eel
3°15.2649' 152°32.4666' 3°15.2271' 152°32.5025' 1252 03:57:14 only smaller rocks now
3°15.2657' 152°32.4646' 3°15.2271' 152°32.5025' 1251 03:57:54 ridge
3°15.2665' 152°32.4653' 3°15.2218' 152°32.5064' 1250 03:58:38 more rock
3°15.2673' 152°32.4671' 3°15.2295' 152°32.5011' 1249 03:59:34 mud and sand

3°15.2346' 152°32.4891' 1249 04:01:21 mud with pebbles
3°15.2701' 152°32.4745' 3°15.2336' 152°32.5019' 1250 04:04:13 some rocks
3°15.2710' 152°32.4789' 3°15.2363' 152°32.5048' 1251 04:05:57 pebbles in debris
3°15.2722' 152°32.4813' 3°15.2350' 152°32.5078' 1251 04:06:52 smaller pebbles
3°15.2773' 152°32.4860' 3°15.2382' 152°32.5101' 1255 04:08:52 sea anemone
3°15.2781' 152°32.4878' 3°15.2458' 152°32.5136' 1256 04:09:42 mud and sand
3°15.2733' 152°32.4646' 3°15.2334' 152°32.5052' 1254 04:12:31 sand and mud with very few pebbles
3°15.2703' 152°32.4619' 3°15.2471' 152°32.4969' 1253 04:14:02 more pebbles
3°15.2697' 152°32.4572' 3°15.2279' 152°32.5062' 1252 04:15:04 size of pebbles increasing
3°15.2685' 152°32.4564' 3°15.2390' 152°32.4951' 1251 04:18:36 grab falls down
3°15.2683' 152°32.4556' 3°15.2491' 152°32.4921' 1251 04:18:50 new attempt, floor only consists of sand and mud
3°15.2596' 152°32.4456' 3°15.2377' 152°32.4787' 1250 04:24:48 flat ocean floor but pure sand/mud
3°15.2542' 152°32.4481' 3°15.2362' 152°32.4817' 1249 04:27:43 still only sandy/muddy sediments
3°15.2538' 152°32.4488' 3°15.2285' 152°32.4868' 1249 04:28:07 pebbles coarsening
3°15.2531' 152°32.4514' 3°15.2314' 152°32.4858' 1249 04:29:25 coral
3°15.2478' 152°32.4473' 3°15.2249' 152°32.4834' 1250 04:32:16 pebbles are smaller again
3°15.2449' 152°32.4502' 3°15.2184' 152°32.4894' 1251 04:34:57 rocks
3°15.2445' 152°32.4520' 3°15.2231' 152°32.4850' 1251 04:35:55 small ridge, grabbing
3°15.2436' 152°32.4529' 3°15.2249' 152°32.4837' 1256 04:37:03 although grab falls down, the load is in
3°15.2435' 152°32.4507' 3°15.2201' 152°32.4862' 1243 04:38:27 hieving
3°15.2434' 152°32.4519' 3°15.2256' 152°32.4853' 1194 04:42:11 grab took a sample, hieving
3°15.2449' 152°32.4514' 3°15.2262' 152°32.4799' 1000 04:49:41 winch driver changes place, END

54-GTV
28.09.2002 SATANIC MILLS
3°43.6280' 151°40.2967' 3°43.7211' 151°40.1022' 0 22:32:41 on station
3°43.6277' 151°40.2968' 3°43.7211' 151°40.1022' 4 22:33:38 TV-grab in the water
3°43.6280' 151°40.2967' 3°43.6193' 151°40.2670' 74 22:35:57 at 100m the winch will be tested
3°43.6275' 151°40.2957' 3°43.6422' 151°40.2560' 1550 23:06:01 winch driver changes to geolab
3°43.6275' 151°40.3038' 3°43.6503' 151°40.2454' 1651 23:09:54 a lot of floc in the water column
3°43.6270' 151°40.3086' 3°43.6538' 151°40.2468' 1675 23:10:44 bottom sight in sedimented dacite, video turned on
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3°43.6247' 151°40.3100' 3°43.6536' 151°40.2512' 1682 23:11:33 blocky dacitic talus with thin sediment cover
3°43.6163' 151°40.3081' 3°43.6498' 151°40.2606' 1683 23:13:09 blocky dacite ; ridges
3°43.6144' 151°40.3168' 3°43.6451' 151°40.2581' 1679 23:14:27 dacite pillars ? and protrusions; sedimented
3°43.6132' 151°40.3200' 3°43.6219' 151°40.2689' 1679 23:15:04 fractures and blocky irregular talus; tormented surfaces
3°43.6146' 151°40.3191' 3°43.6293' 151°40.2759' 1679 23:16:27 dacite rubble
3°43.6174' 151°40.3163' 3°43.6365' 151°40.2664' 1679 23:18:06 grab is moving slower; approaching target area; still in

block dacite
3°43.6175' 151°40.3171' 3°43.6348' 151°40.2665' 1679 23:19:07 large dacite blocks (meters in diameter)
3°43.6164' 151°40.3250' 3°43.6468' 151°40.2659' 1679 23:20:36 ditto; huge fractured blocks; thin sediment cover; canyon

land
3°43.6161' 151°40.3324' 3°43.6337' 151°40.2675' 1680 23:21:27 smoke in the water column!
3°43.6159' 151°40.3387' 3°43.6261' 151°40.2837' 1682 23:22:17 fresher ? dacitic blocks; abundant fauna; less sediment
3°43.6166' 151°40.3390' 3°43.6290' 151°40.2894' 1683 23:22:51 mussel field between cracks, no sediment
3°43.6179' 151°40.3369' 3°43.6317' 151°40.2914' 1682 23:23:34 first sulfides, bacterial mats
3°43.6194' 151°40.3347' 3°43.6351' 151°40.2869' 1683 23:24:15 we are stuck next to chimney
3°43.6208' 151°40.3329' 3°43.6316' 151°40.2933' 1681 23:25:16 chimney talus, inactive
3°43.6209' 151°40.3325' 3°43.6320' 151°40.2829' 1681 23:25:41 grabbing inactive chimneys
3°43.6204' 151°40.3325' 3°43.6286' 151°40.2949' 1685 23:27:11 we cant see if the grab is closed all together
3°43.6196' 151°40.3326' 3°43.6365' 151°40.2882' 1672 23:28:23 grab did not close; hydraulic not working
3°43.6187' 151°40.3324' 3°43.6295' 151°40.2901' 1665 23:30:46 grab is coming back up; system failure
3°43.6180' 151°40.3326' 3°43.6296' 151°40.2828' 1615 23:33:07 second test to close grab; failed, coming up to surface
3°43.6177' 151°40.3325' 3°43.6309' 151°40.2872' 1599 23:33:45 winch driver is changing to winch lab, END

58-GTV
29.09.2002 SATANIC MILLS
3°43.6247' 151°40.2953' 3°43.6658' 151°40.2585' 1640 07:20:43 video on, station at Satanic Mills
3°43.6245' 151°40.2954' 3°43.6697' 151°40.2544' 1674 07:21:27 bottom contact. large blocks of dacite. slightly

sedimented
3°43.6244' 151°40.2959' 3°43.6653' 151°40.2694' 1676 07:24:36 large fissure between dacite blocks. dacite is slightly

sedimented
3°43.6279' 151°40.3030' 3°43.6617' 151°40.2609' 1675 07:26:11 sedimented plateau. dacite blocks
3°43.6276' 151°40.3013' 3°43.6959' 151°40.2418' 1676 07:27:04 large dacite blocks. sedimented with very fine grained

hemipelagic to pelagic sediment
3°43.6242' 151°40.3057' 3°43.6739' 151°40.2828' 1679 07:28:55 steep slope consisting of large blocks of dacite
3°43.6209' 151°40.3090' 3°43.6671' 151°40.2901' 1684 07:31:24 blocky dacite with canyon-like fissures. single crab
3°43.6184' 151°40.3104' 3°43.6806' 151°40.2895' 1685 07:32:31 thickly sedimented dacite; some talus material
3°43.6169' 151°40.3107' 3°43.6773' 151°40.2888' 1685 07:33:02 talus; pebbles to boulders in gully
3°43.6105' 151°40.3112' 3°43.6708' 151°40.2963' 1682 07:35:03 irregular dacite blocks
3°43.6078' 151°40.3106' 3°43.6660' 151°40.2946' 1679 07:36:28 slowly climbing uphill; less sediment; glassy dacite
3°43.6061' 151°40.3101' 3°43.6649' 151°40.2974' 1680 07:37:26 slightly more sedimented patch. there must be current

induced changes in the sedimentation pattern
3°43.6010' 151°40.3097' 3°43.6624' 151°40.2985' 1679 07:39:02 fissures across track. less sediment; highly chaotic

surface
3°43.5963' 151°40.3096' 3°43.6578' 151°40.2890' 1679 07:40:23 more fauna (little more)
3°43.5931' 151°40.3093' 3°43.6546' 151°40.3001' 1680 07:41:29 in deep gully filled with dacite rubble
3°43.5923' 151°40.3092' 3°43.6550' 151°40.2989' 1680 07:41:46 fauna and possible fluid emanations induced by the

abundant fauna
3°43.5911' 151°40.3092' 3°43.6533' 151°40.2952' 1679 07:42:21 almost no sediment cover; abundant white patches on

the rocks. limpets?
3°43.5904' 151°40.3091' 3°43.6490' 151°40.2920' 1680 07:42:49 bacterial mats and mussels and than more crabs
3°43.5901' 151°40.3090' 3°43.6490' 151°40.2962' 1679 07:44:00 hydrothermal sediment on dacite with abundant fauna
3°43.5893' 151°40.3089' 3°43.6459' 151°40.2963' 1679 07:45:20 ditto
3°43.5886' 151°40.3086' 3°43.6444' 151°40.2941' 1679 07:46:07 mussel beds along fractures in dacite
3°43.5879' 151°40.3079' 3°43.6473' 151°40.2929' 1679 07:47:22 mussels and crabs in cracks
3°43.5864' 151°40.3097' 3°43.6426' 151°40.2898' 1679 07:49:37 mussel bed in cracks of dacite
3°43.5841' 151°40.3122' 3°43.6396' 151°40.2913' 1679 07:50:36 ridges of dacite. little sediment. but also little fauna;

rugged
3°43.5789' 151°40.3127' 3°43.6361' 151°40.2972' 1681 07:52:16 sedimented dacite boulders
3°43.5713' 151°40.3106' 3°43.6228' 151°40.2963' 1680 07:54:58 large dacite blocks. sedimented with very fine grained

hemipelagic to pelagic material
3°43.5680' 151°40.3103' 3°43.6170' 151°40.2910' 1682 07:56:21 relatively steep slope with large dacitic talus
3°43.5614' 151°40.3102' 3°43.6158' 151°40.3015' 1683 08:00:48 very large sedimented dacite blocks
3°43.5536' 151°40.3105' 3°43.6311' 151°40.2756' 1681 08:02:40 dacitic talus material. medium sized fragments
3°43.5533' 151°40.3119' 3°43.5912' 151°40.2913' 1674 08:04:39 dacitic talus material. rounded blocks. sedimented
3°43.5589' 151°40.3150' 3°43.5998' 151°40.2981' 1673 08:06:39 large dacitic boulders. rounded to subrounded corners.

not well sorted. sedimented
3°43.5724' 151°40.3164' 3°43.6054' 151°40.2931' 1680 08:10:03 sedimented dacite; we are too far north of Satanic Mills
3°43.5784' 151°40.3163' 3°43.6152' 151°40.2978' 1681 08:11:25 irregular dacite blocks with sediment
3°43.5842' 151°40.3161' 3°43.6157' 151°40.3003' 1678 08:12:51 canyonland; fluid flow along cracks; bacterial mats
3°43.5861' 151°40.3160' 3°43.6195' 151°40.3023' 1679 08:13:26 blocks of dacite without sediment
3°43.5875' 151°40.3156' 3°43.6324' 151°40.2951' 1680 08:14:01 sediment cover is thickening again
3°43.5885' 151°40.3162' 3°43.6345' 151°40.3014' 1681 08:14:44 fractured dacite
3°43.5895' 151°40.3171' 3°43.6359' 151°40.3059' 1680 08:15:53 less sediment; whites patches on the dacite
3°43.5901' 151°40.3165' 3°43.6252' 151°40.3021' 1679 08:16:18 white siliceous or bacterial mats. crabs
3°43.5907' 151°40.3161' 3°43.6391' 151°40.3013' 1680 08:16:40 snails in depressions of dacite
3°43.5928' 151°40.3147' 3°43.6319' 151°40.2983' 1680 08:17:39 little sedimented dark glassy dacite; white patches
3°43.5952' 151°40.3136' 3°43.6446' 151°40.2997' 1679 08:18:39 milky water?. more fauna; but no mussels
3°43.5968' 151°40.3130' 3°43.6428' 151°40.2910' 1682 08:19:28 shimmering water
3°43.5983' 151°40.3124' 3°43.6374' 151°40.2977' 1682 08:20:17 steep cliff with white patches at the bottom; mussel

shells
3°43.6018' 151°40.3097' 3°43.6464' 151°40.2888' 1685 08:21:09 life mussels; few empty shells; moving out of the field
3°43.6054' 151°40.3063' 3°43.6414' 151°40.2934' 1679 08:22:59 heavy sediment cover on dacite
3°43.6051' 151°40.3078' 3°43.6555' 151°40.2854' 1679 08:24:00 ditto
3°43.6048' 151°40.3084' 3°43.6473' 151°40.2902' 1680 08:24:27 small plateau with thick sediment cover
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Lat.(S) Long.(E) Lat.(S) Long.(E) depth time Comments
Ship Ship Sub1 Sub1 (m)

Sub1
UTC

3°43.6043' 151°40.3092' 3°43.6532' 151°40.2843' 1679 08:25:38 grab is not moving. sedimented dacite ridge
3°43.6049' 151°40.3096' 3°43.6574' 151°40.2867' 1679 08:27:47 sedimented dacite pebbbles
3°43.6013' 151°40.3097' 3°43.6664' 151°40.2946' 1679 08:30:00 thick sediment cover on dacite subcrop
3°43.5974' 151°40.3099' 3°43.6526' 151°40.2935' 1679 08:30:50 fissured dacite ridge with single crab
3°43.5928' 151°40.3106' 3°43.6510' 151°40.2911' 1679 08:31:47 less sediment on dacite boulders on blocks
3°43.5897' 151°40.3120' 3°43.6402' 151°40.2934' 1679 08:32:48 less sedimented dacite abundant white patches and

bacterial mats
3°43.5899' 151°40.3131' 3°43.6368' 151°40.2934' 1679 08:33:29 hydrothermal sediment; fauna more abundant; bacterial

mats and mussels in cracks
3°43.5934' 151°40.3124' 3°43.6411' 151°40.2862' 1680 08:35:07 fauna on dacite
3°43.5939' 151°40.3122' 3°43.6355' 151°40.2954' 1680 08:35:23 thick mussel bed with snails and some bacterial mats
3°43.5951' 151°40.3116' 3°43.6411' 151°40.2780' 1680 08:37:14 less sedimented dacite with fauna
3°43.5941' 151°40.3139' 3°43.6459' 151°40.2889' 1681 08:38:28 not moving; ships starts to pull grab to the NE onto the

WP (ODP @ Satanic Mills)
3°43.5921' 151°40.3153' 3°43.6460' 151°40.2961' 1682 08:40:18 fluids percolating through talus and cracks
3°43.5901' 151°40.3149' 3°43.6395' 151°40.3004' 1681 08:41:09 densely populated area with bacteria coated snails and

mussels
3°43.5874' 151°40.3150' 3°43.6278' 151°40.2944' 1678 08:41:54 back to non sedimented dacite
3°43.5892' 151°40.3136' 3°43.6314' 151°40.2914' 1679 08:43:44 patches of snails and mussels in depression between

dacite boulders and within small fractures
3°43.5917' 151°40.3131' 3°43.6398' 151°40.2890' 1679 08:45:06 large block of dacite surrounded by faunal communities;

red staining
3°43.5928' 151°40.3127' 3°43.6378' 151°40.2932' 1679 08:46:23 hovering over ledge of dacite with faunal com. below
3°43.5931' 151°40.3127' 3°43.6472' 151°40.3174' 1680 08:47:45 hit structure and literally tens of crabs float down from

above
3°43.5925' 151°40.3129' 3°43.6458' 151°40.2898' 1679 08:49:45 grab is not moving; over non sedimented dacite
3°43.5916' 151°40.3129' 3°43.6451' 151°40.2980' 1679 08:51:03 slowly moving into mussel bed
3°43.5862' 151°40.3134' 3°43.6338' 151°40.2960' 1680 08:52:10 grab starts moving again; Fe staining on dacite
3°43.5831' 151°40.3146' 3°43.6349' 151°40.3029' 1678 08:53:02 slightly sedimented dacite rubble
3°43.5872' 151°40.3116' 3°43.6291' 151°40.2951' 1679 08:56:36 slightly sedimented dacite
3°43.5878' 151°40.3120' 3°43.6376' 151°40.2856' 1678 08:57:10 back into mussel beds within cracks of the dacite
3°43.5883' 151°40.3125' 3°43.6281' 151°40.2948' 1679 08:58:04 more mussels
3°43.5886' 151°40.3131' 3°43.6240' 151°40.2977' 1679 08:59:37 dacite; slightly sedimented empty shells
3°43.5903' 151°40.3136' 3°43.6341' 151°40.2956' 1679 09:00:37 Fe-staining and mussel beds
3°43.5915' 151°40.3155' 3°43.6388' 151°40.2884' 1679 09:01:12 bacterial mats associated with mussel bed. we have

been here before
3°43.5918' 151°40.3181' 3°43.6379' 151°40.2999' 1679 09:02:16 darker dacite ridges
3°43.5921' 151°40.3182' 3°43.6351' 151°40.2953' 1682 09:03:20 snail bed along crack
3°43.5922' 151°40.3165' 3°43.6407' 151°40.3014' 1684 09:10:47 we are right on the same position where we grabbed this

morning - no sulfides - moving to the ODP position.
which is 100 m away

3°43.5915' 151°40.3155' 3°43.6358' 151°40.3022' 1683 09:12:19
3°43.5916' 151°40.3159' 3°43.6464' 151°40.3119' 1683 09:13:50 steep 2.6 m cliff. dusty black sediment (glassy frags)
3°43.5902' 151°40.3177' 3°43.6345' 151°40.2946' 1681 09:16:14 clusters of white shells at base of scarp. no movement

for 5 min
3°43.5884' 151°40.3239' 3°43.6322' 151°40.3011' 1681 09:20:56 white patch. bacteria? on rubbly dacite
3°43.5886' 151°40.3250' 3°43.6458' 151°40.3021' 1682 09:21:59 light sediment cover. weak brown staining
3°43.5885' 151°40.3329' 3°43.6362' 151°40.3132' 1686 09:25:04 rubbly dacite flow (top?). light sediment cover. no

hydrothermal indicators
3°43.5870' 151°40.3359' 3°43.6301' 151°40.3187' 1684 09:27:43 large blocks upt to 2 m. rubbly dacite with light sediment

cover. no hydrothermal indications (because it is a
smaller field than Bruce thinks)

3°43.5764' 151°40.3394' 3°43.6438' 151°40.3115' 1682 09:29:47 less rubbly surface with large cracks in flow surfaces. still
covered by sediment. weak hydrothermal indications
(Richard says it has a bit of color)

3°43.5652' 151°40.3436' 3°43.6232' 151°40.3206' 1681 09:31:57 lightly sedimented surface of rubbly dacite flow between
waypoints. some obvious flow morphology between
patches of rubble

3°43.5621' 151°40.3516' 3°43.6038' 151°40.3280' 1682 09:35:06 more massive flows but still rubbly and sedimented. no
hydrothermal indicators

3°43.5628' 151°40.3543' 3°43.6154' 151°40.3323' 1681 09:36:44
3°43.5601' 151°40.3553' 3°43.6217' 151°40.3344' 1682 09:38:40 back to very rubbly surface. 1 m blocks. lightly

sedimented
3°43.5568' 151°40.3390' 3°43.5924' 151°40.3304' 1684 09:42:52 sedimented dacite blocks
3°43.5588' 151°40.3360' 3°43.5933' 151°40.3265' 1683 09:44:05 thick sediment cover on dacite rubble
3°43.5647' 151°40.3358' 3°43.6066' 151°40.3256' 1682 09:45:41 fractures in dacite ridges
3°43.5709' 151°40.3245' 3°43.6024' 151°40.3208' 1682 09:47:01 sedimented ridges crosscut by fractures
3°43.5738' 151°40.3180' 3°43.6033' 151°40.3201' 1683 09:48:01 canyonland
3°43.5763' 151°40.3191' 3°43.6016' 151°40.3136' 1680 09:49:02 sedimented ridges. fractured; steep gullies
3°43.5800' 151°40.3210' 3°43.6264' 151°40.2963' 1679 09:50:37 just passed by inactive chimneys and single grey smoker
3°43.5721' 151°40.3341' 3°43.6257' 151°40.3054' 1681 09:52:01 less sedimented dacite
3°43.5716' 151°40.3332' 3°43.6285' 151°40.3100' 1681 09:52:14 shimmering water. mussels
3°43.5713' 151°40.3298' 3°43.6236' 151°40.3114' 1681 09:52:37 sulfide chimneys; broken talus
3°43.5726' 151°40.3218' 3°43.6115' 151°40.3151' 1683 09:53:32 sedimented dacite "tubes"
3°43.5748' 151°40.3184' 3°43.6097' 151°40.3080' 1681 09:54:44 mussel bed again
3°43.5750' 151°40.3189' 3°43.6104' 151°40.3021' 1681 09:54:59 abundant mussels and bacterial mats. small chimneys
3°43.5794' 151°40.3236' 3°43.6230' 151°40.2957' 1680 09:56:49 less sedimented dacite
3°43.5794' 151°40.3243' 3°43.6244' 151°40.2904' 1680 09:57:01 white smoke; but passing along dacite
3°43.5797' 151°40.3258' 3°43.6264' 151°40.3023' 1680 09:57:57 few mussels in depressions and cracks in dacite
3°43.5792' 151°40.3270' 3°43.6297' 151°40.3078' 1681 09:58:52 thick grey smoke and chimney debris
3°43.5785' 151°40.3276' 3°43.6238' 151°40.3103' 1681 09:59:45 grabbing into active smoker
3°43.5780' 151°40.3279' 3°43.6181' 151°40.3147' 1692 10:00:31 grab tipped over;
3°43.5771' 151°40.3276' 3°43.6260' 151°40.3018' 1679 10:02:40 back to the bottom on top of inactive chimneys
3°43.5771' 151°40.3271' 3°43.6222' 151°40.3077' 1683 10:03:57 grabbing. tipped over again; hieven
3°43.5770' 151°40.3265' 3°43.6247' 151°40.3105' 1680 10:05:35 bottom sight. inactive chimneys
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3°43.5773' 151°40.3268' 3°43.6293' 151°40.3034' 1681 10:10:44 sitting over larger dacite block; waiting for chimneys to
reappear

3°43.5764' 151°40.3278' 3°43.6235' 151°40.3086' 1682 10:13:10 less sedimented dacite rubble
3°43.5729' 151°40.3252' 3°43.6302' 151°40.3044' 1682 10:15:14 back into our own dust
3°43.5746' 151°40.3279' 3°43.6313' 151°40.2996' 1681 10:20:13 lots of snails; Fe-staining; 4 crabs having a feast;

shimmering water
3°43.5762' 151°40.3281' 3°43.6290' 151°40.3063' 1681 10:21:46 less sediment dacite; trying to go back to the sulfides
3°43.5746' 151°40.3293' 3°43.6226' 151°40.3092' 1681 10:23:15 abundant snails in cracks and piece of chimney
3°43.5716' 151°40.3284' 3°43.6185' 151°40.3117' 1682 10:24:47 smoker or dust below
3°43.5742' 151°40.3309' 3°43.6170' 151°40.3088' 1682 10:26:46 back into sulfide chimney debris
3°43.5750' 151°40.3316' 3°43.6192' 151°40.3121' 1681 10:27:58 on top of black smoker
3°43.5744' 151°40.3301' 3°43.6183' 151°40.3115' 1682 10:28:07 grabbing into the black smoker; tipped over again but

closed nevertheless. bring it up a bit to see what we
caught

3°43.5755' 151°40.3306' 3°43.6241' 151°40.3079' 1670 10:31:22 coming up with our prey, a rock in the grab is worth 3 in
the bush

3°43.5755' 151°40.3316' 3°43.6191' 151°40.3169' 1631 10:32:33 END

59-GTV
29.09.2002 SATANIC MILLS
3°43.5794' 151°40.3322' 3°43.6043' 151°40.3004' 1550 12:22:01 grab is at 1550 m; winch driver is changing to geolab
3°43.5792' 151°40.3329' 3°43.6024' 151°40.2963' 1678 12:28:47 bottom sighted
3°43.5795' 151°40.3328' 3°43.6086' 151°40.2931' 1681 12:29:00 large blocks of rubbly dacite. 2-3 m with
3°43.5763' 151°40.3325' 3°43.6053' 151°40.2938' 1683 12:32:47 dacite rubble. steep topography
3°43.5752' 151°40.3282' 3°43.5970' 151°40.2978' 1681 12:36:20 large fractures; sole crab
3°43.5827' 151°40.3301' 3°43.5989' 151°40.2908' 1683 12:38:58 rubble; few large blocks; rest is sedimented
3°43.5872' 151°40.3326' 3°43.6047' 151°40.2990' 1681 12:40:02 black smoke (lots)
3°43.5888' 151°40.3337' 3°43.6212' 151°40.2957' 1681 12:40:31 still in the smoke; just passed by a smoker; bottom is

dacite; smokers are directly sitting on dacite
3°43.5882' 151°40.3345' 3°43.6118' 151°40.2982' 1682 12:42:41 fracture in dacite; light Fe-staining on sediment
3°43.5835' 151°40.3402' 3°43.6264' 151°40.2510' 1682 12:52:13 inactive chimneys; too steep to grab; too little too
3°43.5846' 151°40.3405' 3°43.6144' 151°40.3085' 1682 12:52:38 back into dacite
3°43.5891' 151°40.3437' 3°43.6167' 151°40.3027' 1683 12:54:56 sedimented dacite talus
3°43.5863' 151°40.3411' 3°43.6150' 151°40.3092' 1684 12:57:10 fractured dacite ridges
3°43.5856' 151°40.3417' 3°43.6182' 151°40.3076' 1683 12:58:38 minor orange staining. and possibly bacterial mats at the

rim of the field of view; hyaloclastite in depressions
3°43.5863' 151°40.3424' 3°43.6178' 151°40.3080' 1683 13:00:44 blocky dacite
3°43.5864' 151°40.3428' 3°43.6115' 151°40.3005' 1683 13:02:43 fractured dacite ridges. we are a bit north of the target
3°43.5880' 151°40.3438' 3°43.6118' 151°40.3054' 1683 13:04:02 larger fracture in blocky dacite; rubble
3°43.5918' 151°40.3407' 3°43.6214' 151°40.3174' 1684 13:05:36 single crab in blocky talus
3°43.5935' 151°40.3396' 3°43.6186' 151°40.3095' 1683 13:06:31 angular blocks and talus
3°43.5971' 151°40.3416' 3°43.6300' 151°40.2970' 1684 13:08:15 more sediment on top of dacite rubble
3°43.5958' 151°40.3394' 3°43.6322' 151°40.2967' 1685 13:09:43 more crabs and white patches
3°43.5919' 151°40.3324' 3°43.6141' 151°40.3037' 1684 13:11:21 ODP drill bit !!!
3°43.5904' 151°40.3324' 3°43.6176' 151°40.2981' 1684 13:12:17 rough topography in dacite
3°43.5940' 151°40.3343' 3°43.6157' 151°40.2929' 1683 13:15:15 large dacite outcrop; blocky talus surrounding
3°43.5986' 151°40.3349' 3°43.6223' 151°40.2899' 1684 13:17:29 grey smoke (?); dacite is less sedimented
3°43.5983' 151°40.3405' 3°43.6224' 151°40.2979' 1686 13:18:05 fauna in depressions between blocky dacite. Fe-staining
3°43.5985' 151°40.3523' 3°43.6295' 151°40.3009' 1687 13:18:54 more crabs; hydrothermal sediment between dacite
3°43.5965' 151°40.3556' 3°43.6367' 151°40.3060' 1686 13:20:03  ship is moving fast over sedimented dacite talus; few

crabs
3°43.5933' 151°40.3541' 3°43.6240' 151°40.3175' 1687 13:20:58 fine talus; dark discoloration of the sediment
3°43.5923' 151°40.3531' 3°43.6190' 151°40.3140' 1688 13:21:18 back to sedimented dacite blocks
3°43.5905' 151°40.3524' 3°43.6162' 151°40.3183' 1687 13:22:48 dacite hell; nothing for the drillers
3°43.5918' 151°40.3534' 3°43.6116' 151°40.3146' 1686 13:23:35 upright standing protrusions of dacite
3°43.5937' 151°40.3540' 3°43.5912' 151°40.2851' 1687 13:24:32 fine talus in a gully
3°43.5955' 151°40.3539' 3°43.6253' 151°40.3126' 1690 13:26:04 large boulders of dacite with thick sediment cover
3°43.5960' 151°40.3534' 3°43.6259' 151°40.3185' 1688 13:27:00 ridges and ledges of dacite
3°43.5959' 151°40.3537' 3°43.6182' 151°40.3166' 1688 13:28:13 ridges of dacite covered by sediment
3°43.5950' 151°40.3540' 3°43.6192' 151°40.3193' 1688 13:30:11 steep slope
3°43.5896' 151°40.3464' 3°43.6268' 151°40.3208' 1687 13:32:34 dacite with bacterial mats; no sediment; Fe-staining
3°43.5864' 151°40.3433' 3°43.6120' 151°40.3099' 1685 13:33:29 back to sedimented dacite with fractures. talus the usual

stuff
3°43.5892' 151°40.3475' 3°43.6155' 151°40.3085' 1683 13:36:12 ditto
3°43.5903' 151°40.3474' 3°43.6097' 151°40.3123' 1682 13:36:50 sedimented dacite
3°43.5913' 151°40.3472' 3°43.6165' 151°40.3104' 1683 13:37:43 more of the same
3°43.5900' 151°40.3466' 3°43.6236' 151°40.3065' 1684 13:43:29 large dacite boulders
3°43.5854' 151°40.3405' 3°43.6131' 151°40.3066' 1683 13:45:08 maybe some dark bits in the pit
3°43.5831' 151°40.3390' 3°43.6097' 151°40.3086' 1684 13:46:11 wood ? on dacite. blocky. nothing changes here
3°43.5845' 151°40.3452' 3°43.6113' 151°40.3027' 1683 13:47:23 Fe-staining; black stuff; but just passing by; back to

blocky dacite
3°43.5841' 151°40.3348' 3°43.6117' 151°40.3138' 1683 13:49:24 blocky dacite
3°43.5818' 151°40.3294' 3°43.6072' 151°40.3032' 1682 13:50:35 colored sediment
3°43.5826' 151°40.3357' 3°43.6067' 151°40.2987' 1684 13:51:20 less sedimented dacite. one crab
3°43.5822' 151°40.3446' 3°43.5954' 151°40.2997' 1684 13:52:22 chimney pieces; snails in depressions and cracks. major

cliff going N to S
3°43.5779' 151°40.3416' 3°43.6151' 151°40.2979' 1682 13:53:30 snails. bacterial mats. tiny chimneys
3°43.5769' 151°40.3397' 3°43.6182' 151°40.3026' 1681 13:53:57 grabbing
3°43.5744' 151°40.3379' 3°43.5831' 151°40.3046' 1689 13:54:53 hieven slowly. big chunk of sulfide?
3°43.5744' 151°40.3379' 3°43.5831' 151°40.3046' 1689 13:54:53 END
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8 OFOS Deployment

By Sven Petersen, Mark D. Hannington, and Richard Lancaster

A total of 5 OFOS stations was conducted during cruise SO-166. Please find the
detailed OFOS-Logs at the end of this chapter. The first station (01-OFOS) was
devoted to the investigation of the top part of Conical Seamount in order to relocate
the eruptive fissure and altered areas near the summit that have been documented
during previous cruises (SO-94 and SO-133) to host the mineralized system. There
were no apperent changes to eralier seafloor observations. The basaltic summit is
slightly covered with sediment and little fauna is present. As with previous
observations the summit has rather gentle slopes, however, the small scale
topography is very rugged in it proved difficult to find flat areas that were suitable for
drilling. The seafloor consists of large blocks and possibly boulders of volcanic
material with few sedimeneted ponds in between. A detailed sketch of the visual
observations is given in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. Areas of Fe-oxide staining that might
indicate mineralization were seen at various places, but are usually small.

Table 8.1: Summary of OFOs operations performed during SO-166.
On bottom Off bottom

Station Date Begin Sub position Depth Sub position Depth End
01-OFOS
Conical

15.09/
16.09.02

23:04 23:38 03° 18.60‘ S
152 39.26’ E

1340 01:34 03° 18.69’ S
152° 39.50’ E

1105 02:00

21-OFOS
Edison

20.09.02 02:31 03:06 03° 19.10’ S
152° 34.85’ E

1448 05:18 03° 18.98’ S
152° 34.87’ E

1465 05:55

22-OFOS
TUBAF

20.09.02 09:28 09:58 03° 15.23’ S
152° 32.53’ S

1246 13:13 03° 15.23’ S
152° 32.47’ E

1261 13:22

36-OFOS
Luise
Harbour

24.09.02 08:06 03° 05.96’ S
152° 39.00’ E

454 03° 05.54’ S
152° 39.65’ E

746 10:00

53-OFOS
Pacmanus

28.09.02 06:23 06:58 03° 43.13’ S
151° 40.51’ E

1672 12:26 03°43.77’ S
151°40.08’ E

1660 13:00

Station 21-OFOS revisited the large hydrothermal field within the crater of Edison
Seamount (Figure 8.2). Previous cruises found large clam fields that thrieve on CH4

and H2S in this largely sedimented crater. We relocated the southern and the
northern clam fields, however, it seems that hydrothermal activity has decreased
substantially. Areas of abundant large clams seemed to be much smaller and areas
of dead clams have increased. We selected two areas in the southern clam field that
were consequently sampled with the TV-guided grab to sample live and dead areas
of this hydrothermal area (see chapter 10).
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Fig. 8-1 (A): Seafloor observations along track 01-OFOS on the summit plateau of
Conical Seamount (western area of plateau).

TUBAF Seamount was revisited during station 22-OFOS (Figure 8.3). This
seamount is largely sedimented as well, but contains areas where basaltic bombs
and pebbles subcrob. Few areas show sheet-like volcanics, that form small terraces.
Areas with a high abundance of volcanic bombs and pebbles were looked for and
later sampled using the TV-guided grab. For the detailed station log please refer to
the logs at the end of this chapter.

Luise Harbour
This station 36-OFOS explored the overburden dump site in Luise Harbour for

environmental purposes of Lihir Management Corporation. The seafloor during the
entire length of the station was characterized by thick sediment cover and very poor
visibility due to fine suspended particles in the water column. We obtained several
bottom photographs and video coverage of which copies were given to Lihir
Management. Corp..
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Fig. 8-1 (B): Seafloor observations along track 01-OFOS on the summit plateau of
Conical Seamount (central area of plateau).
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Fig. 8-2: Seafloor observations along track 21-OFOS in the summit crater of Edison
Seamount.
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Fig. 8-3: Seafloor observations along track 22-OFOS on the summit of TUBAF
Seamount

PacManus hydrothermal field
This camera tow 53-OFOS was deployed at the PacManus hydrothermal field to

investigate the area and to find targets suitable for drilling. The OFOS was deployed
slightly NE of the Roman Ruins site and was aimed in a southwesterly direction
towards the active black smokers of Satanic Mills and the Snowcap area. We landed
in very rugged terrain dominated by blocky irregular dacite with a thick sediment
cover. The inactive sulfide chimneys of Roman Ruins were passed and it became
obvious that low temperature diffuse outflow is prevalant at this site. Broken
chimneys and sulfide talus have been observed.

The OFOS was than towed towards the Satanic Mills active site (276°C exit
temperature). Active black smokers were visible during several crossing and the CTD
deployed on the camera sled registered temperature anomalies up to 2.5°C (at 09:25
UTC). Abundant vent fauna including mussels, shrimp, snails, and crabs was
observed, often located in cracks and associated with areas of diffuse fluid flow.
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The OFOS was than directed towards the Snowcap area and passed through
sedimented ponds with subcropping sulfides. Hyaloclastite seems to be common and
is often coated by white material either representing bacterial mats or alteration
minerals. Small chimneys were observed indicating that high temperature fluids have
at least locally penetrated the sediment. After passing through the Snowcap field, few
fractures in the dacite with vent fauna were detected in the area referred to as
Tsukushi, allthough no discrete high-temperature venting was observed.
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Fig. 8-4: Geology along track 53-OFOS in the PACMANUS hydrothermal area,
Eastern Manus Basin.
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Fig. 8-5: Potential temperature measurements along the track of station 53-OFOS.
The sled was towed through black smokers at the Satanic Mills site twice with a
maximum temperature anomaly of .

Station Logs for OFOS stations
Lat.
(3°x'S)
Ship

Long.
(152°x'E)
Ship

depth
(m)
Simrad

depth
(m)
Sub

Lat.
(3°x'S)
Sub

Long.
(152°x'E)
Sub

time
UTC

Comments

01-OFOS 15.09.2002 CONICAL SEAMOUNT
18.5038 39.1555 8 0 23:06:00 beginn of station, digital camera is running
18.5050 39.1698 35 24 18.4936 39.1361 23:09:01 digital camera is off
18.5064 39.1760 51 41 18.4937 39.1428 23:09:47 with 1.0 to 1200m fieren
18.5702 39.2642 1191 1200 18.5670 39.2038 23:29:49 winch stopped, winch driver is changing to Geolab
18.5746 39.2742 1203 1214 18.5832 39.2165 23:31:45 video turned on
18.5856 39.3193 1323 1335 18.5995 39.2474 23:38:06 large floc in the water column
18.5863 39.3223 1328 1340 18.6027 39.2602 23:38:30 bottom sight, heavy sedimented, sandy with black and white

dots
18.5885 39.3311 1327 1339 18.5927 39.2527 23:39:39 heavy sediment cover (100%), few rock boulders
18.5894 39.3358 1323 1333 18.6051 39.2494 23:40:19 rock outcrop, small ridge
18.5910 39.3442 1312 1323 18.5842 39.2465 23:41:30 another small outcrop, larger pillow tubes appear
18.5917 39.3479 1306 1318 18.6093 39.2815 23:42:02 lava flows heavily sedimented, broken flows and tubes
18.5933 39.3548 1294 1305 18.5981 39.2791 23:43:01 massive pillowed tubes and flows diameter up to 1m
18.5965 39.3659 1284 1295 18.6048 39.2916 23:44:33 sediment pond
18.5969 39.3679 1282 1293 18.6053 39.2891 23:44:47 another pillowed terrace with talus material
18.5987 39.3742 1274 1285 18.6023 39.2969 23:45:40 talus material on flows, sediment is sand sized with salt and

pepper texture
18.6021 39.3860 1265 1275 18.6059 39.3105 23:47:14 sedimented talus slope, boulder size up to 50 cm
18.6034 39.3905 1257 1268 18.6123 39.3071 23:47:49 large pillow tube with talus material
18.6053 39.3967 1251 1261 18.6140 39.3319 23:48:36 fissure or cliff
18.6075 39.4040 1245 1256 18.6191 39.3443 23:49:35 this fissure parallels the track (NW-SE)
18.6090 39.4102 1243 1254 18.6086 39.3392 23:50:40 30% outcrop in thick sediment
18.6098 39.4135 1239 1249 18.6063 39.3290 23:51:23 larger rock outcrop on eastern flank of cone, few fish, sponge
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18.6110 39.4202 1233 1243 18.6209 39.3539 23:53:03 blocky talus material in sand-sized sediment
18.6112 39.4231 1227 1236 18.6242 39.3553 23:54:03 sedimentedpillow flows
18.6111 39.4281 1223 1232 18.6379 39.3887 23:55:57 small pebble-sized talus
18.6107 39.4344 1222 1229 18.6267 39.3871 23:58:25
18.6097 39.4391 1220 1228 18.6201 39.3946 00:00:23 sedimented pebbles, few though
18.6130 39.4378 1218 1226 18.6314 39.4076 00:02:44 shipd track is moved 100 m to the south since we seem to pass

along the northern side of the seamount
18.6137 39.4372 1217 1225 18.6248 39.4007 00:03:44 creature
18.6461 39.4267 1210 1218 18.6103 39.3910 00:08:16 OFOS strats moving towards the top in sediment
18.6542 39.4245 1207 1216 18.6007 39.3826 00:08:47 small pebbles, salt and pepper texture
18.6670 39.4221 1204 1213 18.6119 39.3885 00:09:32 large outcrop
18.6768 39.4204 1198 1208 18.6074 39.3722 00:10:11 talus ridge, sedimented
18.6887 39.4201 1188 1199 18.6380 39.3812 00:11:18 rock size increases to boulders, sediment fans, sponges,

stalked
18.6929 39.4219 1178 1189 18.6386 39.3634 00:12:01 pillowed front
18.6954 39.4249 1170 1179 18.6605 39.3860 00:12:45 boulders abundant and coverung the whole seafloor
18.6961 39.4267 1167 1176 18.6632 39.3763 00:13:09 more blocky and larger talus
18.6968 39.4314 1156 1165 18.6794 39.3911 00:13:58 seafloor covered with boulders and pebbles
18.6974 39.4355 1151 1158 18.6883 39.3943 00:14:36 dito
18.6983 39.4430 1142 1149 18.6789 39.3769 00:15:42 dito
18.6990 39.4478 1141 1147 18.6948 39.3882 00:16:22 more massive blocks, blocky, angular
18.7008 39.4558 1135 1143 18.6992 39.3878 00:17:24 massive flows
18.7039 39.4748 1117 1124 18.7198 39.3991 00:19:38 sedimented blocky talus
18.7041 39.4973 1095 1101 18.7164 39.4279 00:22:18 blocky talus wih few sponges and first holothurians
18.7048 39.5020 1093 1099 18.7138 39.4397 00:23:15 larger blocks, every once in while a small ornage spotis visible

(staining?)
18.7077 39.5077 1089 1093 18.7105 39.4426 00:24:45 sediment pond
18.7090 39.5096 1089 1092 18.7064 39.4478 00:25:18 blocky talus with sedimented areas, salt and peper
18.7111 39.5117 1084 1089 18.7048 39.4574 00:25:57 larger outcrop, number of fauna is increasing
18.7122 39.5131 1082 1086 18.7164 39.4635 00:26:18 flow top with cracks
18.7203 39.5176 1076 1079 18.7086 39.4703 00:28:05 blocky talus, sponges, seastar
18.7267 39.5194 1073 1076 18.7112 39.4757 00:29:09 2 seaspiders sitting on ??
18.7278 39.5196 1073 1077 18.7186 39.4750 00:29:21 sediment pond suitable for drilling?
18.7317 39.5200 1073 1076 18.7240 39.4873 00:29:57 white patches protruding through sediment, few boulders

outcropping
18.7363 39.5204 1072 1076 18.7290 39.4793 00:30:42 reddish color in the sediment
18.7387 39.5209 1071 1075 18.7191 39.4728 00:31:16 sediment 100%
18.7401 39.5214 1069 1073 18.7343 39.4855 00:31:37 salt and pepper texture in sediment
18.7432 39.5226 1068 1072 18.7352 39.4840 00:32:24 boulders and larger outcrops in sediment
18.7463 39.5234 1065 1068 18.7450 39.4826 00:33:11 more boulders, other side of sediment pond
18.7496 39.5241 1064 1068 18.7432 39.4789 00:34:01 sedimented boulders
18.7534 39.5249 1063 1067 18.7485 39.4883 00:35:05 slide 87 in boulder province, spomges and 2 seastars
18.7564 39.5261 1063 1067 18.7596 39.4957 00:36:45 boulder country
18.7568 39.5277 1066 1069 18.7671 39.4939 00:38:04 dito
18.7558 39.5291 1067 1070 18.7664 39.4972 00:38:46 OFOS is not moving
18.7519 39.5323 1068 1071 18.7721 39.5041 00:40:18 blocky talus slope
18.7482 39.5348 1064 1067 18.7676 39.4985 00:41:40 OFOS starts climbing again on blocky talus
18.7474 39.5375 1060 1063 18.7605 39.4967 00:43:01 abundant fauna on sedimented talus or flow tops
18.7652 39.5545 1055 1058 18.7525 39.5023 00:47:11 blocky material on flow tops
18.7708 39.5609 1058 1062 18.7676 39.5125 00:48:49 OFOS is descending already
18.7772 39.5722 1067 1070 18.7786 39.5240 00:51:50
18.7792 39.5803 1074 1078 18.7826 39.5312 00:53:52 we swung around the southwest corner of the volcano and are

now trying the get to the NE; new coordinates: 03°18.73
/152°39.56

18.7787 39.5867 1082 1085 18.7884 39.5483 00:55:36 blocky talus with thin sediment cover
18.7761 39.5951 1081 1084 18.7921 39.5612 00:58:45 salt and pepper sediment with few boulders
18.7723 39.5981 1079 1082 18.7862 39.5543 01:00:31 slightly more sediment on pebble talus
18.7709 39.6005 1077 1079 18.7816 39.5544 01:01:23 flow fronts
18.7697 39.6037 1074 1076 18.7828 39.5691 01:02:20 very abundant sponges or corals
18.7678 39.6079 1072 1074 18.7763 39.5521 01:03:46 climbing up hill on flow tops with minor talus, slight sed.
18.7639 39.6081 1069 1071 18.7821 39.5743 01:05:04 slide 147, large pillow
18.7564 39.6050 1070 1072 18.7816 39.5791 01:06:40 talus material covering flows
18.7480 39.6002 1067 1069 18.7764 39.5767 01:08:12 talus; sometimes sand-sized
18.7427 39.5971 1063 1065 18.7774 39.5758 01:08:59 large blocky material
18.7378 39.5933 1060 1062 18.7747 39.5726 01:09:46 large pillow flows with cooling shrinkage
18.7315 39.5893 1056 1058 18.7635 39.5779 01:10:38 coloring in the sedimnt, pon with gravel
18.7267 39.5866 1054 1055 18.7583 39.5751 01:11:28 rather flat area with gravel-sized sediment suitable for drilling?
18.7238 39.5854 1052 1054 18.7626 39.5695 01:12:06 still climbing on sedimented area with few boulders
18.7204 39.5854 1050 1051 18.7473 39.5678 01:13:17 sedimented flow tops with gravel
18.7182 39.5888 1048 1049 18.7417 39.5715 01:15:12 flow tops with pebbles
18.7164 39.5891 1049 1050 18.7311 39.5549 01:16:11 blocky talus
18.7117 39.5856 1050 1051 18.7322 39.5633 01:17:41 fissure ? going down hill
18.7043 39.5774 1059 1059 18.7282 39.5579 01:19:26 staining?, more talus
18.6950 39.5662 1065 1066 18.7157 39.5468 01:21:13 going down hill very steep, flank of Smt., almost too vertical
18.6898 39.5581 1081 1082 18.7147 39.5464 01:22:41 sedimented bottom with talus, staining,
18.6886 39.5550 1084 1085 18.7087 39.5423 01:23:26 pillows along erosional gully
18.6882 39.5528 1088 1089 18.7092 39.5333 01:24:07 pillow tubes & flows with sedimented gully at the sides
18.6849 39.5456 1091 1092 18.7016 39.5257 01:26:03 sedimented talus with lava ridges
18.6817 39.5402 1092 1093 18.6973 39.5254 01:27:24 heading down slope in blocky talus
18.6793 39.5362 1095 1096 18.7046 39.5216 01:28:32 yellow staining on flow front; we are in area of station 26GTVA

(As-Sb); steep slopes
18.6763 39.5310 1098 1099 18.6916 39.5039 01:30:21 gentle slope with massive flows
18.6758 39.5296 1102 1103 18.6952 39.5048 01:32:19 massive flows with slight sediment cover, gentle slope; lava

ridges
18.6726 39.5246 1107 1107 18.6847 39.5021 01:34:44 blocky talus
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18.6722 39.5243 1105 1105 18.6887 39.4966 01:34:51 start hieven
18.6716 39.5232 1096 1097 18.6882 39.5047 01:35:07 video off, digital camera turned off
18.6635 39.5111 1020 1021 18.6775 39.4892 01:37:31 OFOS summary; morphology and appearence have
18.6635 39.5111 1020 1021 18.6775 39.4892 01:37:31 not changed since 1998, flat areas are small and there will be

only limited targets for drilling; staining is less obvious

21-OFOS 20.09.2002 EDISON SEAMOUNT
19.0498 34.8582 8 9950 19.0595 34.8412 02:31:01 station begins
19.0495 34.8584 8 9958 19.0595 34.8412 02:33:06 OFOS is in the water, video has been recording the begin of the

station; we want to determine changes in hydrothermal field at
Edison Seamount

19.0483 34.8569 123 115 19.0614 34.8449 02:38:31 OFOS is coming back up; the weight is not visible;
19.0494 34.8575 8 9925 19.0634 34.8377 02:44:31 OFOS is going back in
19.0497 34.8571 1291 1303 19.0859 34.8514 03:09:02 winch operator is changing to geolab
19.0512 34.8557 1291 1303 19.0907 34.8480 03:09:59 fieren with 0.5 to bottom contact water depth is 1450 m
19.0520 34.8547 1301 1313 19.1000 34.8411 03:10:32 digital camera on,
19.0477 34.8450 1433 1448 19.0987 34.8505 03:14:42 bottom sight; sedimented area with 10 % dead clams +

barnacles, dark pebbles, steep slope
19.0470 34.8440 1443 1456 19.0949 34.8466 03:17:09 slowly climbing up hill, we are on the southern side of Edison

seamount, slope is littered with clam shells
19.0456 34.8421 1440 1453 19.0972 34.8501 03:19:14 OFOS is not moving ship is trying to get on track
19.0403 34.8412 1442 1455 19.0881 34.8521 03:20:34 abundant Neolepas attached on clam shells an pebbles, few

snails
19.0360 34.8317 1438 1452 19.0783 34.8490 03:22:33 OFOS is climobing up hill, 20 % faunal debris
19.0313 34.8239 1435 1449 19.0807 34.8421 03:25:09 less clams but very abundant neolepas attached to black sandy

basement
19.0263 34.8259 1434 1448 19.0843 34.8350 03:26:41 live clams, shrimp full coverage 100%
19.0244 34.8239 1434 1447 19.0757 34.8361 03:27:42 100% fauna
19.0228 34.8250 1434 1448 19.0831 34.8324 03:28:11 there seem to be more shrimp than during previous cruises
19.0190 34.8276 1434 1447 19.0756 34.8313 03:29:23 50% dead clams, small sediment pond
19.0166 34.8269 1434 1448 19.0657 34.8275 03:30:34 back to more active area, cover 100%
19.0155 34.8234 1437 1449 19.0763 34.8324 03:31:37 more sediment and barnacles, dead clams, 50% sediment,

shrimp have a white spot on the back similar to Alvincaris and
Rimicaris

19.0120 34.8142 1438 1451 19.0566 34.8366 03:33:35 back to 80% cover many clams are dead
19.0101 34.8116 1439 1451 19.0595 34.8338 03:34:13 100% fauna
19.0060 34.8056 1440 1453 19.0516 34.8316 03:35:34 90% fauna; some dark sediment
19.0021 34.7999 1441 1454 19.0580 34.8308 03:36:50 dead area; no barnacles, empty clam shells
18.9945 34.7984 1446 1458 19.0308 34.9201 03:39:08 dead area; few dark pebbles
18.9922 34.7971 1447 1460 19.0493 34.8170 03:40:13 emty shells, few snails; 50% sediment
18.9822 34.7922 1452 1464 19.0396 34.8107 03:43:23 empty shells, 70% sediment; few pebbles
18.9703 34.8040 1458 1471 19.0376 34.7830 03:45:22 barnacles; recently dead clam shells; no Mn coating
18.9713 34.8116 1461 1473 19.0252 34.7822 03:46:43 95% sediment with snails and few white shells
18.9746 34.8154 1467 1479 19.0233 34.7900 03:47:51 100% sediment with abundant snails
18.9779 34.8224 1469 1483 19.0162 34.7901 03:49:02 100% sediment few snails
18.9767 34.8313 1472 1485 19.0139 34.8131 03:50:23 100% sediment with few snails and few empty white shells
18.9719 34.8436 1469 1483 19.0279 34.7960 03:51:46 dito
18.9701 34.8495 1470 1484 19.0225 34.7986 03:52:20 dito
18.9689 34.8551 1470 1483 19.0207 34.7852 03:52:53 dito
18.9680 34.8629 1471 1484 19.0252 34.7822 03:53:47 digital camera off,
18.9676 34.8671 1471 1484 19.0252 34.7822 03:54:23 ditto
18.9675 34.8723 1470 1482 19.0199 34.8100 03:55:17 100% sediment
18.9659 34.8795 1464 1477 19.0178 34.8031 03:56:34 OFOS is turning and starts to climb the southern crater rim
18.9626 34.8847 1462 1475 19.0108 34.8460 03:57:26 100% sediment with few snails
18.9563 34.8921 1457 1469 19.0135 34.8503 03:58:21 100% sediment with few snails; few Mn-coated empty shells
18.9501 34.9006 1454 1466 19.0221 34.8470 03:59:25 abundant Mn-coated emtpy shells in sediment
18.9484 34.9040 1450 1462 19.0162 34.8344 04:00:01 100% sediment with few snails
18.9478 34.9057 1449 1461 19.0045 34.8562 04:00:26 sediment
18.9455 34.9132 1447 1459 18.9980 34.8487 04:01:32 abundant Mn-coated emtpy shells in sediment; few pebbles
18.9448 34.9319 1452 1464 18.9941 34.8553 04:03:41 ditto
18.9466 34.9361 1456 1467 18.9948 34.8820 04:05:15 100% sediment with few snails
18.9437 34.9624 1461 1472 18.9835 34.9256 04:09:35 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.9411 34.9682 1461 1473 18.9901 34.9101 04:10:27 ditto
18.9400 34.9712 1461 1473 18.9850 34.9211 04:10:55 100% sediment
18.9384 34.9774 1461 1472 18.9893 34.9273 04:12:11 salt and pepper texture; few emtpy clam shells
18.9356 34.9877 1459 1470 18.9832 34.9501 04:13:33 100% sediment with few snails
18.9331 34.9909 1459 1470 18.9899 34.9527 04:14:04 100% sediment with few shells increasing pebble size
18.9302 34.9883 1457 1467 18.9796 34.9656 04:15:07 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.9238 34.9816 1453 1463 18.9802 34.9746 04:17:05 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.9154 34.9822 1453 1463 18.9655 34.9804 04:18:49 OFOS is turning; 100% sediment
18.9120 34.9753 1456 1465 18.9676 34.9942 04:20:18 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.9068 34.9693 1458 1467 18.9582 34.9912 04:21:31 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.8956 34.9721 1460 1470 18.9569 34.9873 04:22:47 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.8906 34.9691 1463 1473 18.9481 34.9914 04:23:57 dito
18.8816 34.9658 1467 1476 18.9376 34.9881 04:25:40 ditto
18.8753 34.9667 1468 1478 18.9517 34.9781 04:26:33 ditto
18.8696 34.9656 1470 1480 18.9352 34.9770 04:27:37 ditto
18.8663 34.9638 1471 1480 18.9313 34.9865 04:28:22 100% sediment
18.8599 34.9601 1467 1477 18.9338 34.9763 04:29:50 ditto
18.8491 34.9568 1462 1472 18.9136 34.9706 04:31:53 Mn-coated emtpy shells
18.8393 34.9619 1461 1471 18.9058 34.9586 04:32:51 ditto
18.8259 34.9675 1456 1466 18.9037 34.9566 04:34:23 climbing up hill
18.7991 34.9694 1440 1450 18.8683 34.9258 04:38:24 ditto
18.7795 34.9766 1432 1441 18.8765 34.9552 04:41:05 dead clams
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18.7768 34.9745 1433 1443 18.8572 34.9620 04:41:47 pebbles in sediment
18.7697 34.9661 1439 1447 18.8519 34.9743 04:43:36 passing on the eastern side of the northern field; back in

sediment
18.7611 34.9547 1447 1456 18.8296 34.9846 04:45:46 100% sediment cover
18.7696 34.9144 1454 1464 18.8115 34.9745 04:49:14 100% sediment with few pebbles
18.7754 34.9007 1454 1464 18.8159 34.9684 04:50:16 100% sediment
18.7792 34.8781 1451 1462 18.7959 34.9523 04:52:32 dead clams with sediment cover
18.7813 34.8688 1447 1459 18.8153 34.9361 04:54:13 climbing uphill; sediment with pebbles and Mn-coated shells
18.7864 34.8633 1444 1456 18.8260 34.8948 04:55:20 ditto
18.7966 34.8538 1443 1454 18.8222 34.8616 04:56:42 100% sediment
18.8109 34.8489 1445 1455 18.8318 34.8574 04:58:13 ditto
18.8182 34.8468 1445 1455 18.8330 34.8557 04:59:09 ditto
18.8234 34.8454 1445 1455 18.8343 34.8562 04:59:52 thick sediment
18.8303 34.8446 1445 1454 18.8237 34.8772 05:01:06 dead cams;Mn-coated
18.8336 34.8434 1445 1453 18.8237 34.8772 05:01:58 pebbles and shells
18.8393 34.8427 1440 1449 18.9035 34.9010 05:03:12 beer bottle!
18.8427 34.8399 1439 1447 18.9196 34.9001 05:03:57 pebbles and few shells in thick sediment
18.8461 34.8430 1438 1446 18.9086 34.8982 05:04:48 first neolepas
18.8493 34.8463 1433 1442 18.9076 34.9081 05:05:34 shell pieces (white + Mn-coated)
18.8516 34.8449 1432 1441 18.9076 34.9081 05:06:09 increasing No of faunal debris
18.8534 34.8388 1431 1438 18.9184 34.8881 05:06:54 larger shells, neolepas, pebbles
18.8550 34.8322 1430 1437 18.9174 34.8837 05:07:43 abundand shells and neolepas
18.8609 34.8251 1428 1436 18.9215 34.8717 05:08:50 60% sell debris
18.8657 34.8228 1427 1436 18.9272 34.8610 05:09:27 larger black bepples within the faunal debris; no live clams
18.8762 34.8242 1427 1435 18.9308 34.8775 05:10:30 live field with clams and neolepas; shrimp
18.8900 34.8238 1429 1437 18.9430 34.8692 05:11:53 100% fauna
18.8953 34.8222 1429 1438 18.9721 34.8529 05:12:23 100% fauna
18.8991 34.8209 1431 1439 18.9605 34.8515 05:12:46 digital camera on, , 100% fauna
18.9016 34.8200 1432 1441 18.9605 34.8515 05:12:58 dead clams
18.9122 34.8198 1433 1442 18.9625 34.8323 05:13:45 empty clam shells in sediment
18.9282 34.8221 1446 1456 18.9772 34.8591 05:15:20 going down hill; left the active area
18.9338 34.8181 1453 1462 18.9828 34.8700 05:16:21 digital camera off, ; in sediment
18.9409 34.8171 1455 1465 18.9742 34.8655 05:17:54 lost bottom sight, OFOS is coming up
18.9435 34.8142 1428 1436 18.9922 34.8719 05:18:52 video turned off
18.9439 34.8095 1402 1409 19.0002 34.8787 05:19:51 229 slides done
18.9373 34.7939 1294 1299 18.9739 34.8696 05:24:19 1200 m winch driver is changing from geolab to winch room
18.9404 34.7945 312 305 18.9554 34.7692 05:46:23 300 m to go
18.9422 34.7937 114 102 18.9554 34.7692 05:50:04 100 m to go
18.9421 34.7941 96 84 18.9554 34.7692 05:50:59 digital camera is on during recovery
18.9421 34.7959 13 9930 18.9554 34.7692 05:53:46 surface
18.9415 34.7960 13 9921 18.9554 34.7692 05:55:19 station ends; OFOS on deck

22-OFOS 20.09.2002 TUBAF SEAMOUNT
15.1937 32.5295 9 1 15.1319 32.4329 09:26:42 Begin Station
15.2004 32.5249 22 9 15.1799 32.5029 09:27:56 OFOS in water
15.2061 32.5229 43 30 15.1851 32.4988 09:28:50 fieren with 1 m/s until 1000 m
15.2089 32.5220 56 43 15.1851 32.4988 09:29:17 dark still photos # 232 and 233
15.2229 32.5210 171 161 15.2267 32.4980 09:32:43 fieren to 1000 m and than change of the winchdriver to the

geolab
15.2109 32.5471 993 1000 15.2255 32.4931 09:46:40 1000 m; winch operator is changing to geolab
15.2089 32.5592 1005 1012 15.2272 32.4979 09:49:41 fieren with 0.5 to bottom sight
15.2107 32.5736 1205 1212 15.2341 32.5232 09:56:08 video on
15.2103 32.5706 1238 1246 15.2326 32.5312 09:57:49 bottom sight; sediment with pebbles; salt and pepper texture;

similar to Edison Smt.
15.2082 32.5696 1244 1254 15.2340 32.5425 09:59:10 digital camera on, ; 100% sediment; ship is turning on the track

(direction SE-NW
15.2012 32.5587 1244 1252 15.2330 32.5546 10:01:33 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1983 32.5547 1242 1250 15.2275 32.5489 10:02:40 100% sediment with few small pebbles, No is increasing
15.1952 32.5496 1241 1248 15.2265 32.5456 10:04:07 digital camera off, ; 100% sediment with few 5% small pebbles
15.1945 32.5471 1239 1247 15.2236 32.5468 10:04:35 hardened crust or blocks underneath, single large block
15.1942 32.5426 1239 1247 15.2342 32.6198 10:05:16 agian some subcropping blocks
15.1934 32.5363 1239 1247 15.2193 32.5362 10:06:16 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1928 32.5352 1238 1247 15.2168 32.5283 10:07:06 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1924 32.5331 1239 1247 15.2197 32.5271 10:07:57 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1922 32.5321 1238 1247 15.2149 32.5270 10:08:11 subcropping blocks; heavily sedimented
15.1924 32.5299 1239 1247 15.2144 32.5208 10:08:39 digital camera on, ; large blocks; subcropping beds of ?
15.1929 32.5149 1244 1252 15.2125 32.5206 10:10:40 sedimented slope going down slowly; sedimented blocks
15.1931 32.5092 1247 1256 15.2173 32.5095 10:11:23 100% sediment
15.1925 32.5001 1254 1261 15.2173 32.5102 10:12:39 digital camera off, ; 100% sediment
15.1916 32.4944 1258 1265 15.2167 32.5099 10:13:37 ditto
15.1914 32.4936 1258 1266 15.2132 32.5036 10:13:47 we went down 20 m so far; 100% sediment
15.1896 32.4903 1262 1270 15.2225 32.4900 10:14:56 some black pebbles are coming back in
15.1879 32.4942 1264 1272 15.2172 32.4906 10:15:47 <5% pebbles; no is increasing; digital camera on,
15.1871 32.5000 1266 1274 15.2148 32.4746 10:16:31 more pebbles; the size is increasing too (just a bit)
15.1870 32.5063 1267 1276 15.2091 32.4842 10:17:18 we are now 30m deeper;100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1874 32.5115 1267 1277 15.2100 32.4674 10:18:12 100% sediment with <5% small pebbles
15.1847 32.5162 1267 1275 15.2099 32.4750 10:19:34 100% sediment with few small pebbles; flat
15.1819 32.5170 1265 1274 15.2117 32.4721 10:20:25 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1800 32.5165 1264 1272 15.2060 32.4953 10:21:24 digital camera off, ; 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1796 32.5127 1263 1271 15.2054 32.4865 10:22:18 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1791 32.5078 1263 1270 15.2058 32.4848 10:23:24 OFOS is not moving
15.1792 32.5025 1265 1272 15.2038 32.4897 10:24:31 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1787 32.4995 1265 1273 15.2029 32.4928 10:25:16 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1780 32.4958 1266 1274 15.1986 32.4892 10:26:14 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1774 32.4934 1268 1275 15.2050 32.4841 10:27:00 100% sediment with few small pebbles
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15.1770 32.4924 1268 1275 15.2050 32.4832 10:27:31 100% sediment with 5% small pebbles
15.1769 32.4923 1269 1276 15.2027 32.4746 10:28:21 100% sediment with 5% small pebbles
15.1765 32.4943 1269 1277 15.2024 32.4697 10:29:30 100% sediment with 5% small pebbles
15.1759 32.4950 1270 1277 15.2087 32.4682 10:30:11 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1732 32.4970 1269 1277 15.1976 32.4603 10:31:27 OFOS is not moving at allllll
15.1716 32.4972 1270 1277 15.1993 32.4598 10:33:01 going backwards; thanks god geology didn't change
15.1678 32.4904 1271 1277 15.1901 32.4714 10:38:22 no change
15.1680 32.4892 1271 1277 15.1890 32.4619 10:40:09 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1642 32.4892 1271 1277 15.1879 32.4556 10:42:46 100% sediment with few small pebbles; not moving
15.1596 32.5014 1271 1278 15.1828 32.4580 10:46:09 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1594 32.5042 1271 1277 15.1844 32.4580 10:46:51 100% sediment with 5% small pebbles
15.1588 32.5060 1270 1276 15.1898 32.4743 10:48:30 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1581 32.5055 1269 1275 15.1735 32.4705 10:49:02 Bruce' comment: yawn!
15.1569 32.5017 1268 1274 15.1817 32.4844 10:50:42 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1576 32.4983 1269 1274 15.1795 32.4847 10:51:44 every minute on the seafloor is a valuable contribution to

humanity (MDH from O in C)
15.1575 32.4950 1270 1276 15.1740 32.4747 10:55:09 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1581 32.4949 1270 1276 15.1797 32.4692 10:56:33 SOS
15.1535 32.4928 1270 1275 15.1802 32.4824 10:58:28 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1529 32.4895 1270 1275 15.1814 32.4756 10:59:48 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1549 32.4690 1272 1276 15.1773 32.4709 11:03:34 100% sediment; number of pebbles decreasing
15.1594 32.4651 1272 1276 15.1726 32.4599 11:05:39 100% sediment, almost pure sand
15.1616 32.4657 1272 1277 15.1853 32.4518 11:07:24 almost pure sand
15.1511 32.4890 1272 1280 15.1843 32.4214 11:09:21 funny round structure
15.1508 32.4918 1272 1279 15.1836 32.4328 11:09:52 leaf-like structures
15.1518 32.4885 1273 1277 15.1796 32.4381 11:10:56 100% sediment with very few small pebbles
15.1528 32.4791 1271 1276 15.1834 32.4591 11:11:48 100% sediment with very few small pebbles
15.1551 32.4517 1272 1276 15.1700 32.4583 11:17:13 100% sediment with very few small pebbles
15.1485 32.4521 1272 1276 15.1775 32.4426 11:20:22 100% sediment, almost pure sand
15.1334 32.4549 1272 1276 15.1753 32.4470 11:22:53 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1002 32.4596 1268 1273 15.1666 32.4539 11:25:35 100% sediment, no of small pebbles increasing
15.0767 32.4572 1261 1269 15.1750 32.4620 11:27:03 no of pebbles increasig, some larger pebbles present
15.0651 32.4541 1257 1263 15.1512 32.4789 11:27:51 digital camera on, , numerous pebbles and bombs
15.0633 32.4431 1245 1250 15.1457 32.4526 11:29:37 no of bombs increases
15.0670 32.4341 1245 1249 15.1090 32.4539 11:31:01 slope with pebbles and bombs
15.0604 32.4085 1253 1257 15.0970 32.4536 11:33:41 100% sediment with few small pebbles pock mark structures in

the sediment
15.0212 32.4004 1262 1269 15.1135 32.4403 11:36:04 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.0089 32.3990 1291 1296 15.0512 32.4154 11:40:41 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.0133 32.3849 1296 1301 15.0463 32.3968 11:41:42 digital camera off,
15.0163 32.3609 1302 1309 15.0461 32.3770 11:43:00 waypoint 4
15.0346 32.3523 1314 1319 15.0396 32.3425 11:46:34 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.0638 32.3691 1317 1323 15.0458 32.3266 11:49:28 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.0785 32.3742 1311 1318 15.0611 32.3198 11:51:04 no of pebbles increasing
15.0962 32.3896 1292 1298 15.0994 32.3221 11:55:03 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1172 32.4101 1275 1283 15.1022 32.3227 11:58:29 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1282 32.4353 1264 1274 15.1270 32.3411 12:00:39 no of pebbles increasing, digital camera on,
15.1317 32.4450 1259 1270 15.1324 32.3554 12:01:26 ridge
15.1358 32.4520 1257 1266 15.1327 32.3572 12:02:13 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.1399 32.4559 1253 1261 15.1379 32.3146 12:02:57 pebbles coarsening
15.1428 32.4578 1250 1258 15.1302 32.3580 12:03:30 bobs and pebbles
15.1447 32.4587 1249 1256 15.1399 32.3719 12:03:50 ridge
15.1449 32.4605 1248 1255 15.1446 32.3711 12:04:16 beds of ash
15.1456 32.4647 1247 1253 15.1535 32.3822 12:05:44 bombs and pebbles
15.1423 32.4779 1258 1264 15.1648 32.3979 12:08:04 100% sediment with pebbles
15.1577 32.5153 1266 1277 15.1569 32.4142 12:11:09 100% sediment with small pebbles
15.1738 32.5384 1270 1280 15.1611 32.4355 12:13:23 100% sediment, bioturbation, pbbles decreasing in size and no
15.1874 32.5422 1265 1271 15.1669 32.4503 12:16:26 almost only sand
15.1896 32.5409 1261 1266 15.1837 32.4679 12:17:28 digital camera off,
15.1957 32.5375 1255 1258 15.2003 32.4931 12:19:44 almost pure sand
15.2455 32.5466 1245 1251 15.2167 32.4748 12:25:58 ridges of lava flows
15.2497 32.5473 1245 1251 15.2159 32.4730 12:26:23 bombs and pebbles
15.2694 32.5525 1246 1251 15.2432 32.4832 12:29:14 blocks of lava
15.2753 32.5533 1248 1253 15.2464 32.4791 12:29:57 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.2924 32.5617 1256 1262 15.2710 32.4845 12:32:10 almost pure sand and mud
15.3047 32.5897 1271 1281 15.3029 32.5280 12:35:11 waypoint 5
15.3043 32.5986 1275 1286 15.3191 32.5210 12:35:52 numerous holes in mud
15.2784 32.6125 1296 1300 15.3218 32.5864 12:40:15 100% sediment, almost pure mud and sand
15.2789 32.6098 1299 1302 15.3112 32.5990 12:41:02 bioturbation
15.2863 32.5900 1302 1305 15.2952 32.6099 12:44:09 bioturbation un mud
15.2558 32.5400 1287 1291 15.3002 32.5945 12:52:16 100% sediment, almost pure mud and sand
15.2242 32.4701 1246 1250 15.2573 32.5229 13:03:00 numerous bombs
15.2203 32.4567 1245 1248 15.2595 32.5040 13:04:57 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.2230 32.4520 1244 1247 15.2512 32.5068 13:05:33 numerous bombs and pebbles
15.2269 32.4453 1245 1248 15.2456 32.5031 13:06:21 100% sediment with few small pebbles
15.2313 32.4247 1251 1254 15.2376 32.4824 13:08:51 100% sediment with lots of mud
15.2214 32.3999 1254 1258 15.2272 32.4679 13:11:19 100% sediment, almost only mud and sand
15.2146 32.3796 1257 1261 15.2369 32.4530 13:14:00 start hieving up to 1100, digital camera off, , videos out
15.2086 32.3701 1194 1198 15.2350 32.4196 13:16:19 1100 m winch driver changes to winch operation stand
15.2292 32.3578 919 917 15.2411 32.3548 13:22:33 OFOS on board

36-OFOS 24.09.2002 LUISE HARBOUR
5.9349 39.0202 93 5.9344 39.0018 8:06 OFOS deployed
5.9341 39.0193 119 5.9353 39.0037 8:06
5.8523 39.1524 58 5.8739 39.1305 8:38 cloud
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5.8247 39.2059 534 5.8480 39.1800 8:46 cloud
5.6720 39.4474 669 5.7052 39.4145 9:21 large blocks
5.6542 39.4693 681 5.6828 39.4390 9:24 middle of canyon
5.6459 39.4821 682 5.6786 39.4514 9:26 large block possible reef from sector collapse
5.6426 39.4879 686 5.6717 39.4522 9:27 large cliff block
5.6393 39.4936 694 5.6683 39.4633 9:28 Bad Visibility
5.6114 39.5369 712 5.6422 39.5038 9:34 Very bad visibility very fine grained (finer than at shallower

depths)
5.6001 39.5513 721 5.6305 39.5274 9:36 Tailings orange brown color visibility very low
5.5817 39.5793 734 5.6017 39.5530 9:41 cloud and large block
5.5625 39.6119 746 5.5916 39.5868 9:46 visibility down to zero
5.5625 39.6119 746 5.5916 39.5868 9:46 END

53-OFOS
Lat. Ship

28.09.2002
Long Ship

Pacmanus
Lat. Sub Long. Sub depth

time
UTC comment

3°43.1553' 151°40.4645' 3°5.5780' 152°39.6455' 7 06:22:59 OFOS in the water, to 1550 m with 1.0 m/s than winch driver
changing to geolab abundant floc in the water column

3°43.1383' 151°40.5369' 3°43.1476' 151°40.4948' 1552 06:52:53 winch driver is changing to geolab
3°43.1342' 151°40.5421' 3°43.2589' 151°40.4789' 1552 06:54:20 video turned on
3°43.1318' 151°40.5491' 3°43.1417' 151°40.5114' 1553 06:56:04 going down with 0.5 m/s
3°43.1343' 151°40.5584' 3°43.1328' 151°40.5135' 1672 06:58:37 bottom sight in talus pile; heavily sedimented; dacitic? blocks with

0.5 m fractures
3°43.1297' 151°40.5625' 3°43.1343' 151°40.5188' 1677 07:00:32 large dacite blocks; very irregular topography
3°43.1302' 151°40.5615' 3°43.2140' 151°40.4809' 1677 07:01:53 digital camera on; large tubes
3°43.1442' 151°40.5619' 3°43.2176' 151°40.4905' 1676 07:03:41 in blocky dacite talus
3°43.1550' 151°40.5637' 3°43.1296' 151°40.5250' 1679 07:05:35 digital camera off
3°43.1534' 151°40.5649' 3°43.1366' 151°40.5230' 1681 07:06:23 blocky dacite with thick sediment cover
3°43.1522' 151°40.5667' 3°43.1393' 151°40.5281' 1683 07:07:20 red staining on the sediment; plume fallout
3°43.1472' 151°40.5696' 3°43.1546' 151°40.5337' 1685 07:08:58 OFOS is not moving; very irregular topography; sulfides in the

sediment
3°43.1445' 151°40.5742' 3°43.1481' 151°40.5352' 1685 07:10:27 thick sediment cover with few dacite protrusions
3°43.1438' 151°40.5772' 3°43.1488' 151°40.5401' 1685 07:11:16 larger outcrop of cacite blocks
3°43.1411' 151°40.5801' 3°43.1482' 151°40.5373' 1683 07:12:17 canyonland with large fissures and abundant talus material
3°43.1378' 151°40.5839' 3°43.1431' 151°40.5464' 1680 07:13:33 large sedimented dacite blocks with a red tinge
3°43.1372' 151°40.5879' 3°43.1385' 151°40.5461' 1676 07:14:54 dacite blocks with steep slopes and red staining
3°43.1369' 151°40.5916' 3°43.1344' 151°40.5498' 1674 07:16:24 digital camera on
3°43.1357' 151°40.5930' 3°43.1327' 151°40.5522' 1673 07:17:02 digital camera off; small fissure
3°43.1343' 151°40.5947' 3°43.1395' 151°40.5480' 1675 07:17:49 sediment patch between dacite outcrops; abundant samll fissures
3°43.1325' 151°40.5985' 3°43.1318' 151°40.5605' 1675 07:19:23 thick sediment cover on dacite blocks
3°43.1324' 151°40.6042' 3°43.1253' 151°40.5598' 1673 07:21:26 dacite blocks and talus; OFOS is barely moving; slowly moving to

the east
3°43.1339' 151°40.6151' 3°43.1285' 151°40.5751' 1674 07:25:39 blocky dacite talus with thick sediment cover
3°43.1423' 151°40.6172' 3°43.1281' 151°40.5778' 1675 07:27:04 at steep slope (fracture) running NE-SW
3°43.1527' 151°40.6183' 3°43.1274' 151°40.5827' 1676 07:28:46 still moving along fracture; coming into blocky dacite
3°43.1602' 151°40.6202' 3°43.1400' 151°40.5815' 1676 07:30:15 sedimented plateau with dacite protrusions
3°43.1637' 151°40.6223' 3°43.1525' 151°40.5812' 1673 07:31:22 sedimented patch
3°43.1663' 151°40.6252' 3°43.1521' 151°40.5739' 1673 07:32:28 blocky dacite with thick sediment cover
3°43.1677' 151°40.6261' 3°43.1577' 151°40.5910' 1672 07:32:52 huge block of dacite
3°43.1722' 151°40.6282' 3°43.1568' 151°40.5903' 1668 07:34:26 sedimented blocky dacite
3°43.1750' 151°40.6292' 3°43.1694' 151°40.5861' 1667 07:35:49 sediment blocky talus
3°43.1812' 151°40.6304' 3°43.1690' 151°40.5911' 1668 07:37:46 slope going down  with dacite
3°43.1838' 151°40.6310' 3°43.1827' 151°40.5910' 1670 07:39:00 crossed small sedimented fracture
3°43.1845' 151°40.6315' 3°43.1894' 151°40.5883' 1670 07:39:28 larger fracture and than into blocky irregular dacite
3°43.1858' 151°40.6329' 3°43.1866' 151°40.5918' 1668 07:40:37 thin pelagic sediment over extensive red sediment
3°43.1877' 151°40.6343' 3°43.1931' 151°40.5870' 1666 07:41:17 finer talus matrial; are climbing small hill
3°43.1896' 151°40.6353' 3°43.1894' 151°40.5965' 1665 07:41:44 red cluod whenever we hit the sediment
3°43.1914' 151°40.6361' 3°43.1868' 151°40.5963' 1666 07:42:09 less rugged terrain (drillers prepare); dacitic hyaloclastite ?
3°43.1956' 151°40.6376' 3°43.1897' 151°40.5908' 1665 07:43:11 small depression with intense sediment fill
3°43.1985' 151°40.6384' 3°43.1934' 151°40.5958' 1665 07:44:03 less Fe-staining, fine talus in depression; hyaloclastite
3°43.2019' 151°40.6398' 3°43.2012' 151°40.6031' 1667 07:45:21 blocky dacite talus with sediment
3°43.2032' 151°40.6408' 3°43.1978' 151°40.6057' 1669 07:46:06 large blocks (1m) of dacite talus
3°43.2059' 151°40.6426' 3°43.2037' 151°40.5992' 1671 07:47:08 blocky dacite with less sediment
3°43.2125' 151°40.6457' 3°43.2098' 151°40.5964' 1673 07:48:27 back to blocky sedimented dacite
3°43.2169' 151°40.6473' 3°43.2060' 151°40.6047' 1674 07:49:10 steep slope ahead crosscutting track
3°43.2214' 151°40.6487' 3°43.2139' 151°40.6003' 1676 07:49:56 going downhill; 20 meters
3°43.2360' 151°40.6520' 3°43.2282' 151°40.6088' 1683 07:52:44 moving along steep slope; very rugged terrain
3°43.2529' 151°40.6445' 3°43.2344' 151°40.6155' 1684 07:56:57 we are in blocky dacite going downhill; guess we are too far to the

east; ship trying to go west again
3°43.2619' 151°40.6330' 3°43.2290' 151°40.6070' 1690 07:59:01 very rugged terrain,
3°43.2624' 151°40.6259' 3°43.2389' 151°40.6041' 1687 08:00:10 large dacite blocks; fractured
3°43.2623' 151°40.6209' 3°43.2422' 151°40.6059' 1686 08:01:02 spines and ridges of dacite; abundant crosscutting fractures
3°43.2625' 151°40.6142' 3°43.2479' 151°40.6042' 1685 08:02:15 the ridges are parrallel to the overall strike of Pual Ridge
3°43.2617' 151°40.6088' 3°43.2462' 151°40.5962' 1687 08:03:26 huge blocks of dacite with thick sediment
3°43.2615' 151°40.6050' 3°43.2537' 151°40.5875' 1685 08:04:14 we are going uphill through blocky dacite, we are approx. 70 m

deeper than we should be (target is at 1650m waterdepth)
3°43.2597' 151°40.6003' 3°43.3366' 151°40.5461' 1683 08:05:15 canyon land; still climbing, OFOS is moving west
3°43.2569' 151°40.5783' 3°43.2525' 151°40.5636' 1678 08:09:51 irregular dacite blocks
3°43.2548' 151°40.5714' 3°43.2472' 151°40.5613' 1678 08:11:27 ditto
3°43.2540' 151°40.5660' 3°43.2464' 151°40.5538' 1677 08:12:51 sedimented dacite blocks
3°43.2507' 151°40.5537' 3°43.2499' 151°40.5371' 1680 08:15:44 blocky dacite with finer talus in ponds
3°43.2480' 151°40.5480' 3°43.2407' 151°40.5325' 1681 08:17:10 going downhill through blocky sedimented talus; canyon land
3°43.2468' 151°40.5388' 3°43.2421' 151°40.5235' 1682 08:19:38 large blocks of dacite, no Fe-staining
3°43.2464' 151°40.5363' 3°43.2408' 151°40.5228' 1684 08:20:18 thick sediment cover
3°43.2438' 151°40.5316' 3°43.2450' 151°40.5106' 1683 08:21:38 still in blocky dacite; do we missinterpret inactive sulfides ??
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3°43.2431' 151°40.5269' 3°43.2433' 151°40.5112' 1682 08:22:55 sulfides?? big discussion if we see sulfides or dacite; we are on the
waypoint 1 which, according to the drilling done by ODP should be
right in Roman Ruins

3°43.2488' 151°40.5215' 3°43.2427' 151°40.5004' 1685 08:25:16 digital camera on
3°43.2502' 151°40.5208' 3°43.2409' 151°40.5013' 1686 08:25:32 sediment pond for the drillers, relatively large
3°43.2573' 151°40.5167' 3°43.2363' 151°40.4961' 1684 08:26:38 still in this sedimented area
3°43.2598' 151°40.5148' 3°43.2356' 151°40.4997' 1684 08:27:01 brittle stars, red color in the sediment,  certainly hydrothermal

sediment, snail
3°43.2665' 151°40.5110' 3°43.2428' 151°40.4913' 1684 08:28:10 hydrothermal sediment; outcropping sulfides, small chimneys
3°43.2744' 151°40.5074' 3°43.2553' 151°40.4759' 1684 08:30:09 black sulfides
3°43.2796' 151°40.5060' 3°43.2484' 151°40.4755' 1685 08:31:05 massive sulfide outcrop
3°43.2921' 151°40.5012' 3°43.2477' 151°40.4741' 1684 08:32:34 still in large sulfide outcrop
3°43.3001' 151°40.4962' 3°43.2619' 151°40.4715' 1684 08:33:40 back into dacite? some faunal debris
3°43.3177' 151°40.4882' 3°43.2686' 151°40.4661' 1686 08:36:23 digital camera turned off; giung downhill in hydrothermally

influenced but likely dacitic material
3°43.3261' 151°40.4842' 3°43.2758' 151°40.4606' 1691 08:37:18 digital camera on, bright red sediment when touched by weight.
3°43.3392' 151°40.4806' 3°43.2811' 151°40.4591' 1693 08:38:38 fluid expulsion; shimmering water
3°43.3443' 151°40.4789' 3°43.2813' 151°40.4552' 1690 08:39:07 chimneys all over
3°43.3480' 151°40.4775' 3°43.2756' 151°40.4566' 1688 08:39:27 chimney debris
3°43.3539' 151°40.4750' 3°43.2819' 151°40.4577' 1688 08:39:58 nontronite within chimney debris; galatheid crab
3°43.3625' 151°40.4710' 3°43.2843' 151°40.4516' 1691 08:40:45 digital camera off; slightly sedimented
3°43.3694' 151°40.4673' 3°43.2961' 151°40.4488' 1692 08:41:29 dacite blocks
3°43.3838' 151°40.4614' 3°43.3109' 151°40.4430' 1689 08:43:28 going faster to the south
3°43.4019' 151°40.4547' 3°43.3063' 151°40.4354' 1690 08:45:07 still large blocks of dacites, slightly sediment covered
3°43.4148' 151°40.4488' 3°43.3322' 151°40.4326' 1686 08:46:19 going with 0.6 kn to the south
3°43.4193' 151°40.4469' 3°43.3374' 151°40.4275' 1683 08:46:49 very rough topography, no flowing dacite but extrusion...
3°43.4323' 151°40.4422' 3°43.3233' 151°40.4249' 1684 08:48:06 still spire like structures but more rubble surrounding them
3°43.4485' 151°40.4350' 3°43.3493' 151°40.4165' 1686 08:49:38 topography again rougher with less rubble
3°43.4814' 151°40.4226' 3°43.3657' 151°40.4002' 1690 08:52:54 OFOS is about 220 m behind the ship to the north
3°43.4898' 151°40.4196' 3°43.3798' 151°40.4068' 1693 08:53:33 more rubble with smaller grain size
3°43.5113' 151°40.4083' 3°43.3870' 151°40.3839' 1693 08:55:40 ship is at wp 2, sub is about 220 m behind the ship, ship stops to

wait for the sub to get closer
3°43.5476' 151°40.3936' 3°43.4427' 151°40.3802' 1692 08:59:45 OFOS seems to move along a slope, more rubble like material
3°43.5841' 151°40.3788' 3°43.4614' 151°40.3685' 1698 09:03:42 OFOS more than 250 m behind the ship (to the north)
3°43.5866' 151°40.3618' 3°43.5364' 151°40.3589' 1698 09:06:51 flow structures in seafloor rocks (dacites?)
3°43.5882' 151°40.3577' 3°43.5381' 151°40.3528' 1697 09:07:46 large escaroment, rocks with flow structures and cooling fractures
3°43.5951' 151°40.3542' 3°43.5547' 151°40.3485' 1699 09:08:56 rocks with cooling and flow structures
3°43.6034' 151°40.3483' 3°43.5885' 151°40.3478' 1694 09:10:43 ship and sub close to waypoint 2
3°43.6149' 151°40.3348' 3°43.5938' 151°40.3359' 1689 09:14:07 vertical cliff, slightly sedimented
3°43.6192' 151°40.3335' 3°43.6064' 151°40.3270' 1686 09:15:12 dome-like structure with cooling fractures
3°43.6239' 151°40.3307' 3°43.5969' 151°40.3242' 1686 09:16:18 white dots on top of slightly sedimented rocks
3°43.6248' 151°40.3292' 3°43.6079' 151°40.3246' 1685 09:16:39 ship and sub close to wp2, still no signs of sulfides, ht activity, 1 fish
3°43.6270' 151°40.3255' 3°43.6054' 151°40.3125' 1689 09:17:39 more white spots
3°43.6278' 151°40.3250' 3°43.6046' 151°40.3107' 1688 09:18:01 still very rough topography
3°43.6302' 151°40.3227' 3°43.6177' 151°40.3111' 1687 09:19:27 more whitish material in the water
3°43.6319' 151°40.3220' 3°43.6180' 151°40.3028' 1690 09:20:05 sub slightly to the sw of waypoint 2
3°43.6323' 151°40.3212' 3°43.6152' 151°40.3026' 1689 09:20:25 iron staining, much mor white patches, crabs
3°43.6325' 151°40.3202' 3°43.6177' 151°40.3036' 1691 09:20:46 getting closer, much more
3°43.6327' 151°40.3195' 3°43.6232' 151°40.2955' 1690 09:21:01 chimney, inactive
3°43.6325' 151°40.3188' 3°43.6205' 151°40.2987' 1692 09:21:23 digital camera on
3°43.6332' 151°40.3184' 3°43.6264' 151°40.2931' 1689 09:21:44 looks like all the sires are sulfides
3°43.6337' 151°40.3185' 3°43.6332' 151°40.3036' 1688 09:21:58 large chimney structure, inactive
3°43.6344' 151°40.3186' 3°43.6251' 151°40.2981' 1688 09:22:17 virtually no sedimentation
3°43.6349' 151°40.3185' 3°43.6271' 151°40.2998' 1690 09:22:32 iron staining and crabs and white dots
3°43.6352' 151°40.3182' 3°43.6357' 151°40.2989' 1688 09:22:55 inactive chimneys
3°43.6354' 151°40.3176' 3°43.6219' 151°40.2978' 1686 09:23:19 active chimneys with fauna on it
3°43.6356' 151°40.3171' 3°43.6315' 151°40.2947' 1681 09:23:38 black smoker, ofos in black smoke, nothing to be seen
3°43.6368' 151°40.3173' 3°43.6346' 151°40.2970' 1681 09:24:30 large active black smoker
3°43.6384' 151°40.3178' 3°43.6325' 151°40.2898' 1685 09:25:09 sulfide rubble covered by sulfidic sediments
3°43.6406' 151°40.3180' 3°43.6301' 151°40.2887' 1687 09:25:35 back into lava?
3°43.6429' 151°40.3179' 3°43.6338' 151°40.2901' 1686 09:26:01 digital camera off
3°43.6434' 151°40.3172' 3°43.6284' 151°40.2837' 1686 09:26:20 officer tries to move the ship back to the chimney field
3°43.6350' 151°40.3124' 3°43.6225' 151°40.2862' 1690 09:27:44 some more sediments covering the lavas, no hydrothermal stuff
3°43.6209' 151°40.3118' 3°43.6303' 151°40.2726' 1686 09:29:41 galathea crab
3°43.6208' 151°40.3119' 3°43.6328' 151°40.2805' 1686 09:29:49 we are still west of the chimney field
3°43.6222' 151°40.3135' 3°43.6263' 151°40.2824' 1680 09:30:49 large structure, dome-like?
3°43.6235' 151°40.3124' 3°43.6268' 151°40.2731' 1679 09:32:28 moving along a cliff
3°43.6259' 151°40.3151' 3°43.6315' 151°40.2810' 1679 09:33:46 glass on top of upright structure
3°43.6261' 151°40.3157' 3°43.6288' 151°40.2821' 1680 09:34:04 glass means very young lava
3°43.6264' 151°40.3169' 3°43.6269' 151°40.2808' 1680 09:34:28 another galathea crab
3°43.6268' 151°40.3269' 3°43.6320' 151°40.2855' 1682 09:37:07 moving over a cliff
3°43.6255' 151°40.3284' 3°43.6264' 151°40.2847' 1682 09:37:36 more white stuff, crabs, getting closer to the field
3°43.6238' 151°40.3301' 3°43.6307' 151°40.2815' 1682 09:38:17 digital camera on
3°43.6235' 151°40.3305' 3°43.6287' 151°40.2815' 1683 09:38:39 more biology,
3°43.6218' 151°40.3318' 3°43.6321' 151°40.2874' 1682 09:39:23 a lot of biology
3°43.6213' 151°40.3321' 3°43.6308' 151°40.2860' 1682 09:39:42 a lot of mussels, bacteria?, shimmering water
3°43.6203' 151°40.3327' 3°43.6227' 151°40.2896' 1681 09:40:18 delicate chimneys
3°43.6228' 151°40.3305' 3°43.6220' 151°40.2935' 1680 09:40:34 high delicate chimneys, smoke
3°43.6216' 151°40.3317' 3°43.6225' 151°40.2770' 1681 09:41:19 going down into black smoke
3°43.6220' 151°40.3306' 3°43.6217' 151°40.2880' 1680 09:41:44 ofos stays in black smoke
3°43.6215' 151°40.3295' 3°43.6292' 151°40.2898' 1683 09:42:30 getting very close to seafloor, mussels, white elongated animals,

bacterial coverage
3°43.6244' 151°40.3287' 3°43.6302' 151°40.2937' 1684 09:43:50 fish, still very close to seafloor
3°43.6247' 151°40.3287' 3°43.6340' 151°40.2909' 1683 09:44:02 clear shimmering water
3°43.6252' 151°40.3297' 3°43.6297' 151°40.2934' 1682 09:44:34 black smoker
3°43.6257' 151°40.3299' 3°43.6362' 151°40.2955' 1682 09:44:49 high delicate chimneys
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3°43.6258' 151°40.3304' 3°43.6357' 151°40.2912' 1682 09:45:05 big chimney fallen over
3°43.6259' 151°40.3304' 3°43.6366' 151°40.3023' 1682 09:45:31 moving out of the field
3°43.6286' 151°40.3257' 3°43.6473' 151°40.2894' 1683 09:45:55 digital camera off
3°43.6244' 151°40.3272' 3°43.6480' 151°40.2873' 1685 09:46:29 yellow staining
3°43.6252' 151°40.3225' 3°43.6432' 151°40.2928' 1687 09:47:39 inactive sulfide structure
3°43.6265' 151°40.3197' 3°43.6418' 151°40.2881' 1687 09:48:13 normal sediment on lava
3°43.6278' 151°40.3125' 3°43.6449' 151°40.2906' 1682 09:51:02 we are on the southern edge of the chimney field
3°43.6290' 151°40.3185' 3°43.6550' 151°40.2904' 1682 09:52:16 still lava blocks and upright structures, slightly sediment covered
3°43.6277' 151°40.3154' 3°43.6589' 151°40.3038' 1684 09:54:05 some more sediment cover, but no sign of hydrothermalism
3°43.6274' 151°40.3145' 3°43.6629' 151°40.3008' 1685 09:54:46 large rounded block
3°43.6322' 151°40.3273' 3°43.6617' 151°40.2831' 1683 09:56:37 large blocks with flow structures and thin sediment cover
3°43.6344' 151°40.3296' 3°43.6663' 151°40.2992' 1682 09:57:54 large cooling fracture?
3°43.6374' 151°40.3245' 3°43.6616' 151°40.2978' 1686 09:59:02 more rubble on the seafloor
3°43.6423' 151°40.3223' 3°43.6595' 151°40.2801' 1685 10:00:04 large blocks which rolled down the slope
3°43.6487' 151°40.3195' 3°43.7544' 151°40.2889' 1686 10:01:40 complete sediment cover on a plateau-like area
3°43.6365' 151°40.3104' 3°43.6554' 151°40.2792' 1688 10:03:11 ofos flies over a sedimented plain
3°43.6328' 151°40.3068' 3°43.6475' 151°40.2827' 1688 10:03:46 tube like structure
3°43.6297' 151°40.3032' 3°43.6476' 151°40.2783' 1687 10:04:32 edge of sediment field, rising up a cliff
3°43.6270' 151°40.2995' 3°43.6537' 151°40.2746' 1683 10:05:35 back to pillar like structures
3°43.6262' 151°40.2985' 3°43.6605' 151°40.2746' 1682 10:06:08 lava block with flow structures, only slight sediment cover
3°43.6212' 151°40.2992' 3°43.6619' 151°40.2918' 1678 10:08:32 few things picking up
3°43.6192' 151°40.2997' 3°43.6617' 151°40.2989' 1677 10:09:08 more popcorn coming up
3°43.6091' 151°40.3075' 3°43.6621' 151°40.2976' 1676 10:11:13 seems as if we are moving out again
3°43.6022' 151°40.3070' 3°43.6604' 151°40.3045' 1680 10:12:40 still moving e-w along the southern edge of the field
3°43.5992' 151°40.3038' 3°43.6463' 151°40.2910' 1681 10:13:11 more sediment cover
3°43.5963' 151°40.2983' 3°43.6510' 151°40.3006' 1680 10:13:59 more crabs
3°43.5897' 151°40.2939' 3°43.6449' 151°40.2997' 1676 10:15:13 small pillar, still out of the hydrothermal field
3°43.5856' 151°40.2938' 3°43.6526' 151°40.2950' 1677 10:16:05 curly white things corals?
3°43.5844' 151°40.2942' 3°43.6441' 151°40.2866' 1677 10:16:23 crabs
3°43.5836' 151°40.2947' 3°43.6384' 151°40.2921' 1677 10:16:34 getting back into the field
3°43.5828' 151°40.2951' 3°43.6382' 151°40.2884' 1677 10:16:46 digital camera on
3°43.5826' 151°40.2950' 3°43.6382' 151°40.2884' 1676 10:16:53 more curly things (worms or corals or whatever)
3°43.5802' 151°40.2939' 3°43.6382' 151°40.2823' 1676 10:17:31 that was not the field, Bruce: we should be coming into it....
3°43.5772' 151°40.2922' 3°43.6273' 151°40.2769' 1678 10:18:17 nice galathea
3°43.5766' 151°40.2925' 3°43.6258' 151°40.2705' 1678 10:18:36 slightly more sediment cover
3°43.5765' 151°40.2927' 3°43.6167' 151°40.2748' 1678 10:19:00 we are probably moving along the western edge of the field
3°43.5729' 151°40.2993' 3°43.6089' 151°40.2715' 1677 10:19:48 more white things
3°43.5786' 151°40.2951' 3°43.6124' 151°40.2673' 1677 10:19:56 no we really get back into the field
3°43.5800' 151°40.2968' 3°43.6179' 151°40.2648' 1677 10:20:20 some kind of cliff, old chimney??
3°43.5829' 151°40.3024' 3°43.6093' 151°40.2681' 1679 10:21:20 back in lava, cooling fractures
3°43.5844' 151°40.3066' 3°43.6188' 151°40.2716' 1680 10:22:05 moving slowly over a cliff
3°43.5848' 151°40.3100' 3°43.6160' 151°40.2764' 1681 10:22:38 still some white material in water column
3°43.5847' 151°40.3118' 3°43.6126' 151°40.2778' 1679 10:22:57 digital camera off
3°43.5844' 151°40.3156' 3°43.6221' 151°40.2726' 1678 10:23:36 back in field
3°43.5841' 151°40.3175' 3°43.6214' 151°40.2812' 1680 10:23:56 digital camera on
3°43.5839' 151°40.3182' 3°43.6177' 151°40.2858' 1679 10:24:03 a lot of living biology
3°43.5847' 151°40.3190' 3°43.6198' 151°40.2857' 1678 10:24:27 biology on rock, not on sulfide material,
3°43.5824' 151°40.3243' 3°43.6187' 151°40.2835' 1679 10:25:08 digital camera off
3°43.5819' 151°40.3262' 3°43.6191' 151°40.2863' 1679 10:25:20 something sitting on top of a pillar
3°43.5824' 151°40.3275' 3°43.6143' 151°40.2994' 1679 10:26:04 staining, sulfides
3°43.5816' 151°40.3274' 3°43.6236' 151°40.2889' 1679 10:26:23 digital camera off
3°43.5787' 151°40.3214' 3°43.6132' 151°40.3060' 1679 10:27:32 white material on seafloor, bacteria was one opinion, silica another

( I don't tell names)
3°43.5775' 151°40.3198' 3°43.6194' 151°40.3074' 1679 10:28:10 some pillar
3°43.5789' 151°40.3159' 3°43.6119' 151°40.3047' 1678 10:28:58 ofos has circled around the field along its western erdge
3°43.5817' 151°40.3154' 3°43.6126' 151°40.3087' 1679 10:29:41 still rough topography with upright structures some meters high
3°43.5960' 151°40.3222' 3°43.6080' 151°40.2946' 1680 10:33:48 black material on top of a pillar
3°43.5984' 151°40.3132' 3°43.6183' 151°40.2933' 1681 10:36:01 movin slowly south
3°43.6006' 151°40.3165' 3°43.6212' 151°40.2934' 1680 10:36:29 two snails, more white stuff in water ("popcorn")
3°43.6036' 151°40.3177' 3°43.6214' 151°40.3014' 1679 10:37:11 more biology
3°43.6041' 151°40.3174' 3°43.6187' 151°40.3024' 1679 10:37:21 back in field, mussels crabs etc.
3°43.6051' 151°40.3145' 3°43.6266' 151°40.3043' 1679 10:37:57 digital camera on
3°43.6055' 151°40.3117' 3°43.6279' 151°40.3031' 1679 10:38:18 just rock, dead shells
3°43.6072' 151°40.3087' 3°43.6219' 151°40.2992' 1679 10:38:53 out of field
3°43.6129' 151°40.3073' 3°43.6219' 151°40.2992' 1679 10:39:37 digital camera out
3°43.6142' 151°40.3081' 3°43.6871' 151°40.3315' 1679 10:39:47 rubble covereing the seafloor, slightly sediment covered
3°43.6185' 151°40.3102' 3°43.6590' 151°40.3000' 1680 10:40:17 fish
3°43.6202' 151°40.3113' 3°43.6336' 151°40.3011' 1678 10:40:33 galathea crab
3°43.6211' 151°40.3119' 3°43.6382' 151°40.2982' 1678 10:40:43 moving along a cliff
3°43.6224' 151°40.3125' 3°43.6401' 151°40.2977' 1677 10:41:11 ofos now south of field
3°43.6219' 151°40.3103' 3°43.6337' 151°40.2925' 1678 10:41:53 curly animals attached to the ground
3°43.6219' 151°40.3094' 3°43.6409' 151°40.2935' 1678 10:42:20 a lot of this animals in cooling fractures, slightly more sediment
3°43.6209' 151°40.3209' 3°43.6543' 151°40.2823' 1679 10:47:02 going up a large cliff, slightly sedimented
3°43.6191' 151°40.3215' 3°43.6547' 151°40.2802' 1678 10:47:24 flow structure, cooling fractures
3°43.6069' 151°40.3132' 3°43.6484' 151°40.2847' 1681 10:49:06 still going uphill
3°43.6039' 151°40.3180' 3°43.6463' 151°40.2850' 1678 10:50:38 we are now probably on top of something, less high structures

stronger coverey by sediments
3°43.6041' 151°40.3193' 3°43.6406' 151°40.2872' 1678 10:51:23 curly creatures again in fractures, area covered by sediments
3°43.6043' 151°40.3216' 3°43.6336' 151°40.2836' 1678 10:52:13 still moving upwards
3°43.6037' 151°40.3325' 3°43.6376' 151°40.2876' 1680 10:54:45 going down again, probably passing a ridge
3°43.6039' 151°40.3354' 3°43.6378' 151°40.2913' 1683 10:55:13 hydrothermal sediment
3°43.6044' 151°40.3378' 3°43.6360' 151°40.3013' 1684 10:55:34 fallen or broken chimney
3°43.6046' 151°40.3394' 3°43.6344' 151°40.2977' 1683 10:55:51 fallen dorén chimney, digital camera on
3°43.6047' 151°40.3405' 3°43.6340' 151°40.3019' 1684 10:56:04 no sediment at all in hydrothermal area
3°43.6048' 151°40.3418' 3°43.6325' 151°40.3011' 1684 10:56:18 very large structure, rock ???
3°43.6049' 151°40.3435' 3°43.6353' 151°40.2969' 1684 10:56:41 chimneys, biology, black smoker, we have been here before
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3°43.6044' 151°40.3443' 3°43.6372' 151°40.3052' 1684 10:57:13 more black smoke
3°43.6044' 151°40.3447' 3°43.6348' 151°40.3044' 1683 10:57:24 crossing over an area covered by black smoke
3°43.6016' 151°40.3414' 3°43.6326' 151°40.3083' 1686 10:57:52 more or less regular coverage of white dots
3°43.6010' 151°40.3382' 3°43.6356' 151°40.3121' 1688 10:58:16 a number of fallen chimneys which "rolled" down the slope
3°43.5997' 151°40.3419' 3°43.6357' 151°40.3170' 1689 10:59:03 digital camera off
3°43.5994' 151°40.3414' 3°43.6358' 151°40.3095' 1689 10:59:09 back in normal rock
3°43.5991' 151°40.3395' 3°43.6324' 151°40.3098' 1690 10:59:20 field is borderd by a steep cliff to the NE
3°43.5976' 151°40.3401' 3°43.6335' 151°40.3148' 1689 11:00:30 iron staining
3°43.5978' 151°40.3450' 3°43.6283' 151°40.3211' 1689 11:01:06 strange elongated gray things
3°43.5979' 151°40.3434' 3°43.6335' 151°40.3155' 1688 11:01:26 smoker
3°43.5974' 151°40.3398' 3°43.6315' 151°40.3098' 1688 11:01:44 digital camera on
3°43.5972' 151°40.3397' 3°43.6317' 151°40.3110' 1687 11:01:51 one black smoker next to inactive chimneys
3°43.5964' 151°40.3403' 3°43.6342' 151°40.3100' 1686 11:02:36 tip of one chimneys has been knocked off
3°43.5956' 151°40.3405' 3°43.6347' 151°40.3119' 1687 11:03:11 dv out, left chimney location
3°43.5967' 151°40.3409' 3°43.6320' 151°40.3156' 1687 11:03:30 rubbly material on seafloor
3°43.5925' 151°40.3422' 3°43.6248' 151°40.3170' 1685 11:04:48 large upright structure less rubble
3°43.5953' 151°40.3365' 3°43.6302' 151°40.3167' 1685 11:10:20 steep cliff
3°43.5946' 151°40.3298' 3°43.6316' 151°40.3189' 1685 11:11:15 greenish colour of rocks
3°43.5949' 151°40.3297' 3°43.6393' 151°40.3113' 1684 11:12:04 going up the cliff
3°43.5953' 151°40.3329' 3°43.6330' 151°40.3136' 1684 11:12:47 vertical structures with rubly surface
3°43.5953' 151°40.3339' 3°43.6302' 151°40.3035' 1684 11:13:08 large block with flow structures
3°43.5944' 151°40.3285' 3°43.6271' 151°40.3054' 1684 11:14:44 cliff, moving along it
3°43.6015' 151°40.3252' 3°43.6226' 151°40.3133' 1684 11:16:25 black material covering seafloor, some bacterial mats?
3°43.6034' 151°40.3248' 3°43.6254' 151°40.3052' 1683 11:16:51 snails field
3°43.6054' 151°40.3236' 3°43.6230' 151°40.3068' 1684 11:17:20 chimney structure with clear shimmering water, two types of crabs
3°43.6079' 151°40.3172' 3°43.6368' 151°40.3055' 1685 11:18:14 out of the field which is borderd by a steep cliff
3°43.6084' 151°40.3103' 3°43.6383' 151°40.3005' 1685 11:19:00 stained sediment in rubbly material, still crabs
3°43.6076' 151°40.3029' 3°43.6385' 151°40.2964' 1683 11:19:47 still hydrothermal sediment, plume fallout
3°43.6073' 151°40.2997' 3°43.6368' 151°40.2930' 1683 11:20:15 fallen chimney
3°43.6073' 151°40.2988' 3°43.6394' 151°40.2901' 1683 11:20:30 mixing of fallen chimneys and dacitic rocks
3°43.6081' 151°40.2990' 3°43.6318' 151°40.2854' 1682 11:20:51 some inactive chimneys
3°43.6109' 151°40.3019' 3°43.6273' 151°40.2845' 1683 11:21:14 normal rock but still some dead animals, no sediments
3°43.6160' 151°40.3061' 3°43.6274' 151°40.2714' 1681 11:21:51 large cliff, still living animals in fractures or cracks, barnacles?
3°43.6173' 151°40.3060' 3°43.6133' 151°40.2696' 1681 11:22:24 more sediments now, probably moving out of the field
3°43.6061' 151°40.2989' 3°43.6228' 151°40.2665' 1679 11:23:24 start moving to wp3 (snowcap)
3°43.5952' 151°40.2901' 3°43.6256' 151°40.2704' 1679 11:25:09 rat tail fish
3°43.5993' 151°40.2907' 3°43.6239' 151°40.2728' 1678 11:26:08 more large, elongated blocks which are stronger covered by

sediments
3°43.6270' 151°40.2963' 3°43.6279' 151°40.2648' 1678 11:28:47 rat tail, still same large blocks, still same sediment cover
3°43.6345' 151°40.2901' 3°43.6320' 151°40.2637' 1677 11:29:54 large upright stucture but more intense weathered
3°43.6342' 151°40.2738' 3°43.6345' 151°40.2549' 1677 11:31:14 now more rubbly material
3°43.6345' 151°40.2712' 3°43.6392' 151°40.2536' 1677 11:31:29 biology in cracks, hydrothermal fluids venting out of the cracks
3°43.6396' 151°40.2651' 3°43.6418' 151°40.2539' 1678 11:32:21 back into high upright and elongated blocks, more waethered than

in the chimney field at satanic Mills
3°43.6614' 151°40.2690' 3°43.7259' 151°40.2784' 1676 11:33:54 large cracks in lava flows partly filled with weathered volcanic

material partly with sediments
3°43.6771' 151°40.2801' 3°43.6557' 151°40.2334' 1679 11:35:49 going downhill firstly more rubble than changing to large blocks with

spires on it
3°43.6754' 151°40.2764' 3°43.6597' 151°40.2454' 1678 11:36:27 sediment coverage increasing
3°43.6750' 151°40.2754' 3°43.6572' 151°40.2440' 1679 11:36:37 nearly complete sediment coverage
3°43.6735' 151°40.2675' 3°43.6700' 151°40.2482' 1677 11:37:48 bit of metal on seafloor, left from ODP??
3°43.6732' 151°40.2653' 3°43.6833' 151°40.2886' 1676 11:38:06 seafloor heavily covered by sedments
3°43.6723' 151°40.2588' 3°43.7588' 151°40.3042' 1670 11:38:58 getting slowly but steadily uphill, with some steep setps in-between
3°43.6758' 151°40.2590' 3°43.6882' 151°40.2401' 1664 11:40:22 complete sediment coverage, no rocks pertuding it
3°43.6828' 151°40.2574' 3°43.6943' 151°40.2404' 1663 11:42:17 still complete sediment coverage, fish
3°43.6826' 151°40.2540' 3°43.6943' 151°40.2404' 1662 11:42:45 more white dots (shell fragments?)
3°43.6812' 151°40.2497' 3°43.7637' 151°40.2816' 1661 11:43:11 leftovers from drilling or submersibles?
3°43.6793' 151°40.2438' 3°43.7012' 151°40.2354' 1660 11:43:42 more crab
3°43.6778' 151°40.2394' 3°43.7042' 151°40.2368' 1661 11:44:05 large starfish underneath a rock
3°43.6771' 151°40.2368' 3°43.6960' 151°40.2256' 1661 11:44:21 rocks pocking through sediments
3°43.6769' 151°40.2259' 3°43.7048' 151°40.2205' 1666 11:46:24 slopes being less steep and sediment covered interchange with

steeper slopes with outcropping rocks
3°43.6793' 151°40.2173' 3°43.7051' 151°40.2096' 1661 11:48:09 debris field
3°43.6805' 151°40.2127' 3°43.7009' 151°40.2098' 1657 11:49:03 steep cliif, staining sulfides?
3°43.6811' 151°40.2113' 3°43.7072' 151°40.2034' 1655 11:49:23 chimneys large one
3°43.6810' 151°40.2104' 3°43.7057' 151°40.2032' 1653 11:49:43 digital camera on
3°43.6813' 151°40.2104' 3°43.7057' 151°40.2032' 1653 11:49:49 this is snowcap area
3°43.6838' 151°40.2108' 3°43.7037' 151°40.2041' 1652 11:50:07 greenish and reddish material covers seafloor
3°43.6853' 151°40.2113' 3°43.7033' 151°40.2050' 1651 11:50:29 snails
3°43.6855' 151°40.2114' 3°43.7100' 151°40.1977' 1650 11:50:36 sulfides?
3°43.6857' 151°40.2114' 3°43.7063' 151°40.1962' 1650 11:50:44 going steadily upwards
3°43.6860' 151°40.2114' 3°43.7057' 151°40.1961' 1649 11:50:55 probably bacterial mats covering seafloor
3°43.6864' 151°40.2112' 3°43.7066' 151°40.1990' 1648 11:51:12 still going upwards
3°43.6868' 151°40.2108' 3°43.7075' 151°40.1960' 1646 11:51:39 probably out of field, still rather steep slope
3°43.6870' 151°40.2121' 3°43.7087' 151°40.1894' 1641 11:53:03 back in field, greenish-gray material covering seafloor
3°43.6887' 151°40.2133' 3°43.7051' 151°40.1973' 1639 11:53:38 small dark pebbles (rock talus...?), greenish-gray material and

normal sediments in-between
3°43.6870' 151°40.2155' 3°43.7139' 151°40.1813' 1638 11:55:13 white materail (bacterial mats?) partly covering seafloor
3°43.6872' 151°40.2145' 3°43.7060' 151°40.1884' 1638 11:56:11 pilot weights causes greenish-gray plume
3°43.6870' 151°40.2117' 3°43.7083' 151°40.1874' 1639 11:56:41 starfish
3°43.6878' 151°40.2100' 3°43.7109' 151°40.1895' 1638 11:57:03 snails tracks
3°43.6898' 151°40.2089' 3°43.7067' 151°40.1883' 1638 11:57:30 single block
3°43.6915' 151°40.2090' 3°43.7059' 151°40.1866' 1638 11:57:47 reddish staining on sediments
3°43.6934' 151°40.2092' 3°43.7158' 151°40.1801' 1637 11:58:02 rather big chimney passing by at its rim
3°43.6959' 151°40.2078' 3°43.7171' 151°40.1833' 1637 11:58:41 dark rubble with white mats in between
3°43.6940' 151°40.1996' 3°43.7173' 151°40.1805' 1637 11:59:41 vent fish
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3°43.6932' 151°40.1968' 3°43.7174' 151°40.1817' 1637 11:59:58 that was probably not a vent fish
3°43.6923' 151°40.1943' 3°43.7217' 151°40.1815' 1637 12:00:13 a lot of snail tracks, hydrothermal gray sediments covered by

pelagic sediments
3°43.6907' 151°40.1885' 3°43.7219' 151°40.1808' 1637 12:01:02 white mats in-between rock rubble
3°43.6915' 151°40.1889' 3°43.7219' 151°40.1808' 1637 12:01:20 rock spires and rubble, no seds, white material
3°43.6934' 151°40.1913' 3°43.7219' 151°40.1808' 1638 12:01:44 more greenish sediments again (altered volcanics??)
3°43.6955' 151°40.1934' 3°43.7935' 151°40.2226' 1639 12:02:13 no pelagic seds
3°43.6959' 151°40.1935' 3°43.7162' 151°40.1713' 1640 12:02:22 a large number of black snails sitiing on hydrothermal seds
3°43.6972' 151°40.1936' 3°43.7259' 151°40.1731' 1640 12:02:50 green sediments (kaolinite, chlorite..??) covered by pelagic seds
3°43.6983' 151°40.1934' 3°43.7196' 151°40.1658' 1639 12:03:18 a cluster of snails which have disturbed sediment column (no

pelagic seds around snail cluster)
3°43.7002' 151°40.1912' 3°43.7226' 151°40.1612' 1638 12:04:17 rock pillars
3°43.7007' 151°40.1901' 3°43.7184' 151°40.1665' 1638 12:04:34 more black snails on hydrothermal sediments
3°43.7019' 151°40.1840' 3°43.7273' 151°40.1600' 1640 12:05:46 large number of snail tracks
3°43.7015' 151°40.1772' 3°43.7243' 151°40.1581' 1639 12:06:52 sediments may slightly be indurated
3°43.7012' 151°40.1752' 3°43.7255' 151°40.1616' 1639 12:07:09 large structure with yellow staining on top (sulfur??)
3°43.7009' 151°40.1720' 3°43.7245' 151°40.1588' 1638 12:07:39 dead clams and mussels, spider crab
3°43.7012' 151°40.1691' 3°43.7218' 151°40.1553' 1638 12:08:10 reddish-orange staining (Fe oxide?)
3°43.7014' 151°40.1676' 3°43.7272' 151°40.1523' 1637 12:08:28 snail
3°43.7015' 151°40.1658' 3°43.7243' 151°40.1520' 1636 12:08:48 greenish-whitish material covering seafloor (bacterial mats?)
3°43.7022' 151°40.1636' 3°43.7279' 151°40.1496' 1635 12:09:17 pillar or chimney surrounded by whitish material
3°43.7030' 151°40.1620' 3°43.7245' 151°40.1461' 1635 12:09:42 falling of a cliff, steep slopes display white material
3°43.7060' 151°40.1585' 3°43.7254' 151°40.1491' 1643 12:10:48 white material on seafloor but no stained sediments when pilto

weight disturbs them
3°43.7101' 151°40.1566' 3°43.7270' 151°40.1343' 1648 12:12:00 debris rolling down the slope
3°43.7111' 151°40.1564' 3°43.7270' 151°40.1343' 1648 12:12:15 going into another field: greenish-gray sediments
3°43.7136' 151°40.1552' 3°43.7302' 151°40.1364' 1647 12:12:55 a lot of rock pebbles sitting on greenish sediments
3°43.7162' 151°40.1525' 3°43.7340' 151°40.1395' 1650 12:13:40 normal sediments
3°43.7246' 151°40.1419' 3°43.8265' 151°40.1815' 1654 12:15:22 large block, cavity
3°43.7265' 151°40.1316' 3°43.7382' 151°40.1230' 1655 12:16:44 hydrothermal fauna
3°43.7272' 151°40.1292' 3°43.7406' 151°40.1225' 1655 12:17:03 hydr. fauna sits in fractures of normal rocks
3°43.7311' 151°40.1224' 3°43.7485' 151°40.1176' 1656 12:18:09 moving along a slope covered by blocky and rubbly material which

is sediment covered
3°43.7386' 151°40.1211' 3°43.7465' 151°40.1149' 1656 12:19:10 rather large number of crabs sitting in cracks
3°43.7418' 151°40.1191' 3°43.7500' 151°40.1112' 1656 12:20:01 still moving along the slope in more or less constant water depth,

sediment coverage increases
3°43.7473' 151°40.1162' 3°43.7476' 151°40.1031' 1656 12:20:42 cracks or fractures pocking through sediments, more crabs are in

their vicinity (fluids emanating out of cracks)
3°43.7517' 151°40.1089' 3°43.7598' 151°40.1045' 1658 12:21:58 large cliff
3°43.7551' 151°40.0978' 3°43.7579' 151°40.0919' 1658 12:23:21 step upwards
3°43.7565' 151°40.0891' 3°43.7693' 151°40.0880' 1658 12:24:16 more rubble on seafloor
3°43.7562' 151°40.0808' 3°43.7685' 151°40.0858' 1658 12:25:07 rather small blocky material
3°43.7556' 151°40.0778' 3°43.7695' 151°40.0815' 1660 12:25:25 cliff
3°43.7546' 151°40.0710' 3°43.7735' 151°40.0771' 1659 12:26:21 end of bottom sight, 575 picture taken, video turned off
3°43.7561' 151°40.0712' 3°43.7721' 151°40.0749' 1636 12:26:51 100 m hieving
3°43.7747' 151°40.0946' 3°43.7778' 151°40.0633' 1538 12:28:55 winch driver changes to winch driver station
3°43.7777' 151°40.0984' 3°43.7792' 151°40.0617' 1538 12:29:18 0.8 m/s to surface
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9 Petrology of the magmatic rocks and xenoliths from EDISON and TUBAF
seamount

By Leander Franz

9.1 Edison Seamount
Magmatic rocks of Edison Seamount consist of dark grey, ankaramitic pebbles

and small bombs eventually bedded in layers of greyish-white volcanic ash. The
ankaramite displays a porphyric texture with abundant, 3-5 mm long biotite flakes,
mm-sized clinopyroxene crystals and accessory magnetite grains in a dense matrix
(Fig. 9-1A). Small round vesicles, which are randomly distributed in the rock, have
diameters of about 1 mm while larger, elongated vesicles are subordinate. Samples
are very pristine and only affected by weak seafloor weathering on the surface.

Typical inclusions in the ankaramite are crustal xenoliths, i.e. angular and
rounded, pale yellow, layered tuffitic material and chert-like fragments with 1-2 cm
diameter, and numerous, mm-sized olivine xenocrysts.

9.2 TUBAF Seamount
TUBAF Seamount mainly consists of pristine, dark grey ankaramitic volcanics,

which display weak submarine weathering (mainly limonite staining) on the surface.
The magmatites show a porphyric and rarely glomerophyric texture with a dense
matrix and less than 5% vesicles. Phenocrysts are phlogopite flakes (up to 1 cm in
size), hornblende, clinopyroxene and magnetite while small, angular olivine grains
are xenocrysts.

Most remarkable is the great number of various types of xenoliths in these rocks
(Figs. 9-1B - 9-1F), which sometimes make up more than 30 vol.-%. The following
types can be discriminated:

a.) Peridotite nodules with maximum diameters exceeding 20 cm are the most
common xenoliths. Most of them are angular and rounded spinel harzburgites,
lherzolites and rare dunites with grain sizes of 0.1 - 5 mm. The peridotites mainly
display a homogeneous mineral distribution without grain orientation while banded
textures are rare. A particular feature of these ultramafics are metasomatic veins,
which occur in about 50% of the peridotite samples. The veins, which usually have a
greyish white colour and width of about 1 mm, cut through the xenolith and are
themselves cut by the basaltic host rock (Fig. 9-1B). The largest veins have a width
of 5 mm and form a network in the rock. They commonly consist of orthopyroxene
although clinopyroxene, phlogopite, hornblende and tiny sulfide grains may also
occur in the veins.
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b.) Clinopyroxenite xenoliths are fine grained, olive-green rocks with small, greenish
yellow spots (most probably olivine). They are quite rare (~1% of the xenoliths) and
sometimes display similar metasomatic features like the peridotites. The veins cutting
through these rocks have a faintly yellow colour and a width up to 3 mm (Fig. 9-1C).

c.) Cumulate xenoliths are the least common inclusions in the ankaramite. They are
accumulations of dark brown, prismatic hornblende crystals and opaque grains with
greyish intercumulus glass.

d.) Beside peridotite gabbro xenoliths are the most common inclusions displaying
very variable shapes, sizes and colours (Fig. 9-1D). Granular, medium grained
gabbros with a homogeneous distribution of plagioclase and clinopyroxene dominate
while leuko-gabbros are rare. Opaque phases and olivine are subordinate. In one
sample, an alignment of plagioclase laths is observed probably resulting from magma
flow in the chamber. Few samples display distinct reduction in grain size towards on
edge of the xenolith, which may be interpreted as chilled margin texture.
Microgabbros were probably part of the sheeted dyke sequence. Similar to the
coarser grained types they show a homogeneous distribution of the components
without any mineral alignment.

e.) Basalt inclusions in the host ankaramite are often easily identified by their distinct
secondary alteration, i.e. limonite staining and chloritisation. These xenoliths are
strongly fractured, vesicular and have a fine grained or dense matrix with small
clinopyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts (Fig. 9-1E). Due to the strong weathering,
however, a definitive identification of minerals is often not possible. These basaltic
xenoliths probably formed part of the pillow sequence of the oceanic crust.

f.) Different types of sedimentary xenoliths could be identified. Most common are
greenish and red coloured (meta-) pelitic inclusions, which often display small scale
layering. Contact metamorphism in part transformed them to dense, hornfelsic rocks.
Subordinate, brownish sandstones also display a compositional, sedimentary
layering (Fig. 9-1F). In one case, a breccia consisting of angular feldspar and quartz
grains as well as small mafic components was found. A remarkable feature of this
sample is ankaramitic melt propagating along its grain boundaries.
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Fig. 9-1:  A) Vesicular ankaramite from EDISON SMT. including a small, angular
tuffititc xenolith (upper central part).  B) Veined peridotite in ankaramitic host rock
from TUBAF SMT.  C) Veined clinopyroxenite from TUBAF SMT.  D) Xenoliths of
microgabbro (upper sample), leucogabbro (left sample) and medium grained gabbro
(right sample) from TUBAF SMT.  E) Ankaramite from TUBAF SMT. including
strongly fractured, basaltic xenolith.  F) Slightly contact metamorphic sandstone from
TUBAF SMT.
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10 Hydrothermal Fauna

By Jung-Hyun Lee and Dong-Sung Kim

10.1 Microbiological work
Throughout the previous two cruises in 1994 and 1998, diverse biological

communities around Edison seamount were described. Especially, the biomass in the
clams bed fields in the summit of Edison seamount is much greater than that
observed at cold seeps, which indicates that a thermal flux associated with volcanic
processes might enhance the available reduced gases. On this cruise, a mature
chemosynthetic community composed of high density of clams and other macrofauna
in the southern clams beds at the summit of Edison seamount was chosen for
microbiological study on the prokaryotic diversity. Free living or symbiotic
chemosynthetic microorganisms are primary producers in hydrothermal vent and cold
seep ecosystems.

Method
The sediment samples were obtained at the southern clam beds area, at the

summit of Edison seamount, using TV-Grab. Sediment samples were collected from
highly dense Calyptogena community area (GTVA31) with various other macrofauna
components and from the heavily sedimented area (GTVA 32 and 33) where a few
live Calyotogena inhabit with dead clam shells (Table 1. Fig. 10.1.1.). Onboard, the
intact sediments devoid of contamination were taken from inside of sediments. The
sediment samples (about 20 ml) were aliquoted into sterile conical tube and
preserved at 4°C during transportation for 2 weeks before storage at -80°C (Fig.
10.1.2). For the microbial isolation, sediments (0.15 ml) were inoculated into
anaerobic marine broth (15 ml) and reduced by adding Na2S.9H20 to final 0.05% (Fig.
10.1.2.).

Further work
The microbiological (prokaryotic) community structure of those sediments will be

studied in the Microbiology Lab. Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute
(KORDI) by using molecular biological techniques based on 16S rRNA genes
analysis.
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Table 10-1: Sediment samples obtained at Edison Seamount
Sample Location Description Remark

GTVA31
(SED1)

3° 19.0108′ S
152° 34.8691′ E

• Dense clams and clam shells
• Coarse sand in black color with minor muddy
sediment

Temp.

GTVA32
(SED2)

3° 19.0014′ S
152° 34.8326′ E

• A few live and clam shells
• Black sediment

Temp.

GTVA33
(SED3)

3° 19.0019′ S
152° 34.8402′ E

• A few dead clam shells
• Heavily sedimented mud with white surface
and black in deeper layer

Temp.

10.2 Meiofauna from the south site of Edison Seamount
Hydrothermal vent system is one of the ecosystems with high productivity in the

deep-sea. Meiobenthos, the sediment inhabited animal groups sieved with mesh
aperture between 1 mm and 32 µm, are very important in these ecosystems because
of this extremely high density and diversity. Meiobenthos were reported to be in the
range of 106-107 / m2, in the continental shelf area and in the deep sea 104-105 / m2.
Thus, total energy usage of this animal group is five times higher than that of
macrobenthos and ATP amounts in total body of meiobenthos and microorganisms
are almost similar.

During the last decade, meiobenthos have been examined as one of the important
animal groups to environmental conditions of marine benthic ecosystems, because
comparatively short generation time causes rapid response of the populations to
variable environments.

The effect of hydrothermal activity on meiobenthic communities has not been
described in detail. Only a few results was reported, in the Sagami Bay (Shirayama,
1996), but were also described from in Matupi Harbour, Blanche Bay, Papua New
Guinea (shallow water hydrothermal venting site; V.G. Tarasov et al.). The aim of this
So-166 cruise is to know of meiofaunal data not only on the hydrothermally active
area but also the non- active area in Edison seamount on the active boundary of the
Pacific tectonic plate.

The sediment samples collected by the corer (inner-diameter 3.4cm) from the
hydrothermal vent were treated in two ways. The sediment collected on #31GTVA ,
#32GTVA and #33 GTVA (#31: 3°19,0105’S, 152°34,8532’E; #32: 3°19,0320’S,
152°34,8253’E; #33: 3°18,9909’S, 152°34,8415’E) were sliced into various depths to
know their vertical distribution and ecological characteristics (0-0.5cm, 0.5-1.0cm,
1.0-1.5cm, 1.5-2.0cm, 2.0-3.0cm, 3.0-4.0cm, 4.0-5.0cm). However, sediments
collected during #31GTVA through #33GTVA, were fractionated with variable mesh
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aperture sieves. Then the sediment samples were fixed with 5 % neutralized formalin
mixed with Rose Bengal.

As this is the second time ever hydrothermal vent samples were collected for
meiobenthos, it is difficult to say at this point about our future course of the study. But
it is possible to find out the specialty in their community structure and spatial
distribution of meiobenthos inhabiting in the hydrothermal vent when compared to
other normal sites. And also, we would like to have a systematic approach to know
the taxonomy of meiobenthos that might lead to the discovery of new Phyla. In
addition, the refrigerated samples of meiofauna allows histological, molecular and
bio-technology works. Sample list for meiobenthos studies is shown in Table 10-2.

Table 10-2: Samples of meiofauna taken by GTVA around Edison Seamount
Sampl.
No.

Quant.
/Qual.

Procedure Contents Site Used

#31
GTVA

Quant. subcorer Sliced to 7 layers and fixed with
neutralized formalin mixed with
rose bengal

Edison South,
Clam bed

Vertical
distribution

#31
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment layer (upper
1cm) fixed with neutralized
formalin mixed with rose bengal

Edison South,
Clam bed

Composition

#31
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment layer (upper
1cm) fixed with neutralized
formalin

Edison South,
Clam bed

Taxonomy

#31
GTVA

Qual. 63µm mesh
sieve

Meiofauna were extracted using
the washing out technique, fixed
with 5% neutralized formalin

Edison South,
Clam bed

Ecology

#31
GTVA

Qual. 63µm mesh
sieve

Meiofauna were extracted using
the washing out technique, fixed
with 70% ethanol

Edison South,
Clam bed

Physiology &
molecular
biology

#31
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment for meiofauna
were refrigerated

Edison South,
Clam bed

Bio-
technology

#32
GTVA

Qual. 63µm mesh
sieve

Meiofauna were extracted using
the bubbling technique, fixed with
5% neutralized formalin

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Ecology

#33
GTVA

Quant. subcorer Sliced to 7 layers and fixed with
neutralized formalin mixed with
rose Bengal (3 subcorers)

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Vertical
distribution

#33
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment layer (upper
1cm) fixed with neutralized
formalin mixed with rose bengal

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Composition

#33
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment layer (upper
1cm) fixed with neutralized
formalin

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Taxonomy

#33
GTVA

Qual. 63µm mesh
sieve

Meiofauna were extracted using
the bubbling technique, fixed with
5% neutralized formalin

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Ecology

#33
GTVA

Qual. 63µm mesh
sieve

Meiofauna were extracted using
the bubbling technique, fixed with
70% ethanol

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Physiology &
molecular
biology

#33
GTVA

Qual. spatula Surface sediment for meiofauna
were refrigerated

Edison South,
dead shell
area

Bio-
technology
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10.3 Macrofauna from the south site of Edison Seamount
The discovery of deep-sea hydrothermal vents along the East Pacific Rise (EPR)

has provided an expanded view of the deep sea, which was long believed to be a
cold, dark, high-pressure and nutrient-poor environment. Unexpectedly, a dense,
abundant and diverse population of animals were found in and around the venting of
geothermally super-heated water, and it soon became apparent that these
macrofaunal populations were strongly dependent on the primary production of
symbiotic and free-living microorganisms in the ecosystems.  Since the first
discovery, a number of deep-sea hydrothermal vents have been explored in the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and, very recently, in the Indian Ocean.

We have been engaged extensively in the exploration and survey of
hydrothermalism in back arc basins and on volcanic arcs in the Western and the
Central Pacific, together with the cold seepage along the subduction zones with
Japanese scientists. Vent fields of the Eastern Pacific and Central Atlantic have been
also extensively pursued mainly by European groups (see reviews by Tunnicliffe,
1991). The finding of active hydrothermalism and vent-associated biological
communities in the Indian Ocean has been highly expected to depict the global
distribution map of the chemosynthetic biological communities. The essential
concerns of marine biologists are,: 1) what kind of biological communities are found
in the vent fields on Edison seamount in the Western Pacific Ocean? 2) Are the
faunal compositions or the lineage of the Indian Ocean hydrothermal vent
communities either related more to the Atlantic-type, or to the Indian-type, or are they
completely new ones?

The clam beds of both the north and south sides on Edison Seamount were high
density of the Calyptogena and the stalked barnacle Neolepas (Cirripedia:
Pedunculata). Both of these sides of the summit reached large sizes a few years ago,
and abundant dead shells point to long-term fluid flow at this site (see in SO-133
cruise report).

Two GTVA (TV grab sampler, type A) were sampled for benthic organisms on the
south clam site in Edison seamount (#31GTVA: 3°19,0105’S, 152°34,8532’E;
#33GTVA: 3°18,9909’S, 152°34,8415’E ). One of them returned a great number of
live Calyptogena with a rich associated fauna (stalked barnacle Neolepas sp.,
galatheid crab Munidopsis sp., rimicarid shrimps Alvinocaris sp., ampharetid
polychaetes, hesionid polychaetes, limpets Lepetodrilus sp., sea anemone, juvenile
fish & c.). Collected clams were measured and a representative sample of each
species was preserved. One GTVA was executed at Satanic Mills in the PACMANUS
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Basin (#58GTVA: 3°48,6182’S, 151°40,3026’E ). The GTVA sampled a number of
the provannid gastropod Alviniconcha sp. and of the bythograeid crabs Austinograea
sp..

The largest of Calyptogena are 24.8cm in length, with most of the population in the
range of 11.5cm to 15.1cm from the Edison Seamount. These results were more
larger in size for Calyptogena than those measured in cruise SO-133. The large size
of the individuals suggests that the venting has been ongoing for at least a decade
(Herzig et al., 1998a).

During this cruise, many species of macrobenthos including mollusca, polychaeta,
arthropoda, echinodermata and pisces (zoarcid fish ) were collected using a GTVA in
and around the clam beds on Edison seamount. Based on preliminary sorting of the
samples, two or three species of bivalves, two species of arthropoda, three species
of polychaetes, two species of gastropods and one species of pisces supposed to be
collected vent organisms from the Edison Seamount (Table 10-3). And two species of
molluscs, two species of arthropoda were collected from Satanic Mills at the
PACMANUS site in the Manus Basin. Approximately a half of collected vent
organisms were fixed with 10 % neutralized formalin, and the remaining half were
fixed with ethanol, buon, and kept in a freezer. Biological samples fixed with formalin
and buon allows systematic and histological work, alcohol preserves and freezes
samples will be used molecular, bio-technology works. Taxonomical, ecological and
genetic studies on collected samples will be processed in land-based laboratories in
KORDI (Korea Ocean Research and Development Institute). We are anticipating that
many scientific papers will be published in the very near future.

Table 10-3: Macrofaunal samples taken by GTVA around PNG
GTVA Preserve Jar size Contents Site
# 31 buon 500 ml gill of 6 calyptogena sp. Edison South

Clam bed
# 31 buon 500 ml gill of 9 calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin bag Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin bag Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin →

ethanol
500ml Calyptogena sp. Edison South

# 31 formalin →
ethanol

500 ml Neolepas sp. Edison South

# 31 formalin 500 ml Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 ethanol 500 ml Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 ethanol 500 ml Neolepas sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L Neolepas sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L galatheid Munidopsis sp. Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L Sea anemone Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L assorted polychaetes Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L Shrimps Edison South
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# 31 formalin 2 L Limpets Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L juvenile fish Edison South
# 31 formalin 2 L dead shell Edison South
# 31 freezer bag Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 freezer bag Calyptogena sp. Edison South
# 31 freezer bag Neolepas sp. Edison South
# 33 buon 500 ml gill of 3 calyptogena sp. Edison South

dead shell area
# 33 formalin 500 ml large size polychaetes Edison South
# 33 formalin 500 ml brachiopods ?? Edison South
# 33 formalin 500 ml Limpets Edison South
# 58 formalin 500 ml snails Alviniconcha sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 formalin 500ml bythograeid Austinograea sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 formalin 500ml galatheid Munidopsis sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 formalin 500ml limpets Satanic Mills
# 58 ethanol 500 ml snails Alviniconcha sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 ethanol 500 ml bythograeid Austinograea sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 freezer bag snails Alviniconcha sp. Satanic Mills
# 58 freezer bag bythograeid Austinograea sp. Satanic Mills
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Fig. 10-1: Set of representative pictures for sampling and processing of the Edison
Seamount fauna.
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Continuation Fig. 10-1:
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Continuation Fig. 10-1:
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Continuation Fig. 10-1:
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11 Geochemical Analyses

By Klaus-Peter Becker, Thomas Monecke and Roy Kidd

11.1 Sample preparation
After logging, the drill core obtained was cut in half. One half of the core will be

permanently stored at the Freiberg University of Mining and Technology for further
reference whereas the other part of the core will be used as a working material. The
working half was cut again to obtain quarter cores. One quarter of the core will be
used for the preparation of thin sections. Depending on the overall length of the core,
the other quarter core was divided into several sample intervals (Tables 11-2, and
11-3). Sample identification was based on the respective drill hole labels and the
positions of the sample measured in centimetres down hole.

The samples were then crushed on board using an impact mill (Retsch GmbH –
Germany). The finely crushed material was subsequently split with a riffle splitter.
One representative split of the sample material was used for geochemical analysis by
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) on board and the determination of the Au and
S concentrations by the Lihir Management Company at Lihir Island. The remaining
crushed material was bagged and will be used for mineralogical and geochemical
investigations at the Freiberg University of Mining and Technology.

11.2 X-ray Fluorescence Analyses
Methods

XRF-analyses were carried out on a PHILIPS PW1480 sequential spectrometer. It
is equipped with a Rh-tube which can be operated up to a maximum voltage of 100
kV at 3kW to enhance sensitivity for heavy trace elements. The samples were ground
by hand with an agata mortar. Approximatly 6 grams were mixed with 0.6g of
HOECHST Wax C as binder and than pressed into pellets of 40 mm diameter backed
with boric acid. Three analytical programs were developed, one for major elements
and two for trace elements. The major element program determines only the most
important components of the sulfide ore (Fe, Cu, Zn, S plus Al2O3, CaO, K2O and
SiO2) using strait line calibrations. For the trace element programs (Pb, Zn, Cu, and
Au at 60kV/45mA; Sb, Cd, Ag, As, and Bi at 95kV/30mA) the measured net
intensities were ratioed against the intensity of the tube’s Rh-Compton radiation to
achieve matrix correction. These programs were calibrated with international
reference standards.
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Additionally all samples were scanned for Au (Lα -Line) with a very long measuring
time (30 minutes for 0.02Å). By this method it is possible to detect Au if the
concentration is well above 10 ppm.

Results
Results for measured Standard samples are given in table 11-1. The results of all

analyses are summarized in table 11.2 for Conical Seamount samples and table 11.3
for samples from the PacManus area. Sample descriptions can be found in chapter 6
of this cruise report. A sample of sulfidic mud (40RD outer) recovered from the
outside of the drillcore was questioned to be contaminated by the rock drill’s paint.
But the comparison with the analysis of the paint (sample RD paint) clearly shows
that the high concentrations of Pb, Zn and Cu originates from the sample itself and
not from the paint. Gold concentrations in samples from the PacManus site were not
measureable because of interference with extremely high Zn concentrations.

Table 11-1: Measured and certified values for international standards used during on-
board XRF-measurements.
Ident Au Pb Zn Cu S Fe2O3 K2O CaO Al2O3 SiO2 Sb Cd Ag As Bi

ppm % % % % % % % % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

CZN-1              <1436 8.66 46.18 0.20 29.4 17.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 866 1373 138 109 12
CZN-1 cert.      7.45 44.74 0.14 30.2 15.63 0.25 520 1320 93 260 27

KC-1a               <1308 2.08 33.79 0.71 28.0 14.7 0.0 <0.0 0.1 37.7 36 1329 1524 344 6
KC-1a cert.       2.30 34.70 0.00 27.5 15.59 2.19 0.19 22.25 1600

MA-1b              14 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.8 7.8 5.4 8.3 10.8 48.4 35 <14 <20 18 23
MA-1b cert.      17 0.02 0.01 0.01 1.2 6.6 6.44 11.54 52.41 3 39 8 <100

RTS-1               <10 0.02 0.08 0.08 4.5 33.5 0.8 4.4 8.2 41.4
RTS-1 cert.       0.3 0.01 0.06 0.06 1.7 28.09 3.73 8.05 42.55

RTS-4               1 0.01 0.02 0.04 31.5 75.1 0.1 0.6 0.9 1.7 <31 8 <1 305 27
RTS-4 cert. 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 35.9 81.09 0.42 0.46 0.64 2.05 5  <2 207 33

CCU-1                                   82 165 202 23 64
CCU-1 cert. 181 178 58

CD-1                                    33974 <63 <13 6742 3
CD-1 cert.                 35700 6600

MP-1a                                   <132 497 60 8101 235
MP-1a cert.            697 8400 310

PD-1                                    990 2537 91 9578 331
PD-1 cert. 2800 7600

PR-1                                    <35 <12 <5 46 1125
PR-1 cert. 1110

PTC-1a                                  68 <9 69 102 44
PTC-1a cert. 56 120

SY-3                                    0 <10 <6 40 16
SY-3 cert. 31 203 15 188 8

11.2 Assay Data
The determination of the Au and S concentrations was conducted by the Lihir

Management Company at Lihir Island. Initially, the samples were transferred to
aluminium drying trays and dried for 8 hours at 120°C. The samples were then
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transferred to small paper pulp packets and hand roll crushed. The total sulphur
contents (as wt.-% dry basis) were determined by analysing 0.5 g sample material
with a Leco SC-432DR at 1350°C (duplicate analyses). The gold contents were
subsequently determined by analyzing 20 g sample material by means of fire assay
(duplicate analyses). The resultant pills were digested by aqua regia and analyzed by
AAS using a Varian Spectra AA220. The obtained assay data are listed in Figure 1.
The results of the geochemical analyses at Lihir Island show that some of the
samples contain elevated amounts of sulphides as well as anomalous Au
concentrations.

Table 11-2: SO-166 On Board XRF-Analyses. Results for Conical Seamount
samples.
Ident Au Au Pb Zn Cu S Fe2O3 K2O CaO Al2O3 SiO2 SUM Pb Zn Cu Sb Cd Ag As Bi

Scan ppm % % % % % % % % % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
03RD 0-25 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 3.2 8.6 2.5 6.0 15.6 46.2 86.0 0 105 217 0 <12 <13 52 12
04RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.05 0.02 4.6 8.9 2.8 7.2 12.0 36.8 76.1 6 456 181 2 <10 <14 33 10
05RD 0-30 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 5.8 9.6 3.0 5.9 12.2 33.1 73.4 <9 55 179 <3 <16 <12 239 18
08RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.01 0.01 4.8 10.0 1.7 5.5 10.9 32.0 69.2 1 3 106 0 <13 <15 48 19
08RD 50-100 no <15 0.00 0.01 0.01 3.7 7.3 1.5 4.3 10.6 30.5 65.0 <12 6 35 <15 <14 <9 33 7
10RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 3.2 9.0 3.6 8.9 15.3 42.7 87.2 <7 45 151 13 <14 <11 37 17
14RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 1.4 10.9 3.4 10.3 13.5 41.5 84.6 3 52 162 17 <11 <10 27 17
15RD 100-125 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 4.6 8.5 2.4 9.9 14.8 43.9 88.1 <2 40 177 37 <7 <13 19 12
18RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.01 0.02 3.9 9.1 2.9 6.0 14.8 42.7 83.4 <10 21 191 <6 <9 <10 36 24
18RD 50-85 no <15 0.00 0.01 0.02 3.6 9.1 3.4 6.9 16.6 49.0 92.3 2 45 192 52 <5 <12 35 19
37RD 0-30 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.4 9.4 3.1 9.5 10.4 31.7 68.4 0 41 160 <12 <7 <9 <2 20
39RD 0-40            n.m. <15 0.00 0.01 0.01 2.4 8.5 2.2 8.3 9.3 26.4 61.6 <7 29 134 <18 <7 <7 31 12
40RD 0-40            no <15 0.05 0.37 0.01 6.7 11.9 0.1 0.1 22.3 24.9 69.7 673 4448 153 44 74 22 1746 23
40RD outer no <15 1.51 4.35 0.20 8.7 12.8 0.4 0.3 22.6 27.0 79.7 26393 52408 3195 129 292 127 1906 1
41RD 0-30            no <15 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.7 10.6 3.1 11.0 12.9 39.6 81.7 2 42 149 24 <18 <11 24 16
42RD 0-50 no <15 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.9 9.0 2.9 8.4 10.6 44.6 80.3 4 170 143 9 <10 <13 108 24
42RD 50-90 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.01 3.0 7.3 2.2 7.2 11.1 52.8 87.8 <2 116 139 <5 <11 <21 396 24
42RD 90-120        ?? <15 0.00 0.02 0.01 1.9 9.7 2.3 8.7 10.8 41.4 78.7 <3 82 145 12 <8 <8 389 20
42RD 120-160      no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 2.7 9.8 2.6 8.5 10.2 32.9 70.7 5 128 150 42 <7 <16 304 12
43RD "high grade"  no <15 0.24 1.66 0.04 5.9 7.6 2.7 0.3 9.8 77.8 109.4 3728 22712 501 954 130 195 9249 <2
43RD 0-27            no <15 0.17 0.41 0.03 3.0 4.9 2.7 0.3 8.1 67.7 92.0 2294 5635 280 336 20 6 4116 6
44RD 0-55            n.m. <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.2 10.5 3.4 11.5 14.4 42.0 85.5 18 67 157 7 <8 <13 9 28
45RD 0-23            n.m. <15 0.00 0.02 0.01 <0.0 10.0 3.4 10.2 12.8 37.0 77.1 14 73 148 <11 <12 <14 45 28
46RD 0-35 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 4.5 10.0 2.5 9.3 14.0 40.2 84.3 <5 128 166 <15 <5 <19 358 7
47RD 0-27 no <15 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.1 11.6 3.3 10.6 14.6 44.3 88.0 110 58 149 19 <18 <12 62 5
48RD 0-65 no <15 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.5 10.9 3.9 9.5 13.6 40.7 82.6 <8 71 166 20 <16 <12 26 17
49RD 0-55 no <15 0.01 0.02 0.01 1.7 12.1 2.9 10.1 14.9 42.2 87.2 24 77 143 13 <2 <11 138 19
50RD 0-25 no <15 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.1 10.3 3.6 9.6 14.0 42.1 83.5 146 136 106 <22 <10 <13 30 16
51RD 0-30            n.m. <15 0.00 0.02 0.03 2.1 10.5 3.2 7.0 15.1 46.9 88.5 <6 55 296 6 <7 <10 25 12

RD Paint n.m. <15 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.2 1.0 0.0 38.1 0.6 0.5 55.5 35 8966 5 <32 <12 <13 26 <2
40RD outer no <15 1.51 4.35 0.20 8.7 12.8 0.4 0.3 22.6 27.0 79.7 26393 52408 3195 129 292 127 1906 1
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Table 11-3: SO-166 On Board XRF-Analyses. Results for PACMANUS samples.
Ident Au Au Pb Zn Cu S Fe2O3 K2O CaO Al2O3 SiO2 SUM Pb Zn Cu Sb Cd Ag As Bi

Scan ppm % % % % % % % % % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
54GTVA no <10 0.06 0.25 26.95 41.30 47.30 0.0 0.0 0.3 <0.7 116.2 577 >1000 >1000 330 2 35 3436 149
58GTVA 5A no <10 0.03 0.48 31.96 25.60 40.10 0.1 0.1 8.1 8.40 115.8 322 >1000 >1000 1893 <39 54 4548 22
58GTVA 6G2 no <235 0.51 10.03 34.02 26.50 25.00 0.0 0.1 <0.1 <1.1 95.7 >1000 >1000 >1000 4296 272 248 50007 <32
58GTVA 6I no <710 0.87 21.79 5.45 20.30 5.10 0.0 0.1 <0.1 <1.3 53.2 >1000 >1000 >1000 2458 1004 348 9401 <24
58GTVA 8A3 no <1740 1.84 57.40 1.26 23.50 1.90 0.0 0.1 0.1 <0.8 85.9 >1000 >1000 >1000 2119 1568 533 6207 <7
59GTVA 2E no <660 1.15 20.97 7.79 18.70 4.70 0.0 0.1 <0.1 7.40 61.6 >1000 >1000 >1000 3092 921 307 22808 <48
60RD 0-30 no <635 0.57 17.30 4.72 26.00 16.10 0.0 0.1 0.4 13.80 79.9 >1000 >1000 >1000 595 828 138 2892 <14
60RD 30-60 no <75 0.09 1.49 6.04 41.90 19.20 0.1 12.0 0.8 0.30 83.3 1000 >1000 >1000 126 14 18 1367 32
60RD 60-90 no <40 0.03 0.70 4.51 43.70 18.20 0.2 13.7 0.8 0.80 84.0 375 >1000 >1000 50 15 7 1552 19
61RD 0-45 no <610 0.64 15.07 1.25 16.00 3.50 0.0 0.1 <0.0 19.00 56.4 >1000 >1000 >1000 790 945 213 1958 <45
61RD 45-90 no <345 0.38 8.81 2.46 16.80 4.90 0.0 0.1 0.0 14.20 48.7 >1000 >1000 >1000 475 720 116 880 <39
63RD 0-50 no <410 0.56 11.12 7.49 36.90 21.10 0.0 5.3 0.4 0.90 84.7 >1000 >1000 >1000 515 407 142 2754 2
65RD 10-30 no <265 0.10 8.61 9.55 22.10 11.80 0.0 0.1 <0.0 2.00 55.1 948 >1000 >1000 668 647 169 1443 <31
66RD 10-30 no <30 0.02 0.90 28.14 33.40 40.60 0.0 0.0 0.2 2.40 106.5 277 >1000 >1000 54 15 59 560 24
66RD 30-55 no <905 0.08 24.76 0.98 18.80 3.10 0.0 0.0 0.1 10.80 59.7 899 >1000 >1000 762 1343 222 631 <30
66RD 55-80 no <990 0.22 25.67 0.49 17.20 2.50 0.0 0.1 0.1 21.00 68.1 >1000 >1000 >1000 858 1221 264 681 <24
68RD 0-34 no <295 0.34 8.02 9.02 29.00 25.60 0.1 0.5 1.0 24.80 99.3 >1000 >1000 >1000 376 285 88 2347 0
68RD 34-42 no <10 0.01 0.12 0.08 47.70 17.90 0.0 16.1 0.4 <0.4 83.6 91 >1000 >1000 15 <14 <6 403 33
69RD 20-50     no <360 0.09 10.38 4.57 32.00 16.70 0.0 0.1 <0.0 <1.1 63.6 928 >1000 >1000 373 546 156 2288 <15
69RD 50-85     no <585 1.46 17.60 5.79 24.60 14.80 0.0 0.1 0.1 16.40 81.6 >1000 >1000 >1000 1012 774 189 3773 <21
69RD 85-120   no <1410 1.10 41.60 0.56 20.20 3.60 0.0 0.1 0.3 16.40 84.6 >1000 >1000 >1000 1243 1823 455 1495 <28
69RD 120-150 no <940 0.85 24.86 0.28 24.60 2.70 0.0 3.8 0.3 <0.5 57.8 >1000 >1000 >1000 610 1294 248 367 <46
69RD 150-180 no <135 0.03 2.20 2.09 36.90 9.80 0.0 15.0 1.7 2.80 72.3 397 >1000 >1000 74 97 11 450 <23
69RD 180-220 no <850 0.62 20.00 0.17 18.80 2.00 0.0 2.6 <0.0 7.00 52.2 >1000 >1000 >1000 131 719 79 119 <15
70GTV 1C3 no <1545 0.74 45.42 0.66 20.60 2.20 0.0 0.1 <0.0 4.40 74.8 >1000 >1000 >1000 855 1644 258 2972 <29
70GTV 2B2 no <380 4.01 7.15 0.08 12.80 6.20 0.2 0.4 2.2 37.70 72.1 >1000 >1000 988 1241 123 341 2092 <44
70GTV 3A no <1160 1.13 30.48 0.34 17.20 3.70 0.1 0.2 3.1 21.00 78.1 >1000 >1000 >1000 754 1032 199 1650 <34
70GTV 4 no <310 0.58 2.22 0.17 3.90 3.30 0.1 0.1 0.4 84.80 98.8 >1000 >1000 >1000 155 123 53 472 <13
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Table 11-4: Au and S concentrations in whole-rock samples from Conical Seamount.

Sample identification Au (in ppm) Total S (in %)

03 RD (0-25) <0.02
04 RD (0-50) <0.02
05 RD (0-30) <0.02
06 RD (0-55) <0.02
06 RD (55-110) <0.02
07 RD (0-75) <0.02
08 RD (0-50) <0.02
08 RD (50-100) <0.02
09 RD (0-50) <0.02
09 RD (50-80) <0.02
10 RD (0-50) <0.02
10 RD (50-80) <0.02
11 RD (0-50) <0.02
13 RD (0-50) <0.02
13 RD (50-100) <0.02
13 RD (100-150) <0.02
14 RD (0-50) <0.02
15 RD (0-50) <0.02
15 RD (50-100) <0.02
15 RD (100-125) <0.02
16 RD (0-50) <0.02
17 RD (0-65) <0.02
18 RD (0-50) 0.02 4.28
18 RD (50-85) <0.02
19 RD (0-35) <0.02
25 RD (0-30) <0.02
26 RD (0-30) <0.02
27 RD (0-40) <0.02
28 RD (0-35) <0.02
28 RD (35-70) <0.02
29 RD (0-15) <0.02
30 RD (0-30) <0.02
30 RD (30-60) <0.02
37 RD (0-30) 0.02 0.29
39 RD (0-40) 0.02 2.21
40 RD (0-40) 1.01 13.90
40 RD (0-40 OUT) 14.20 16.40
41 RD (0-30) 0.15 1.06
42 RD (0-50) <0.02 1.02
42 RD (50-90) <0.02 2.43
42 RD (90-120) 0.04 2.48
42 RD (120-160) 0.03 3.49
43 RD (0-27) 3.05 7.36
43 RD (High grade) 4.38 4.80
44 RD (0-55) 0.03 0.24
45 RD (0-23) <0.02 0.14
46 RD (0-35) <0.02 3.78
47 RD (0-27) <0.02 0.49
48 RD (0-65) <0.02 0.52
49 RD (0-55) 0.03 1.98
50 RD (0-25) <0.02 0.25
51 RD (0-30) <0.02 3.17
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12 Beobachtungen zum Einsatz des BGS Rockdrill

von  F. Ksienzyk, E. Henkel

1. Ausgangssituation
Ende des Jahres 2000 fand im Rahmen einer Recherche über verfüg- und

einsetzbare Tiefsee – Bohrgeräte zur Kerngewinnung die Besichtigung des BGS
Rockdrill auf dem Gelände des British Geological Survey in Edinburgh statt.

Für die Auswahl kamen hauptsächlich folgende Kriterien zur Anwendung:
Eignung des Geräts für die Kerngewinnung in festen Gesteinen
vorhandene Erfahrungen sowie nachgewiesene Einsätze, Einsatzfähigkeit
Transportfähigkeit, gültig für Schiffsbetrieb
Handhabbarkeit, insbesondere an Bord eines Schiffes
Abmaße und Massen des Geräts
Verfügbarkeit
Finanzierung .

Umfangreiche Recherchen, auch im Internet, zu Kernbohrgeräten ergaben, daß
das BGS Rockdrill die o.a. Kriterien am besten erfüllt. Insbesondere liegen vielfältige
Erfahrungen aus einer großen Zahl nachgewiesener Einsätze vor. Die Verfügbarkeit
ist gewährleistet und die Mietkosten bewegen sich in einem angemessenen Rahmen.
Auf dem Gelände des BGS in Edinburgh befindet sich ein großes Kernlager, das mit
dem Rockdrill erbohrte Proben verschiedener Gesteine wie Granit, Basalt usw.
enthält.

Der Rockdrill wurde in den 80er Jahren entwickelt und ist seither mehrfach
modifiziert  worden. Außerdem steht eine eingespielte Mannschaft zur Verfügung.
Das Gerät wurde in ca. 1000 Einsätzen verwendet, dabei in Meerestiefen bis zu
2000 m.

Die Abmaße des Bohrgerätes mit der dazugehörigen Tiefseewinde und dem
Koaxialkabel sowie die Transportcontainer sind schiffsgerecht gerade auch in
Hinblick auf die technischen Voraussetzungen des Forschungsschiffes SONNE. Im
Vergleich zu an Land eingesetzten Geräten weist das Rockdrill eine relativ kleine zur
Verfügung stehende Bohrantriebsleistung auf.

Der Unterbau des Bohrgerätes besteht aus drei um je 120° starr und im flachen
Winkel (fast waagerecht) abgespreizten Profilauslegern (Stützen), von je ca. 2,20 m
Länge. Er ist dadurch wenig anpassungsfähig an Unebenheiten des Meeresbodens,
aber von einfacher Konstruktion. Ein Bohren ist bis 15° Neigung (max. 30°) des
Gerätes möglich. Die Neigung ist dabei auf die Senkrechte bezogen. Das
Bohrwerkzeug und damit die Bohrstange dringen unter demselben Neigungswinkel in
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das Gestein ein, da das Bohrgestänge fest im Gerätegehäuse arretiert ist. Eine
Neigungsänderung der Bohrstange zum Gerät selbst ist nicht möglich.

2. Bohren und Probennahme mit dem Rockdrill
Mit dem Fernsehschlitten (OFOS) aufgenommene Bilder machten deutlich, daß

die Bohrprozesse nicht einfach werden. Das Gelände zeigte sich zwar relativ eben,
aber deutlich von Furchen und Klüften durchzogen und außerdem mit einer Vielzahl
von kleineren bis sehr großen Brocken bzw. mit Geröll bedeckt.

Am 16.09.02 wurde begonnen, das Bohrgerät abzusetzen, um zu bohren. Drei
Versuche schlugen fehl. Dabei wurde die kleine Winde auf dem Bohrgerät, die zum
Herablassen des Bohrgestänges dient, infolge einer Fehlfunktion zu früh ausgelöst.
Das Gestänge ragte zu weit aus dem Gerät heraus und wurde abgeknickt.
Desweiteren fiel der Elektromotor (11 kW) zum Antrieb der Hydraulikpumpe (Drucköl-
erzeugung für Bohrwerksantrieb) aus.

Die folgenden Bemerkungen zu den durchgeführten Bohrungen sollen eine
genauere Charakteristik des Bohrgerätes ermöglichen.

Das sogenannte Powerpack besteht aus drei miteinander verbundenen
zylindrischen Gehäusen.  Diese enthalten den Elektro-Antriebsmotor (11 kW), die
Hydraulikpumpe, Umschalter und Ventile für die Energie – und Signalleitung
(Steuerung) sowie spezielles Hydrauliköl. Das Powerpack fiel noch zweimal aus --
Versagen des  Elektromotors, -- Ausfall der Steuerungsbox.

Das vorgefundene Gestein am Conical Seamount, stark alterierter Basalt, häufig
gestört und klüftig sowie Geröll stellte Anforderungen an das Gerät, die dessen
Leistungsgrenze erreichten und so nicht zu erwarten waren. Auch allgemein ist
festzustellen, daß solches Gestein schwierig zu bohren ist.

So ist der nochmalige Ausfall des Elektromotors auf stärkere Überlastung
zurückzuführen.

Ebenfalls in die Anfangsphase der Bohrungen fällt auch der Ausfall des
Drehantriebes für das Bohrgestänge. Dieser Antrieb besteht aus einem waagerecht
angeordneten Zahnrad-Hydraulikmotor mit ca. 9 kW, der über ein Winkelgetriebe den
Drehteller für das Sechskant-Bohrgestänge dreht. Winkelgetriebe sind empfindlich
gegen Überlastungen. Diese traten auf (siehe oben); außerdem wurden in einigen
Fällen Blockierungen des Bohrwerkzeugs beobachtet.

Alle ausgefallenen Teile wurden schnell und routiniert gewechselt und da sich
auch die Geologie etwas besserte, vergrößerten sich die Penetration
(durchschnittlich 2 m) und die erhaltenen Kerne (von ca. 15 cm bzw. 30 cm bis über
60 cm).
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In der Pacmanus - Zone wurden Bohrungen mit ca. 4 m Gesteinstiefe
niedergebracht und sulfidische Kerne von bis zu 2,20 m gewonnen. Dieses Gestein
ist etwas weicher und zäher.

Eine generelle Lösung des Problems, falls häufig in solch gestörten Gesteinen
bzw. in Geröll gebohrt werden muß, besteht in der Vergrößerung der installierten
Antriebsleistung, in der Verstärkung und der angepaßten Gestaltung nachfolgender
Aggregate .

Vergleicht man die Penetration des Bohrrohres mit den erhaltenen Kernlängen, so
fällt eine gewisse Diskrepanz auf. Die Kerne sind oft recht kurz. Eine Erklärung für
diese Erscheinung kann darin bestehen, daß die Bohrungen wegen der schwierigen
Verhältnisse viel Zeit in Anspruch nehmen, mitunter 1 bis 2 Stunden.

Da die Proben im Inneren des Probenrohres des Bohrgestänges auf Grund der
starken Inhomogenität des Gesteins in viele Stücke zerbrechen und diese
unterschiedliche Relativgeschwindigkeiten zueinander haben, zermahlen sie sich
gegenseitig. Dieses Mahlgut fällt nach unten zur Bohrkrone, gelangt in den
Spülstrom und wird nach außen getragen.

Beim Bohren in Geröll kommt noch hinzu, daß der Bohrer hin und wieder einzelne
Steine verdrängt und ins Leere greift, so daß auch dadurch geringe Probenlängen
entstehen.

Abhilfe schafft hier eine stärkere Antriebsleistung. Dadurch kann ein höherer
Andruck auf die Bohrkrone zugelassen und ein größerer Bohrfortschritt erreicht
werden. Außerdem können Bohrkronen mit größerer Spanstärke verwendet werden,
so das die Bohrungen einfach schneller beendet sind. Durch die kürzeren Bohrzeiten
bleiben die Kerne besser erhalten.

Zum Vergleich folgendes Beispiel. Die Bohrkrone des Rockdrill hat eine
Außendurchmesser von knapp 80 mm und einen Innendurchmesser von 50 mm, so
daß der Probenaußendurchmesser ca. 49 mm beträgt. Gebohrt werden kann bis in 5
m Gesteinstiefe. Zur Verfügung stehen dafür max. 9 kW. Die Bohrzeit beträgt
mindestens 1 Stunde.

In der Goldmine auf Lihir arbeiten Bohrgeräte, die in sehr ähnlichem Gestein
Bohrungen von 200 mm Außendurchmesser auf 6 m Gesteinstiefe in ca. 5 bis 8
Minuten ohne Probleme abbohren. Die Bohrantriebsleistung beträgt 70 kW.
Mit leistungsstärkeren Geräten sind größere Bohrtiefen erreichbar (z.B. 20 m, 30 m
und mehr), denn die Zunahme der Mantelreibung in tiefen Bohrlöchern verlangt nach
mehr Leistung. Die Möglichkeit, tiefer zu bohren, erleichtert in sehr klüftigen Material
das Erreichen des Anstehenden.

Beim Drehbohren unterscheidet man 2 Bereiche des Bohrens, den Bereich des
schleifenden Bohrens, auch genannt Schleif – oder Reibbohren und den Bereich des
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spangebenden Drehbohrens. Letzteres ist, wenn möglich, anzustreben, weil die
Energieausnutzung für die Gesteinszerstörung wesentlich besser ist.

Beim Reibbohren sind Andruckkraft und Hauptschnittkraft relativ klein. Durch die
Andruckkraft wird das Bohrwerkzeug gegen das Gestein gedrückt. Die
Hauptschnittkraft wirkt an der Schneide des Bohrwerkzeugs  und zerspant bzw.
zerreibt das Gestein. Sie ist bestimmend für die Höhe des Drehmoments und damit
für die Größe der Antriebsleistung. Die Andruckkraft liegt unterhalb der sogenannten
kritischen Andruckkraft. Es entsteht hierbei als Bohrklein Gesteinsmehl. Bevorzugt
werden Diamantbohrkronen eingesetzt. Es können harte und auch abrasive Gesteine
mit geringen Antriebsleistungen bei kleinen Bohrfortschritten gebohrt werden, d.h.,
die Bohrzeiten sind groß.

Beim spangebenden Drehbohren liegt die Andruckkraft über der kritischen
Andruckkraft. Hauptschnittkraft und Drehmoment nehmen zu und damit muß die
installierte Antriebsleistung größer sein. Überschlägige Berechnungen haben
gezeigt, daß ab etwa 30 kW installierter Antriebsleistung der Rockdrill im
überkritischen Bereich, also mit höheren Andruckkräften, arbeiten kann, was die
Bohrzeiten wesentlich verkürzt. Zur Zeit wird die Andruckkraft mit einem Kopfgewicht
von ca.7,5 kN aufgebracht. Durch eine kleine Seilwinde mit ca. 1,5 kW kann dieses
Gewicht abgelassen und dadurch die Andruckkraft geregelt werden. Der Auftrieb
verringert jedoch das Kopfgewicht, auch Schräglagen des Gerätes verkleinern die
Gewichtskraft. Diese Anordnung ist allerdings energiesparend.

Zum Aufbringen größerer Andruckkräfte ist die Anordnung des Bohrwerks auf
einer Lafette, so wie bei den Bohrmaschinen an Land üblich, vorteilhafter (siehe
Bilder 1 und 2).

Die Andruckkraft kann dosiert z. B. über Hydraulikzylinder, Kettenantrieb oder
Spindel auf das Bohrwerk unabhängig von der Neigung übertragen werden. Der
Energieaufwand dafür ist gering.

Die Lafette mit Bohrwerk kann über Hydraulikzylinder mit dem Gestell des
Bohrgerätes verbunden sein. Dadurch ist der Winkel der Bohrungsrichtung
gegenüber der Neigung des Gerätes relativ frei wählbar.

Für Lafettenbohrwerke ist die Bohrrohrmagazinierung (siehe Bild 3) Stand der
Technik, so daß bei tiefen Bohrungen auf bewährte Technik zurückgegriffen werden
kann.

Die am Rockdrill angebrachte Kamera kann nicht kontinuierlich beim Absenken
und  Bohren betrieben werden. Das ist ein erheblicher Nachteil für die Positionierung
des Bohrgerätes und für die Überwachung der Bohrung. Es muß zwischen Energie-
bzw. Signalübertragung umgeschaltet werden, da dasselbe Kupferkabel benutzt
wird.
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Das Tiefseekabel, an dem das Bohrgerät hinabgelassen wird, besitzt aber neben
dem Kupferleiter auch ein im Zentrum angeordnetes Lichtleiterkabel, das zur Zeit für
die verwendete Signalübertragung nicht genutzt werden kann. In einer demnächst
folgenden Weiterentwicklung des Gerätes wird das Lichtleiterkabel für die
Datenübertragung aktiviert. Dadurch kann eine größere elektrische Leistung
übertragen und höhere Bohrleistungen ermöglicht werden. Ein Umschalten zwischen
Energie- und Signalfortleitung entfällt.

3. Zusammenfassung, Hinweise und Schlußfolgerungen
Die Erfahrungen, die während dieser Forschungsreise mit dem Rockdrill

gewonnen wurden, verpflichten ganz klar zu der Aussage, daß die Wahl, dieses
Gerät zum Erbohren von Gesteinsproben am Conical Seamount, im Pacmanus -
Gebiet usw. zu nutzen, richtig war.

So konnten auch unter sehr schwierigen geologischen Verhältnissen
Gesteinsproben gewonnen werden. Die Handhabbarkeit des Gerätes ist gut, es
besitzt eine klare geometrische und konstruktive Struktur.
Reparaturen, die sich kaum vermeiden lassen, waren an diesem Gerät ohne größere
Probleme durchführbar.

Die britische Bedienmannschaft war hervorragend aufeinander eingespielt, besaß
große Erfahrung und beherrschte das Gerät sehr gut.
Vor allem das Bohren am Conical Seamount zeigte in einigen Fällen Grenzbereiche
der derzeitigen Gerätekonfiguration des Rockdrill auf, das permanent
weiterentwickelt wird.

Für das Bohren in harten, stark gestörten Gesteinen sowie in Geröllen sollte die
zur Verfügung stehende Antriebsleistung für dieses Bohrwerkzeug größer sein
(Bohren im überkritischen Bereich der Andruckkraft, ab ca. 30 kW). Das verringert
die Bohrzeit. Die Bohrprobe bleibt besser erhalten (weniger Abrieb und Verlust).
Motoren sowie Pumpen haben größere Reserven und werden nicht so überlastet und
es kann tiefer gebohrt werden.

Für das Absetzen des Rockdrill auf dem Meeresboden und für die Kontrolle des
Bohrprozesses ist eine ständige Videoübertragung von großem Nutzen. Dazu sollten
der Energiefluß von der Signalübertragung im Tiefseekabel getrennt sein. Die
Energieübertragung kann dadurch gesteigert werden.

Für die Übertragung des Drehmomentes auf die Bohrstange ist es ungünstig, ein
Winkelgetriebe einzusetzen. Diese sind empfindlich gegen Überlastung.
Wird der Hydraulikantriebsmotor senkrecht statt waagerecht eingebaut, kann ein viel
robusteres, schrägverzahntes Stirnradgetriebe eingesetzt werden.
An dieses können ohne Probleme auch zwei oder mehrere Motoren angeschlossen
werden, das vergleichmäßigt den Kraftfluß.
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Um die Bohrleistungen zu erhöhen, ist eine Steigerung der Andruckkraft
notwendig. Wird das wie beim Rockdrill mit einem Kopfgewicht gemacht, steigt die
Eigenmasse des Bohrgerätes erheblich an. Außerdem wird das Gerät zu kopflastig.
In Analogie zur Technik bei Landgeräten sind Bohrwerk und Bohrgestänge in einer
Lafette zu führen und diese beispielsweise über Hydraulikzylinder am Bohrgerüst
anzuschlagen (Bild 12-1 und 12-2).

Die Andruckkraft kann auf der Lafette mit Spindel, Kettenmotor oder
Hydraulikzylinder an das Bohrwerk übertragen werden. Das Kopfgewicht und die
kleine, störanfällige Seilwinde (Fehlfunktion), mit der beim Rockdrill durch
Nachlassen des Kopfgewichtes die Andruckkraft gesteuert wird, entfallen. Das Gerät
wird kompakter.

Die Hydraulikzylinder, mit denen die Lafette angeschlagen ist, ermöglichen es,
Bohrwerk und Bohrstange nahezu unabhängig von der Neigung des Bohrgerätes in
eine gewünschte Richtung zu drehen. Die zwangsweise Kopplung – Neigung
Bohrgerät gleich Bohrlochwinkel - wie beim Rockdrill ist damit aufgehoben.
Man kann also senkrechte Proben erbohren, obwohl das Gerät geneigt steht.

An Lafettenbohrwerke lassen sich leicht Bohrrohrmagazine anbringen (Bild 3).
Damit sind z. B. 30 m und weit mehr an Bohrlochlänge zu erreichen und Proben aus
größeren Gesteinstiefen zu gewinnen.

Im Kopfgewicht des Rockdrill ist ein Vibromotor installiert, der die Aufgabe hat, die
stillstehende Bohrstange in relativ weiche Sedimentschichten einzubringen und
dadurch Proben zu entnehmen. Dieser Vibromotor kann entfallen, da in das
Bohrwerk der Lafettenbohrmaschine ein Schlagwerk integriert werden kann, bei dem
sich bei Bedarf die Frequenz usw. verstellen ließe.

Zu untersuchen wäre, inwieweit bei sehr festen Gesteinen das Schlagwerk zur
Erleichterung der Bohrarbeit nutzbar ist, ohne die Probennahme zu gefährden .

Der starre Unterbau des Rockdrill, der aus drei flach abgespreizten Profilstützen
besteht, ermöglicht kaum eine stabile Anpassung an sehr unebene Tiefseeböden.
Durch Einbau von Gelenken und der Verwendung von Hydraulikzylindern könnten
spinnenbeinähnliche Stützen eingesetzt werden. Diese gleichen Unebenheiten sehr
gut aus, jedoch muß der Aufwand bedacht werden.

Für Neukonzipierungen derartiger Tiefsee-Bohrgeräte sollten die dargestellten
Empfehlungen Berücksichtigung finden.
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Bild 12-1: Bohrlafetten
           Motor – Getriebe – Rollenkette – Lafette  (Kettenlafette)

a) Kolben  –  Seil  -  Lafette   (Seillafette)

1   Antrieb (Motor, Getriebe)   9   Führungsleisten (Führungsstücke)
2   Antriebsritzel (Kettenstern) 10   Bohrwerksbefestigung
3   Rollenkette             11   Anschlag
4   Rahmen 12   Kolben
5   Schlitten 13   Seil
6   Umlenkrolle und Spannvorrichtung 14   Seilrolle
7   Anbohrvorrichtung (Zentrierung) 15   Seilbefestigung
8   Abstützung (Gummipuffer, Dorn) 16   Führungsschienen
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Bild 12-3: Drehbohrwagen

 1   Fahrwerk (starre Raupe)

 2   Rahmen

 3   Abstützung (Hydraulik-

      zylinder mit

      Abstützplatten)

 4   Antrieb (Diesel- oder Elekro-

      motor zum Antreiben von

      Druckölstromerzeuger und

      Verdichter zur Spülluftver-

      sorgung) 5   Entstaubung

(Zyklonfilter)

 6   Vorschubeinrichtung

 7   Lafettendrehbohrmaschine

      mit Schlitten

 8   Bohrlafette

 9   Bohrrohrmagazin

10  Bedienungskabine

11  Drehkranz

Bild 12-2: Bohrarm mit Lafette;
    Bewegungsmöglichkeiten

1   Drehen des Bohrarms
2   Schwenken des Bohrarms
3   Heben und Senken des Bohrarms
4   Bohrarm verlängern (Teleskopbohrarm)
5   Lafette kippen
6   Lafettenausgleich
    (Andrücken an die Abbauzone, nicht
     Bedingung)
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13 Remarks from NAUTILUS MINERALS' Perspective

By John Cavill-Jones

Introduction
Nautilus Minerals Corporation seconded the author to join the R/V Sonne scientific

cruise, SO - 166 to represent them as an official observer of proceedings and
strategies carried out by the combined scientific task force conducting research
projects of the Freiberg University of Mining and Technology, in cooperation with the
British Geological Survey, the Geological Survey of Canada and KORDI the Korean
Ocean Research and Development Institute. The cruise was funded by The German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (grant 03G0166A)

The team are engaged in further exploration of the seafloor areas contained within
zones held under application 1265 by Nautilus Minerals Corporation and also under
areas within granted exploration licences 1196 & 1205.

The period of observation was between boarding on 14.09.02 at Rabaul, PNG and
expected disembarkation at Rabaul, 03.10.02.

The subject project included a detailed investigation of magmatic-hydrothermal
gold mineralization at Conical Seamount (PNG) under the leadership of Professor P.
Herzig, Chief Scientist, by shallow seafloor drilling carried out by the British
Geological Survey Team, headed up by Mr Alistair Skinner.

British Geological Survey
There were 43 holes drilled in various areas of the summit plateau, from the

authors point of view, immediate difficulties were encountered in trying to find a
suitable site for the drill rig to sit squarely upon.
The BGS seabed rockdrill and vibrocorer requires a stable platform with good
position keeping requirements.

Competent skills of the operations engineers has enabled core to be extracted in
extremely unfavourable locations with slope angles at drill sites exceeding 25
Degrees.

There were two total failures, due to technical problems and two holes were drilled
for no recovery. Of  the 41 holes, total penetration was 95.33 metres, with a recovery
of actual core length of 21.41 metres.
Much of the core recovered consisted of rubble due to the " piled rocks " topography
of the summit area. From observations it has been difficult to decide which was
rubble and which was solid seafloor. I would expect that most of the extinct volcano
would have such characteristics as were encountered. However, frequent alteration
was observed and core containing pyrite, other sulfides and silica with regularly
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brecciated core was logged. Portions of recovered core sample were finely ground
and taken to Lihir Gold Mine for fire assay.

GTV Grabs were performed at various locations that included Edison Seamount
and Tubaf Seamount. Seafloor live fauna was viewed and retrieved for the Korean
microbiologists, Doctor's Jung-hyun-Lee and Dong-sung-Kim.

During underwater observations through the use of OFOS video camera, and the
Grab, the writer detected very little turbidity in the application area.

Lihir Gold Mine
The visit to Lihir Gold Mine by courtesy of the mine management team provided

the writer with an opportunity to see that much of the brecciated and altered ore
material bore close resemblance to some of the alteration drilled at Conical.

At locations 42 and 43 RD, Conical, recoveries of sample material provided a view
of some highly altered basalt showing cavity, sulfides, iron oxide, some breccia and
amorphous silica. It will be interesting to see the assay results from these locations.

Simrad
In addition to shallow water drilling at Conical Seamount, down to 1500 metres

(about) in this area, multi-beam ocean floor profiling was carried out using Kongsberg
Simrad EM 120. This provides the scientific party with state of the art resolution in
broad swathe coverage and accuracy to update and improve on full ocean depth
mapping.

Biological Research
It was pleasing to see that two microbiologists, Drs Kim and Lee, from Kordi were

involved in collecting specimens from the seafloor as flora and fauna are of incredible
environmental importance to mining companies considering mining the sea floor
resources.

Every aspect of environmental conditions need to be understood and ratified
before considering commercial development of any land, or sea floor of sufficient
proportion and potential, to be justified as mining investment prospects.

PACMANUS
We arrived in Pacmanus area of the Bismarck Sea on Saturday 28/9 and

commenced the viewing of the ocean floor via the OFOS camera, on location at
Roman Ruins, Snowcap and Satanic Mills.
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Drilling at the Roman Ruins as follows:
• 10 holes drilled in various areas of the hydrothermal field.
• 0 failures due to technical problems.
• 0 holes without recovery.
• toatal penetration 35.55 metres
• individual penetration 2.06 - 5.00 (avg. 3.56 metres)
• total core length 11.07 metres (massive sulfides).
• individual core length 0.35 - 2.20 (avg 1.12 metres).
• recovery 9 - 65% (avg 31%).

Viewing of the smokers and the non-smokers areas provided a fairly rugged
topography of the sea bed. It was evident from the viewing screen that locating
specific sites for drilling could present difficulties of a different nature to Conical.
Pacmanus is quite different of course from that of the other sea mount areas. It was
interesting to observe the concentrated focus of the entire scientific party during the
processes of logic and reasoning to be applied to designing the drilling patterns that it
might satisfy all concerned.

The BGS crew were very successful in obtaining drill sites, once designated, but
not without cost in time spent due to the topography of the sea floor. The resultant
core that has been recovered has shown such quality as to be sufficient to
encourage any prospector involved in potentially economic deposits in environments
of this nature, or anywhere else for that matter. Massive sulfides observed in the core
samples have in the writers opinion provided a hitherto missing link that has been
prevailing in the exploration data sets, between abundant sea floor grab sampling
and Ocean Drilling Programs core recoveries in horizon. Much more information is
required, only exploration of this nature can provide the way to the next step.

Conclusion
In conclusion, observations made during the SO-166 cruise on the RV Sonne, on

behalf of Nautilus Minerals Corporation can be summed up as follows:
• All first stage environmental issues are observed and identified, sufficient to

recognise future strategies.
• Non - invasive drilling by a remote sampling rig is achievable. (BGS Corer,

50mm).
• Cooperative joint venture studies into economic geology provides for greater

understanding of the sea floor, its lifeforms, its possible development in SMS
deposits and its broad spectrum of chemistry across the variations in the
PACMANUS fields.
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The writer believes this cruise to have been of great importance to all participating
parties. The writer confirms that the written comments of his observations are his own
in brief and that reporting of visual assessments of core and its mineralogy are un-
qualified and is left to others elsewhere in this report.

Finally, in the view of the author, sufficient evidence has been produced to offer
further encouragement to Nautilus Minerals Corporation to continue with the sensitive
and scientific methodology of exploring for commercial SMS deposits on the sea floor
areas under licence to them. Much has to be done in qualifying grades and volumes,
paying particular attention to environmental impact study so diligently adhered to in
the quest to being a world leader in this exciting new world challenge, to satisfy an
ever increasing demand from industry, to produce metals from inner space - the sea
floor of the oceans.
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15 Appendix

A) Station List
B) Technical Parameters of Drill Sites and Drilling Process
C) Core Logs

Station List
By Thomas Kuhn & Sven Petersen

Abbreviations: RD = Rockdrill, GTVA = TV–grab A,
OFOS = camera sled
For Rockdrill, coordinates (differential GPS) are ship’s position (referenced to the A-frame) when
drilling was commenced, water depth is ship’s depth. For OFOS and TV-grab sub coordinates and
depth are given from first bottom view to start final hieving. Date is referenced to UTC.
Station Area Location Depth Date Brief description
01-
OFOS

Conical SMT 03° 18.50‘ S
152 39.33 E

to

03° 18.67’ S
152° 39.52’ E

1280 m

to

1110 m

16.09.02 To map the summit plateau of Con.
SMT.
To find suitable places for drilling No
changes in morphology compared to
SO-133 (carried out in 1998).
Two places south and north of eruptive
fissure found suitable for drilling (small
plateaus with thin sediment cover)

02-RD Conical SMT 3° 18.720’ S
152° 39.540’ E

1064 m 16.09.02 First deployment: core barrel was bent
Second deployment: damage of the
electric motor driving the hydraulics (it
has to be replaced)

03-RD Conical SMT 03°18.724’S
152°39.555’E

1063 m 16.09.02 Penetration:100 cm
Core recovery:25 cm
Weakly to intensely clay-silica altered
basalt

04-RD Conical SMT 03°18.724’S
152°39.555’E

1060 m 17.09.02 Penetration:364 cm
Core recovery:50 cm
Weakly altered ankaramitic basalt

05-RD Conical SMT 03°18.730’S
152°39.565’E

1063 m 17.09.02 Penetration:500 cm
Core recovery:30 cm
Weakly to intensely clay-silica altered
basalt

06-RD Conical SMT 03°18.740’S
152°39.590’E

1089 m 17.09.02 Penetration:110 cm
Core recovery:110cm
Weakly altered basalt

07-RD Conical SMT 03°18.710’S
152°39.570’E

1066 m 17.09.02 Penetration: 212 cm
Core recovery:75 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

08-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.595’ E

1101 m 17.09.02 Penetration: 137 cm
Core recovery:100 cm
Clay-silica altered basalt

09-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740’ S
152° 39.610’ E

1112 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 106 cm
Core recovery:85 cm
Mildly altered basalt with distinct
brownish tinge

10-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.560’ E

1073 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 206 cm
Core recovery:81 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt
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Station Area Location Depth Date Brief description
11-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S

152° 39.543’ E
1078 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 209 cm

Core recovery:50 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

12-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.555’ E

1096 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 105 cm
Core recovery:23 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

13-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.748’ S
152° 39.558’ E

1082 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 233 cm
Core recovery: 145 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

14-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1063 m 18.09.02 Penetration: 170 cm
Core recovery: 50 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

15-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.715’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1071 m 19.09.02 Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 120 cm
Pyrite-silica altered basalt

16-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.722’ S
152° 39.552’ E

1072 m 19.09.02 Penetration: 129 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

17-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.580’ E

1086 m 19.09.02 Penetration: 348 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm
Weakly to intensely clay-silica altered
basalt

18-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.731’ S
152° 39.572’ E

1076 m 19.09.02 Penetration: 151 cm
Core recovery: 85 cm
Clay-silica altered basalt

19-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.735’ S
152° 39.550’ E

1075 m 19.09.02 Penetration: 149 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm
Least altered vesicular basalt

20-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.738’ S
152° 39.575’ E

1099 m 19.09.02 Failed due to technical problems

21-
OFOS

Edison SMT 03° 19.10’ S
152° 34.85’ E

to
03° 19.00’ S

152° 34.88’ E

1448 m
to

1409 m

20.09.02 To map the fauna in the crater of Ed.
SMT. Mapping of dense faunal
community; abundant calyptogena,
neolepas and shrimp; bacterial mats

22-
OFOS

TUBAF SMT 03° 15.23’ S
152° 32.53’ S

to
03° 15.24’ S

152° 32.45’ E

1246 m
to

1261 m

20.09.02 To map the top of TUBAF SMT.Thick
sediment cover with minor volcanic
pebbles; nodule-like appearance only
in one place

23-RD Edison SMT 03° 19.055’ S
152° 34.839’ E

1470 m 20.09.02 Penetration: 163 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm of phlogopite
bearing basaltic pebbles including
xenoliths

24-RD Edison SMT 03° 19.093’ S
152° 34.873’ E

1459 m 21.09.02 Penetration: 263 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of phlogopite
bearing basaltic pebbles including
xenoliths

25-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.737’ S
152° 39.580’ E

1089 m 21.09.02 Penetration: 95 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of least altered
vesicular basalt

26-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740’ S
152° 39.570

1089 m 21.09.02 Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of least altered
vesicular basalt

27-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.575’ E

1078 m 21.09.02 Penetration: 111 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm of least altered
vesicular basalt

28-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740' S
152° 39.540' E

1082 m 21.09.02 Penetration:  240 cm
Core recovery: 70 cm of least altered
vesicular basalt
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29-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.740' S

152° 39.550' E
1076 m 21.09.02 Penetration: 100 cm

Core recovery: 15 cm of least altered
vesicular basalt

30-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720' S
152° 39.585' E

1115 m 22.09.02 Penetration: 314 cm
Core length: 60 cm
Weakly silica-pyrite altered basalt

31-GTV Edison SMT 03°19.021’ S
152°34.869’ E

to
03°19.011’ S
152°34.869’ E

1450 m 22.09.02 Objectives: to sample live clam field for
makro- and mikrobiological sampling

32-GTV Edison SMT 03°18.991’ S
152°34.834’ E

to
03°19.001’ S
152°34.833’ E

1445 m 22.09.02 Objectives: to sample dead fauna and
associated sediment; grab was opened
prematurely

33-GTV Edison SMT 03°19.010’ S
152°34.830’ E

to
03°19.002’ S
152°34.840’ E

1446 m 22.09.02 Objectives: to sample dead fauna and
associated sediment; recovered full
load of layered sediment with few
empty clam shells

34-GTV TUBAF SMT 03°15.208’ S
152°32.515’ E

to
03°15.189’ S
152°32.523’ E

1255 m 23.09.02 approx. 60 kg of xenolith bearing
basalt bombs

35-GTV TUBAF SMT 03°15.192’ S
152°32.510’ E

to
03°15.223’ S
152°32.485’ E

1251 m 23.09.02 approx. 200 kg of xenolith bearing
basalt bombs

36-
OFOS

Luise
Harbour

03° 05.96’ S
152° 39.00’ E

to
03° 05.54’ S

152° 39.65’ E

454 m
to

774m

24.09.02 To explore overburden dump site in
Luise Harbour for environmental study
of Lihir Management Corp.

37-RD Conical SMT 03°18.740’ S
152° 39.780’ E

1057 m 24.09.02 Penetration: 150 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of least altered
basalt

38-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.515’ E

1110 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 450 cm
Core recovery: only scrapings from
around bit; altered

39-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.525’ E

1064 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 170 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm of least altered
basalt

40-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.515’ E

1085 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 363 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm of intensly clay-
silica altered sandy material with a
single cobble showing As-sulfides

41-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.528’ E

1083 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 363 cm
Core recovery: 40 cm of weakly altered
vesicular basalt

42-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.725’ S
152° 39.533’ E

1094 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 300 cm
Core recovery: 150 cm of weakly
altered vesicular basalt

43-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.535’ E

1084 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 447 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm of intensely
silicified basalt mineralized with
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena and
As-sulfides
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44-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S

152° 39.510’ E
1095 m 25.09.02 Penetration: 267 cm

Core recovery: 55 cm of weakly altered
vesicular basalt

45-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.530’ E

1057 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of weakly altered
vesicular basalt

46-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.723’ S
152° 39.535’ E

1057 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 405 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm of weakly altered
vesicular basalt

47-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.715’ S
152° 39.505’ E

1061 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 27 cm of vesicular
weakly altered basalt likely overlying
intense clay-silica altered material that
was only recovered as scrapings from
the drill bit

48-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.720’ S
152° 39.540’ E

1055 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 125 cm
Core recovery: 65 cm of least altered
ankaramite

49-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.718’ S
152° 39.520’ E

1086 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 133 cm
Core recovery: 55 cm of ankaramite
showing weak silica-pyrite alteration

50-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.722’ S
152° 39.511’ E

1095 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 164 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm of least altered
ankaramite

51-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.745’ S
152° 39.585’ E

1073 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 141 cm
Core recovery: 30 cm of ankaramite
showing weak silica-pyrite alteration

52-RD Conical SMT 03° 18.730’ S
152° 39.530’ E

1059 m 26.09.02 Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: only some grey clay
and tiny silica-pyrite fragments
recovered

53-
OFOS

PACMANUS 03° 43.14’ S
151° 40.50’ E

to
03°43.74’ S

151°40.08’ E

1687 m
to

1699 m

28.09.02 To map the hydrothermal fields of
Pacmanus (Roman Ruins, Satanic
Mills, Snowcap) and to find siutable
drill sites.

54-GTV PACMANUS
Satanic Mills

03° 43.634’ S
151° 40.294’ E

1694 m 28.09.02 To sample sulfides in Satanic Mills
location. Failed due to technical
problems but recovered on
chalcopyrite chimney piece in the
battery compartment

55-GTV PACMANUS 03° 43.62’ S
151° 40.33’ E

1550 m 29.09.02 Functionality test – failed

56-GTV PACMANUS 03° 43.62’ S
151° 40.38’ E

300 m 29.09.02 Functionality test – failed

57-RD PACMANUS
Snowcap

03° 43.722’ S
151° 40.155’ E

1659 m 29.09.02 Penetration: 168 cm
Core recovery: 10 cm of dacite
pebbles

58-GTV PACMANUS
Satanic Mills

3° 43.670' S
151° 40.254' E

to
3° 43.618' S

151° 40.311' E

1674 m
to

1682

29.09.02 To sample active black smoker
chimney at Satanic Mills
Recovery: Polymetalic massive
sulfides; massive porous
sphalerite+barite, porous pyrite,
chimnney conduit talus

59-GTV PACMANUS
Satanic Mills

3° 43.602' S
151° 40.296' E

to
3° 43.618' S

151° 40.303' E

1678 m
to

1681 m

29.09.02 To sample active black smoker
chimney at Satanic Mills
Recovery: Large (1 m) inactive smoker
with sphalerite-barite rim and
chalcopyrite-enriched core
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60-RD PACMANUS

Roman
Ruins

03° 43.240’ S
151° 40.500’ E

1700 m 29.09.02 Penetration: 442 cm
Core recovery: 90 cm of nodular pyrite-
chalcopyrite-anhydrite breccia overlain
by 15 cm of porous sphalerite and a
weakly altered dacite piece on top

61-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1690 m 29.09.02 Penetration: 277 cm
Core recovery: 140 cm
Porous sphalerite with middle section
enriched in chalcopyrite

62-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1687 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 220 cm
Core recovery: 35 cm
least altered dacite

63-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.240’ S
151° 40.500’ E

1689 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 271 cm
Core recovery: 50 cm
10 cm of massive sphalerite overlying
clastic material enriched in chalco-
pyrite. Gastropod shell at surface.

64-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.2295’ S
151° 40.502’ E

1692 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 337 cm
Core recovery: 220 cm of variable
altered black dacite; minor sulfide-
sulfate veining; bottom consists of
intensly altered dacite

65-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.2383’ S
151° 40.511’ E

1692 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 441 cm
Core recovery: 45 cm of massive
sulfides with alternating layers rich in
sphalerite and chalcopyrite

66-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.230’ S
151° 40.497’ E

1689 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 371 cm
Core recovery: 80 cm of massive
sulfides with alternating layers rich in
sphalerite and chalcopyrite

67-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.240' S
151° 40.500' E

1689 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 500 cm
Core recovery: 190 cm of massive
sulfides with anhydrite veining

68-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.240' S
151° 40.510' E

1692 m 30.09.02 Penetration: 206 cm
Core recovery: 42 cm of clastic pyrite
with minor chalcopyrite and sphalerite

69-RD PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03° 43.232' S
151° 40.503' E

1691 m 01.10.02 Penetration: 490 cm
Core recovery: 220 cm with sphalerite-
dominated massive sulfides on top.
Bottom contains sulfide-altered dacite

70-GTV PACMANUS
Roman
Ruins

03°43.26’S
151° 40.48’ E

to
03° 43.210’ S
151° 40.470’ E

1678 m 01.10.02 To sample inactive chimneys near
drillsites at Roman Ruins.
Recovered porous massive sphalerite
cementing “fresh” dacite overlying
altered dacite-sulfide breccia

71-RD DESMOS
CALDERA

03° 41.469' S
151° 52.048' E

1924 m 02.10.02 Penetration: 154 cm
Core recovery: 26 cm opf least altered
to moderately silica-pyrite altered
andesite

72-RD DESMOS
CALDERA

03° 41.500' S
151° 52.000' E

1925 m 02.10.02 Penetration: 115 cm
Core recovery: 17 cm of least altered,
vesicular, black basaltic andesite

73-RD DESMOS
CALDERA

03° 41.510' S
151° 52.001' E

1919 m 02.10.02 Penetration: 462 cm
Core recovery: 80 cm
Abundant native sulfur filing vesicles of
altered basaltic andesite

74-RD SUSU
KNOLLS

03° 47.354' S
152° 05.631' E

1517 m 03.10.02 Penetration: 320 cm
Core recovery: 25 cm
dacite with green clay-chlorite(?)
alteration
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List of SIMRAD Profiles
Start of Profile End of Profile

Profile Date Position Time [UTC] Position Time [UTC]
SIM-01 15.09.02 04° 19.00’ S

152° 22.50’ E
5:58 03° 27.00’ S

152° 42.00’ E
21:29

SIM-02 16.07.02 03° 33.00’ S
152° 41.05’ E

12:32 03° 09.74’ S
152° 55.00’ E

20:00

SIM-03 17.07.02 03° 09.77’ S
152° 54.96’ E

15:09 03° 40.30’ S
152° 42.20’ E

20:00

SIM-04 19.09.02 03° 18.76’ S
152° 39.57’ E

14:55 03° 35.00’ S
152° 43.00’ E

20:22

SIM-05 20.09.02 03° 15.16’ S
152° 30.57 E

14:00 03° 19.00’ S
152° 34.80’ E

21:48

SIM-06 21.09.02 03° 19.09’ S
152° 34.87’ E

05:23 03° 19.04’ S
152° 35.37’ E

07:08

SIM-07 22.09.02 03° 19.00‘ S
152° 43.50‘ E

19:36 03° 15.24’ S
152° 32.35 E

01:09

SIM-08 23.09.02 03° 05.70’ S
152° 28.50 E

08:23 03° 06.97’ S
152° 40.53’ E

01:52

SIM-09 24.09.02 03° 04,30’ S
152° 49.06’ E

11:50 03° 18.76’ S
152° 39.60’ E

23:00

SIM-10 27.09.02 03° 18.05’ S
152° 57.34’ E

03:28 03° 34.80’ S
152° 47.00’ E

06:39

SIM-11 27.09.02 03° 34.80’ S
152° 47.00’ E

06:39 04° 35.00’ S
152° 34.00’ E

20:12

SIM-12 28.09.02 03° 48.00’ S
152° 07.00’ E

03:34 03° 43.90’ S
151° 39.95’ E

06:00

SIM-13 28.09.02 03° 41.63’ S
151° 39.92’ E

13:56 03° 41.50’ S
151° 40.00’ E

21:39

SIM-14 01.10.02 03° 42,21' S
151° 40,98' E

12:50 03° 46.72' S
151° 01.86' E

22:47

SIM-15 02.10.02 03° 41.54' S
151° 52.00' E

11:20 03° 47.35' S
152° 05.635' E

22:18
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Technical Parameters of Drill Sites and Drilling Process
By Alister Skinner

Notes on the Graphs and Photos included in the following pages:-
1. The graphs are part of a monitoring system used to determine the efficient

operation of the drill while on the seabed and to provide diagnostic data from
the drill functions.

2. The geology can be crudely linked to the penetration graph and the
characteristics of Torque and RPM.  Generally speaking if penetration is
greater than 4-5cm/sec then the material is being flushed away and the hole is
drilled, not cored.

3. Bit blocking can be detected by lack of penetration, smooth torque and RPM.
4. Bit sticking can be detected by variable torque coupled with inverse variability

in RPM.
5. Wall friction can be detected by loss of RPM and possibly higher torque but

both appear generally smoother than for bit sticking.  It is linked to a lack of
penetration as bit weight is not being transferred to the cutting edge.

6. The penetration is measured acoustically and suffers from extraneous noise
and reflections.  Generally the graph produced is not a thin line but the slope
gradient is what is important for core diagnostics.

7. The photos are taken through one of the drill legs and cover a trapezoid area
of 1.2m at base 1.2m sides and 1m across the top.  They serve as a guide to
what is being drilled but do not show the drilling location.
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Site 02RD
No coring possible at this site as the rig would not stay upright.  Bent core barrel while trying
to land and had to retrieve to deck.  On second attempt main motor would not function so
retrieve to deck and abandon site.

Site 03RD Drill graph
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Site 03RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 10 degrees
to vertical.   A stepped profile surface set
diamond bit used.
Penetration 1.0m. then no further penetration
indicating bit blockage.
Graph from logged data.
Recovery 0.25m of rubble/pebbles collected
in slow penetration close to start of coring.
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Site 04RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of 9
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration smooth and relatively fast with some
torquing up between 1.5 and 3.2m depth.  At 3.64m no
further penetration indicating bit blockage.
Recovery 0.5m of rubble/pebbles probably collected
in the slow penetration depth 0.7-1.0m.

Site 05RD
Rig lying on a pebbly surface at an angle of 9
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration smooth and fast with variable torque
throughout.  A full penetration of 5.0m was
achieved.
Recovery was 0.3m of rubble/pebbles and only
indication of coring on graph is at 1.0m and 4.5m.
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Seabed Photo taken at 2056hrs showing
seabed near actual site 07RD.  Here the slope
of 25 degrees to the vertical was too great for
the rig to operate on.

Site 06RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 14
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 Matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration smooth and slow with reasonable torque
at start.  This tailed off as penetration ceased and bit
blocked allowing no further progress after 1.11m.
Recovery 1.1m of rubble/pebbles cored throughout
the length of penetration.
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Site 07RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of 6
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, slower after 1.0m depth where
some torque, then more torque to 1.25 and faster
penetration to stall at 2.12m.  Penetration of 1.36m
shown after partial retraction of core barrel.
Recovery 0.75m of rubble/pebbles all collected
above 1.25m.

Site 08RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of
21 degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, slower with higher torque after
0.75m depth and indications of bit blocking by
1.25m.  Very slow penetration, probably with
blocked bit to 1.37m where coring stopped.
Recovery 1.0m of rubbly core collected above 1.2m.
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Site 09RD drill graph
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Site 10RD Drill graph
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Site 09RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of
17 degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration relatively smooth and steady, slower
after 1.0m depth where bit was probably blocked.
Stop coring at penetration indication of 1.06m.
Graph from logged data.
Recovery 0.85m of rubbly core from throughout.

Site 10RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 8
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, symptomatic of bit blocking
and recovering.  Slower after 1.75m depth where
high torque and stalling to 2.06m where coring
stopped, as no progress.  Graph from logged data.
Recovery 0.81m of rubble collected above 1.8m.
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Site 11RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of
10 degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable and stepped indicating bit
blocking. Stalled for a period after 1.25m.  Further
torquing and stalling before stopping at 2.09m.
Penetration of 1.67m shown after partial retraction
of core barrel.
Recovery 0.50m of rubble collected throughout.

Site 12RD
Rig lying on a ?rock surface at an angle of 21
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable rate slowing to zero and
probable bit blockage at 1.0m depth. Variation of
RPM and Bit weight make no difference.
Recovery 0.23m of rubbly core collected above
0.75m and possibly in two areas.
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Site 13RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 17
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable with even torque with spikes to
1.5m penetration.  Thereafter penetration speeds up,
torque builds up and stalls at 2.38m.  Penetration of
2.1m shown after partial retraction of core barrel.
Recovery 1.45m of fractured core probably  all
collected between 0.5 and 1.5m.

Site 14RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of
17 degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, slightly stepped indicating bit
blocking and restarting, some torquing but after
1.73m no further progress.  (bottom of graph curve).
Recovery 0.50m of fractured core all collected
above 1.4m.
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Site 15RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 21
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, bit blocking and stalling it
retraction required to restart.  No further penetration
after 1.5m and stop coring.  Penetration of 1.32m
shown is top of curve line.
Recovery 1.25m rubbly core collected throughout.

Site 16RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of
10 degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, slower after 1.0m depth.
Torque variation similar throughout despite RPM
changes.  Stop at 1.29m penetration, no further
progress and probable bit blocking.
Recovery 0.65m rubbly core collected above 1.2m.
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Site 17RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 15
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable, slower 1.4-2.2m then it
speeds up again.  Torque and RPM show spikes
throughout. Coring stopped at 3.48m with no
further penetration and bit blocked.
Recovery 0.65m of rubbly core probably collected
between 1.4 and 2.2m.

Site 18RD
Rig lying on a pebbly surface at an angle of 2
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration fast, slower then stalled before restart at
smoother, slower pace. Bit blocked after 1.4m depth.
Coring stopped at 1.51m penetration – no progress.
Penetration of 1.09m shown as top of graph line.
Recovery 0.85m of rubbly core probably from 0.6-
1.25m.
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Site 19RD
Rig lying on a pebbly/rubbly surface at an angle of 12
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration variable but relatively fast to 1.4m then much
stalling, retractions to restart and no further progress so
stop.  Penetration of 0.3m shown after partial retraction of
core barrel while attempting to restart.
Recovery 0.35m of rubbly core collected possibly at top.

Site 23RD
Rig lying on a rubbly surface at an angle of 20
degrees to the vertical.  A G9 matrix impregnated
diamond bit used.
Penetration stepped, bit blocking.  Stalled at 1.5m
and little progress after. Final penetration of 1.63m.
at another stall.  Unable to restart. Penetration of
1.23m shown after partial retraction of core barrel.
Recovery 0.35m of rubbly core possibly from top.
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Site 24RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 11 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.  Seabed is a mass of living clams.
Penetration fast to 1.8m then slow with torque and
variable (slower) to 2.6m where rotation stalls.
Restart but no further penetration after 2.63m, bit
blocked.  Penetration indicated after retraction.
Recovery 0.30m of rubbly core, possibly from
1.8m down.

Series of seabed photos taken each
time drill was landed to try to find
the clamshell bed which was drilled
on as site 24RD.   Times are1215,
1244, 1254, 1303, 1305, 1311,
1347, 1409, 1437, 1747hrs.
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Site 26RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 7 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration fast but stepped to 1.0m then slow with
stalling and restarting indicating fractured material.
Stop at 1.50m as no progress, bit blocked.
Penetration indicates top of curve thickness.
Recovery 0.30m of rubbly core, probably from 0.8-
1.4m area.

Site 25RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 16 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow and stepped with little torque
which becomes less as bit becomes blocked.  No
progress after 0.95m and stop coring.  Penetration
indicated after retraction.
Recovery 0.30m of rubbly core, probably all before
0.75m.
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Site 28RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 11 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow to start then fast but stepped to
1.3m then steady with varying torque to 2.4m where
no further penetration, bit blocked.
Recovery 0.70m of fractured core, probably some
from ‘steps’ at top, remainder from 1.25m to base.

Site 27RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 7 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration faster but stepped to 0.8m then slow
with rpm and torque variation to 1.1m where no
further progress and coring stopped, bit blocked.
Recovery 0.40m of rubbly core, probably from
lower part of coring.
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Site 30RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 16 degrees to
vertical.   A G8 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration smooth but fast to 1.14m to rotation stall
then fast again to 2.4m then slows and more torque
RPM interation with stalling to final penetration of
3.15m. at bit blockage.
Recovery 0.60m of rubbly core, probably from top
and base of core run.

Site 29RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 11 degrees to
vertical. A G9 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow and stepped abruptly in top section
then slow but steady.  Torque and RPM not steady
indicating difficult to keep rotating smoothly.
Penetration eventually stops - bit blocked.
Recovery 0.15m of core, most likely from lower part
of coring.
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Site 37RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 5 degrees to
vertical. A G8 Matrix impregnated diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow and stepped with little torque/RPM
interaction until 0.8m which continues to bit
blocking at 1.22m penetration.  Penetration indicated
is top of graph line.
Recovery 0.30m of core, most likely from upper part
of coring.

Site 38RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 28 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration fast then faster and smooth with some
matching torque/RPM.  Stop penetration and coring
at 4.45m as rig becomes unstable and rocking.
Recovery only scrapings of soft grey mush from
core bit – from base of hole.
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Site 39RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 22 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration stepped, more steady after 1.0m to 1.7m
where rotation stalls.  Then speeds up again then bit
appears to be blocking but have to stop as ship losing
position.  Torque and RPM curves match.
Recovery 0.40m of rubbly core, probably from
throughout the coring.

Site 40RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 24 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slower at top of coring then fast with
little increase in torque/RPM.  Flushing
progressively decreased to zero for last 20cm to
block bit and obtain bit sample at depth of 3.63m.
Recovery 0.40m, cored pebble at top and mush of
cuttings from base. Paint sample of barrel also in
case of contamination in analyses of this material.
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Site 41RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 24 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow and stepped.    Torque and RPM
matching.  Still penetrating at 1.03m when have to
stop and retract as rig beginning to move on seabed.
Recovery 0.30m of rubbly core, probably from
throughout the coring.

Site 42RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 17 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady and smooth with matching torque
and RPM.  Some stalling but able to restart.
Eventually cease penetration, bit blocked at 3.0m.
depth.
Recovery 1.5m of core, most likely from above 2m
in the coring interval.
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Site 43RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 20 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slower to start then fast with decreasing
torque for increasing RPM at base.  Penetration
stops at 4.47m with indication of bit blocking.
Recovery 0.25m of core, most likely from top part
of coring.

Site 44RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 25 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration fast then slows with steps and increasing
torque for roughly same RPM.  Stalls at 2.36m but
restart.  Stop at 2.67m penetration as  ship losing
position.  Penetration indicated on graph is during
retraction.
Recovery 0.55m of core, most likely from top and
base of core run.
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Site 45RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 19 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slower at start then fast and generally
smooth with little torque to full penetration of 5m.
Recovery 0.30m of core, most likely from within
the top 0.75m of coring.

Drill graph 46RD
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Site 46RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 18
degrees to vertical. A stepped profile surface
set diamond bit used.
Penetration slow then fast then slows a little
with increasing torque. No further
penetration after 4.07m, bit probably
blocked.  Graph from logged data.
Recovery 0.55m of core, most likely from
top and perhaps around 3-3.5m in core run.
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Site 47RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 24 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration fast initially then slower then fast again
and generally smooth with little torque to full
penetration of 5m.
Recovery 0.27m of fractured core, most likely from
within the top 1.1m of coring.

Site 48RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 10 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady to 1.0m then slower and likely bit
blocking with stalling and torquing.  No further
progress at 1.25m penetration..
Recovery 0.65m of fractured core, probably all from
above 1m.coring depth.
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Site 49RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 26 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady and slow to 0.8m then stepped to
no further progress at 1.33m where bit blocked.
Recovery 0.55m of core, most likely from within the
top 0.75m of coring.

Site 50RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 25 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady, slight variation and then
slowing to continuous stalling at 1.64m so retract.
Penetration indication shown on retract.
Recovery 0.25m of rubbly core most likely from
within the top 0.75m of coring.  Core barrel bent –
hence torque buildup and RPM decrease.
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Site 51RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 20 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady to 1.0m then steady but slower
with probable bit blockage.  Stop at 1.43m
penetration, variation in bit weight or RPM makes
no difference.
Recovery 0.30m of rubbly core which could have
come from the bottom below 1.0m coring depth.

Site 52RD
Rig lying on rubbly seabed at an angle of 12 degrees
to vertical. A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady and fast with little torque to full
penetration of 5m.
Recovery 0.0m with only some grey smearing on
face of bit.  All very soft/granular.
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Site 57RD
Rig lying on smooth seabed at an inclination of 25
degrees to vertical. A stepped profile surface set
diamond bit used.
Penetration steady and fast with little torque to 1.3m
then stops.  Torquing even with no bit weight, some
further progress after a while but tending towards
stall and coring stopped at 1.68m. Penetration
indicated is top of graph line.
Recovery 0.1m of dacite pebbles, probably from top.

Site 60RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 25 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration fast then slower throughout first 3.0m
then fast to refusal and probable bit blocking at
4.42m penetration.
Recovery 0.9m of rubble and core which has most
likely come from above 3m. coring depth.
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Two pre-land photos taken in area of site RD61 showing sulphide chimneys.  The rig was not
landed at either of those positions.

Site 61RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 17 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow with little bit weight to 0.75m then
faster to refusal at 2.77m where bit blocked off.
Recovery 1.4m of mineralised core which could
have come from the top 2m of coring depth.
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Site 62RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 17 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration slow with one step to 0.7m then faster to
2.4m then slows to a stop with probable bit blockage
at 2.43m penetration.
Recovery 0.35m of rubbly core which most likely
came from the top 0.7m of  coring depth.

Pre land photo at Site RD63.  Rig
Landed on rubbly surface.

Pre land Photo at Site RD65, ? fallen
over chimney, on slope.  Rig did not
land.
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Site 63RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 24 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration stepped to 1.0m then steady but faster to
2.5m and probable bit blockage.  Stop at 2.71m
penetration as no further progress.
Recovery 0.50m of rubbly, fractured core which most
likely came from the top part of  the coring depth.

Site 64RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 14 degrees to
vertical.   A G9 impregnated diamond bit used.
Penetration fast to step at 0.7m, fast again to step at
1.7m then slower, steady coring to probable bit
blockage and refusal at 3.35m.
Recovery 2.2m of fractured, mineralised  core which
probably came from the steps and bottom part of the
coring run.
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Site 65RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 25 degrees to
vertical.  A G9 impregnated diamond bit used.
Penetration variable to 1.0m then steadier and
slower to 1.4m then steady but fast to refusal with
probable bit blockage at 4.42m.
Recovery 0.40m of mineralised core which probably
came from above 1.4m coring depth.

Pre land Photo at Site 66RD.  Rig
landed and operated on boulder field.

Pre land Photo at Site 69RD. Rig did
not land on rough, sloping seabed.
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Site 66RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 6 degrees to
vertical.  A G9 impregnated diamond bit used.
Penetration steady with minor blockages to 2.25m
then slower to 2.8m then fast to bit blocking at
3.71m. Recovery 0.80m of mineralised core which
could have been collected from throughout the core
run above 2.8m depth.

Site 67RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 8 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady with some bit blocking or harder
areas to 2.2m then steady but faster to maximum
penetration possible of 5.0m
Recovery 1.90m of fractured core which most
probably came from above 2.5m coring depth.
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69RD Drill Graph
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Site 68RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 24 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration in steps with periods of no progress
probably due to bit blocking in between each. Final
penetration 2.27m (base of graph curve) achieved
after stalling and restarting twice.  Bit may not be
blocked.
Recovery 0.42m of mineralised core which could
have come from anywhere in the core run.

Site 69RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 21 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration in steps with periods of no progress
probably due to bit blocking in between each.
Penetration of 4.96m achieved before electrip cut all
power to system.  Unable to restart and pull out
without retraction. Graph from log data).
Recovery 2.2m of mineralised core which could
have come from anywhere in the core run.
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Site 71RD Drill Graph
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Site 71RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 23 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration in fast/slow steps to 1.3m then rig tipped
over, power tripped out and recovery made.  Graph
taken from data log.
Recovery 0.26m of fractured core which could have
come from anywhere in the core run.

Site 72RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of 7 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration variable fast/slow and stepped to 1m
indicating bit blocking and clearing. Then final bit
blockage and no progress after 1.15m (base of graph
line).
Recovery 0.17m of fractured  core which could have
come from anywhere in the coring run.
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Site 73RD
Rig on seabed at an angle of 21 degrees to vertical.   A
stepped profile surface set diamond bit used.
Penetration steady but with bit blocking to 2.0m then
faster but still with bit blocking to final penetration of
4.62m where torque increasing and RPM decreasing
indicting possible hole stability problem.
Recovery 0.80m of fractured core, probably recovered
from above 2.0m and between 3.0 & 3.5m coring
depths.

Site 74RD
Rig lying on seabed at an angle of  12 degrees to
vertical.   A stepped profile surface set diamond bit
used.
Penetration steady but fast after initial blockage or
harder material until 3.0m then slower and refusal to
progress, presumably with bit blocking, after 3.2m.
Recovery 0.25m of fractured core which could have
come from anywhere in the core run but most likely
from the top or base.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 03-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.724'S  /  152°39.555'E
Penetration: 1.00 m Recovery: 0.25 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Approx. 300 g (~25 cm) of
ankaramitic basalt pebbles in
various degrees of alteration.
Most pieces contain slightly
altered to unaltered pyroxene
and abundant magnetite in a
dull gray slightly altered
matrix. Few pieces show
strong bleaching and
disseminated pyrite especially
along fractures associated with
pyroxene phenocrysts that are
completely altered and
bleached white. For intensly
altered samples alteration
varies from complete
silicification (whitish-grey)
with ~ 10 % disseminated
pyrite crystals (< 1mm) to
patchy clay-silica alteration
with < 1% disseminated pyrite
<0.5 mm in size.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 04-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.724'S  /  152°39.555'E
Penetration: 3.64 m Recovery: 0.50 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- The section consists of
variously slightly to more
intensly altered ankaramitic
basalt pebbles. Most pieces
contain slightly altered to
unaltered pyroxene and
abundant magnetite in a dull
gray slightly altered matrix.
Few pieces show bleaching
and disseminated pyrite
especially along fractures.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 05-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.565'E
Penetration: 5.00 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 30 cm of loose pebbles of
variably altered ankaramitic
basalt were recovered and
subdivided into 5 groups based
on alteration grade.

Group 05-RD(0-30)-1: contains
pebbles of “fresh“ pyroxene-
phyric basalt with trace
disseminated pyrite in
groundmas. 7 individual
samples.

Group 05-RD(0-30)-2: silicified
and pyritized basalt. Pyroxene
crystal are altered to a mix of
clay and pyrite or are missing
leaving boxwork texture. The
groundmass is silicified and
contains 3-5% disseminated
very fine-grained pyrite and
minor amorphous silica
infilling vesicles or pyroxene
boxworks. 9 individual
samples.

Group 05-RD(0-30)-3: 1 sample
of light grey pebble with
pervasive, intense clay-silica-
pyrite alteration. Disseminated
very fine-grained (<0.1) pyrite
accounts for < 5% of the piece.

Group 05-RD(0-30)-4: on
pebble of basalt breccia with
1cm “clasts“ of silicified and
pyritized basalt (no pyroxene)
in a matrix of grey, more
intense silicification (= pseudo
breccia due to differential
alteration). This piece contains
a small (<<1mm) irregular
speck of bornite in the breccia
matrix
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 06-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.590'E
Penetration: 1.20 m Recovery: 1.10 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- The section consists of slightly
altered ankaramitic basalt with
intense Fe-oxide staining and
weathering rinds along
fractures (1-10 mm). Pyroxene
and magnetite phenocrysts are
unaltered. Distinct differences
occur between the upper and
lower part of the core (below
55 cm).

Amorphous silica alteration is
present in the lower part of the
core where it infills vesicles
and is dispersed on fracture
planes. Pyrite only occurs in
some pieces of the lower part
of the core.

 A "breccia"sample (78-85 cm)
contains dark-grey basalt in a
matrix flooded by amorphous
silica associated with very
fine-grained pyrite along
fractures. The breccia matrix
partially has a greenish tinge
or brown tinge.

Veining is prominant in sample
(90-100 cm) and is lined by
Fe-oxides and a thin (<1 mm)
layer of a dark brown to black
color. Greenish colors on the
fracture plane might indicate
elevated copper or arsenic
contents.

- The lowermost sample (106-
110 cm) contains <5% fine-
grained (<0.5 mm) pyrite
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 07-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.710'S  /  152°39.540'E
Penetration: 2.10 m Recovery: 0.75 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 75 cm of least altered
ankaramitic basalt with fresh
pyroxene and magnetite. The
uppermost sample is coated by
Mn-oxides. Few of the upper
sample exhibit thin weathering
rinds (1 mm). Fe-
oxyhydroxide coating is rare
throughout the core.

- sample (18-26 cm) is
overgrown by a coral (up to 5
cm layered carbonate)

---------------------------------------

- Few samples in the lower part
of the core and especially the
lowermost sample (71-75 cm)
contain traces of very fine-
grained pyrite (<0.5 mm), but
even the latter has <5 % pyrite.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 08-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.745'S  /  152°39.595'E
Penetration: 1.37 m Recovery: 1.00 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- The core consists of clay-silica
altered ankaramitic basalt
pebbles. Pyroxene phenocrysts
throughout the core have been
partially to completely altered
and transformed into a white
mixture of clays, amorphous
silica and pyrite. The matrix is
of a medium grey color,
strongly silicified and contains
< 5% disseminated pyrite
(<0.1 mm). Pyrite coating
occurs also on vesicle walls
and along fracture planes.
Individual pebbles show
decreasing silicification from
core to rim. The intensity of
alteration and the pyrite
content increase down core.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 09-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.610'E
Penetration: 1.06 m Recovery: 0.85 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Section consits of mildly
altered ankaramitic basalt with
1 - 3 mm of weathering rinds
throughout the core. The upper
part shows Mn-oxide staining
on surfaces. The matrix is of a
brownish-grey color unlike
most other samples from
Conical Seamount. Pyroxene
phenocrysts are still intact, but
the samples are less magnetic
when compared to other
mildly altered sections. The
brown matrix is slightly
silicified and contains < 1%
disseminated pyrite. Vesicles
are infilled by zeolithes,
amorphous silica and pyrite
(<0.1 mm). Individual pebbles
show zonal alteration with a
dark grey outer rim with no
zeolithes.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 10-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.560'E
Penetration: 2.05 m Recovery: 0.80 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 80 cm of least altered vesicular
(5%) ankaramitic basalt with
fresh pyroxene and magnetite.
Vesicles are relatively small (<
5 mm). The uppermost sample
is coated by Mn-oxides. Little
(<< 1%) disseminated pyrite
(<0.1 mm) coating pyroxene
phenocrysts and on vesicle
walls. The uppermost sample
exhibits thin seafloor
weathering rind (1 mm). Fe-
oxyhydroxide staining is rare
throughout the core.

---------------------------------------

- The lowermost sample is a
pseudobreccia due to patchy
silicification.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 11-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.543'E
Penetration: 2.09 m Recovery: 0.50 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 50 cm of highly vesicular (>
5%) ankaramitic basalt with
fresh pyroxene and magnetite,
vesicles are relatively small (<
5 mm) and are unaffected by
hydrothermal fluid flow, there
is no visible amorphous silica
or pyrite in the vesicles, the
uppermost sample (0-6 cm) is
coated by Mn-oxides, fractures
in this sample are infilled by
porous amorphous silica
giving it a brecciated
appearence, the basalt next to
the silica is unaltered, few
pieces show slight (< 1 mm
thin) bleaching on fractures.
Little (<< 1%) disseminated
pyrite (<0.1 mm) in samples at
30 cm depth and in the
lowermost part of the core (45-
50 cm).
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 12-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.745'S  /  152°39.555'E
Penetration: 1.05 m Recovery: 0.25 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Mn-oxide coated least altered
vesicular (> 5%) ankaramitic
basalt with fresh pyroxene and
magnetite, vesicles are small
(< 5 mm) and are unaffected
by hydrothermal fluid flow,
there is no visible amorphous
silica or pyrite in the vesicles

---------------------------------------

- specimen contains trace pyrite
(<0.1 mm) and traces of
zeolithes filling vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 13-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.748'S  /  152°39.558'E
Penetration: 2.33 m Recovery: 1.45 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Vesicular ankaramitic basalt,
very fresh; limonitic Fe-
staining on fractures

- Fractured ankaramite and
rubble of greenish, strongly
decomposed volcanics

- carbonate and zeolithes (?) on
fracture planes

- very fresh ankaramite with
limonite on fractures

Ankaramite with vesicles filled
with 2 types of zeolithes: white
small crystals growing on
larger brown crystals (poosibly
analcime)

- large vesicles in fresh
ankaramite

- more fractured fresh
ankaramite

fresh ankaramite with carbonate
present in fractures
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 14-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.550'E
Penetration: 1.70 m Recovery: 0.50 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- very fresh vesicular
ankaramitic basalt; aphyric;
fractures with limonite
coating;

- very fresh vesicular
ankaramitic basalt; with some
voids filled with zeolithes

- ankaramitic basalt with pyrite-
filled fractures and
disseminated pyrite throughout
the matrix

- zeolithes in vesicles; small
amount of pyrite in the matrix
and fractures

- pyrite content is higher in the
pebbles and pyrite starts to
replace pyroxene phenocrysts
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 15-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.715'S  /  152°39.550'E
Penetration: 1.50 m Recovery: 1.20 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- pebbles of ankaramite;
distintly altered; the matrix is
impregnated by amorphous
silica and pyrite; pyroxene
phenocrysts are fresh

---------------------------------------

- fractures in ankaramite are
silica flooded and pyritized;
pyroxene phenocrysts are
relatively fresh but sho lining
of pyrite on crystal faces

---------------------------------------

- strongly fractured with distinct
pyrite+silica alteration flooding
most of the rock

---------------------------------------

- numerous pebbles impregnated
with amorphous silica and
pyrite; pyroxenes are +/- fresh

- pyrite-silica altered ankaramite
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 16-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.722'S  /  152°39.552'E
Penetration: 1.29 m Recovery: 0.65 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Relatively fresh ankaramitic
basalt with < 5% small (< 5
mm) vesicles. Few of these
vesicles are streched indicating
flow.

Most of the individual pebbles
are Mn-coated indicating
seafloor weathering.

Pyroxene and magnetite
phenocrysts are intact.

Some vesicles are partly filled
with zeolites and/or
amorphous silica

= least altered vesicular
ankaramitic basalt

---------------------------------------

- Fractures in the lower part
show rare bleaching (< 1mm
thick)

---------------------------------------

- The lowermost samples
contains traces of very fine-
grained pyrite.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 17-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.580'E
Penetration: 3.48 m Recovery: 0.65 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Fe-stained, moderately pyrite-
silica altered ankaramitic
basalt

---------------------------------------

- Rest of the section consists of
medium-grey, pyrite-silica
altered ankaramite. Pyroxene
phenocrysts are mainly intact
but show amorphous silica
lining. Magnetite is also still
present.

The groundmass is prefer-
entially replaced by
amorphous silica and contains
5-10% fine-grained (<0.1 mm)
disseminated pyrite.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 18-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.731'S  /  152°39.572'E
Penetration: 1.51 m Recovery: 0.85 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- strongly clay-silica altered,
medium-grey ankaramite. The
basalt is rather dense and
contains almost no vesicles.

The groundmass is silicified
and pyritized.

A zonal distribution of the
alteration is evident with a
moderate silicification and
minor very fine-grained pyrite
in the core. Here, pyroxene
phenocrysts are still intact. The
rim of altered clasts or
fragments shows a strong
alteration halo where pyroxene
is bleached white and replaced
by clay and amorphous silica.
Outlines of individual
pyroxene phenocrysts are still
visible due to a fine lining of
pyrite or amorphous silica.
Most alteration is fracture
controlled and contains 5-10%
pyrite on surfaces. Rare
pinkish K-spar (?) is visible
along fracture planes.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 19-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.735'S  /  152°39.550'E
Penetration: 1.49 m Recovery: 0.35 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- reddish brown brecciated
material; clasts are angular and
pyroxene-phyric

seafloor weathering is evident
in these otherwise weakly
altered ankaramites

---------------------------------------

- the lower part consists of
vesicular basalt (5-8%
vesicles) with most vesicles
being  rounded and only minor
streched vesicles. The samples
are also pyroxene phyric
(~10%); the groundmass is
relatively unaltered; pyroxene
phenocrysts are partly altered
to a fine-grained greenish
secondary mineral association
(chlorite?)
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 23-RD
Location: Edison Seamount Position: 03°19.055'S  /  152°34.839'E
Penetration: 1.63 m Recovery: 0.35 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 35 cm of dark, ankaramitic
pebbles and small bombs;
ankaramite displays porphyric
texture with abundant, 3-5 mm
long biotite flakes, mm-sized
pyroxene crystals and rare
vesicles. Samples are very
pristine and only affected by
weak seafloor weathering on
the surface. Compelling
features are crustal xenoliths
(i.e. angular and rounded,
greyish-white, layered tuffitic
material and chert-like
fragments with 1-2 cm
diameter) and numerous, mm-
sized olivine xenocrysts. The
sample also includes a
carbonatic fragment of a shell.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 24-RD
Location: Edison Seamount Position: 03°19.093'S  /  152°34.873'E
Penetration: 2.63 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 30 cm of greyish black,
ankaramitic pebbles; the
ankaramite is very fresh and
slightly vesicular (vesicles are
round and have diameters of
less than 1 mm) and shows a
porphyric texture with
phlogopite and clinopyroxene
phenocrysts and olivine
xenocrysts. One pebble
contains a greyish-white
xenolith of tuffitic origin.
Alteration recognizable by
faint limonite-coating is
limited to the surface of some
pebbles.

= least altered vesicular
ankaramitic basalt
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 25-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.737'S  /  152°39.580'E
Penetration: 0.95 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 30 cm of fresh basalt rubble;
phenocrysts of pyroxene in
mafic groundmas; ~ 5%
vesicles with << 0.5 % pyrite
decoration

No alteration or mineralization

= least altered vesicular
ankaramitic basalt
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 26-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.570'E
Penetration: 1.50 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 30 cm of slightly vesicular
pyroxene-phyric basalt rubble;
phenocrysts of pyroxene (10-
15 %) are 1-3 mm in size;
pyroxene phenocrysts are
slightly altered to chlorite;
groundmas is virtually
unaltered with with << 0.5 %
pyrite

= least altered vesicular
ankaramitic basalt
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 27-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.745'S  /  152°39.575'E
Penetration: 1.11 m Recovery: 0.40 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Slightly vesicular pyroxene-
phyric (15-20%) basalt.
Vesicles are not filled. Matrix
seems slightly more altered
(more silica?) than in section
26-RD. Pyroxenen phencrysts
are fresh. Trace pyrite on
surface. Some pieces show
Mn-staining.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 28-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.540'E
Penetration: 2.40 m Recovery: 0.70 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Distinctly pyrite-silica altered,
highly vesicular ankaramite.
Samples from the upper part of
the section are fragmented and
incoherent (probably
hyaloclastitic) and show some
Mn-staining.

Alteration effects fractures,
voids and the matrix of the
basalt while pyroxenen
phenocrysts have only a pyritic
coating on their crystal faces.
Pyroxenes near fractures are
more intensly altered.

---------------------------------------

- Lower part of the core is more
compact and less altered. Few
pyrite crystals and some
amorphous silica are present
on fractures and vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 29-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.550'E
Penetration: 1.00 m Recovery: 0.15 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Mn-stained ankaramitic basalt;
pyroxene-glomerophyric with
3-5 % vesicles. Seafloor
weathering at the surface of
the sample with distinct
limonite and Mn-staining.
Little pyrite alteration along
fractures and as impregnations.
Only rare pyrite in the matrix.
Few vesicles are filled with
zeolithes.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 30-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.720'S  /  152°39.585'E
Penetration: 3.14 m Recovery: 0.60 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Pebbles of ankaramitic basalt
with few vesicles; porphyric
with clinopyroxene
phenocrysts

faint pyritic alteration in the
matrix and on crystal faces of
pyroxenen

- The lowermost samples show
increased silica impregnation
in the matrix

- Pebbles at the bottom show
stronger replacement of the
matrix by amorphous silica
and pyrite
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 37-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.740'S  /  152°39.580'E
Penetration: 1.50 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Dark greyish-black highly
vesicular basalt. Patchy
seafloor weathering with Fe-
oxides on outer surfaces of
fragments.

Fresh surfaces are pyroxenen
phyric in a dark groundmass.
Vesicles range from 1 cm to <
1mm in size and are very
abundant.

No visible pyrite alteration.

= least altered vesicular
ankaramitic basalt
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 38-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.725'S  /  152°39.515'E
Penetration: 4.50 m Recovery: 0.01 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- quarter teaspoon worth of light
grey strongly clay-amorphous
silica-pyrite altered basalt.

- scrapings are thought to
represent material from the
bottom of the hole (4.5 m).

clay-silica alteration is
therefore more widespread
than previously thought and
extends to the western edge of
the north side of the fissure

this hole was repeated
during station 40-RD !
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 39-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.725'S  /  152°39.525'E
Penetration: 1.70 m Recovery: 0.40 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 40 cm of fresh pyroxene-
phyric basalt rubble with
mumerous vesicles. No visible
alteration.

Two samples have ~ 1 mm thin
pyrite veins on the edge of the
fragments. These veins have
collofrom to boitryoidal
banding. Some pyroxene
phenocrysts are pyritized.
Other veins are vuggy and
lined with tiny pyrite crystals.
Minor amount of bluish-grey
amorphous silica together with
pyrite in veins
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 40-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.725'S  /  152°39.515'E
Penetration: 3.63 m Recovery: 0.40 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Fragment of altered basalt
from top of hole (seafloor
weathering; boulder?) has
pseudofragmental texture due
to alteration. “Fragments”
composed of clay-silica-pyrite
altered basalt set in a matrix of
more intense silica alteration
with very fine grained diss.
pyrite and honey brown
sphalerite (?). Late fracture
coatings of As-sulfides
(orpiment?). Disseminated
realgar throughout the sample

- Rest of the core is light grey
sand to clay sized amorphous
silica-clay-pyrite altered
material with disseminated
pyrite (< 1mm) throughout the
sample.

A pan concentrate (minus clay)
of the fine grained material is
composed of intensly silica-
pyrite-clay altered material
with trace realgar and Fe-
oxides. No sphalerite observed

- water flushing was
strongly reduced at the
end of the hole in an
attempt to recovery
altered material at depth.
Most likely as a result of
this process we recovered
200 ml of light grey slime
on the outside of the core
barrel !
(sample 40-RD OUT)
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 41-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.745'S  /  152°39.528'E
Penetration: 1.03 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- upper 15 cm are vesicular (up
to 1 mm), slightly altered
pyroxene phyric basalt,
seawater weathering rim with
Fe- and Mn-staining,
chloritized pyroxene
phenocrysts

---------------------------------------

- more intensely altered
ankaramitic basalt, pyroxene is
partly chloritized, matrix is
flushed with amorphous silica,
minor amounts of pyrite filling
vesicles and disseminated in
the matrix
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 42-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.725'S  /  152°39.533'E
Penetration: 3.00 m Recovery: 1.50 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- vesicular basalt with fresh
pyroxene, weathered top
surface, 3 fractures with very
weak grey alteration, no to
traces of py, few vesicles lined
by silica

---------------------------------------

- breccia zone with 0.5-3 cm
weakly altered basalt clasts in
a silica-cemented clastic
matrix, Fe-oxide stained silica
on fractures, porous
amorphous silica infilling
vesicles, trace of py in vesicles
and lining fractures

---------------------------------------

- porous breccia zone with 3-10
cm, fresh to weakly altered
basalt clasts in a porous, silica-
cemented clastic matrix, frothy
appearance, black matrix
consists of fine rock fragments
(possibly scoriaceous portion
of flow) with open cavities
filled by filamentous
amorphous silica, trace pyrite
in breccia, possible yellow
sulfur with filamentous
amorphous silica

---------------------------------------

- coarse breccia with 10-15 cm,
fresh to weakly altered basalt
clasts, frothy matrix between
clasts, moderately porous with
trace of fine, disseminated py,
disseminated py in vesicles
increases from 90-100 cm,
weak alteration along some
fractures but otherwise fresh

- coarse breccia with 10-15 cm,
fresh to weakly altered basalt
clasts, frothy matrix between
clasts, moderately porous with
trace of fine, disseminated py,
disseminated py in vesicles
increases from 90-100 cm,
weak alteration along some
fractures but otherwise fresh

---------------------------------------

- coarse breccia with 10-15 cm,
fresh to weakly altered basalt
clasts, black, frothy matrix
with increasing amorphous
silica content and disseminated
py, locally rimming basalt
clasts
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 43-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.720'S  /  152°39.535'E
Penetration: 4.47 m Recovery: 0.25 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- intensly altered and
mineralized basalt with
submarine weathering
(limonite staining). The core
displays a complete alteration
of matrix and phenocrysts.
Orpiment is present in vesicles
and forms small, irregular
spots, the matrix is distinctly
silica altered, light grey
coloured clasts in matrix are
distributed throughout the
darker pyrite-bearing matrix.
Sphalerite, galena, and
chalcopyrite occur as very
fine-grained, disseminated
sulfides and are also present as
small veinlets.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 44-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.510'E
Penetration: 2.67 m Recovery: 0.55 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- vesicular, pyroxene-phyric
basalt with slight weathering
on fractures, matrix only
slightly altered with small
amounts of py, voids in parts
elongated, some are filled with
zeolithe

---------------------------------------
- distinct fracturing, glassy

surface, py coating on
fractures, minor amorphous
silica
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 45-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.720'S  /  152°39.530'E
Penetration: 5.00 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Very fresh porphyric
ankaramite. The uppermost
sample shows slight seafloor
weathering and contains open
space filled by biogenic
limestone.

Vesicles (3-5 %) reach up to 4
cm in length. Pyroxene
phenocrysts are fresh.

- Lower part of the core contains
some pyrite on vesicle walls as
well as small veins filled with
greenish clay mineral.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 46-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.723'S  /  152°39.535'E
Penetration: 4.05 m Recovery: 0.35 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Moderatly to intensly
amorphous silica-pyrite altered
porphyritic ankaramite with <
3% vesicles. Alteration occurs
as silica flooding in the matrix
and as disseminated pyrite.
Vesicles are ocommonly filled
with tiny pyrite crystals,
fractures show silica coating.

Remarkebly, the pyroxene
phenocrysts are rather pristine
with pyrite lining the crystal
faces.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 47-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.715'S  /  152°39.505'E
Penetration: 5.00 m Recovery: 0.27 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- Moderatly vesicular pyroxene

phyric basalt with vesicles
ranging from 6 mm to 1.5 cm
in size. Seafloor weathering
resulted in the formation of an
oxidation rim and bleaching of
the basalt. Pyroxene pheno-
crysts are partially altered and
replaced by white clays along
fractures and crystal faces.

- this portion contains a large
vein that has been altered by
seafloor weathering and now
consists of limonite

---------------------------------------
- the bottom consists of fine-

grained, sandy material of ~
30% pyrite plus clay-silica.

This strongly altered
sandy material probably
originated from the
bottom of the whole.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 48-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.720'S  /  152°39.540'E
Penetration: 1.25 m Recovery: 0.65 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- core consists of fresh,
vesicular basalt, pyroxene-
phyric in dark greenish-grey
groundmass, phenocrysts ~40
% of the rock, vesicles range
from <1 mm to 1 cm (5-8% of
the rock), outer surfaces of
core fragments coated with
yellowish brown Fe-oxides

---------------------------------------

- core consists of fresh,
vesicular basalt, pyroxene-
phyric in dark greenish-grey
groundmass, phenocrysts ~40
% of the rock, vesicles range
from <1 mm to 1 cm (5-8% of
the rock), unusual bluish-green
clay on fractures

---------------------------------------

- core consists of fresh,
vesicular basalt, pyroxene-
phyric in dark greenish-grey
groundmass, phenocrysts ~40
% of the rock, vesicles range
from <1 mm to 1 cm (5-8% of
the rock), abundant earthy Fe-
oxides throughout groundmass
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 49-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.718'S  /  152°39.520'E
Penetration: 1.33 m Recovery: 0.55 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- pyroxene-phyric basalt,
moderately vesicular,
pyroxenes are up to 3 mm in
size, pyroxene phenocrysts are
partially altered to greenish
secondary minerals, some
pyroxene phenocrysts are
relatively pristine, basalt
shows extensive seafloor
weathering, Fe-Mn coating of
most basalt fragments

---------------------------------------

- pyroxene-phyric basalt,
moderately vesicular,
pyroxenes are up to 3 mm in
size, pyroxene phenocrysts are
partially altered to greenish
secondary minerals, abundant
py coating of the fragments
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 50-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.722'S  /  152°39.511'E
Penetration: 1.64 m Recovery: 0.25 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Least altered pyroxenen phyric
(5-10%; up to 3mm in size)
basalt. Slightly vesicular
(<2%, up to 8 mm) with
vesicles being flow aligned.
Matrix is slightly bleached in
particular around seafloor
oxidation rims. No pyrite
visible. Pyroxene phenocrysts
are partially altered to greenish
material. No infilling of
vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 51-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.745'S  /  152°39.585'E
Penetration: 1.41 m Recovery: 0.30 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- 30 cm of pyrite-silica altered
basalt pebbles. Alteration is
confined to matrix and occurrs
as a flushing with amorphous
silica and disseminated pyrite.
Basalt pieces are non
vesicular. Pyroxenen
phenocrysts are ± unaltered
(~1 mm in size). Some whitish
phase. Uppermost sample
shows Fe-staining from
seawater weathering.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 52-RD
Location: Conical Seamount Position: 03°18.730'S  /  152°39.530'E
Penetration: 5.00 m Recovery: 0.01 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- No core recovered, but grey
clayish material present which
contains small pieces of pyrite
and amorphous silica
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 57-RD
Location: Snowcap (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.722'S  /  151°40.155'E
Penetration: 1.68 m Recovery: 0.10 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- Vesicular (5%) plagioclase-
phyric rhyodacite with no trace
of hydrothermal alteration.
Groundmass is still quite
glassy. Vesicles are slightly
elongated-flow aligned.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 60-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.240'S  /  151°40.500'E
Penetration: 4.42 m Recovery: 0.90 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- weakly altered dacite fragment
stained Fe±Mn oxides and
white-grey clay

---------------------------------------

- porous, fine-grained massive
sphalerite plus pyrite, 80%
sph, 20% py, minor py-cpy in
open vein

- typical white smoker
assemblage

---------------------------------------
- porous py-cpy at top of cpy-

anhydrite

---------------------------------------

- massive py-cpy at top of cpy-
anhydrite breccia, 80-90% cpy,
10% pyrite

---------------------------------------

- semi-massive, clastic, 1-3 cm
rounded clasts of massive cpy
and larger clasts of porous py-
cpy in a matrix of white
anhydrite

- 1-2 cm wide crustiform
anhydrite veins, irregular but
running length of core

- few 1-2 cm open cavities lined
by crystalline anhydrite

- identical to TAG pyrite breccia
with cpy clasts instead of py
clasts
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 61-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.230'S  /  151°40.497'E
Penetration: 2.77 m Recovery: 1.40 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- seafloor weathering, Fe-oxides

(orange-brown) of sphalerite-
barite

---------------------------------------

- fine grained honey-dark brown
sphalerite with barite, core is
porous, zones/veins of lighter
coloured sphalerite through
darker sphalerite - possible
veins, cavities lined with
sphalerite and barite crystals,
some cavities almost through
core

---------------------------------------

- brownish-green mixture of fine
grained sph>py>cpy, zones of
massive sulfides between
porous, more weathered
looking zones, large cavities
lined with Fe-stained barite (?)
crystals, py and cpy crystals
lining voids in porous portions

---------------------------------------

- porous, light-dark brown, fine
grained sph, distinctly
weathered and light in weight,
crystalline, clear barite in
voids in sphalerite

- porous, light-dark brown, fine
grained sph, distinctly
weathered and light in weight,
some Fe-oxides through core
due to weathering

---------------------------------------

- dark grey, vesicular dacite, no
phenocrysts or visible
alteration, minor coatings of
Fe-Mn-oxides, also light grey
clay (?) coating some surfaces
and lining vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 61-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.230'S  /  151°40.497'E
Penetration: 2.77 m Recovery: 1.40 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- seafloor weathering, Fe-oxides

(orange-brown) of sphalerite-
barite

---------------------------------------

- fine grained honey-dark brown
sphalerite with barite, core is
porous, zones/veins of lighter
coloured sphalerite through
darker sphalerite - possible
veins, cavities lined with
sphalerite and barite crystals,
some cavities almost through
core

---------------------------------------

- brownish-green mixture of fine
grained sph>py>cpy, zones of
massive sulfides between
porous, more weathered
looking zones, large cavities
lined with Fe-stained barite (?)
crystals, py and cpy crystals
lining voids in porous portions

---------------------------------------

- porous, light-dark brown, fine
grained sph, distinctly
weathered and light in weight,
crystalline, clear barite in
voids in sphalerite

- porous, light-dark brown, fine
grained sph, distinctly
weathered and light in weight,
some Fe-oxides through core
due to weathering

---------------------------------------

- dark grey, vesicular dacite, no
phenocrysts or visible
alteration, minor coatings of
Fe-Mn-oxides, also light grey
clay (?) coating some surfaces
and lining vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 62-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.230'S  /  151°40.497'E
Penetration: 2.20 m Recovery: 0.35 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- Aphyric dacite pebbles (35

cm) with distinct seafloor
weathering on the uppermost
sample: Lower portions are
rather pristine, vesicular with
trace feldspar phenocrysts in a
glassy, dark grey matrix
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 63-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.240'S  /  151°40.500'E
Penetration: 2.71 m Recovery: 0.50 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- The drillbit recovered an intact

gastropod shell at the surface.

- Recovery of 50 cm of largely
fragmental friable sulfides and
sulfide sand. The upper sulfide
samples (5 – 13 cm) consist of
massive fine-grained sphalerite
and pyrite with minor chalco-
pyrite. No veining or
weathering, but material is
highly porous. No visible
anhydrite or barite.

- The rest of the core is
fragmented with up to 1 cm
angular clasts of either
chalcopyrite or sphalerite set
in a matrix of fine-grained
pyrite plus chalcopyrite.
Samples are porous with
anhydrite crystals filling voids.
Rare small conduits (~1-2
mm) lined with chalcopyrite
within the breccia. Sulfide
sand (pyrite and chalcopyrite)
near the base of the core
(below 28 cm) is related to
destruction of the very friable
material sample throughout the
core.

- Core may represent re-
cementation of sulfide debris
near top of mound
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 64-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.2295'S  /  151°40.5021'E
Penetration: 3.37 m Recovery: 2.20 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
weak greenish brown surface
oxidation (Fe±Mn oxides,
possibly some clay)

---------------------------------------
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

fracture coating of py, traces
of cpy and amorphous silica

---------------------------------------
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

fracture coating/vein of pyrite,
amorphous silica and tiny
blades of sulphate, 2 cm thick
alteration halo of light grey
silicification

---------------------------------------
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

pyrite, amorphous silica on
fragment boundaries

---------------------------------------

black vesicular aphyric dacite,
py+cpy with bladed sulfate,
lining fracture, weathering to
Fe-oxides

---------------------------------------

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
py±cpy, silica, bladed sulfate
on fractures and on surfaces

---------------------------------------

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
minor py+sulfate lining
fractures

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
minor py+sulfate lining
fractures

---------------------------------------
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

fractured surfaces decorated
with disseminated patchy
py±cpy with amorphous silica
and bladed sulfate

---------------------------------------

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
change of character of
alteration and sulfides,
fractured surfaces of core have
bluish-grey coating of
amorphous silica with tiny
grains of disseminated pyrite,
no cpy or bladed sulfate
observed

---------------------------------------
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

disseminated pyrite in vesicles

---------------------------------------

- intense clay-silica-pyrite
alteration on fractures in
dacite, no cpy or bladed sulfate

---------------------------------------

- black vesicular aphyric dacite,
disseminated pyrite in vesicles
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 64-RD (cont.)
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.2295'S  /  151°40.5021'E
Penetration: 3.37 m Recovery: 2.20 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- black vesicular aphyric dacite,

disseminated pyrite in vesicles
---------------------------------------

- intense clay-amorphous silica-
py alteration of dacite
(forming outwards from
fractures, no cpy or bladed
sulfate observed)
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 65-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.238'S  /  151°40.511'E
Penetration: 4.41 m Recovery: 0.45 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- mainly porous sphalerite with
few cavities filled by barite,
patch of py-cpy

---------------------------------------

- mainly porous py-cpy with
large 2-3 cm cavity (?) filled
by porous cpy, few late
cavities lined by barite

- 60-70% cpy, 30-40% py

---------------------------------------

- porous sph±py±barite with
typical white smoker
mineralogy, darker brown to
pale sph, cavity or fracture
with Mn-oxide

---------------------------------------

- drilled pebbles of porous
pyrite-cpy
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 66-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.230'S  /  151°40.497'E
Penetration: 3.71 m Recovery: 0.80 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- porous, massive sphalerite
with traces of white barite

---------------------------------------

- moderately to weakly porous,
fine-grained massive cpy,
minor py, fine-grained

- larger 1 cm-wide cavities with
no lining

---------------------------------------

- mixed py-barite-sph with
possible amorphous silica

---------------------------------------

- heterogeneous zone of massive
porous sphalerite locally with
typical "ribbing" found in
white smoker beehive
chimneys

- minor barite in porous zones
with blue-grey sulfosalt
(probably tennantite)

- coarse clast/vein of cpy

---------------------------------------

- mixed, as above
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 67-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.240'S  /  151°40.501'E
Penetration: 5.00 m Recovery: 1.90 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- dark, fine grained porous
brown to black sph, minor
barite in open cavities

---------------------------------------

- medium-fine py±cpy±sph sand
with clasts of py-cpy in dark
sph matrix, some cavities filled
with barite

---------------------------------------

- fine-grained massive sph with
minor intergrown barite, large
5-10 cm fragments of white
smoker chimney material in
dark sph-rich matrix

---------------------------------------

- porous (possibly clastic) py-
cpy with <0.5 cm veins of
anhydrite±barite, open cavities
lined by fine crystalline cpy

- porous (possibly clastic) py-
cpy with <0.5 cm veins of
anhydrite±barite, open cavities
lined by fine crystalline cpy

---------------------------------------

- dense, fine-grained py-cpy
intergrown with matrix of
anhydrite±barite, possible
veins of porous cpy

---------------------------------------

- porous cpy>py, as above with
matrix of anhydrite±barite
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 68-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.240'S  /  151°40.510'E
Penetration: 2.06 m Recovery: 0.42 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- fragmental texture: 2-20 mm,
angular to subrounded py+cpy
fragments in medium brown
sphalerite matrix, rare
anhydrite filling porosity voids

---------------------------------------
- massive, fine-grained py with

minor cpy, thin (<2 mm) veins
and void fillings of anhydrite
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 69-RD
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.232'S  /  151°40.503'E
Penetration: 4.90 m Recovery: 2.20 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- porous light brown sph+barite,
weathering rinds of Fe-Mn-
oxides

---------------------------------------

- pebbles of py+cpy

---------------------------------------

- py and cpy clasts set in a
matrix of honey to dark brown
sph+barite

---------------------------------------

- intergrowth of medium grained
py+sph

---------------------------------------

- cpy veining through dark
brown sph with trace
anhydrite+barite, seafloor
weathering along cavities with
Fe-oxide staining

---------------------------------------

- dark to light brown porous
sphalerite

- dark to light brown banded
sph, minor anhydrite filling
voids

---------------------------------------

- massive brown sph with
interstitial barite, minor
disseminated py+cpy, thin (<1
mm) anhydrite veins

---------------------------------------

- A: massive brown sph with
barite, disseminated py+cpy,
anhydrite veinlets

- B: vein (?) of anhydrite, py,
and minor cpy, breccia texture,
no banding or mineralogical
segregation apart from 2-3 mm
wide anhydrite band at contact
with rock A, minor clay-silica-
altered clasts of dacite

---------------------------------------

- just rock B

---------------------------------------

- breccia texture of greenish
clay altered dacite fragments
(<1 mm-1 cm) set in grey
matrix of clay, amorphous
silica and disseminated py,
footwall alteration zone
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 69-RD (cont.)
Location: Roman Ruins (PACMANUS) Position: 03°43.232'S  /  151°40.503'E
Penetration: 4.90 m Recovery: 2.20 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- altered dacite with black veins,

dacite altered to tan-white
coloured mixture of clay,
amorphous silica, disseminated
py, and anhydrite, tiny black
mineral (sph ?) occurs with
disseminated py

- black veins are up to 2 cm
wide and have 1-2 mm selvage
of anhydrite+clay, vein is soft
and consists of a mixture of
py, sph (?), clay, amorphous
silica and anhydrite, no
banding or mineralogical
segregation
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 71-RD
Location: DESMOS caldera Position: 03°41.469'S  /  151°52.048'E
Penetration: 1.54 m Recovery: 0.26 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- dacite / andesite pebbles at the

top. Distinctly variable
alteration overprint on single
pebbles.

Pristine aphyric, vesicular
pebbles with lots of glass in
the matrix and few plagioclase
phenocrysts. Others are
strongly altered by silica and
sulfides (pyrite).

---------------------------------------

- The specimen at the base is a
fresh aphyric andesite(?) with
mm-sized vesicles and an
extremely porous groundmass.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 72-RD
Location: DESMOS caldera Position: 03°41.500'S  /  151°52.000'E
Penetration: 1.15 m Recovery: 0.17 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- least altered black vesicular
basaltic andesite to andesite.
Vesicles (5 %) are up to 5 mm
in diameter. The matrix is very
porous and aphric.
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 73-RD
Location: DESMOS caldera Position: 03°41.510'S  /  151°52.001'E
Penetration: 4.62 m Recovery: 0.80 m

Lithology Lithology Comment

- light to medium grey,
moderately to intensly altered
vesicular basaltic andesite. No
original magmatic minerals or
textures preserved. Light grey
colors signify intense
alteration. Alteration minerals:
alunite, pyrophyllite, dickite,
diaspore and pyrite (=
advanced argillic alteration)

---------------------------------------

- Fragment of moderately
altered basaltic andesite in
intensly altered basaltic
andesite

---------------------------------------
- relatively fresh bas. andesite

with native sulfur and sulfate
---------------------------------------
- pebbles with one core piece of

light to grey alteration (see
description above)
amorphous silica lining
vesicles

--------------------------------------
- medium grey, weakly altered

andesitic basalt. Alteration
consists of clay and dissemi-
nated pyrite. Native sulfur fils
mm to cm sized vesicles

--------------------------------------
- fresh, black, vesicular

andesitic basalt with trace
amounts of native sulfur and
anhydrite or amorphous silica
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Cruise SO-166 CONDRILL     /     STATION 74-RD
Location: SUZU Knolls Position: 03°47.354'S  /  152°05.631'E
Penetration: 3.20 m Recovery: 0.25 m

Lithology Lithology Comment
- black vesicular dacite with

green clay-chlorite(?) as veins
or fracture coating. No sulfide.

--------------------------------------

- pebbles of massive vesicular
black dacite with minor Fe-
oxides staining and lining
vesicles. No sulfides.


